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Abstract 
 
 

The Internet and digital technologies have created an opportunity for documentaries 

to find new audiences; however, documentary’s capacity to overcome the challenges 

that the online market presents and achieve sustainability is not yet understood. 

This study brings together research in the areas of new media and documentary in 

order to comprehend and assess the significance of the growing overlap between the 

two. Focusing on documentary distribution post-2000, in the United States and the 

United Kingdom, the thesis examines how the online market has influenced both the 

culture of documentary and the economic structure of the methods used to 

distribute documentary films. This involves an exploration of the rise of digital 

media in relation to its impact upon the film industry and a historical review of the 

changes that have occurred within the documentary marketplace. The core analysis 

takes the form of a case study approach that sets out to identify trends in 

documentary distribution and generate insights into the new models that both 

documentary platforms and filmmakers have employed. What this research 

suggests is that documentary distribution via the Web requires a new framework for 

thinking about how films reach audiences and generate revenues. In particular, it 

indicates how audience engagement from the onset of production can help 

documentaries overcome challenges in the online market. In line with participatory 

media trends, the research confirms that distribution has become more than just a 

mechanism for content dissemination and that, in the digital age, distribution has 

developed as a social phenomenon, which expands through ongoing public 

involvement and innovation. However, the research also indicates that alternative 

distribution strategies that rely upon leveraging communities must be uniquely 

adapted to each project and its particular core audiences. This means that there is no 

singular, overarching theory or replicable model that characterises the online 

distribution process for documentary films. Thus, the thesis adds to our knowledge 

of the diverse ways in which documentary has inhabited the social space offered by 

new media while anchoring existing theories of ‘social media’ within specific 

contexts. 
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CHAPTER 1  
 

Introduction 
 

You cannot solve a problem from the same consciousness that created it.  
You must learn to see the world anew. — Albert Einstein 

 

 

1.1  Researching Documentary Distribution  
 

1.1.1  The Distribution Dilemma  

 

Documentary has fallen into a period of crisis. It also has embarked upon an era of 

growth. The digital age has engendered this paradox. The Internet has opened new 

avenues of exhibition, causing mainstream media institutions, which traditionally 

have monopolised access to audiences, to progressively lose control of their most 

valuable assets. It also has created the opportunity for filmmakers to instantly 

distribute their work to global audiences and develop direct relationships with these 

individuals. Essentially, the Internet has challenged the long-established function 

and value of traditional distributors by making distribution cheap, easy, and 

personal. Although the Internet has generated many opportunities for documentary 

filmmakers who have the necessary skills to exploit its networks, it has not 

functioned as a panacea for all long-standing distribution challenges. In fact, the 

Internet has created an entirely new set of distribution challenges, which require a 

new mindset, and skill set, to overcome. Generating revenue from any single 

documentary in the ever-growing online catalogue of content is virtually impossible 

without having an innovative plan for audience engagement and the resources of a 

well-networked distributor. Profit is a tough pursuit and does not come from simply 

putting content online. Promotion is essential. Such challenges have made it difficult 

for documentary to demonstrate its potential to generate sustainable revenue 

growth in the online market. The crisis for documentary extends across traditional 

outlets as well. The recent evidence of financial growth at the box office has been 
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largely misleading, obscuring the reality that few documentaries have succeeded in 

this market. In the television market, which has effectively sustained the nonfiction 

film industry, documentary has fallen into decline due to public service 

broadcasters’ budget cuts and growing pressure to cater to commercial interests. 

Although online distribution has created opportunities, documentary’s economic 

viability in this market remains largely in question. Ultimately, documentary not 

only has experienced a crisis of economics, but it also has experienced a crisis of 

change, which has driven forward-thinking filmmakers and distributors to innovate 

in an effort to uncover distribution models that work in the context of the Web. 

These changes happening in documentary have augmented the need for 

academic inquiry into distribution. Studies of documentary have rarely considered 

questions of economics or what impact digital technologies and the Internet have 

had upon documentary’s capacity to reach audiences. In order to advance research 

in this field, it has been necessary to expand academia’s restricted gaze on 

documentary film texts and bring into view documentary’s political economy. By 

moving beyond discussions of ideology and form and examining the unexplored 

intersection between documentary distribution and digital technology, this research 

has introduced a new set of debates about documentary that focuses on the 

developing economics and culture of documentary on the Web. The Web’s capacity 

to provide access to global audiences has fostered the need to uncover new 

distribution models that enable documentary to generate attention and revenues 

and, ultimately, achieve sustainability in the converging marketplace. As 

documentaries become more commercially oriented, it becomes increasingly 

important to examine their modes of distribution and consider how they might be 

successfully exploited, both within and outside the established industry systems. 

This chapter begins by defining documentary, then carries on to review relevant 

literature, before detailing the research aims, scope, and structure of this thesis. This 

research uniquely positions documentary distribution within the society that 

supports it, suggesting that distribution should be understood as more than a fixed 

mechanical operation of delivering content to consumers and instead recognised as 
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an evolving social process, which thrives through consumer involvement in project 

funding, development, and promotion. Although it is commonly recognised that 

digital technology and the Internet have fostered participatory culture, 

understanding how this development has impacted documentary has required 

moving beyond exploring general theoretical claims and instead focusing on 

examining specific evidence. Ultimately, this approach has revealed that distribution 

becomes, in essence, a ‘cause’ that people support when it is carried out through the 

active involvement of a community — comprised of distributors, filmmakers, and 

audiences.  

 

1.1.2  Defining Documentary 

 

In order to begin this exploration of documentary distribution, some consideration 

had to be given to the meaning of ‘documentary’. When John Grierson first applied 

the word ‘documentary’ to Robert Flaherty’s film Moana (1926), he spoke of the 

film’s ‘documentary value’, using the word as an adjective rather than a noun or 

term of classification. Within a few years, Grierson began using the word to describe 

the product of nonfiction filmmaking and assigned it his landmark definition of ‘the 

creative treatment of actuality’ (Chanan 2007a: 27). Somewhat of a paradox, 

Grierson’s definition implies that documentary is more than just the raw footage 

gathered in the field — it demands some amount of creative assembly in order to 

merit its name. Like any art form, documentary requires authorship. Its ‘authored’ 

quality is what carries documentary beyond the realm of news coverage and allows 

it to have cinematic appeal. Although many practitioners and scholars have made 

efforts to define documentary, Grierson’s description remains one of the most 

popular and enduring, applying to a wide range of works, from the films of 

Humphrey Jennings to those of Michael Moore. Another important characteristic of 

documentary, which Grierson observed, is its general lack of commercial value. 

Documentary has often relied upon sponsorship, which has linked it to the ideas of 

education, propaganda, and social reform. According to Grierson, ‘documentary 

was developed on the thought that it was not there necessarily for entertainment. 
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Occasionally it has been in the entertainment business but only incidentally’ (Sussex 

and Grierson 1972: 26). Ultimately, documentary’s development as a non-

commercial property has challenged its sustainability and reinforced the notion that 

documentaries are not entertainment, in the conventional sense of the word. 

 Documentary is a complex genre. So complex, in fact, that it may not merit 

being called a genre. If fiction is not considered a genre, then why should nonfiction, 

or documentary, be? In truth, documentary is so widely encompassing that the term 

‘genre’ may too narrowly define it. Paul Arthur (2005: 20) argues that, rather than 

considering documentary a genre, ‘a more sensible approach would describe it as a 

mode of production, a network of funding, filming, postproduction, and exhibition 

tendencies common to work normally indexed as “documentary”’. Although 

Arthur’s interpretation of ‘documentary’ arguably offers a more accurate 

understanding of it, many scholars choose to study nonfiction filmmaking within 

the framework of a genre. Bill Nichols writes, ‘we can consider documentary a genre 

like the western or the science-fiction film’ (2010: 21). Alan Rosenthal and John 

Corner devote an entire section in the book they co-edited, New Challenges for 

Documentary (2005), to exploring ‘Documentary as Genre’. Because documentary is 

commonly classified as a genre, it makes sense to refer to it as such. However, 

accepting documentary as a genre is much easier than defining it as one. Barry 

Langford, in his book Film Genre: Hollywood and Beyond (2005), suggests that 

‘documentary is on the face of it inherently anti-generic’. He bases his observation 

on the fact that reality does not harbour generic forms. Therefore, as Langford 

argues, ‘true’ documentary must aspire to a status ‘beyond genre’ (Ibid.: 258). 

Langford asserts that all documentaries could never fit within the traditional 

boundaries that define the genre because it is impossible, or at least inaccurate, to 

generalise the full gambit of characteristics that documentaries exhibit. Because 

documentary can span a broad range of narrative possibilities and has no singular 

agreed definition, interpretation of its genre characteristics tends to hinge almost 

exclusively on the belief that documentary must capture, in essence, real life. 

Nichols explains that the challenge in defining ‘documentary’ comes from the fact 
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that ‘the definition of “documentary” is always relational or comparative’ and 

suggests that documentary is largely understood by contrasting it with what it is not 

— fiction, experimental, or avant-garde filmmaking (2001: 20). Outside of those 

boundaries, documentaries can literally be about anything. Even films with fictional 

components and strongly subjective viewpoints (including all of Michael Moore’s 

nonfiction features) can be unquestionably defined as documentary, as long as they 

predominantly reflect reality. More importantly, what makes heavily fictionalised 

films, such as The Age of Stupid (2009), qualify as documentary is, quite simply, 

public agreement. The idea that a film is a documentary when the majority of people 

regard it as such echoes Andrew Tudor’s description of genre as ‘what we 

collectively believe it to be’ (1974: 139). All genres, including documentary, are 

difficult to define. All genres, including documentary, are what people collectively 

believe them to be.  

 Tudor’s definition of genre has served as a good basis for defining 

documentary in the context of this research. As documentaries have adopted more 

fluid and diverse structures, expanding onto new platforms and extending in new 

narrative directions, public agreement about what documentary is has necessarily 

changed. Jane Chapman concurs, ‘Today documentary is so diverse and diffuse that 

the genre is hard to define’ (2009: 8). David Hogarth suggests there is a need for ‘a 

flexible definition of documentary to suit the social, cultural, economic, and 

technological circumstances in which it now operates’ (2006: 14). According to Stella 

Bruzzi, there has been a return to a ‘more fluid definition of documentary’ (2006: 5). 

Following this trend, I have decided that any content widely classified as 

documentary is, without question, documentary. Although there have been 

challenges to this rule — for example, I’m Still Here (2010) was widely referred to as 

a documentary before it was revealed that its main subject, Joaquin Phoenix, was 

acting his part — in general, trade publications such as Variety and Screen 

International, networks such as Channel 4 and Current TV, and websites such as 

IMDb and Rotten Tomatoes, use the term in ways that match public perception. If 

the public recognises content as documentary, then it makes sense to consider it as 
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such. Dirk Eitzen concurs that accepting public consensus is simply the ‘best way to 

define documentary’; yet in making this claim he also mentions the major fault in 

such a definition, which is: ‘saying that documentaries are whatever people 

commonly take them to be tells us nothing at all about what, specifically, people 

commonly do take them to be’ (1995: 83). My oversimplification of this complex 

debate is not to declare that this approach is the right way to define documentary; 

rather, it suggests that belabouring the question of what constitutes documentary, in 

an effort to narrow its inherently vast scope, serves little function in my exploration 

of how documentaries are distributed in the digital age. Since many documentaries 

now have cross-media elements that extend beyond the feature format, films are 

increasingly defined not only by their content but also by the means through which 

audiences receive and interact with that content. Consequently, understanding how 

distribution works for documentary is now as important as analysing the content 

contained in its form. As the mediums and technologies employed to display and 

deliver documentary have expanded, so have the boundaries by which the genre is 

defined. Adopting a fluid definition in this research has been a useful way to avoid 

perpetuating the ongoing debate about the meaning of documentary, which has 

already been considered at length by both practitioners (e.g. Grierson 1966, Vertov 

1984) and theorists (e.g. Nichols 1991, Renov 1993).  

 

1.1.3  Industry Insights 

 

Many scholars have written about documentary, yet very few have considered its 

modes of distribution. The vast majority of literature has focused on aesthetic, 

textual, or political aspects of documentary and ignored critical economic questions, 

which can help explain its niche status. Highly influential in the field, Bill Nichols 

has done much to help theorise documentary, particularly in his books Representing 

Reality: Issues and Concepts in Documentary (1991) and Introduction to Documentary 

(2001, 2010), but his focus has remained almost entirely on documentary texts and 

history, with little consideration for what role distribution methods play in 

determining the economic success and cultural significance of nonfiction films. Alan 
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Rosenthal offers a rare early ‘industry’ perspective in his book, The New Documentary 

in Action: A Casebook in Film Making (1972), which mentions aspects of distribution 

within its case studies. Yet Rosenthal’s observations are dated and do not build to a 

theoretical understanding of distribution. Other researchers in this field who have 

considered the topic of distribution — such as Keith Beattie (2004, 2008), Stella 

Bruzzi (2006), Michael Chanan (2007b), and Jane Chapman (2007, 2009) — have 

primarily referenced it anecdotally and have rarely ventured beyond discussions of 

the broadcast market. Acknowledging themes that are central to thesis, Jane 

Chapman’s book Issues in Contemporary Documentary mentions how ‘the balance of 

power between filmmakers and audiences is changing’; however, by her own 

admission, she does not ‘engage in a general study of the impact of the Internet and 

the digital revolution on documentary’ (2009: 3). Instead, Chapman examines 

‘contemporary documentary’ in a rather classic manner, investigating ‘how far these 

aspects of change, important and dramatic as they are, impact upon the issues that 

are traditionally addressed in documentary studies’ (Ibid.). Although she does 

evidence recent films and suggest how digital technology has affected key issues, 

such as ‘truth’ and ‘ethics’, Chapman does not consider distribution in her 

theoretical conclusions. Giving more attention to the topic, Thomas Austin and 

Wilma de Jong’s Rethinking Documentary: New Perspectives, New Practices (2008) 

presents essays from four different authors in a section entitled ‘Digital and Online 

Documentary: Opportunities and Limitations’. Although these chapters explore the 

impact convergence has had upon documentary, they do not focus on the central 

question of documentary’s economic sustainability in the online market. While some 

other documentary texts, such as Richard M. Barsam’s Nonfiction Film: A Critical 

History (1992), Erik Barnouw’s Documentary: A History of the Non-Fiction Film (1993), 

and Jack C. Ellis and Betsy A. McLane’s A New History of Documentary Film (2006), 

highlight aspects of documentary distribution in their historical accounts, they have 

left many gaps to fill, particularly with regard to the emerging online market. These 

texts have been essential resources in the historical overview of documentary 

distribution included in Chapter 4, but they have not provided support for the 
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debates about documentary economics and culture on the Web, which new media 

literature has more effectively informed (see Section 1.2). Prior to this research, very 

little knowledge about distribution had been established within the field of 

documentary studies. 

 Although no academic text has been published on the expansion of 

documentaries on the Web, Thomas Austin’s Watching the World: Screen Documentary 

and Audiences (2007) has given some consideration to the expansion of 

documentaries in the cinema. The bulk of Austin’s book is built upon the case 

studies of ‘classic’ documentary films, which include Etre et avoir (2002), Capturing 

the Friedmans (2003), and Touching the Void (2003). With a primary interest in 

documentary audiences, Austin uses questionnaires to conduct qualitative analysis 

of viewers’ responses to these films and considers how this data relates to the 

specific film text and wider theoretical debates. In the process of developing his 

arguments, Austin provides some discussion of marketing methods and what 

motivated audiences to go see these three films, yet his emphasis on viewer 

sentiment, rather than release strategies, prevents him from developing a theoretical 

perspective on documentary distribution. Austin largely overlooks the political 

economy of screen documentary, except in the first chapter, which explores 

‘Continuity and change: the documentary boom’ (Ibid.: 12-33). Particularly relevant 

to my research topic, this chapter provides general insight into the recent growth of 

the documentary market. Austin observes that the ‘boom’ began circa 2003 to 2004 

and that it happened both in the US and UK. He also notes that American 

documentaries were typically the strongest financial performers (Ibid.: 12-13). 

Although Austin (Ibid.: 17) writes, ‘Distribution and exhibition strategies are crucial 

in connecting filmmakers and audiences, and they have to be scrutinised in order to 

gain a clearer picture of the boom’, he does not make it his mission to explore this 

critical area of research, beyond the general overview he constructs in this chapter. 

Nevertheless, Austin’s text has informed this research by highlighting the need to 

better understand the changes that have taken place in the documentary market by 

answering key questions, such as: can documentary sustain economic success in the 
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theatrical market, how has the Internet contributed to the apparent growth in the 

documentary market, and what cultural effects have accompanied documentary’s 

expansion onto the Web? Ultimately, Watching the World is noteworthy because it 

unconventionally examined documentary outside the boundaries of broadcast; 

however, its narrow and theoretical focus on documentary audiences, rather than 

distribution methods, has suggested the need for further exploration of how the 

market for documentaries has changed as a result of the Web and what impact this 

has had upon the economics and culture of documentary.  

 Amy Hardie has also explored the topic of documentary audiences through 

the Docspace initiative she established in 2000. Gathering data between 2002 and 

2007 (in the UK, the Netherlands, Spain, and Austria), Hardie sought to answer the 

question: who are the documentary audience? (2002a, 2008). Her research explored 

audience demographics and sentiment towards documentary, in an effort to 

demonstrate the existence of ‘an untapped audience for documentaries on the big 

screen’. Hardie’s use of an ‘inclusive definition of documentary’, which declares that 

‘anything that wants to call itself a documentary is a documentary’, reinforced the 

decision to adopt such a definition in this research (2002a: 9). The findings of 

Hardie’s study largely support the assertion that there is an ‘untapped audience’ 

and suggest that this audience is comprised of people who chose to watch 

documentaries in the cinema based on their ‘subject matter’. This critical insight 

indicates that documentary audiences are, overall, very diverse. Yet, for any given 

film, audience members share a common interest in that film’s topic. This quality 

gives documentaries ‘core audiences’, which differ from general audiences because 

of their ability to be targeted.1 Kees Ryninks, whose work with the Netherlands Film 

Fund informed Hardie’s research, suggests, ‘The subject matter is to documentaries 

what a movie star is to feature films’ (2006: 5). Hardie’s conclusion that people 

choose to see documentaries due to their interest in the topic supports the idea that 

                                                        

1 The term ‘core audience’ was popularised by Peter Broderick (2004) in his early discussions of 
hybrid distribution. 
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documentary’s niche qualities offer it a ‘subject’ advantage, which most independent 

fiction films lack. Essentially, documentaries have the potential to have strong 

appeal, but only to limited audiences — those with a shared specific interest. The 

Internet has provided the means to identify and reach these widespread audiences 

efficiently. Reflecting upon documentary, Hardie (2002a: 5) observed that ‘[d]igital 

technology and e-cinema are beginning to make it possible to rethink the ways in 

which these films reach their audience.’ A decade later, digital technology has 

revolutionised the process of distribution so profoundly that it is not just ‘possible’ 

but now ‘essential’ to consider how documentaries reach their audiences. 

 Outside of documentary studies, research that examines the political 

economy of the film industry has been somewhat easier to find. However, most of 

the literature published focuses on Hollywood, with little attention given to 

independent films and virtually nothing specifically pertaining to (or even 

mentioning) documentaries. Some post-digital texts that contribute useful industry 

insights include: Frederick Wasser’s Veni, Vidi, Video: The Hollywood Empire and the 

VCR (2001), which provides a narrow, but in-depth, analysis of the videocassette 

recorder’s impact upon the film industry; Barbara Klinger’s Beyond the Multiplex: 

Cinema, New Technologies, and the Home (2006), which offers an analysis of audience 

engagement with home entertainment formats and systems; Paul McDonald’s Video 

and DVD Industries (2007), which adopts a rare industrial perspective on how the 

video formats of VHS and DVD have impacted upon the global markets; and The 

Contemporary Hollywood Film Industry (2008), edited by Paul McDonald and Janet 

Wasko, which presents essays on aspects of studio film distribution that include 

discussions of emerging ancillary markets and intellectual property debates. 

Additionally, two very recent texts that consider industry issues from the angle of 

independents are: Angus Finney’s The International Film Business: A Market Guide 

Beyond Hollywood (2010), which addresses a wide gap in research by investigating 

emerging distribution methods for independent films, and Finola Kerrigan’s Film 

Marketing (2010), which extends beyond the traditional Hollywood debates about 

marketing to consider how independent filmmakers are competing for attention in 
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the online marketplace. Kerrigan’s discussion of how DIY (Do It Yourself) 

filmmakers ‘are finding ways to build up international audiences for their films’ 

gives much needed academic consideration to an often overlooked group within the 

film industry (Ibid.: 54). Most notably, in Chapter 10, entitled ‘The Impact of 

Technology on Film Marketing’, Kerrigan addresses a range of topics relevant to this 

research, including: convergence, piracy, and social media (Ibid.: 193-209). Here, she 

considers the ‘new breed of filmmaker/marketers’ — individuals who maintain an 

‘authentic nature’ and involve audiences in their work, in an effort to uncover new 

ways to create ‘sustainable filmmaking’ (Ibid.: 208-09). Many of the documentary 

filmmakers I have met with and referred to in my research are part of this new 

breed, which demonstrates the changing value and demands of being ‘independent’. 

Although they offer little discussion of documentary, these industry texts have been 

particularly informative in my investigation of the digital revolution, covered in 

Chapter 3. Researching the political economy of the film industry has revealed that 

documentary maintains a marginal position within the wider media marketplace; 

concurrently, it has also revealed that literature about distribution has rarely 

included documentary in its discussions. Consequently, there is a need to develop 

knowledge in this space. 

  As the politics of film distribution play a vital role in determining what films 

people watch, it is quite surprising how few film scholars have considered, or even 

mentioned, the distribution process in their analyses. Michael Quinn (2001: 51) 

suggests that, although exhibition and reception have gained ‘a great deal of 

attention’ from historians, the area of distribution has been ‘seriously 

underresearched’. Research that explores how film distribution has developed 

within the industry could have, as Quinn acknowledges, ‘the potential to revise, if 

not transform, some widely held beliefs in cinema studies’ (Ibid.). Similarly, Raymon 

Lobato argues that the focus on textual analysis within film scholarship has left an 

enormous gap in studies of ‘distribution and circulation’ (2007: 114-17). The recent 

expansion of digital technologies has augmented the need to develop knowledge in 

the area of distribution. Prior to digital and online developments, distribution had 
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limited theoretical significance. As films were completed prior to their entry into the 

marketplace, the primary functions of distribution, to reach audiences and generate 

revenues, were seen to have little connection to film form, content, or meaning. 

However, in the digital age, distribution has become part of the creative process, 

demanding consideration and planning from the onset of development, which has 

allowed public engagement to happen at a much earlier stage. In an online context, 

distribution can literally determine the shape of films and how audiences view 

them. The network technology of the Web, which delivers content to individuals on-

demand, has inspired a greater level of user-engagement than has previously been 

possible through traditional modes of distribution. As a consequence, distribution 

has become an increasingly ‘social’ process, which happens through person-to-

person sharing and ongoing exchanges between content creators and consumers. 

Ultimately, understanding how documentaries are distributed online, and how they 

are able to use the Web to engage audiences, is as important as understanding the 

styles, structures, and themes apparent in their linear forms. 

 

 

1.2 Theoretical Perspectives  
 

1.2.1  New Media and Network Ideology  

 

The theoretical foundations of new media were laid out decades before the rise of 

digital technology and the Internet, in the writings of pre-digital visionaries, such as 

Marshall McLuhan and Hans Magnus Enzensberger, who anticipated various forms 

of global networking and digital culture. In his seminal work, The Gutenberg Galaxy: 

The Making of Typographic Man (1962), McLuhan declared, ‘The new electronic 

interdependence recreates the world in the image of a global village’ (Ibid.: 31). 

Although hyperbolic at the time, McLuhan’s characterisation of a ‘global village’, 

united through electronic technology and the widespread sharing of information, 

has become a fitting metaphor for the digital culture that has developed on the 

World Wide Web. McLuhan’s suggestion that society was moving away from an 
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individualistic culture (brought about by print media) and reconfiguring into a 

‘tribal’ culture (brought about by electronic media) is an idea that has been echoed 

and expanded upon by recent digital thinkers (i.e. Jenkins 2006, Shirky 2008). 

McLuhan developed his theories of media further in Understanding Media: The 

Extensions of Man (1964), which, as the title suggests, argued that media are 

‘extensions of man’, offering new capabilities that shape both individuals and 

society. In this context, all media are social media (albeit of varying degrees), calling 

for user participation and the spread of information. Expanding upon this idea, 

McLuhan defined media as either ‘hot’ (enhancing one sense and requiring low 

levels of participation) or ‘cool’ (enhancing multiple senses and requiring high 

amounts of participation), categorising media as such based on their levels of 

definition (or resolution) and how easily they are understood. By considering media 

on the basis of user involvement, McLuhan anticipated the rise of interactive media. 

 Some theorists, including Raymond Williams (1974: 129-32) and Hans 

Mangus Enzensberger (1982: 67), have criticised McLuhan for adhering to 

technological determinism by failing to consider the cultural, political, or social 

context in which media develops. Because new media do not dictate how they are 

put to use, nor do they automatically lead to certain developments, technological 

determinism’s validity as a theory has been widely disregarded. Enzensberger wrote 

in his article ‘Constituents of a Theory of the Media’, first published in 1970, that 

‘[a]nyone who expects to be emancipated by technological hardware, or by a system 

of hardware however structured, is the victim of an obscure belief in progress’ (1982: 

58). Enzensberger rightfully recognised that electronic media’s ‘mobilizing power’ 

does not come from the media technology itself, but from those who use it (Ibid.: 

47). The theory outlined in this article, which suggested that ‘[t]he contradiction 

between producers and consumers is not inherent in the electronic media’ (Ibid.: 59), 

laid the groundwork for later debates about convergence and participatory 

media. In recognising how electronic media allow for ‘mass participation in a social 

and socialized productive process’ (Ibid.: 48), Enzensberger seemingly predicted the 

kind of open forum of public discourse that has appeared on the Web. As 
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Enzensberger suggested, the more people use electronic media, the less power the 

‘bourgeoisie’ has to censor them (Ibid.: 51). Ultimately, McLuhan and 

Enzensberger’s early theoretical writings, which anticipated the restructuring of the 

mass media and the development of participatory culture, have set up the 

arguments about digital media that later theorists have developed and this study 

has tested. 

 ‘New media’ is a term often used to describe digital content, which exists in 

malleable and non-tangible formats and travels through the space of the Web. Lev 

Manovich, one of the first scholars to extensively theorise new media, effectively 

delineated the field when he published his influential work, The Language of New 

Media (2001). In this text, Manovich defines what constitutes new media as: 

numerical representation, modularity, automation, variability, and transcoding. 

Collectively, these properties characterise computer-mediated content, which is 

essentially what the term ‘new media’ refers to within the pages of this thesis. 

Unlike McLuhan, who saw media as extensions of man, Manovich saw media as 

extensions of other media, logically evolving from one to another. Recognising a 

new era in communication, Manovich observed, ‘We are in the middle of a new 

media revolution – the shift of all of our culture to computer-mediated forms of 

production, distribution and communication’ (Ibid.: 43). A somewhat overstated 

observation in 2001, just one decade later, Manovich’s claim stands well-supported 

by the rise of the digital revolution (see Chapter 3). Manovich emphasised his point, 

arguing that the new media revolution is remarkable not only because it has affected 

all stages of the communication process, from acquisition to manipulation to 

distribution and storage, but also because it has affected all types of media – text, 

sound, still images, moving images, etc. (Ibid.). Essentially, computers have united 

all separate forms of old media, so that the various recording and playing platforms 

(typewriter, radio, tape recorder, television) can all be replaced by one or a series of 

applications within the computer. New media’s numeric coding gives them 

fundamentally different properties from old media, allowing for near infinite ways 

to manipulate the series of 1s and 0s that represent a digital artifact and alter its 
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form. New media are also stored and indexed within relational databases, allowing 

users to easily navigate and search content, potentially averting a linear approach to 

viewing. Because of the advanced collaboration and realtime tools offered by the 

Internet, users can now provide feedback and work virtually with each other on 

projects of common interest. These relatively recent developments have established 

higher levels of audience interaction around media projects, which have, in turn, 

facilitated the growth of participatory culture. Manovich acknowledges this trend, 

writing, ‘as we shift from industrial society to information society, from old media to 

new media, the overlapping between producers and users becomes much larger’ 

(Ibid.: 119). As more people participate in the exchange of new media, the 

boundaries between filmmakers and audiences become less obvious. This study 

builds upon the themes evident in Manovich’s work by considering how the 

development of new media has allowed for greater participation in documentary 

and how the economics and culture of documentary have changed as a consequence.  

 Now that media products can be exchanged virtually, via computers, 

information is often as valuable as physical goods. In his book, The Coming of Post-

Industrial Society: A Venture in Social Forecasting (1973), Daniel Bell anticipated that 

society would abandon its industrial focus to become increasingly organised around 

the exchange of information and services. Digital technologies and the Internet have 

facilitated the arrival of the ‘post-industrial’ era for the media industries. New media 

have proven to be malleable and have reinforced the development of a culture 

oriented around services rather than products. Because new media are highly 

accessible and frequently open to participation, they are commonly linked to the 

principles of free access (see Section 1.2.2) and democratisation (see Section 1.2.3). As 

Chapter 3 discusses, digital technology has offered widespread access to tools that 

allow people to create and disseminate high-quality content, while the Internet has 

provided the means for an unlimited choice of content to be made instantly available 

anywhere in the wired world. How far this content can spread depends on the 

strength and openness of the networks that form the basis of the World Wide Web. 

Reinforcing this idea and furthering post-industrial debates, Manuel Castells 
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published a trilogy between 1996 and 1998 called The Information Age: Economy, 

Society and Culture, in which he suggested that since information and knowledge 

have always been central to societies, the real breakthrough for modern culture has 

been the development of networks. Castells (Ibid., 2001, 2005) has written 

extensively on what he calls ‘the network society’ and argued that networks have 

enabled informationalism to replace and subsume industrialism. The flows of 

information within this ‘social structure’ are largely controlled by the bonds between 

individuals, which ultimately determine the overall effectiveness of the networks. 

Essentially, networks are powered by interpersonal communications, which 

facilitate the spread of information from one individual to another, around the 

world. Castells (2005: 8) has characterised ‘the network society’ as ‘a new, efficient 

form of organization of production, distribution, and management that is at the 

source of the substantial increase in the rate of productivity growth in the United 

States, and in other economies that adopted these new forms of economic 

organization’. Having no geographical limitation, the network society has allowed 

for the expansion of a global economy (2001: 168). Eliminating the overhead of 

physically manufactured and transported goods, the Internet’s digital delivery 

platforms have offered cost-effective means to promote media products and sell into 

worldwide markets. Consequently, distributors have been able to use the Web to 

solicit and spread documentaries (see Chapter 5) and filmmakers have been able to 

use it to fund and develop documentaries (see Chapter 6). By facilitating these kind 

of activities, online networks have allowed distribution to become increasingly 

social and service-oriented, which has, in turn, created the need to develop new 

business models for documentary in this context. 

 

1.2.2  Economic Paradigms 
 

The Internet has had dramatic effects on how the film industry operates, yet the field 

of film studies has largely failed to consider this development in its theoretical 

debates. As the Internet has developed ‘as a technology, medium, and social space’, 

academic response to this phenomenon has lagged behind (Cavanagh 2007: 1). The 
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relative lack of academic writing on new media topics has created an opportunity 

for popular digital thinkers, who publish their ideas on blogs and in bestsellers, to 

gain credit for advancing theory in this field. As these writers, some of whom I 

discuss in this chapter, write for the mainstream market, they often adopt a familiar 

voice and express evangelical perspectives. Despite their zeal, their insights about 

the economic and cultural effects of the Internet and digital media have greatly 

aided in the development of an appropriate theoretical framework for this research. 

Kevin Kelly, who co-founded Wired magazine in 1993, wrote an insightful book 

called New Rules for the New Economy: 10 Radical Strategies for a Connected World 

(1999), which argues that ‘communication is the economy’ (Ibid.: 5). The distribution 

of digital media is one form of communication, which fuels this new economy. 

According to Kelly, ‘This new economy has three distinguishing characteristics: It is 

global. It favors intangible things — ideas, information, and relationships. And it is 

intensely interlinked. These three attributes produce a new type of marketplace and 

society, one that is rooted in ubiquitous electronic networks’ (Ibid.: 2). There is space 

for documentary in this new economy, but its value, as Kelly implies, is largely 

dependent upon how much communication it generates. The more connected a 

documentary film becomes within this global network system, and the more 

discussions it fosters, the greater potential it has to generate revenue and compete in 

the commercial markets. While commercial agendas have never been a fundamental 

part of the documentary tradition (as they have been, for example, in Hollywood), 

the growing need to find new sources of funding and new outlets for distribution 

has driven filmmakers to explore the Web in search of alternative, sustainable 

solutions. Ongoing communication forms the basis of these new models, 

strengthening the link between filmmakers and their audiences.  

 By eliminating the barriers that once blocked distribution, digital technology 

and the Internet have enabled essentially everything to become available to 

everyone anywhere in the world. One theory that highlights this development is 

Chris Anderson’s interpretation of the ‘long tail’. First described in a 2004 article 

published in Wired and then later expanded into the book, The Long Tail: Why the 
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Future of Business Is Selling Less of More (2006), the Long Tail theory illuminates how 

the growth of niche markets has redefined the shape of business models. Essentially, 

the long tail of products in low demand can, collectively, make up a market share 

that is bigger than any one major ‘hit’. Anderson expands on this idea, suggesting 

that direct access to a mass global audience via the Web has created the possibility of 

new revenue streams for independent artists and smaller niche distributors by 

removing one of the major barriers of traditional retail models — the need to find 

local audiences. According to Anderson, in a pre-Web world, ‘not enough local 

demand equals no store’ (2006: 163). However, on the Web, it is possible for 

products to attract consumers one-by-one, through a virtual connection, rather than 

having to surrender to the ‘tyranny of geography’, which requires appealing to 

enough people in the same location to justify distribution. The Internet has created 

an opportunity for documentary filmmakers to find larger audiences for their films 

by reaching beyond the boundaries of territory, into previously inaccessible markets, 

to uncover untapped audiences. This expansion of the marketplace has created 

greater revenue opportunities for older documentaries, which can be made 

accessible to new audiences via the Web. As Anderson argues, the extending growth 

of the long tail has led to a shift away from the small number of hits (mainstream 

products and markets) at the head of the demand curve and a move toward the vast 

number of niches in the tail. Anderson observes, ‘In an era without the constraints of 

physical shelf space and other bottlenecks of distribution, narrowly targeted goods 

and services can be as economically attractive as mainstream fare’ (Ibid.: 52). 

Because digital delivery incurs few manufacturing and distribution costs, 

documentaries have the potential to find small, yet sustainable, revenue streams in 

the online market with virtually no risk of financial loss. 

 However, the problem with Anderson’s discussion of the Long Tail theory is, 

as Kelly suggests, that he builds his argument primarily from the perspective of an 

aggregator and fails to explore the limits the long tail imposes on individual artists. 

Kelly (2008c) argues that the long tail does not benefit creators because, 

‘Economically, the more the long tail expands, the more stuff there is to compete 
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with our limited attention as an audience, the more difficult it is for a creator to sell 

profitably.’ Ultimately, the long tail only produces meaningful economic value when 

niche items are sold in aggregation. For independent artists to make a living, they 

must find a way to move up the long tail and establish a position somewhere closer 

to the head of the curve. In his article, ‘1000 True Fans’ (2008a), Kelly suggests that 

artists need to build a loyal following of one thousand ‘true fans’, those who will 

buy essentially anything and everything that artist produces, in order to generate 

enough income to make a sustainable living. He bases this figure on the assumption 

that a ‘true fan’ would be willing to spend one day’s wages (which he estimates to 

be one hundred dollars) each year to support the artist. Although documentary 

filmmakers are unlikely to inspire a following that would offer such significant 

financial endorsement, it is possible that certain films could attract a following of 

one thousand true fans or more, particularly if they are linked to a cause (see 

Chapter 6). Yet for this model to work, it requires developing a direct relationship 

with audiences. As Kelly suggests, direct connections deliver direct profits, with no 

loss of revenues to middle men. The potential for filmmakers to build and maintain 

personal audiences for their work, and distribute directly to their fans, is purely a 

product of the digital age. As more filmmakers have endeavoured to build their own 

followings, a paradigm shift has taken place, which has helped to establish a new 

social contract between those who make documentaries and those who watch them. 

Evidence of this change has been documented in the rising success of crowdsourcing 

models (see Chapter 6). Many of the examples used in this thesis serve to evidence 

Kelly’s point that niche audiences can generate sizeable rewards if they are serviced 

directly.  

 The availability of free media on the Internet has made it difficult for 

distributors to create business models that profit in the online space. Consequently, 

the Internet requires new ways of thinking about how content can generate revenue. 

Some digital theorists, including Chris Anderson, argue that value can emerge from 

offering goods and services for free. Following up on ideas presented in The Long 

Tail (2006), Anderson explores the potential of such economic models in his article 
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‘Free! Why $0.00 Is the Future of Business’ (2008), which he subsequently expanded 

into a book called Free: The Future of a Radical Price (2009). Anderson develops the 

argument that businesses can profit from giving away certain things for free. The 

Internet has supported the growth of gift economies, which occur when freely 

shared products and information create value for the greater community. The user-

edited online encyclopedia Wikipedia is commonly cited as an example of a gift 

economy (Anderson 2009: 20, Lessig 2008: 155-62). Although not exactly within the 

boundaries of a gift economy, due to their capacity to support piracy, peer-to-peer 

networks evidence the growing culture of sharing. By offering everyone (or at least 

those who understand how to use the technology) free global access to one another’s 

digital media files, peer-to-peer networks force distributors to compete with free. 

Because the costs involved in blocking access to digital goods can be prohibitive, it 

makes sense to explore how ‘free’ models might be employed to generate revenue. 

For documentaries, free distribution commonly is funded by advertisements (e.g. 

SnagFilms, see Chapter 5). Yet such a model demands that a film receives hundreds 

of thousands of views before it generates noteworthy revenue. Another alternative 

that has emerged is the ‘freemium’ model, which allows everyone free access to 

some amount of content with the hope of inspiring a fraction of users to pay for 

advanced services (typically access to a more extensive, advertising-free catalogue). 

The music industry has demonstrated freemium success with the streaming 

platform Spotify, which has gained more than ten million registered users in Europe 

(of which 1.6 million have become paid subscribers) and launched its US service in 

July 2011 (Sisario 2011). However, the film industry has yet to achieve such success 

with a comparable platform. Distributors typically oppose models that offer content 

entirely for free, favouring standard pay-per-view and subscription plans, yet free 

remains very popular with consumers. In Anderson’s words, ‘Charge nothing for a 

product that the incumbents depend on for their profits. The world will beat a path 

to your door and you can then sell them something else’ (2009: 43). However, for 

documentaries, even when they are offered for free, it seems unlikely that ‘the 

world’ would rush to watch them on the Web — at least not without having 
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substantial hype and effective outreach efforts to draw attention to them. 

 Kevin Kelly acknowledges this critical point when he writes that money 

‘follows the path of attention’ (2008b: 9). Exploring this idea and the potential of 

‘free’, Kelly published an article called ‘Better Than Free’ in 2008, releasing it online 

just prior to Anderson’s ‘Free!’ article. While Anderson concentrates on why free 

business models work, Kelly offers practical paradigms for how free business models 

can be implemented. According to Kelly, the Internet is ‘a copy machine’, which 

guarantees that ‘[e]very bit of data ever produced on any computer is copied 

somewhere’ (Ibid.). Copies, therefore, become the central currency of the digital 

economy. Yet as Kelly explains, ‘these copies are not just cheap—they are free’ 

(Ibid.). As the Internet allows copies to flow freely, circulating forever, it creates an 

impossible problem for those seeking to control intellectual property. Rather than 

fight the system and put a price tag on digital goods, Kelly argues that people 

should invest their energy in generating financial value through other means. In 

Kelly’s words, ‘When copies are free, you need to sell things that can not be copied’ 

(Ibid.: 3). Although similar to Anderson’s argument, Kelly’s discussion more clearly 

suggests how freely released documentary films might find financial sustainability 

in the digital age. The list of eight ‘uncopyable values’, which Kelly outlines in his 

article, identifies various ways artists can generate revenue from free. Referring to 

these qualities as ‘generatives,’ because of their need to be grown or cultivated, Kelly 

includes only things that cannot be reproduced and that are ‘generated uniquely, in 

place, over time’ (Ibid.: 4). Kelly’s list includes: immediacy, personalisation, 

interpretation, authenticity, accessibility, embodiment, patronage, and findability. These 

generatives effectively characterise qualities apparent in emerging online business 

models and are reflected in many of the examples cited throughout this thesis. Some 

of these generatives, in particular ‘embodiment’ (e.g. special event screenings) and 

’patronage’ (e.g. crowdfunding), are evident in the case studies in Chapter 5 and 

Chapter 6. As the case studies suggest, employing generatives can be challenging 

and often requires innovation. Kelly acknowledges that the eight generatives 

‘require a new skill set’, indicating that although distribution may be easier on the 
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Web, making money from it still requires a certain amount of skill and effort (Ibid.). 

The prevalence of free content on the Web has devalued all content, making it more 

challenging than ever for documentaries to compete in the marketplace. As these 

theories all suggest, the Web does not support the economic paradigm of ‘scarcity’; 

therefore, successful ‘selling’ of documentaries online demands generating value 

through alternative means. 

 
1.2.3  Digital Culture Debates 

 

The Web’s value as a content delivery platform emerges not only from its capacity to 

facilitate low-cost distribution but also from its ability to enable greater audience 

participation in the filmmaking process. In his book, The Wealth of Networks: How 

Social Production Transforms Markets and Freedom (2006), Yochai Benkler considers 

how small individual actions can be combined to generate significant outcomes 

through networks. Benkler regards the Internet as a user-driven platform, not 

merely a medium for distributing content. Unlike traditional media outlets, no one 

can control all the content on the Internet. The Internet is simply too vast and its 

networks are too developed to regulate content in an old-fashioned manner. As a 

consequence, the ‘networked information economy’, governed by decentralised 

individual actions, is the context in which business operates on the Internet. Benkler 

centres his argument on what he refers to as ‘social production’, a product of 

collaboration via networks, which ‘first and foremost harnesses impulses, time, and 

resources that, in the industrial information economy, would have been wasted or 

used purely for consumption’ (Ibid.: 122). The ability for people to effortlessly create 

and share digital goods, without the need for an institution to manage the 

development or distribution, has disrupted traditional business models. As more 

socially produced substitutes enter the market, incumbents who produced 

information goods, which may have once monopolised the market, have had to 

adapt their business strategies to satisfy new consumer demands (Ibid.). As Benker 

argues, this has led consumers to adopt the role of users who, through more active 

and productive behaviours, have integrated themselves into the production process 
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(Ibid.: 126). The involvement of ‘users’ in the creation and dissemination of 

documentary content has become an apparent trend in the new business models of 

the digital age (see Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). The activities that users perform have 

demonstrated material value for both filmmakers and distributors while the rise of 

user-generated content has indicated a deeper public engagement with 

documentary. As distribution has become more social in nature, it has demonstrated 

that audiences can offer value not only through their capacity to consume content, 

but also through their ability to aid in the creation and dissemination of content. 

 The manifestation of participatory culture has created new challenges and 

opportunities for documentary distribution. Exploring related ideas, Henry Jenkins 

examines the relationship between ‘media convergence, participatory culture, and 

collective intelligence’ in his book, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media 

Collide (2006). In this text, Jenkins broadly defines convergence as ‘the flow of 

content across multiple media platforms, the cooperation between multiple media 

industries, and the migratory behavior of media audiences who will go almost 

anywhere in search of the kinds of entertainment experiences they want’ (Ibid.: 2). 

By enabling people to actively seek out new information and make connections 

across a range of content on the Web, convergence has encouraged the spread of 

participatory culture, which ‘creates buzz that is increasingly valued by the media 

industry’. Such social sharing has led consumption to become a ‘collective process’ 

(Ibid.: 3-4). Avoiding the claims of technological determinism, Jenkins suggests that 

the power behind the Web has not emerged from its technology but, rather, from the 

ways people use its technology to spread information. Convergence has created 

opportunities for people to discover documentaries and engage with them more 

deeply, in a cross-platform environment. As documentaries have entered the digital 

domain, many have grown to become more than just films, extending into 

interactive web series, user-generated content sites, and even live events. The topic 

of cross-media (or transmedia) documentary, intriguing as it may be, extends far 

beyond the scope of this research. Consequently, convergence, in the context of this 

thesis, relates more often to how online platforms have worked to engage audiences 
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in documentary instead of how new media technology has affected the documentary 

form. It is clear that in the space of the Web audiences have been able to develop 

deeper personal connections to documentary. As Jenkins argues, convergence has 

made it easy for fans to personalise content and contribute to media culture, which, 

in turn, has pushed mainstream media to expand its horizons and consider how fans 

can creatively add value to products and services. Developing systems that harness 

user-generated content without exploiting the users has been a challenge for online 

platforms (see Chapter 5). Often, when audiences’ expectations have not been met or 

their contributions are somehow abused, they become alienated and criticise or 

abandon the platforms they once supported. Consequently, platforms that rely upon 

user-generated content have had to adapt to a new paradigm that gives audiences, 

more than executives, control over the media — in effect democratising the 

mainstream media markets. 

 The distinction between audience and creator has become increasingly 

blurred in the era of digital. As content has moved online, viewers have become 

users who can play an important role in documentary filmmaking, helping to 

finance, produce, and distribute films. Clay Shirky explores the meaning of the trend 

of mass participation in his book, Here Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing 

Without Organizations (2008). Through social media (Web 2.0) technology, the Web 

has gained a powerful potential to facilitate group action and allow individuals to 

collectively create and influence society in ways that previously had been 

impossible. The Web has also allowed communities to form around content, which 

happens more naturally when the content is associated with an issue or cause (see 

Section 4.4.2). Campaign-style documentaries, which rally people together to create 

social or political change, have benefitted from organising fan followings that not 

only support the films but also support relevant causes (see Section 6.3). 

Additionally, these grassroots groups have offered documentary filmmakers the 

hope of sustainability, by demonstrating the capacity to provide essential financial, 

creative, and promotional support. Remembering Kevin Kelly’s (1999) point that the 

online economy is built upon conversations, it can be understood that the greater the 
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number of people assembled around a documentary project, the further news 

spreads about it, and the more opportunities it has to generate revenues. The 

Internet has not only facilitated the spread of news from person to person, but it has 

given every single person the means to communicate with the entire world. As 

Shirky writes, ‘The media landscape is transformed, because personal 

communication and publishing, previously separate functions, now shade into one 

another’ (2008: 81). Although the Web has offered everyone who can find the will 

and means to make a documentary the exhibition space to show it, it has also 

fostered greater competition within the marketplace. Instead of a small number of 

decision-makers preselecting, and thereby limiting, what the public sees, the Web 

operates under the mantra of ‘publish, then filter’ (Ibid.: 81-108). As all media can 

exist online, the key challenge for documentaries is gaining visibility. Web 2.0 

technologies can help focus public attention by allowing users to tag, comment, rate, 

and share content. Through these collaborative filtering activities, people can help 

others find what is most relevant online and thereby influence what media become 

mainstream. In this democratised environment, rather than relying upon one 

institution (i.e. broadcaster) to provide temporary access and visibility, 

documentaries can benefit from employing multiple platforms to enable permanent 

access and maximum visibility. 

 Most of those who write about participatory culture argue for the value of 

non-professionals’ engagement in online discourse. It is rare to encounter critics who 

warn of the damage that may result from a culture controlled by amateurs. Andrew 

Keen stands out because he has gone so far as to write an entire book that considers 

the problems of public discourse on the Web, giving it the provocative title: The Cult 

of the Amateur: How Today's Internet Is Killing Our Culture and Assaulting Our Economy 

(2007). Keen often has been cited in debates about participatory culture for the 

precise reason that he represents an opposing view, which seldom has been echoed 

or supported by others. Keen’s hyperbolic analysis of participatory culture centres 

on one key point of contention: how the rise of the masses threatens the established 

culture of authorities and experts. Seeing value in gatekeepers, who approve and 
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deny the exposure of content to the public, Keen argues that, ‘[Web 2.0] 

democratization, despite its lofty idealization is undermining truth, souring civic 

discourse, and belittling expertise, experience and talent […] it is threatening the 

very future of our cultural institutions’ (Ibid.: 15). Keen’s portrayal of ‘cultural 

gatekeepers’ as honest experts who ensure high-quality content reaches the masses 

seems highly idealised given how so many of these long-established ‘experts’ (or 

media executives) have favoured mediocre, formulaic productions, which have 

pandered to mainstream interests, over innovative and culturally rich educational 

programming. Nevertheless, Keen’s argument about the Web’s overpopulation of 

low-quality creative content has raised a valid question about the future of 

documentary online. Now that millions of people have uploaded ‘documentary’ 

content onto the Web, through popular sites like YouTube, might professionally 

produced documentary films struggle to compete in this crowded, democratic 

space? When people have been given the choice of watching whatever they want 

from YouTube’s vast catalogue of content, they have more commonly favoured 

viewing random sequences of short clips, which often include such novelties as cats 

playing pianos and dogs sleepwalking, over watching full critically acclaimed 

feature documentaries, made available for free on the same platform. Under the 

Web’s ideology of ‘publish, then filter’, the public often promotes what has 

generated the most intrigue, not necessarily what has provided the most 

enrichment. Without public support, documentaries are in danger of being lost in 

the ‘endless digital forests of mediocrity’ that Keen describes (Ibid.: 3). However, 

this public support does not need to come from services and institutions (i.e. 

broadcasters, festivals, distributors, etc.) that have a tradition of generating audience 

interest in nonfiction films. Instead documentaries can be promoted by consumers, 

who effectively curate content they like through their use of social media and 

collaborative filtering technologies. What this suggests is that as long as 

documentaries can reach a small community of engaged supporters, curation and 

promotion can happen naturally. 
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1.3 Research Investigation 
 

1.3.1  Research Aims 

 

This chapter has introduced texts that have informed this study and has suggested 

how new media literature can help to fill the existing gaps in knowledge about 

documentary distribution. Exploring this body of literature has illuminated some 

themes that support this study’s research aims. Firstly, the development of networks 

and new media has fostered the growth of a global market that generates value from 

the sharing of information. This rise of the network society, as Castells (1996) refers 

to it, has facilitated a post-industrial shift away from the manufacturing of products 

and towards the offering of services. Secondly, in this networked environment, the 

economic models that have supported the traditional media industries have become 

largely ineffective. As Kelly (1999, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c) and Anderson (2004, 2006, 

2008, 2009) suggest, since the Web allows media to be freely copied and shared, 

value is best extracted through means other than simply selling content. Thirdly, in 

order to gain the capacity to monetise transactions on the Web, it is essential to 

develop a practical understanding of digital culture and the participatory activities it 

has inspired. As Benkler (2006), Jenkins (2006), and Shirky (2008) have all suggested, 

since audiences can be involved much earlier in the content creation process, they 

can offer longer-lasting value and deeper commitment to projects. Ultimately, what 

these trends point to is the need to view distribution as more than a simple system 

for delivering content to consumers and instead understand it as a complex social 

phenomenon, which prospers through ongoing consumer engagement and 

individually tailored approaches.  

Distribution as a social phenomenon is best understood not as a broad theory 

but as specific reality, which develops differently for each project. There is a need to 

move away from the tendency to define grand theories, such as ‘the global village’ 

or ‘the network society’, and to begin to develop a more precise theoretical 

understanding of how distribution functions in the era of digital. Jenkins (2004: 235) 

observes that contemporary digital theory commonly looks ’to the past (for 
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antecedents) and to the future (for the fulfilment of utopian promises) but rarely at 

the present (for crude prototypes of what is to come)’. This study has investigated 

the present, gathering empirical information on emerging online distribution 

models, in an effort to develop an understanding of how documentary might 

achieve sustainability in the future. The texts discussed in the literature review have 

served as the basis for this thesis’ theoretical inquiry into documentary distribution 

and introduced some of the vocabulary needed to explore its central debates. 

However, developing a theoretical understanding of documentary distribution in 

relation to this body of literature has been challenging because so much of what has 

been written on digital culture is wide-ranging. Although theories by definition are 

general (Ibid.), linking together many ideas into one explanation, there is a need to 

refine new media arguments to become more specific and more clearly pinpoint the 

realities, rather than merely generalise about the possibilities. A central aim of this 

thesis has been to sharpen the principal ideas inherent in these broad theories by 

developing a specific notion of distribution as a process that increasingly relies upon 

public engagement. This study sheds new light on the impact of digital technologies 

by carrying out specific research on the economics and culture of documentary 

online. Examining distribution in this context has given colour to the debates about 

new media and has offered a nuanced perspective of the opportunities that digital 

theorists have championed. 

As this chapter has established, the question of how digital technology has 

impacted documentary distribution has not yet been academically explored. By 

considering how the rise of new media has influenced broadcasters and platforms 

(see Chapter 5) and allowed filmmakers to rely upon direct access to audiences as a 

means to successfully produce and distribute their films (see Chapter 6), this 

investigation has answered the question: how have the economics and culture of 

documentary distribution developed in the digital age? Because of the contemporary 

nature of this topic, a survey of the development of digital (see Chapter 3) and the 

documentary market (see Chapter 4) has been included so as to aid in the 

interpretation of the findings and establish a pattern of change throughout time. 
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Adopting a historical framework has better equipped this research to maintain its 

relevance in the years to come. Rather than emphasising changes in documentary 

form, this investigation has specifically questioned what impact digital technologies 

have had upon the economics and culture of documentary distribution, asking: how 

has the role of distributors changed, what new challenges do filmmakers face, and 

what influence do active audiences have in the distribution process? As the 

literature review suggested, there is a well-established understanding that the mass 

adoption of digital (Web 2.0) technologies has reshaped the media industries, 

providing filmmakers with the means for cheap, worldwide distribution and 

audiences with the means for more personal, lasting engagement with projects. 

However, sustainability in the online market remains a key concern and the true 

economic potential of these emerging business models has not yet been fully 

understood. In order to understand how documentary might find sustainability 

online, it has been essential to investigate how the overall market for documentary 

has developed over time and what challenges new media encounter in this 

expanding space. By positioning this investigation within the broader context of the 

film industry, this thesis has developed an understanding of how narrowly targeted 

documentary films can get made and seen in the oversaturated, highly commercial 

online marketplace. 

 

1.3.2  Boundaries and Scope 

 

Within the broad spectrum of documentary distribution, this research has 

concentrated on the developing online market for documentary films. Although the 

Internet clearly offers the means to deliver documentary films to wider audiences, 

the methods documentaries employ to generate revenues via the Web remain 

fraught with difficulties. By identifying the barriers that have kept documentaries 

from reaching online audiences, and recognising what innovations have afforded 

them a better chance to do so, it is possible to begin to understand the economics of 

documentary online. Commonly affiliated with public broadcast television and 

educational exhibition, documentaries have seldom been regarded as money-
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making products. Traditionally, the biggest audiences for documentaries have been 

found on television, where the general public has been able to watch them free of 

charge. However, the trend for audience fragmentation, which is widely evident on 

the Web, has challenged the sustainability of the broadcast model for documentary 

funding and distribution. Despite these challenges, evidence of growth in other 

areas of the documentary market has suggested that new opportunities have 

emerged. For instance, several documentary films have successfully crossed over 

into the mainstream market and generated remarkable financial returns at the box 

office. Although the Web has not played an obvious role in the success of films such 

as Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), March of the Penguins (2005), and An Inconvenient Truth 

(2006), it certainly has facilitated word-of-mouth buzz and aided in the marketing 

campaigns for these films, allowing them to reach beyond ‘d-word’ aficionados and 

cross over into the realm of mass audience appeal. But high-grossing documentaries, 

of which there are only an exceptional few, have not been the focus of this 

investigation. Instead, this research has identified and explored lesser-known 

success stories, which have not made millions at the box office, in an effort to 

understand how innovation and the Internet might enable documentaries to 

generate value and extend their audience reach. By considering these alternative 

success stories, along with a few telling failures, it has become possible to imagine 

how the documentary industry might survive, and potentially even thrive, in the 

digital age. 

 This thesis has addressed the development of documentary distribution in 

the context of the digital revolution; therefore, the time frame has necessarily 

remained contemporary, primarily focusing on the first decade of the twenty-first 

century, when the Internet began to establish itself as an important platform for 

media distribution. The parts of my research that have extended further back in film 

history primarily have helped to establish a contrast with this recent period, which 

extends through 2011. In order to develop a comprehensive understanding of the 

documentary market during this time frame, I needed to limit the scope of my 

research to certain territories. I chose the United States and United Kingdom as my 
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focus, not only for reasons of personal familiarity, but also because, when compared 

to other territories, the US and UK have attracted some of the largest audiences for 

documentary and have produced some of the most financially successful 

documentary films of all time.2 Opportunities for documentaries in these two 

markets are similar enough to examine together; however, upon closer inspection, it 

is apparent that each fosters a different attitude and approach to distributing 

documentaries. For example, the US demonstrates more opportunities for 

documentary exhibition in cinemas, while the UK, by comparison, provides more 

opportunities for documentary exhibition on television. However, the discussion in 

this thesis does not focus on these contrasts, but rather considers these two markets 

in union, as they blend into one another across the global space of the Web. Because 

of these intentional territorial limits, any generalisations about audience behaviour 

and distribution patterns come from my understanding of the norms that are 

evident within these two cultures. Additionally, when addressing these regions, it 

has often made sense to consider them jointly, only distinguishing one from the 

other when the argument has called for such clarification. Although it would have 

been useful to study other countries, and I have occasionally referenced examples 

outside these regions when appropriate, a fully comprehensive investigation of the 

global marketplace for documentaries has not been the intention of this research.  

 As explained earlier, documentary embodies a broad range of subgenres and 

styles and my definition of ‘documentary’ has not explicitly excluded any of these 

formats from the discussion. However, television documentary programmes, which 

are commonly tailored to fit within broadcasters’ programming schemes and 

schedules, have been intentionally overlooked in an effort to focus the discussion on 

feature documentary films. The term ‘feature documentary’ represents the kind of 

films that play at festivals and in cinemas, which typically have a cinematic style, 

strong narrative structure, and length of seventy minutes or more. Although 

discussion of the theatrical market has been included in Chapter 4, it has not been 

                                                        

2 Any reference to dollars ($) implies US currency, unless otherwise noted. 
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the main focus of this thesis. Because the majority of documentaries have failed to 

reach audiences on the big screen, it has been important to also consider the 

ancillary markets for documentary, particularly home video, television, and online. 

As broadcast remains the most valuable outlet for feature documentaries, it has also 

been included in the discussion; however, as many scholars have addressed 

documentary’s place on television (e.g. Kilborn and Izod 1997, Beattie 2004), I have 

chosen not to engage in these debates and instead have referenced documentary in 

this context only to address how new modes of cross-platform exhibition and 

audience engagement have redefined and challenged the broadcast market. As a 

consequence, I have necessarily included some discussion of what could be called 

‘new media documentary’. Strikingly different in form than traditional feature 

documentaries, new media documentaries reach audiences primarily through the 

Web, often involving them in elements of production, distribution, or exhibition. 

Although sometimes they are accompanied by a feature film, most often new media 

documentaries have fluid formats, informal narrative structures, and cross-media 

components that evolve over time. Extending my research into this area has allowed 

me to consider the significance of new media trends, including the move towards 

interactivity, user-generated content, shorter formats, cross-platform release 

strategies, and other modes of consumption that have emerged within the 

developing market for documentary films. Ultimately, the inclusion of new media 

documentary in this thesis has allowed for a more complete understanding of how 

the documentary genre and industry have diversified and evolved in recent years.  

 
1.3.3  Overview of Chapters 

 

In this chapter, I have established that the area of distribution has been largely 

overlooked within the field of documentary studies. Therefore, this study has drawn 

from new media literature and gathered new empirical data to develop knowledge 

in this space. In an effort to reveal how documentary distribution has been impacted 

by the expansion of digital technology, this thesis has been logically organised so as 

to first provide the necessary background information, then examine the evidence, 
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and finally interpret the findings. By outlining the research methods chosen before 

considering how the digital revolution has developed and what impact it has had 

upon the various markets for documentary, this thesis establishes the foundations 

required to support its central case studies. These case studies of new platforms for 

documentary and filmmakers who have used the Web to engage audiences with 

their films help to reveal the growing importance of innovation in the distribution 

process and how the Internet has permitted greater audience involvement in all 

steps of the documentary process. Following on these examples, the thesis 

culminates in a discussion of the findings and their theoretical implications. 

Ultimately, this thesis has been organised into eight chapters.  

Chapter 2 outlines the methodology employed in an effort to clarify and 

justify the data sources used and the approaches taken. In addition, there is some 

discussion of the main research challenges, which establishes the difficultly of 

building knowledge in a field that is continually changing and lacks transparency. 

The lack of knowledge in this space demanded that the study be exploratory in 

nature and rely upon the use of multiple methods. These circumstances also dictated 

a predominantly qualitative approach, which gathered information both from online 

sources and field research. In addition, this chapter includes a detailed discussion of 

the case study approach, which has been central to this study. By revealing the 

rationale for the methods employed, this chapter provides critical background 

information, which both supports the remainder of the thesis and offers guidance to 

anyone working to further knowledge in this space. 

Chapter 3 chronicles the advent of digital technology in an effort to bring the 

history up to date and establish how the digital revolution has both hindered and 

helped the development of the film industry. Digital has had an enabling effect on 

the independent sector by making filmmaking an affordable pursuit, distribution an 

easy achievement, and promotion a social enterprise. New delivery formats have 

contributed to a rise in revenues in the home video market, while convergence has 

threatened to collapse all release windows into one global on-demand space. 

Hollywood has reacted with fear to these changes while independents have worked 
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to uncover ways to use digital to their advantage, gaining more control over their 

work and greater influence in the market. Digital projection has significantly 

reduced the cost of releasing films into the theatrical market and allowed for a 

greater number of films to appear on the big screen. However, the biggest expansion 

of exhibition space has happened on the Internet, where online platforms have given 

everyone direct access to audiences and audiences access to content on-demand. 

This overview of the digital revolution, in conjunction with the previously discussed 

body of new media literature, creates a necessary context in which to frame the 

subsequent in-depth analysis of the documentary market.  

 Chapter 4 analyses how the market for documentaries has developed, 

focusing on the distribution models that have traditionally sustained the industries 

in the United States and the United Kingdom. Pulling from key academic texts, this 

chapter highlights important events in the history of documentary distribution, 

establishing a contrast with the previous chapter by illustrating how documentary’s 

niche qualities have influenced its modes of delivery. An exploration of 

documentary in the theatrical market is built upon the compilation and analysis of 

box office data derived from Variety box office reports (see Appendix B). Although 

there has been evidence of growth in all sectors of the documentary market, cuts in 

funding have restricted the critical broadcast market, positioning an economic crisis 

at the core of the industry. This commissioning crisis, along with the growing trend 

of audience fragmentation, has prompted media corporations, and independent 

filmmakers, to consider alternative approaches as a means to uncover new, 

sustainable models.  

 Chapter 5 introduces case studies that explore how the Web has developed as 

a platform for documentary. It offers four examples of online platforms for 

documentary content and considers to what extent they managed to expand their 

audience reach and inspire viewer engagement. Through exploring the distribution 

models of Channel 4’s FourDocs, Current TV, SnagFilms, and VODO, the difficulties 

of attracting online audiences’ attention and making money from documentary 

content on the Web are illuminated. The example of FourDocs demonstrates the 
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challenge of nurturing an online community for documentaries, as Channel 4 

eventually abandoned this innovative user-generated content platform and replaced 

it with a largely static resource website. In the case of the cross-platform network 

Current TV, commercial pressures contributed to its abandonment of the user-

generated model it once employed to fill one-third of its television programming 

slots. For SnagFilms, an online distributor of free documentaries, its expansion into 

video-on-demand and fiction film distribution suggests the Internet does not 

support niche distributors and advertising-based revenue models do not support 

documentary. Finally, in the case of VODO, the online distribution platform that 

harnesses peer-to-peer networks, the prospect of asking audiences for voluntary 

donations is unlikely to pay off, unless a new social contract is developed between 

filmmakers and their audiences. The number of falters in this field implies that 

generating value from online content by engaging with audiences is not an easy task 

to manage, even for corporations.  

 Chapter 6 presents three case studies that explore how documentary 

filmmakers are using the Web to communicate with audiences and using audiences 

to support their films. The first case study, which explores the alternative 

distribution strategies of Robert Greenwald, shows how audiences can help 

filmmakers eliminate their dependency on distributors by building a massive 

mailing list and reaching out to those individuals for support. The second case 

study, which explores the crowdfunding and campaign strategies of The Age of 

Stupid (2009), demonstrates how audiences can help filmmakers eliminate their 

dependency on commissioners by helping to fund films. The final case study, which 

explores how user-generated videos were harvested through YouTube in an effort to 

create the collaborative documentary Life in a Day (2011), illustrates how audiences 

can help filmmakers eliminate their dependency on production crews. Together, 

these examples highlight the growing trend for audience involvement in all aspects 

of the filmmaking process and evidence the theory that distribution is developing as 

social phenomenon. Each case study illuminates a wide range of ideas that all point 

to the central argument that by engaging directly with their audiences via the Web, 
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filmmakers can gain vital support, from funding to production to distribution, 

which can enable them to continue making documentaries. 

 Chapter 7 builds upon ideas explored in the literature, history, and case 

studies by tying together the evidence and the arguments in a way that clearly 

articulates the theoretical contribution of this thesis. Starting from the premise that 

distribution has become a social phenomenon, the chapter explores the 

consequences of this development as it relates to three key groups within the 

industry: distributors, filmmakers, and audiences. Distributors, perhaps, have 

suffered the most in this revolution as they have followed behind the technology, 

losing their influence over both filmmakers and audiences. Filmmakers have had 

both gains and losses, as distributors (or gatekeepers) no longer stand in the way of 

audiences, yet audience attention has become increasingly harder to gain. Those 

who have gained the most have been audiences, who now have the capacity to 

personalise media consumption and participate in the process of media creation, all 

at essentially no cost other than their time. As a result of this democratisation of the 

industry, documentary has become a process that demands, or at least benefits from, 

participation. While online distribution may have yet to provide the kind of revenue 

returns needed to sustain the industry, developments in this space have given the 

documentary the opportunity to reach and appeal to wider audiences. 

 The conclusion of this thesis, in Chapter 8, reviews what has been 

accomplished through this study and reinforces the key findings. At first glance it 

may seem that technology has greatly aided documentary distribution by making 

films more accessible to audiences; however, the overwhelming amount of 

competition in the marketplace has made it more difficult than ever to focus public 

attention on films that lack commercial appeal. In the context of on-demand 

programming, documentaries are overshadowed by more commercial content. As 

broadcasters effectively lose their power as curators of content, a greater effort is 

required to bring attention to documentary films and help them fulfil their public 

service missions. The convergence of media has created a new notion of what 

documentary is and how this form reaches its intended audience. Manifesting from 
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these developments in new media is documentary’s increased capacity for audience 

engagement and impact. Mapping these changes helps to uncover answers to the 

critical question of the future financial sustainability of documentary films. 

Although it is still too early to know precisely what economic models will support 

documentary distribution on the Web, this study suggests that the solutions will 

develop from social interactions.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

Methodology 
 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

This research relied upon a variety of methods and sources to examine distribution 

and consider how digital technologies have affected the political economy and 

culture of documentary. I have included this methodology chapter in order to clarify 

the processes used to collect the information contained in this thesis and offer some 

assessment of their strengths and weaknesses. This chapter was necessarily placed 

after the introduction so as to justify the approach (and sources) used to gather the 

information provided in all subsequent chapters. The questions surrounding this 

research topic were answered through a phenomenological approach, which 

involved searching for knowledge and understanding in the everyday world, using 

a variety of desk and field research data collection methods. Consequently, my 

research methods were primarily qualitative, exercising a ‘set of interpretive 

activities’ (Denzin and Lincoln 2005: 6) to investigate the phenomenon of 

distribution within the framework of documentary and the digital revolution. 

Throughout this study, I employed a combination of description, analysis, and 

interpretation — identified by Wolcott (1994: 49) as the ‘primary ingredients’ and 

means through which data is organised and presented in a qualitative study — to 

develop my conclusions. As no notable studies have been published that address my 

research topic, my inquiry was necessarily exploratory in nature. I developed my 

research questions to explore what impact digital technologies have had upon the 

economics and culture of documentary distribution, and asked: how has the role of 

distributors changed, what new challenges do filmmakers face, and what influence 

do active audiences have? Ongoing observation, both online and in a real world 

setting, expanded my knowledge and informed my methodological choices. In order 

to achieve a holistic understanding of documentary distribution in this context, my 
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research adopted a triangular conceptual framework, which took into consideration 

the relationships between and perspectives of distributors, filmmakers, and 

audiences. Having been myself a member of all of these groups, I had an intrinsic 

understanding of what challenges and opportunities existed for each of these key 

players, who together formed and governed the documentary industry. Ultimately, 

studying the challenges of distribution within its industrial setting has made it more 

likely that the knowledge contained in this thesis can be practically applied, 

extending the value of this research beyond its theoretical contributions. 

 A primary aim of this research was to gather information on new media as it 

related to documentary, in an effort to develop knowledge in the area of 

distribution. As the previous chapter established, there has been little discussion in 

the field of media studies about how methods of distribution work for documentary 

or what impact digital technologies have had upon this part of the filmmaking 

process. Distribution, beyond the confines of television, has seldom been explored 

through academic inquiry. As digital technologies have allowed distribution to 

become a dynamic and cooperative process, the need to incorporate distribution into 

academic discussions about documentary has grown. The nature of this study 

demanded a contemporary setting. Consequently, it was important to first establish 

a historical foundation that could offer both a means for comparison and an 

appropriate framework for contextualising new media debates. Drawing from 

media studies literature helped me build a case for digital’s democratising effects 

upon the overall film industry (see Chapter 3) while mining texts about 

documentary allowed me construct a narrative that revealed how the genre’s 

marginal position in the marketplace has been reinforced by its methods of 

distribution (see Chapter 4). This historical framework provided a critical 

foundation for examining the case studies and developing the theoretical debates, 

which grew out of the literature review, in an effort to present the new evidence and 

ideas that have formed this thesis’ original contribution to knowledge.  
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Because my research aimed to build new knowledge in a largely 

undiscovered area, it was necessary to strategically consider at the start not only 

what data I needed but also where I could find this information. Through extensive 

cross-comparison, both online and in the field, I identified which websites, specialist 

press, industry events, and leading experts could best enhance and support my 

research. I have gathered information from the most reliable sources available in 

order to assemble the most accurate and comprehensive analysis possible. As this 

research centred on emerging developments in the documentary industry, it called 

for an inductive approach that, rather than testing an existing theory, analysed real 

world problems and aimed to develop new academic understanding, offering the 

once primarily ‘mechanical’ process of distribution new legitimacy as a subject of 

theoretical inquiry. To develop these ideas, my research explored both the social and 

industrial environments surrounding distribution and considered how documentary 

functioned in this context. Although this research was driven more by practical 

rather than theoretical aims, the evidence gathered has suggested a new way of 

thinking about distribution. In the digital age, distribution has moved from being a 

formulaic mechanism for licensing and selling content to become a dynamic social 

process, which has influenced both the economics and culture of documentary. 

Ultimately, the complexity and breadth of this topic demanded a strategic approach 

to inquiry, which involved synthesising and interpreting multiple sources of data in 

order to answer the questions central to this thesis. 

 

 

2.2 Research Strategies and Design 
 

2.2.1  Inherent Challenges 

 

New media embody change, meaning that there is always something ‘new’ to 

discover in this rapidly evolving field. Consequently, contemporary analysis 

becomes quickly outdated, typically offering an understanding of how things used 

to be, and what limitations used to exist, not long ago. To address these challenges, I 
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aimed to establish a strong historical foundation and refrain from speculation in 

order to preserve my research’s value and potential significance as a published 

work. In order to understand this recent dynamic phase within the documentary 

industry, I had to rely, in part, upon information revealed in the trades and press. 

Whenever possible, I cited data from established news outlets, written by 

professional journalists who must adhere to a set of standards, instead of ‘amateur’ 

reporters who write for enthusiast blog sites, which lack the same degree of 

accountability. Yet, in this niche area of my study, blogs proved to be an important 

way to gain information that was unavailable through news organisations, which 

rarely covered stories related to documentary distribution. Therefore, it was 

sometimes necessary to reference articles published on credible blogs (i.e. GigaOM, 

The Wrap, Wired) to support factual information in my thesis; however, I never used 

these sources, or any news articles, as a basis for my theoretical debates. For those 

purposes, I relied upon new media theorists, whose writings are discussed in the 

literature review provided in Chapter 1. Developing theory in this space required 

that I critically realign my own understanding of my topic, as the technological 

boundaries that originally framed my research were ever-expanding. Much has 

changed in the past five years. For instance, in 2007, the DVD format still had strong 

appeal and the quality of web video was mediocre at best. Five years later, disc sales 

had dropped significantly and video-on-demand, mainly through subscription 

services like Netflix, had become a critical source of revenue in the home video 

market. In the same time span, crowdfunding became a popular new approach to 

financing documentary projects and social media became an essential means of 

promotion. Drawing information from a wide range of sources helped ensure that I 

did not miss critical developments and that my research remained both 

comprehensive and up-to-date.  

 Another challenge I needed to address in my research was the lack of 

transparent reporting and business models. The film industry has a well-established 

history of secrecy, which has made it difficult to find reliable sales data (see Wasko 

2004: 229). The distribution sector, in particular, has rarely made financial accounts 
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public. This problem has been further supported by the widespread practice of 

issuing non-disclosure agreements, which filmmakers commonly have been 

required to sign when they license their work to a distributor, ensuring that the 

terms of their contracts (including upfront and residual payments) remain 

confidential. Ultimately, the lack of access to this valuable data has led to an 

incomplete understanding of the economics of distribution and a failure to 

determine the best business practices for documentary. The inability to access 

financial information, from either filmmakers or distributors, was an obstacle I 

encountered in this investigation. In the research I have done speaking to 

distributors and listening to their presentations at industry events and festivals (see 

Table 2.1 and Appendix C), I have witnessed a general inability (and potential 

unwillingness) to clearly answer questions related to company financials. 

Commonly in the Q&A sessions, when speakers were asked about expected revenue 

returns from their respective platforms or services, the responses given were 

ambiguous — along the lines of ‘it varies case-by-case’. This pattern of evasion made 

it difficult to get a concrete sense of how financially successful online business 

models were. Often when distributors did disclose specific information, they cited 

their most favourable examples instead of discussing those documentaries that 

failed to achieve distribution success. This proclivity is understandable given that 

distributors naturally aspire to promote their own businesses; however, selective 

reporting can create misperceptions within the public about what can typically be 

achieved through these outlets. Additionally, in the informal interviews I had with 

filmmakers (and the discussions I observed in the online forums of The D-Word), I 

noticed a general unwillingness to share financial and contractual information 

publicly. The prevalence of such reticence influenced my choice in research methods 

and led me to avoid formal interviews as a means of gathering information. This 

demand for secrecy has hindered the growth of the industry and made it difficult to 

develop collective knowledge about distribution. 
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Table 2.1 Key Distribution Sessions Attended at Industry Events  
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2.2.2  Quantitative Research 

 

Quantitative research, which uses a systemic approach to process numeric data, can 

be a useful way to assess growth in the documentary market. However, the lack of 

available aggregate sales data (and the challenge of gathering accurate financial 

figures from many individual sources) meant that quantitative methods were only 

practical in one part of this investigation — the theatrical market. To understand the 

recent theatrical documentary ‘boom’, I used quantitative analysis to evaluate data 

related to revenue and number of engagements for documentary films released in 

US theatres. Analysing box office data was an efficient means to chart the level of 

financial success and audience reach that documentary films achieved in this market 

over the past two decades. Unlike most other financial information related to 

distribution, box office data traditionally has been made public and reported in the 

trades. Having access to a complete archive of weekly US box office reports through 

the Variety website gave me the opportunity to conduct original analysis on this 

seldom examined sector of the documentary market. In January 2010, I collected 

week-by-week box office figures for all films released theatrically in the United 

States over the period of two decades, from 1990 until 2010. I then used Excel 

software to isolate the ‘documentary’ films and analyse this data, which both 

evidenced the growing trend for more documentaries in cinemas and demonstrated 

the overall limited penetration and financial return documentaries have achieved in 

this market. The primary quantitative analysis was produced from source data, 

visualised in the tables and figures in Chapter 4, and summarised in Appendix B. In 

addition, on a two occasions, I included tables of secondary data I collected from 

alternate sources. For Table 4.3, I reported data on documentary’s performance in 

the UK theatrical market, which was taken from the UK Film Council’s Statistical 

Yearbook publications, and in Table 4.4, I presented information on the box office 

market share for documentaries in US theatres, which I gathered directly from The 

Numbers website. Drawing from these secondary data sources helped me save time 

and fill small gaps in my analysis of the theatrical market for documentaries. 
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Another data source I used for quantitative analysis was the Internet Movie 

Database (IMDb). Widely regarded as a go-to source for industry information, IMDb 

offered a comprehensive global listing of films, which I used to estimate the number 

of documentaries released, as reflected in Table 4.5. To gain a general idea of the 

number of feature length documentary projects produced each year between 2000 

and 2010, I selected ‘Documentary’ under the ‘Genre’ category on the IMDb website 

and then chose to refine by ‘Year’. I then went year-by-year through the list and 

counted the number of feature documentaries that were between seventy minutes 

and one hundred and fifty minutes long. I necessarily subtracted the films that were 

less than seventy minutes to eliminate the multitude of shorts and television 

programmes and excluded those that were over one hundred and fifty minutes to 

eliminate multi-part documentary series. Because of the likely inclusion of some 

television documentaries and the invariable exclusion of some feature 

documentaries, I considered the results I produced to be an approximate minimum 

count of the total documentary features produced worldwide. Ultimately, the value 

of these estimates depended upon the validity of the information entered into IMDb. 

As for any collaborative Internet database, it was likely that a small number of 

entries were misclassified, duplicated, or omitted. I observed this dynamic dilemma 

on IMDb when I went to check the data I collected at a later date and noticed that 

the number of films per year had increased from my original count, suggesting that 

new entries had been added for old films. Regardless of these limitations, the data 

evidenced my argument that far more documentaries were produced each year than 

the theatrical market could accommodate. In addition, IMDb was used as a data 

source for Table 4.6, to determine which films out of the top fifty documentaries at 

the US box office had premieres at Sundance and which distributors were 

responsible for releasing those films. Internet searches and the Sundance Film 

Festival website were used to cross-check information for this table. Ultimately, 

quantitative analysis was a useful approach to understand the scope of the theatrical 

market for documentary films and offer clarification regarding documentary’s 

success on the big screen. Although this research did evidence documentary’s 
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growth in the theatrical market, it also illuminated the narrow limits of its financial 

success in this space. Such factual clarity would have been difficult to establish 

purely through a qualitative approach. This analysis, although time consuming, was 

required to create an accurate understanding of documentary’s recent ‘boom’ in 

theatres and offer reason to consider how the online environment might offer a more 

suitable and economically favourable exhibition space.  

 

2.2.3  Qualitative Research 

 

Because my research questions called for a phenomenological approach, qualitative 

methods were central to my research design and allowed me to become the primary 

‘tool’ for conducting this investigation. Rossman and Rallis (2003: 4) observe that 

qualitative researchers gather data ‘from people and places and from events and 

activities’ in an effort to find answers to their questions in the ‘real world’. In 

relation to this, they define qualitative research by two unique features: ‘the 

researcher is the means through which the study is conducted’ and ‘the purpose is 

to learn about some facet of the social world’ (Ibid.: 5). In investigating the ‘social 

world’ of documentary distribution, my research questions stemmed from my desire 

to build upon the prior knowledge I had gained while living in Hollywood and 

working in the independent film sector, for both distribution strategist Peter 

Broderick and Breakthrough Distribution. The distribution success stories I 

encountered through these activities led me to begin my postgraduate studies with 

the sense that I would discover sustainable economic models for documentary 

online. I aimed to produce applied research that would extend beyond academia 

and benefit those working in the industry. My learning process aligned with 

Rossman and Rallis’ observation that qualitative researchers ‘become part of the 

process, continually making choices, testing assumptions, and reshaping their 

questions. As the inquiry process grows from curiosity or wonder to understanding 

and knowledge building, the researcher is often transformed’ (Ibid.: 4-5). My 

transformation emerged through developing the capacity to look beyond the success 

stories and recognise that the majority of documentary films were struggling to 
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connect with audiences and generate revenues. In order to draw accurate 

conclusions, it was important that I consider not only the exceptional examples, 

which were often discussed, but also reflect upon the common cases, which were 

widely ignored. 

My phenomenological approach demanded that I situate my research within 

the industry setting and allowed me to examine distribution from an insider’s 

perspective. This did not mean that I abandoned my role as a researcher but rather 

that I immersed myself in organisations and events that contributed to my 

understanding of my research topic. Consequently, I have been involved in many 

activities that developed my knowledge of new media technology and the 

documentary industry. During my first two years of study, I worked remotely for 

the US company Breakthrough Distribution. Managing the outreach for three 

different documentary projects, I conducted research to identify core audiences and 

contacted relevant organisations to develop affiliate partnerships and generate 

direct sales. Through this work, I experienced firsthand the challenge of self-

distributing documentaries by building their audiences one individual at a time and 

personally developed some of the skills needed to manage this process. 

Additionally, since 2007 I have been involved with Power to the Pixel, a London-

based new media consultancy and training company, and worked as a member of 

the team that put on its ‘Forum’ events at the BFI London Film Festival. The work I 

have done with this organisation, from writing blog posts and documenting think 

tank sessions to marketing events and building social media followings, has had a 

profound influence upon my research and put me in close contact with key experts 

in the field, some of whom I have referenced in this research. 

In addition, to build my knowledge of the documentary market, each year I 

participated in key industry events, including: BRITDOC Documentary Festival 

(UK), Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival (Canada), IDFA – 

International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (the Netherlands), Sheffield 

Doc/Fest (UK), and Sunny Side of the Doc (France). I selected these events because 

they exclusively catered to documentary and had the capacity to draw an 
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international population of experts. I developed a cycle of attendance that meant I 

returned to many of the same events, year after year, so that I could more easily 

recognise trends and change taking place within the industry. Conducting field 

research at these festivals and markets required a significant amount of time and 

travel; however, the presentations and panels I attended at these events filled a 

critical role in my research development and ensured that I remained continually 

informed of the latest case studies and innovations. While at these events, I arranged 

meetings and interviews with individuals who provided information that 

contributed to this research. Fitting in with Wolcott’s (1992) research framework, 

interviewing (enquiring) was one of the three primary modes of data collection I 

employed. This and the other two key modes, studying materials prepared by others 

(examining) and participant observation (experiencing), helped me to shape my case 

studies, which remained at the centre of my research. Detailed explanations of these 

methods are provided in the following sections.  

 

2.2.4  Desk Research 

 

This study involved an extensive process of desk research, examining what Hodder 

(1994: 393) calls ‘mute evidence’, or ‘written texts and artifacts’. As the Internet was 

central to the topic of this investigation, it was a logical starting point and efficient 

means of uncovering a wide variety of data sources. This flexible method of 

documentary analysis contributed to a richer understanding of my topic than I could 

otherwise have gained if I only had examined newspapers, journals, academic texts, 

and other ‘material’ sources. This desk research involved the careful study of a 

variety of digital artifacts easily found online, including: industry reports, 

consultancy documents, think tank output, forum discussions, presentation slides, 

publicity materials, conference summaries, social media sources, online videos, and 

websites. Often my research demanded that I go beyond simply ‘reading’ 

documents to actively test out certain artifacts. I most notably adopted this approach 

for the Chapter 5 case studies, which involved trying out various website functions 

so that I could understand how the platforms worked and be able to describe and 
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analyse them. In addition, I used RSS (Really Simple Syndication) technology to 

instantly aggregate information from websites such as Variety, IndieWIRE, and Screen 

International, delivering up-to-date data regarding film sales, financing strategies, 

and marketing trends straight into my email account. These industry news sources 

enabled me to fill gaps in my research by illuminating case study examples and 

revealing industry sentiment and trends. To remain immersed in the developing 

theory, I subscribed to blog feeds of new media authors, including: Henry Jenkins, 

Kevin Kelly, Lawrence Lessig, and Clay Shirky. I used Google Reader, a Web-based 

news aggregator, to conduct daily searches, which I then scanned for new 

developments in this field. I employed keyword searches using a various 

combinations of the following terms: crowdfunding, digital, distribution, 

documentary, film industry, innovation, and new media. I also used these keyword 

combinations in my academic literature searches carried out via Google Scholar, but 

the results proved to be far less fruitful. This constant review of relevant data on the 

Web was central to my approach and enabled me to explore the discourses relating 

the development of documentary distribution in the online space. 

 Because of the contemporary nature of my topic, I had no choice but to 

depend upon the Internet to facilitate my desk research. In my experience, the most 

useful source of information specific to documentary distribution has been The D-

Word’s online discussion forums. The D-Word started in 1996, when filmmaker 

Doug Block began blogging about the process of making his documentary, Home 

Page (1999). However, when the film went into distribution, The D-Word’s focus 

broadened as it emerged as a space for community discussions on a wide range of 

topics related to documentary filmmaking. In 2007, the website underwent a major 

redesign, which was supported entirely through a fundraising campaign from its 

members. Over the past decade, The D-Word has attracted over 8000 registered 

users, of which more than 3800 are ‘professional members’ who work in the media 

industries.3 The site is free to everyone and offers both public forum topics and 

                                                        

3 See The D-Word website. Available at: http://d-word.com/page/About [accessed on 15 September 
2011]. 
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members only forum topics, which feature discussions about documentary festivals, 

industry events, budgeting, marketing and distribution, etc. The website has tag and 

sort features to help users find information; however, the archive is so vast that it 

can take hours to filter through the long lists and bits of conversations in an effort to 

draw general conclusions about a topic. I mined The D-Word to develop my 

knowledge of certain distributors and distribution practices. I also monitored the 

‘Distribution and Marketing’ forum on the site on a weekly basis, keeping a log of 

any information I found relevant to my research. I noticed that requests for opinions 

or factual information about standard terms of contract for distributors rarely got 

answered within the forum space. When other members did respond to such 

requests, they generally suggested furthering the discussion over the telephone, 

where the information could remain undocumented. Since my observations took 

place in the members’ only space of the site, ethical questions related to privacy 

deterred me from directly evidencing specific arguments with information gleaned 

from The D-Word forum. Nevertheless, this research method inspired my 

investigation and informed my understanding of issues of importance to the 

community. In addition, observing the ongoing discussion in The D-Word forums 

also helped me informally triangulate and challenge my own conclusions about the 

state of documentary distribution. To a lesser extent, I also monitored discussions on 

Doculink, which started in 2001 as an email listserv and support network for 

documentarians. Like The D-Word, Doculink is free to join; however, members 

communicate to each other through its Yahoo Group and email, rather than through 

a dedicated website. I reviewed the daily emails I received and occasionally 

searched for information through the Yahoo Group to supplement my research on 

the D-Word. Ultimately, this unconventional form of desk research, carried out 

through the Web, has been an immensely valuable way to understand distribution 

trends and observe how documentary professionals have developed systems to offer 

support and guidance to one another while strengthening their global community.  
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2.2.5  Field Research 

 

This study balanced desk research with field research so as to, through 

triangulation, verify and increase the credibility of the information obtained. 

According to Wolcott (2008: 47) field research, or ‘fieldwork’ as he describes it, ‘can 

be subdivided into two major activities: participant observation and interviewing’. 

This section reviews how I used both of these activities as a means to gather 

information in the field. Participant observation is a qualitative research method 

often used by anthropologists to obtain ethnographic understanding of people in a 

natural setting. Gans (1999: 541) observes ‘participant observation’ has broadened in 

scope and has been combined with other qualitative empirical methods to fit under 

the heading of ‘ethnography’. Although my study was not ‘ethnographic’ in the 

purest sense (focusing more on industry rather than individuals), my conceptual 

framework led me to consider how digital technologies had changed the process of 

documentary distribution for distributors, filmmakers, and audiences. My 

attendance at festivals allowed me to engage with these three (increasingly 

overlapping) groups and gain a sense of how the documentary industry, and the 

community that sustained it, functioned. Participant observation allowed me to 

develop a ‘greater understanding of the phenomena from the point of view of 

participants’ (DeWalt and DeWalt 2002: vii). It demanded, to some extent, that I 

experience that which I was studying. This method was most apparent in the 

various professional roles I filled working within the industry. Although I have yet 

to gain first-hand experience of distributing my own documentary films, many of 

the activities I took part in developed skills that I have written about in my research. 

For example, my work on the DocAgora WebPlex (discussed in the next section) 

allowed me to experience the difficulties of launching a platform for user-generated 

content. My outreach work for clients of Breakthrough Distribution enabled me to 

experience the challenges of building a community of supporters for a documentary 

film. My work as the webmaster for Power to the Pixel demanded that I become 

deeply engaged with social media, in order to successfully launch the company’s 

Twitter and Facebook pages, and learn how to use these tools to build a following of 
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thousands. My involvement with Power to the Pixel’s London Forum gave me 

access to experts and provided a rich source of knowledge in the area of innovation, 

affording me the opportunity to experience (and transcribe into reports) several 

days worth of discussions at the annual think tank sessions. My ongoing work with 

Power to the Pixel and my regular attendance at documentary industry events kept 

me immersed in my topic of study and gave me ongoing access to industry experts, 

expanding my personal and professional networks and allowing me to recognise 

patterns and changes in rhetoric about distribution.  

 One way I carried out participant observation, as DeWalt and DeWalt (Ibid.: 

4) characterise it, was by ‘using everyday conversation as an interview technique’. 

Such an approach to gathering information was particularly useful in this study. 

Wolcott (2008: 47) suggests that interviewing (in the broadest sense) can include 

‘casual conversation’. As details about distribution have traditionally remained 

confidential, an ‘informal’ approach was a useful means to attempt to uncover such 

heavily guarded information. My awareness of filmmakers’ non-disclosure 

obligations and distributors’ promotional agendas dissuaded me from investing in 

formal interviews as a research method. Like Wolcott (Ibid.: 57), I was aware that 

formal interviewing could be time-consuming and often unsuccessful in producing 

the desired or intended output. Therefore, I favoured the unstructured and efficient 

approach of informal interviews. Robson (2002: 282) describes the informal interview 

as ‘where one takes an opportunity that arises to have a (usually short) chat with 

someone in the research setting about anything which seems relevant’. This 

approach worked particularly well in instances when distributors and filmmakers 

were on a tight schedule and I was only able to ask a few questions after their 

presentation or film screening, capturing a few key ideas in my notes. Occasionally 

in these situations, when I felt it would be helpful, I inquired about continuing the 

conversation in a more formal setting. Typically such suggestions were politely 

turned down or discreetly avoided. Fontana and Frey (2005: 699) observe that 

‘response rates continue to decline, indicating that fewer people are willing to 

disclose their “selves” or that they are so burdened by requests for interviews that 
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they are much more selective.’ This appeared to be the case for my research. 

However, when opportunities presented themselves, I did take time to conduct 

some formal interviews (see Appendix C), partially through the work I did for 

Power to the Pixel. The general aim of these interviews was to inform my 

knowledge on a number of topics relating to online distribution and was not for the 

purpose of gathering hard data in the form of questionnaires or statistics. 

Consequently, these interviews were individually tailored with open-ended 

questions. The interviews usually lasted about a half-hour and were conducted in 

person, over the phone, via instant messaging, or through email. Responses were 

documented by handwritten or typed notes and sometime audio recorded. Five of 

these interviews were edited and published on the Power to the Pixel website, either 

in a question and answer format or adapted into a blog article. Two of these 

interviews were designed to inform specific case studies — my interview with 

Andrew Mer, vice president of content partnerships at SnagFilms and my interview 

with Jamie King, founder of VODO, informed case studies included in Chapter 5 

(Section 5.4 and Section 5.5). All interviews were exploratory and they generally 

sought to fill gaps in knowledge or confirm facts that I had collected through desk 

research and participant observation. Each interview was different and tailored to 

the individual, generally allowing participants some freedom to extrapolate. Unlike 

those whom I informally interviewed, the eight individuals I conducted semi-

structured interviews with were all aware that an interview was taking place and 

that the information they provided could be attributed to them and was likely to be 

published in some format. In many cases, I also held informal interviews with these 

experts, usually as an in-person follow-up conversation. For ethical reasons, all of 

the information gathered through informal interviewing has been kept confidential 

and has not directly appeared in this thesis, at least not without referencing an 

alternative public source as evidence.  

  My field research was both labour intensive and highly rewarding. Although 

it required that I travel long distances, often at my own expense, and dedicate a 

significant amount of time — I spent over sixty days conducting field research (not 
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counting the extensive work I did for Power to the Pixel) — the breadth of 

knowledge it produced made it an entirely worthwhile pursuit. Field research 

offered a vital way to triangulate the information I gathered through my desk 

research by granting me the opportunity to make personal observations and 

conversational inquiries, which I documented in my field notes. The luxury of a 

networking setting meant that industry experts and filmmakers were naturally at 

ease and willing to speak more freely, without feeling the need to self-consciously 

censor or revise the information and opinions they shared, than they otherwise may 

have been in a formal interview setting. The comfort and community such 

networking environments created allowed me to speak to many more people than I 

could have encountered outside of these events and afforded me deeper insight than 

I likely could have elicited through more formal styles of interrogation. In addition, 

it allowed me to speak with professionals who may not have been available for 

formal interviews. However, my informal approach to interviewing also presented a 

challenge by giving me very little control over the research situation, as I had to 

react to and interact with others spontaneously, making it difficult to always be 

comprehensive in my note taking. Field research allowed me to develop my 

knowledge in the area of distribution, helping me to understand the changing social 

dynamics of the documentary industry from an insider’s perspective (see Appendix 

C for a list of events attended). Ultimately, participant observation and informal 

interviewing were useful because they enabled me to blend in with the natural 

activities of the events I attended and collect data discreetly, without the formality 

and subject self-consciousness that often arises from on-the-record discussions. As 

Burgess (1990: 5) suggests, doing field research is ‘not merely the use of a set of 

techniques but depends on a complex interaction between the research problem, the 

researcher and those who are researched’. Immersing myself in the documentary 

community helped me gain a better first-hand understanding of the cultural and 

economic developments affecting distributors, filmmakers, and audiences as they 

adapt to the challenges and opportunities that had emerged within the realm of 

distribution.  
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2.2.6  Action Research 

 

My research has always been driven by my personal ambition to inspire positive 

change within the documentary industry. Therefore, from the onset, I had a plan to 

develop a practical research element that would serve as a data source while also 

demonstrating how online interactions could enhance documentary distribution. 

Although not perfectly classified as such, this online ‘experiment’ was guided by 

principles of action research. Action research is, as Stringer (2007: 8) describes it, ‘a 

collaborative approach to inquiry or investigation that provides people with the 

means to take systemic action to resolve specific problems’. Most commonly used in 

education, action research is often envisioned as a cycle of ‘look, think, act’ that calls 

for revision and retesting in order to formulate better solutions to the problem at 

hand (Ibid.: 8-9). The research I carried out never managed to engage the 

documentary community in the research process to the extent that it could rightfully 

be called ‘action research’; however it did possess, in essence, the key characteristics, 

which Stringer (Ibid.: 11) identifies as: democratic, equitable, liberating, and (life) 

enhancing. This research (see Appendix A) sought to solve the problem of the need 

for transparency in the industry by facilitating the open sharing of information in a 

collaborative online database. Prior to the Internet, the only way to gather 

information about distributors was via word of mouth. Information rarely got 

documented, which put distributors at an advantage and gave them little incentive 

to improve their services or offer better contract terms. Although lack of 

transparency remains a problem, the Internet has challenged this status quo, giving 

filmmakers new ways to effectively uncover information about distribution 

methods. I intended to facilitate the growth of knowledge in this space by 

developing an online tool that would help aggregate this hard to access information 

for my research and open it up to the wider community. According to Stringer, 

action research’s ‘primary purpose is as a practical tool for solving problems 

experienced by people in their professional, community, or private lives. If an action 

research project does not make a difference, in a specific way, for the practitioners 

and/or their clients, then it has failed to achieve its objective’ (Ibid.: 12). My research 
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began with the clear intention to make a difference by inspiring cooperative action 

within the documentary community, which ultimately aimed to produce a greater 

collective knowledge of documentary distribution.  

 This project began in my first year of study, when I devised a plan to create a 

resource that, through wiki technology, would allow the public to aggregate and 

evaluate information about distributors. My hope was that documentary filmmakers 

would contribute to this resource and use it to inform their decisions about how to 

best distribute their films. In order for it to be successful, the website needed to be 

simple to use, easy to understand, and simultaneously open and transparent. It was 

important that anyone could contribute information, which I could verify, if 

necessary, through email follow-up, and that no one was required to admit his or 

her true identity when posting to the site. Given that I had never before developed 

an online database, I was not exactly sure how I would manage to build this site — 

until I came into contact with DocAgora. At the 2008 Hot Docs festival in Toronto, I 

established a research partnership with the Canadian-based think tank organisation, 

DocAgora, which promised to provide the funding and resources needed to carry 

out this project. DocAgora had already been awarded over Can$100,000 in funding 

and had mapped out a framework for the WebPlex, which would establish a 

dynamic online knowledge base for the documentary community. Since my idea fit 

into a corner of DocAgora’s bigger plan, we decided to form an alliance. For two 

years, I worked continuously with the DocAgora team to develop this wiki database 

of information for the documentary community. In working on this project, my goal 

was to create a tool that could make the distribution process more transparent by 

collecting hard to find data (and opinion) on documentary distributors and allowing 

users to rate their services. I managed the design and data collection for the 

distribution arm of this site, gathering information on more than 380 distribution 

entities from online databases and company websites. I have included more details 

on this process in Appendix A.  
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When the DocAgora WebPlex launched in 2009 at an event at Hot Docs, it 

became open to user-generated entries and ratings. It was my hope that members of 

the documentary community would participate in the site, sharing information and 

opinions, which would allow me to use a mixed methods approach to quantitatively 

analyse the data provided and qualitatively analyse the online comments and 

behaviours of the community. The WebPlex was constructed within the frame of an 

action research methodology, whereby I would learn from the process of creating 

the WebPlex and adapt it to better suit the needs of the documentary community. 

This design was important because it gave my research the chance to extend beyond 

academia, while directly demonstrating how technology was creating an impact 

upon documentary distribution by facilitating the growth of collective knowledge. 

Unfortunately, development delays and funding limitations stopped me from being 

able to revise the site design and user-engagement in the WebPlex was too low to 

generate enough meaningful data to afford primary analysis and qualify my 

research as ‘practice’. Nevertheless, the WebPlex offered a valuable lesson in the 

challenges of engaging an online audience and inspiring users to make the effort to 

share personal information for the benefit of the greater community.  

 

2.2.7  Case Studies 

 

The data collection methods discussed in this chapter all served to inform a series of 

in-depth case studies, which are at the heart of this research. Merriam (1998: 33) 

observes that case studies are ‘a particularly suitable design if you are interested in 

process’. Studying the process of distribution through case studies allowed me to 

effectively explore the complex and convergent nature of online platforms and 

scrutinise innovative examples of documentary films. Yin (1984: 23) defines the case 

study as an empirical inquiry that uses multiple sources of evidence to investigate a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, when the boundaries 

between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. This definition describes 

what makes case studies unique from other research methods and why they are 

often used to examine complex subjects. A benefit of case studies is that they allow 
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for detailed examination, aiming ‘to illuminate the general by looking at the 

particular’ (Denscombe 2007: 36). I was able to incorporate a wide spectrum of 

evidence (including news articles, video recordings, interviews, direct observations, 

etc.) to form a comprehensive and accurate understanding of my subjects. Case 

studies comprehensive nature means that they tend to be ‘holistic’ and their value 

comes from ‘the opportunity to explain why certain outcomes might happen — more 

than just find out what those outcomes are’ (Ibid.). Yin (1984: 9) suggests that for 

‘how’ and ‘why’ questions, the case study is a particularly suitable method of 

inquiry. By offering insight into why some online platforms were failing to engage 

audiences and how some filmmakers were succeeding in this endeavour, my case 

studies confirmed in practice the theory that ongoing innovation and audience 

engagement are key components of successful online distribution. I have taken the 

time here to expand on the logic and approach I have used to construct these case 

studies in order to enhance the credibility of my research. 

Although case studies are an excellent way to gain in-depth knowledge of a 

specific subject, they must necessarily be selective in number. Consequently, I took 

care to curate my case studies so that they individually presented unique, specific 

insights while also sharing commonalities that allowed them to collectively offer a 

broader understanding. Fundamentally, each case study needed to have a strong 

connection to documentary and be about a ‘hot’ topic, frequently appearing in 

articles and discussions relevant to documentary distribution. Beyond these criteria, 

the elements that linked my case studies together were two key ideas (innovation 

and audience engagement) explored from two different perspectives (distributors 

and filmmakers). When I started this research, I was primarily interested in how 

filmmakers were successfully self-distributing their films using the Web. 

Consequently, Robert Greenwald, who was well-known for his alternative 

distribution methods, was the first case study chosen. Following the rise of 

crowdfunding, I decided to examine The Age of Stupid (2009) so as to explore its 

economic model and build upon the themes I had developed through examining 

Robert Greenwald’s methods. The final film example, Life in a Day (2011), was a late 
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addition to this ‘films and filmmakers’ series. I selected it to replace another 

‘crowdsourcing’ case study I had previously written about RiP: A Remix Manifesto 

(2008), which I was inclined to omit because it diffused my central themes by raising 

tangential questions about copyright control. Life in a Day naturally carried on from 

the previous two case studies, supporting the developing arguments and hinting at 

the potential collaborative future of documentary. This trio of case studies fit 

coherently together, allowing me to explore the growing relationship between 

filmmakers and their followers in an effort to understand how audience 

participation in the funding, production, and distribution process might provide 

sustainability for documentary. 

I used a similar method to select the other set of case studies (contained in 

Chapter 5), which examined four different services that supported online 

documentary distribution. I began with FourDocs because, when I started this 

research, it was lauded as a unique user-generated platform for documentary and 

gateway for new talent to enter the professional industry. Choosing my next case 

study, Current TV, allowed me to build upon the user-generated themes and 

explore how cross-platform distribution was evolving and engaging audiences. The 

third case study, SnagFilms, was chosen in order to explore how a free online 

platform, which exclusively distributed documentary films, could compete for 

audience attention and generate revenue. The fourth case study in this section, about 

VODO, was included to help bridge the two case study chapters and build upon 

ideas about free distribution and patronage, which were introduced in the previous 

case study. As a collection, these case studies aimed to show how the process of 

distributing documentaries has changed in recent years and what cultural and 

economic effects this has had. In order to comprehend the outcomes of these four 

platforms and understand if they have produced sustainable models for 

documentary, I had to look critically at how they functioned, by exploring and 

testing their technology and measuring it against other similar platforms. Trying out 

a variety of online distribution services better equipped me to examine my chosen 

case studies and consider to what extent they were able to serve their audiences and 
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filmmakers. When I started examining these cases, each one inspired optimism 

about the future of documentary on the Web. Although I did not know what the 

outcomes would be, I chose these case studies expecting they would prove to be 

successful examples of platforms for documentary. Over my years of observation, as 

I integrated new evidence into the case studies, it became clear that each one of the 

platforms had significant challenges to overcome in order to inspire online 

audiences to watch and support documentary.  

 To construct my case studies, I pulled from a variety of sources and analysed 

different types of data (see Table 2.2). Websites were a critical way to understand 

these case studies and it was essential that I thoroughly navigate through them, 

testing their features, and monitoring their changes using screenshots to capture 

images of them. I used the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine (which allowed me 

to see how webpages appeared on a given date) as a way to verify observations I 

had made previously about site design and user engagement. Within the platform 

case studies in Chapter 5, many of the figures are images I pulled from this reliable 

online archive. The Wayback Machine was a useful way to review the evolution 

these online platforms underwent over time. In addition, I also used the Web as a 

source for news articles and video recordings. Reviewing videos of presentations I 

had attended was a useful way for me to validate information I had collected in my 

field notes and gather verbatim quotes. This was particularly relevant in the case 

studies on The Age of Stupid and VODO. As previously discussed, interviews helped 

to inform my research and I had many opportunities to question people directly 

associated with these case studies, usually after I saw them speak at industry events. 

As many of the experts spoke at multiple events, I was able to cross-reference the 

information they provided to monitor their facts and stories, checking for repetition 

and incongruencies. It was critical that I took careful notes so that, when called for, I 

could verify and expand upon such information through Internet searches and 

informal interviewing. With very few exceptions, I have refrained from referencing 

directly from my field notes and instead found online sources (interviews, videos, 

web pages, etc.), which supported my observations, to cite as evidence. My method 
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of combining personal observation (and occasionally interviewing) with desk 

research allowed me to validate the information and strengthen the reliability of my 

case studies. 

 
Table 2.2 Key Data Sources for Case Studies  

 

 

 The seven case studies I chose to include in this thesis effectively highlight 

what I have identified to be key points of interest and challenges that the industry 

has faced. Each case study was chosen with a slightly different logic, and as I wrote 

more case studies, the criteria for inclusion shifted as I considered how each one 

served to compliment the others. Thinking about my selection in this way supported 

cross-case analysis and allowed me to draw more general conclusions than typically 

common for case studies. As case studies commonly represent exceptional cases, 

they are often challenged on the basis of generalisability (Yin 2009: 15). However, 
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when considering the case studies in my research collectively, recurring themes 

emerge that help counteract this criticism. Furthermore, in choosing this set of case 

studies, I was less interested in establishing representativeness than I was in having 

case studies that illustrated certain points. Additionally, by including chapters on 

the digital revolution and the documentary market, I was able to effectively 

contextualise the case studies and provide more comparative evidence. In these 

other chapters, I used abbreviated examples to support the overall narrative and 

build a broader understanding of the industry. I had no difficulty finding examples 

as the Internet provided me with easy access to many seemingly worthwhile cases. 

However, even for these brief vignettes, it was essential that I took care to 

crosscheck the facts using multiple sites and, whenever possible, personal inquiry. 

Although it was easy to separate evangelical opinions from factual observations and 

measured criticism, it was not always easy to know if (and what) information had 

been strategically omitted from the data I could gather online. Ultimately, it was 

important to weigh all the information I found online against my own observations 

in the industry, in order to see what, if anything, was missing. 

 

 

2.3 Conclusion 
 

This chapter has outlined the research methodology for this thesis, which drew from 

a combination of desk research, field research, and case study analysis as a means to 

develop knowledge in the area of documentary distribution. It has discussed the 

rationale behind the variety of approaches used for this study, reviewed the research 

design, explained the data collection methods, and described the selection of case 

studies. The exploratory nature of this study required that I maintain a degree of 

flexibility in my methodology. As I learned along the way, I necessarily had to 

adjust my approach. This pattern was particularly evident in the two years I spent 

developing the WebPlex. By experiencing the challenge of generating data through 

this research project, I gained a deeper understanding of the themes inherent in my 

findings and the value of planning a study that relied upon a variety of research 
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methods. Throughout this chapter I have stressed the need to use multiple methods, 

or triangulate, my research. As Denzin and Lincoln (2005: 5) suggest, my use of such 

an approach ‘reflects an attempt to secure an in-depth understanding of the 

phenomenon in question’. However, triangulation also gave me the reassurance that 

I was not overlooking information that might critically influence my analysis. It was 

important that I use different data sources and approach the research problem from 

different points of view — through a conceptual framework of distributor / 

filmmaker /audience — in order to create as complete a picture as possible of the 

‘social world’ of documentary. Furthermore, triangulation helped me to reduce the 

risk of personal bias, which is an inherent challenge in qualitative studies. 

Ultimately, I am confident I have achieved this measured distance because the 

conclusions I have arrived at were not the ones I had anticipated (or intended) to 

find.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

The Digital Revolution 
 

 

3.1 The Age of Independence 
 

3.1.1  The New Digital Order 

 

Digital technology has made the spread of content uncontrollable. When the film 

industry began, its dependence upon celluloid as a delivery format confined film 

screenings to public spaces. For the first fifty years of cinema, projecting films onto 

big screens was the only way to deliver them to the public. Then, in the 1950s, 

television extended access to audiences by allowing films to enter people’s homes. 

The concept of home entertainment expanded in the 1980s, when VCR technology 

gave consumers their first taste of on-demand media. However, it was not until the 

1990s, when digital technology linked media viewing to personal computers, that 

the possibility of consuming films anywhere and spreading content everywhere 

became a conceivable reality. This transformation in technology, frequently referred 

to as ‘the digital revolution’, has threatened the economic stability of the film 

industry by allowing perfect copies of films to be freely shared across the Web. 

Unlike film and analogue video that exist as physical transcriptions of images, 

digital recording transforms the information in front of the lens into a series of zeros 

and ones, which form a pattern of relationships defined by mathematical algorithms 

that are readable by computers. When grouped together, these information bits 

allow computers to directly reveal the recorded images by algorithmic 

conversion. Consequently, when copied, digital signals remain unaffected by the 

kind of distortion or degradation that analog formats experience. Because every 

detail is either recorded as a one or zero, each time a digital image is copied, even if 

it is a copy of a copy of a copy, it will be strictly identical to the original (McKernan 

2005: 16-18). Furthermore, digital’s numeric building blocks make media malleable, 
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allowing anyone with the appropriate software to take a video clip or sound 

recording and transform it into something new. These properties inherent in digital 

media have altered not only the shape of ‘films’ but also the shape of the industry 

that releases them. 

 The digital revolution has challenged the film industry’s long established 

business models by giving consumers greater control over media and giving novice 

filmmakers easier and cheaper access to movie-making equipment, which has 

enabled them to independently create and release media into the marketplace. 

Through charting the rise of independent filmmaking and the development of 

digital distribution, this chapter establishes a historical context that bolsters the 

theoretical arguments of the overall thesis and provides a foundation for exploration 

into the documentary market, carried out in Chapter 4. Because so little research has 

addressed the digital revolution’s impact upon documentary distribution, I have 

examined the broader film industry in an effort to draw out information relevant to 

documentary. This historical analysis has overlooked the origins of the film industry 

in favour of highlighting the growth it has experienced in the digital age. This 

chapter begins by exploring the nature of digital media and the economising effects 

it has had upon the filmmaking process. The core of the chapter investigates how 

digital technology has influenced the industry’s markets and release patterns and 

what significance these changes have had in terms of how films connect with 

audiences. Ultimately, the digital revolution is a widely encompassing topic that is 

best explored in broad industry context, which can then suggest the overall patterns 

and challenges that exist within a specific niche market, such as documentary. 

 

3.1.2  The Advent of Affordable Filmmaking  

 

Throughout cinema history, the film industry has depended on celluloid to record 

and release films — at least up until the last decade, when digital staked its claim as 

the film format of the future. The history of digital is relatively brief. Although video 

has been around since the 1950s, digital recording formats did not appear until the 

late 1980s, when Sony succeeded in its efforts to digitise video tape recording and 
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introduced the world’s first component digital video tape recorder (VTR), the DVR-

1000 (D-1), in 1987. Following-up on the D-1, which appealed mostly to large 

television networks, the Digital Betacam, a 1/2-inch component digital VTR that 

offered better quality at a lower price, was launched by Sony in 1993. Shortly after 

the creation of broadcast Digi-Beta, consumer digital video (DV) cameras entered 

the market and the mini-DV standard was set. Before the mid-1990s, filmmakers 

either needed to manage cumbersome film equipment in order to capture high-

quality images or sacrifice the quality of film for mobility by choosing to shoot on 

video. Digital eliminated the ‘either/or’ debate by introducing lightweight cameras 

that could record high-quality images. However, the first digital cameras released 

on the market were very expensive, costing in excess of three thousand dollars, 

which, at the time, was enough of a financial barrier to keep DV technology beyond 

the reach of most consumers and amateur filmmakers (Leitner 1996). Naturally, 

prices steadily declined year after year and by the end of the 1990s, digital video had 

become a popular format for recording documentary productions and had appeared 

in numerous low-budget feature films. However, this transition to digital was not 

without resistance as audiences, filmmakers, and distributors did not universally 

accept and appreciate the digital difference, particularly when digital images lacked 

the clarity that celluloid film images embodied. Now, in an age when (to the average 

consumer eye) features shot on digital are hardly distinguishable from those shot on 

35mm film, it is easy to forget that this ‘revolution’, which made digital technology 

ubiquitous, did not happen overnight. Ultimately, the digital revolution gained its 

momentum not only from the development of better quality and more affordable 

hardware devices but also from the development of people’s willingness to embrace 

and use digital technology in the production and distribution of films. 

 Digital not only helped filmmakers lower production costs by enabling them 

to operate with smaller crews, but it also offered greater recording freedom, which 

was particularly valued by documentarists who gained the freedom to abandon 

their shot lists and leave their cameras rolling in hopes of catching great moments as 

they happened. As a consequence, an impromptu style of shooting became 
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characteristic in many low-budget films of the 1990s and gained advocacy in the 

Dogme movement. On 20 March 1995, at a film conference in Paris, two Danish 

directors, Lars von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg, announced their ‘Vow of Chastity’ 

and launched Dogme 95. This avant-garde experiment with filmmaking essentially 

gave fiction films a ‘documentary feel’ by (fraudulently) defictionalising invented 

narratives (Kirby 2009: 18-20). The Dogme movement gained momentum and in 

1998, Lars von Trier’s The Idiots (1998) showed in the main competition at the Cannes 

Film Festival, along with Thomas Vinterberg’s Festen (1998), which ultimately 

shared the festival Jury Prize that year with another film. Shot on mini-DV stock, but 

transferred to 35mm for projection, these low-budget films were the first of their 

kind to gain such critical acclaim. Their success signified a major breakthrough in 

the industry’s transition to digital. Many early low-budget digital films, including 

The Blair Witch Project (1999), adopted an unrefined style of filmmaking in part 

because the digital format, in its infancy, had an aesthetic that practically demanded 

it. Filmmakers who used digital video could compensate for poor image quality by 

embracing the novelty of the documentary style, resurrecting the spirit of cinema 

vérité while remaining on the forefront of technology. This raw approach to 

filmmaking attracted significant attention and created some controversy, but 

ultimately it proved popular enough to help establish digital as a credible recording 

format and encourage its further adoption by the industry. However, digital 

remained largely a format for documentary and independent fiction features during 

this time. It was not until 2002, when George Lucas released Star Wars: Episode II - 

Attack of the Clones, that an all-digital feature film demonstrated the capacity to be as 

visually spectacular and successful in cinemas as its celluloid counterparts. As 

attitudes changed and technology became more affordable, the gap between 

professional and amateur filmmaking closed, creating new opportunities for ultra 

low-budget films to enter the marketplace. 

Another milestone in the digital revolution happened in the area of post-

production, through the development of consumer editing systems, which made the 

process of filmmaking an economical and accessible enterprise. In 1982, Lucasfilm 
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introduced the EditDroid — the first ‘non-linear’ video editing system. This 

development, which eliminated the need to scroll forwards and backwards through 

film or video to edit together a sequence of clips, marked the dawn of digital editing. 

The EditDroid failed to make it to the market, but its design paved the way for Avid 

Technology’s popular Media Composer. The industry initially challenged the Media 

Composer’s value, debating whether using a computer would actually slow down 

the editing process instead of aiding it. But as computer capabilities increased, so 

did the practicality and demand for non-linear editing systems (McKernan 2005: 24-

25, 111). With its graphical interface, Apple’s Macintosh computer, released in 1984, 

introduced the possibility of desktop edit suites. Subsequently, in 1999, Apple 

fulfilled this potential with the introduction of Final Cut Pro, a consumer rival to the 

expensive industry standard Avid edit suites. By the end of the 1990s, offline editing 

had become the industry norm, causing features shot on 35mm to undergo a digital 

intermediate process, whereby the film stock was digitised, then edited and finally 

output again to 35mm as a film (Willis 2005: 3). Once filmmakers could digitise 

footage, they could more easily alter narrative structure and use post-production 

effects to support the story creatively. According to Willis (Ibid.: 7-8), an apparent 

shift in independent filmmaking began in the 1990s, when filmmakers, enchanted by 

the new possibilities, placed a greater emphasis on post-production editing and 

special effects than they did on cinematography and lighting. Since filmmakers 

could afford to spend more time in post-production, editing began to inform the 

filmmaking process as it became common practice for filmmakers to digitise footage 

during production, then adjust their shooting schedules to accommodate their 

evolving narrative needs. Although these non-linear systems required a substantial 

financial investment when they first appeared on the market, they invaluably 

offered new creative possibilities, allowing filmmakers to alter, edit, and animate 

footage in ways that were once unimaginable and prohibitively expensive. 

Ultimately, digital technology in post-production helped to inspire the low-budget 

movement by reducing the amount of time and money required to finish a film, 

making filmmaking a more widely accessible and appealing pursuit.  
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 New styles and structures surfaced as artists rearranged the old mechanics of 

filmmaking into the new art of digital cinema. During the first decade of the twenty-

first century, technology rapidly improved and once unaffordable tools dropped in 

price. One example of the kind of experimental filmmaking that emerged from this 

new access to digital editing technology is the feature documentary Tarnation (2003). 

Breaking traditional norms with his ultra-low budget film, Jonathan Caouette 

demonstrated how anyone with access to an iMac might take a hodgepodge of 

digital media and transform it into an internationally acclaimed feature 

documentary. Experimenting with Apple’s iMovie software, Caouette digitised 

home video tapes, answering machine recordings, and family photos that he had 

compiled since he was eleven-years-old. Shaping these elements into an 

autobiographical account of the last two decades of his life, Caouette created an 

intimate portrait of a dysfunctional family. Critics applauded the film at both the 

Sundance and Cannes Film Festival, and it went on to play in art house theatres and 

have its release on DVD. At the time, the film’s success was groundbreaking, 

particularly given Caouette’s estimation that (not counting the computer he already 

owned) he only spent $218 to make the film (Salamon 2004). In an article in USA 

Today, Caouette commented, ‘This literally went from my desktop computer to a 

worldwide distribution deal in less than a year. It’s really something of a miracle’ 

(Acohido 2005). Caouette’s success delineated the jump from low-budget to no-

budget filmmaking. As the cost of filmmaking radically decreased, the industry saw 

a marked increase in experimentation with narrative forms and a growing number 

of filmmakers who felt free to take creative risks with little fear of financial loss. 

Caouette launched his filmmaking career, at least in part, due to the novelty of his 

approach. Had he made Tarnation five years later, the film likely would not have 

drawn the same amount of attention on the international festival circuit. Within a 

matter of years after Tarnation’s release, it became commonplace for independent 

films to be modestly self-funded and assembled on home computers. Although the 

proliferation of digital tools has inspired more diverse forms of storytelling, the 

effects of this growth have not been entirely beneficial.  
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 As a greater number of people consider themselves to be ‘filmmakers’ and 

produce no-budget films, the market has become oversaturated with amateur 

content, making it almost impossible for any homemade documentary, no matter 

how original and compelling, to stand out from the rest. The flooding of the 

marketplace with low-budget productions has created a crisis in independent 

cinema whereby the supply of feature films now largely outweighs audience 

demand to see them. This dilemma has been well documented in the press (see 

Hernandez 2008, Thompson 2008, Cieply 2011). It seems unlikely that this situation 

will improve for niche films given that they must not only compete with new 

releases but they must also compete with the infinite backlog of content that is now 

readily available to all on the Internet. Unarguably, digital technology has played a 

prominent role in the development of this super-congested marketplace. Yet the core 

of the issue has not arisen from the technology itself but rather from the massive 

number of people who have employed digital media and tools and created new 

content. The emergence of this participatory culture has contributed to what 

Leadbeater and Miller (2004) have called the ‘Pro-Am Revolution’. This 

‘Professional-Amateur’ uprising has developed as a combined result of professional 

digital technology becoming accessible to amateurs and the Web giving ’Pro-Ams’ 

the ability to easily distribute their work globally. Consequently, professionals have 

encountered far greater competition in the marketplace. Yet the economy has not 

grown enough to support this new population of skilled individuals. Despite their 

obvious talents and passion, Pro-Ams typically fail to make enough money to 

sustain professional careers and frequently only gain recognition, not income, for 

sharing their work on the Web. For many Pro-Ams, the freedom to pursue their 

passion is reward enough. For others, the hope of making a living pushes them to 

develop skills in other areas, such as marketing and distribution, that enable them to 

appeal to audiences via the Web and circumvent gatekeepers, all in an effort to turn 

their passion into paid work.  
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3.1.3  The Rise of Social Networks 

 

The development of social networks has been critical for independent filmmakers, 

giving them access to the tools they need to personally market their films and 

engage audiences in their work. When Tim Berners-Lee first designed the World 

Wide Web in the early 1990s, he imagined it would be built through public 

collaboration. He mapped out a plan that required people to not only read and 

create web pages, but also add to and amend the web pages of others. However, 

because the popular browsing software of the time only allowed for reading and 

presenting web pages, the Web could not reach its collaborative potential until many 

years later (Gauntlett 2004: 6). Although the preliminary design of browser software 

was a key factor in the limitations of early user interaction on the Web, it posed a 

much smaller hurdle to overcome than the underdeveloped network technology of 

the time. Low bandwidths made it difficult to transfer large amounts of information. 

Consequently, it was not until the arrival of broadband that the Internet became a 

viable video distribution platform and popular collaborative workspace. This 

second phase of Web development, commonly referred to as Web 2.0, led to an 

expanse of online interactivity and offered the ability to ‘harness collective 

intelligence’ on the Web (O’Reilly 2005). Although the Web 2.0 movement grew over 

the course of several years, it officially gained its title in October 2004, with the 

inaugural Web 2.0 Conference. Around that time, a burst of interactive websites 

surfaced, offering the public opportunities to alter and influence content on the Web 

in unprecedented ways. A rapidly growing number of users took part in this 

cooperative movement, building online identities and networking on a variety of 

social platforms. These new spaces enabled individuals to form communities, share 

media, and express themselves to the world — it heralded the popularity of user-

generated content and ‘social media’. Sites like MySpace, Flickr, and YouTube are 

just a few of the hundreds of platforms that launched during this time. Through 

these new media outlets, anyone could easily publish writing, images, and videos on 

the Web, creating a cacophony of human expression and a deluge of new 

knowledge. Millions explored the limits of these Web 2.0 platforms, transforming 
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what once operated as a predominantly read-only resource into a global interactive 

forum. This surge of public opinion and shared information on the Web has been 

debated as both the primary advantage and dilemma of the Web 2.0 phenomenon 

(see Section 1.2.3). Because it has become easy for anyone to contribute content to the 

Web, the amount of content available has become almost infinite, making it difficult 

for any one film to stand out; yet as Web 2.0 has fueled the problem of an 

oversaturated market, it has also proposed a solution — harnessing social media to 

build distribution networks and filter through content on the Web. 

 Since the introduction of Web 2.0, the word ‘social’ has been popularly linked 

to the Web. The Social Web has emerged as a dynamic space that enables anyone to 

contribute and filter through content in highly efficient ways. Prior to the Social 

Web, only publishers had the power to decide what material deserved public 

attention. Now, user activities play a large role in determining content value on the 

Web. Voting features and collective averaging enable users to quickly understand 

public sentiment. Tagging allows archives to become indexed. These systems of 

classification, called folksonomies, result from tagging and give people not only an 

efficient way to organise their own content, but also the means to find relevant 

content, which others have tagged. These kind of social tools have created powerful 

collaborative filters on the Web, which sort through the ever-growing amount of 

content available. This shift away from a ‘read only’ Web to a ‘user-generated’ Web 

has given birth to what Yochai Benkler (2006) calls ‘the networked information 

economy’ (see Section 1.2.3). Benkler argues that, as people move from passive 

recipients of ‘received wisdom’ to active participants in public debates, ‘They can 

check the claims of others and produce their own, and they can be heard by others, 

both those who are like-minded and opponents […] It opens the possibility of a 

more critical and reflective culture’ (Ibid.: 130). Network technology has not only 

allowed individuals to efficiently compare one service or product with others, but it 

has also enabled people to come together to collectively build repositories of 

knowledge and culture. One of the most remarkable characteristics of this kind of 

collaborative effort is that the millions who help organise information or generate 
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content on the Web usually do so by their own initiative, without compensation. 

‘Commons-based peer production’, as Benkler (Ibid.: 60) describes it, is evident in 

projects like Wikipedia and open source software. The Social Web has fostered 

greater cooperation among widespread groups of people and presented an 

opportunity for filmmakers to extend their networks and gain support for their films 

(see Chapter 6). This online social context has made the process of consuming 

documentaries a shared experience. 

Increasingly, social networks have been used as a basis for promoting 

documentary films and expanding audience engagement. In the example of Nanette 

Burstein’s American Teen (2008), which premiered in competition at the Sundance 

Film Festival, the team behind the documentary built a Facebook page with rich, 

dynamic content aimed at attracting the film’s core audience of teenagers. The film 

followed five small town Indiana high school seniors as they moved towards 

graduation. Each of the teens had his or her own Facebook profile, which linked to 

the fan page that hosted videos from their journey to Sundance. By opening up the 

story, and making the characters accessible to online audiences, the producers were 

able to build and engage a significant fan base for the film, well before it was 

released (Facebook 2008). Likely due in part to the film’s demonstrated fan 

following, Paramount Vantage acquired the film during the festival for a reported 

two to three million dollars (Zeitchik and Goldstein 2008). Because building a 

Facebook page does not require any programming skills, documentary filmmakers 

have been able to increase their film’s online presence and generate public interest in 

it without needing specialised skills. Beyond Facebook, films can utilise ‘embed and 

spread’ items, which allow Internet users to share contents with others, to facilitate 

viral promotion. Trailers are the most commonly shared items, however widgets 

(see Section 5.4) can create more meaningful engagement. For example, the 

marketing team behind the documentary The End of the Line (2009) created a widget 

that enabled people to conduct a search that told them what species of fish were 

listed as endangered and what ones were safe to eat. This application had five 

hundred installs on Facebook, along with 219,000 impressions (Shooting People 
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2009). When films offer these kind of social media extensions, they also offer 

audiences greater means to engage with and promote their stories.  Social media 

tools enhance the value of films by making it easy for people to instantly connect 

with content and become more personally invested in it. Even a function as simple 

as ‘liking’ a film’s Facebook page can establish a bond with viewers that lasts far 

longer than the experience of watching the film does. Evidence suggests that the 

majority of independent filmmakers understand the need to use social media to 

promote themselves and their films. The ITVS Digital Survey (ITVS 2011), which 

gathered responses from 1017 domestic and international producers, found that 

eighty-five percent of producers said they used Facebook as a tool to engage with 

audiences (Ibid.: 14). This study also uncovered that those who used social media 

the most (seven to ten hours per week) also reported the largest earnings of ‘digital 

revenue’ (Ibid.: 5). Social media’s ability to allow filmmakers to have a direct 

influence over their films’ profits gives filmmakers a reason to protect their digital 

rights. As ITVS’s research showed, about two-thirds of US producers retained their 

‘new media’ rights on their most recent project (Ibid.: 12). There seems to be a 

general understanding that, even though online distribution generates relatively 

little money at the moment, this market is still in its infancy and is certain to expand 

and likely to return far greater profits. The hope is that someday the Internet will 

offer filmmakers a way to distribute their films directly to niche audiences, without 

the need to innovate or put significant personal effort into marketing. Online 

marketing certainly has become easier to execute as a result of network technology, 

but it still remains an undertaking that most filmmakers cannot successfully manage 

by themselves. Not surprisingly, the main distribution challenge filmmakers feel 

they must overcome is ‘promotion/marketing’ (Ibid.: 15). Participation in social 

networks can create a deeper connection with audiences, but for social networks to 

generate money, there must be a cultural shift that encourages people to directly 

support the films and the filmmakers they connect with online, either through 

paying for films or by making voluntary donations to the creators. As it stands, 

social networks primarily function as a means for promotion and have not yet 
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developed as revenue mechanisms.  

 

 

3.2 The Move Towards On-Demand 
 

3.2.1  The History of Home Video 

 

The industry’s transition into the digital age has been marked by a rise in consumer 

power, which became apparent well before the Internet — with the advent of the 

VCR. Characterising the move towards on-demand media, the VCR inspired a 

revolution in home entertainment when it entered people’s living rooms, forever 

transforming their viewing habits along with the movie industry’s business 

practices. First invented by Sony in 1965, then adapted by JVC into the VCR format 

in 1976, the videocassette recorder did not become a household fixture until the 

1980s. Prior to the advent of the VCR, consumers’ access to movies was limited to 

the predetermined screening times at the cinema and on television. The VCR 

allowed television programmes to be copied, enabling anyone to freely preserve, 

review, or share programmes with others. The VCR also gave people choice, freeing 

them from synchronising their viewing times to the schedule of programming on 

television and allowing them to select films to watch at home. Not only could people 

determine when and which films to watch, but they could also interrupt their 

viewing experience by stopping, fast forwarding, freezing or rewinding a movie, 

thus fundamentally affecting its narrative flow (Keane 2007: 21). By demonstrating a 

cultural shift towards greater consumer power, the VCR helped establish the 

concept of ‘on-demand’ entertainment. According to Anderson (2006: 199), ‘The 

result was a transition from pushed media (whether pushed onto the airwaves or into 

the local theaters) to pulled media.’ Propelled by audience demand, pulled media 

had massive consumer appeal and created the need for widespread access to VHS 

copies of films. Consequently, an infrastructure of video rental stores quickly spread 

through suburban areas, inspiring people to develop the new habit of renting 

movies. As Anderson (Ibid.) argues, video rental stores extended the long tail, 
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offering consumers an increased abundance of choice and rewarded them with 

lower costs and more selection. Additionally, the emergence of the home video 

market created an economic shift that moved beyond the standard cinema profit 

model of ‘one person, one ticket’ to create a pricing system that allowed for multiple 

people and multiple viewings. Ultimately, the VCR was an important technological 

step towards instant access and the business models that accompanied it helped 

reveal a correlation between the industry’s ability to make films widely accessible 

and its potential to return high profits. 

 Despite consumers’ enthusiasm for the VCR, the idea that people could own 

films and watch them repeatedly, whenever they wanted, faced substantial 

resistance in Hollywood. When the VCR first appeared, the major studios failed to 

see its profit potential, and some even reacted with hostility towards the idea of 

distributing films on videocassettes. Their fear stemmed from the belief that films 

should be leased, not sold — allowing distributors to retain control of their property 

and all revenue streams associated with screening it. Leveraging this power allowed 

distributors to determine when and where each film was shown and ensure that 

revenues were rightfully paid to them for each screening. Initially, consumers 

purchased VCRs in order to record programming and the studios made an effort to 

stop this activity by filing a lawsuit. However in 1984, around the time VCRs 

reached a critical mass in the United States, the US Supreme Court ruled in the case 

of Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc. (also known as the 

‘Betamax case’) that the use of VCRs to record programs for time shift was ‘fair use’ 

and not in breach of copyright. The economic impact of this decision was minimal 

as, by that point, the studios had witnessed how releasing VHS recordings (at first in 

rental and then in retail) could generate significant revenue (Bettig 2008: 198-99). 

Revenues grew as distributors developed strategies to capitalise on their back 

catalogue and began pushing more and more films into home video, cable, 

broadcast and foreign markets. Still investing in films’ domestic theatrical releases 

for promotion, distributors saw a greater value in ‘ancillary markets’. As a 

consequence of this shift in strategy, the value of video distribution grew so that, by 
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the end of the 1980s, the combined revenue for both rental and retail videos 

surpassed that of either the theatrical or television markets. Wasser (2001: 4-11) 

estimated that during this time, video sales accounted for as much as forty percent 

of film studios’ revenue. Such massive growth in income alleviated fears that this 

new market was cannibalising other markets, such as cable and theatrical. The 

emergence of home video helped transition the film business towards a more 

sustainable model that did not need big theatrical hits to ensure profit and instead 

allowed distributors to reap reliable revenue streams from older and less popular 

films. 

 Following the videocassette’s fueling of the movie rental market in the 1980s, 

the digital versatile disc (DVD) gave the retail market the goods it needed to flourish 

in the 1990s. Similar to the CD’s replacement of the cassette tape, the DVD’s 

replacement of the videocassette enabled people to use the computer as a platform 

to consume media, thus strengthening the link between computers and televisions. 

Already accustomed to the choice and flexibility that viewing videocassettes offered 

and the disc format of the CD, consumers quickly adapted to using DVDs. Perhaps 

because of the DVD’s similarity to the CD, more consumers adopted the habit of 

repeat viewing and began curating their own collections, which enabled many older 

films to find new audiences and generate significant revenues (Rombes 2005: 97). 

However, DVD players (as opposed to videocassette recorders) were initially 

conceived as playback devices and did not feature a recording function. As people 

began watching films on DVD, they still needed to rely on the VCR to record 

programming. Rather than upgrading to the DVD player and abandoning the VCR 

entirely, during this transition phase consumers owned and used both technologies. 

Despite the initial sacrifice of a recording function, the DVD format had numerous 

benefits, which inspired its rapid mass adoption and a subsequent growth spurt in 

the home video market. Instead of having a cumbersome two-hour tape, people now 

had a slim DVD that, with the help of MPEG compression, could contain a full-

length film plus bonus features on one side. DVDs offered more viewing outlets as 

they could be played on a computer, game console, or DVD player (Friedberg 2002: 
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34-36). DVDs also provided viewers with a greater cinematic experience, producing 

higher quality sound and picture. To cater to audiences’ increased appreciation for 

aesthetics, the widescreen format was resurrected and home theatres became 

increasingly popular. Beyond the technical benefits, DVDs developed a navigational 

format, which functioned similarly to websites, providing access to information 

through special features (Keane 2007: 25-26). Although videotape could be roughly 

paused, DVDs could be frozen on a particular frame of film, providing a crisp still 

image and giving the viewer the chance to conduct a detailed investigation of the 

frame. Supplementary material on the disc could also be designed to cater to fans 

who wanted a deeper understanding of the film or the process involved in making it 

(Rombes 2005: 99). For all these reasons, the popularity of the DVD grew as 

consumers grew to appreciate the new ways in which they could understand and 

view movies. Ultimately, the DVD provided a high-quality package for digital 

media files, giving films a tangible worth, which inflated their perceived value 

enough to entice consumers to want to own, not just rent, them. 

 When DVDs became the main delivery format for home video, both the retail 

and rental markets became enormously lucrative. However, profits in the home 

video market inevitably declined as people found ways to extract the digital files 

from these discs, which resulted in copies of virtually every film ever made 

appearing in peer-to-peer file sharing networks across the Internet. Consequently, 

DVD sales have entered into a period of decline that forewarn the format might not 

ever revive (Barnes 2009). In 2006, DVD sales still brought in half of the revenue 

studios generated from most of their movies, but growth in the DVD market has 

since halted and per-capita spending in the US has been steadily declining ever since 

that peak. Reports have concluded that consumers stopped buying DVDs because 

they felt the price point was too high (Grover 2005, Belson 2006). The industry has 

since significantly reduced the price of DVDs and launched Blu-ray discs hoping 

that the premium format would renew consumers’ interest; however, the results 

have been less than spectacular (Barnes 2009). With such steep decline in sales, 

companies have started to scale down their home video operations. In 2010, Sony 
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cut its work force by 450 people (Fritz and Eller 2010). In the UK, although the 

effects have manifested at a slightly slower rate, the same doom has been forecasted, 

as evidenced by the collapse of popular DVD retailers Woolworths and Zavvi 

(Grover 2005). Video rental stores have suffered similar consequences, not only 

losing business to piracy but also to online competitors. Once a leading figure in the 

home video market, the rental giant Blockbuster experienced serious financial losses 

and cutbacks, resulting in the closure of hundreds of its rental stores and the 

company eventually filing for bankruptcy in September 2010 (Fritz 2009, McCarty et 

al. 2010). Blockbuster was largely defeated by Netflix, a subscription-based service 

that started in 1999, which allowed customers to order DVD rentals online, receive 

them in the mail, and post them back with no late fees. Offering a wider selection of 

films at a lower cost, and with no required trip to the video store, this model had 

massive consumer appeal. Although popular today, Netflix initially faced the 

challenge of persuading consumers to adopt its new rental model. Netflix’s chief 

content officer, Ted Sarandos commented, ‘Our biggest expenditure is getting 

people to understand our system of a fixed-fee subscription rental without late 

charges’ (Taub 2003b). As consumers adjusted to Netflix’s online delivery system, 

they helped popularise a new subscription model for home video distribution on the 

Web. Netflix’s rapid growth quickly transformed the market and inspired 

Blockbuster to develop its own online rental service in 2004 and subsequently 

eliminate its late fee policy (Lessig 2008: 124). The movement of key home video 

suppliers onto the Web has called for the development of new business models that 

more strongly catered to consumer demand for greater choice and flexibility. 

 Advancements in digital distribution technology have expanded the home 

video market into the realm of video-on-demand (VOD). This trend has been 

evident in the case of Netflix, which, in 2007, launched its ‘Watch Instantly’ service, 

offering subscribers online streaming access to more than one thousand movies and 

television shows (Helft 2007). As Netflix expanded its streaming catalogue, it 

developed an unlimited ‘streaming only’ plan that initially cost only $7.99 per 

month. According to its reports, Netflix has had more than one-third of its new 
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subscribers sign up for the streaming only plan. With over 20 million subscribers 

and a pattern of continual growth, accumulating more than 7.7 million net new 

subscribers in 2010, Netflix has become one of the most popular solutions to online 

film distribution in North America (Schonfeld 2011). The success of Netflix’s 

streaming service appears to foretell the end of the DVD format and a promising 

future for VOD. This trend for access rather than ownership is reflected in a report 

from IHS Screen Digest, which has predicted that, in US online movie market, 

Internet VOD revenue will surpass electronic sell-through for the first time in 2013 

(IHS 2011). Ultimately, these new revenue streams have grown substantially in 

recent years, but ‘they have come nowhere close to making up for the decline in disc 

sales’ (Horn et al. 2009). However, because the cost to stream films and deliver 

digital downloads is near zero, the profit potential for VOD is far greater than for 

DVD, which is burdened by manufacturing and shipping expenses. Subsequently, 

the consumer cost to watch a film on VOD should be somewhat less than the cost to 

watch a film on DVD. However, the industry has not yet made this logical 

adjustment as VOD rental and purchase prices are at least equivalent to (and often 

higher than) DVD rental and purchase prices. From a consumer perspective, inflated 

VOD pricing seems unfair. This perception is based on cases such as Redbox, a US-

based service that positions vending machines stocked with DVDs in public spaces, 

including grocery stores and shopping centres. Redbox offers new release rentals for 

as low as one dollar per day, which is almost four times cheaper than the typical 

VOD rental fee. Subscription services like Netflix have more appeal than pay-per-

view VOD because they allow consumers to watch as much content as possible, on 

either VOD or DVD, for one set price. This model allows consumers to try out 

unfamiliar films without incurring any loss other than their time. Premium films, 

including new releases, have the potential to work in a pay-per-view context, but 

lesser-known films likely have a better chance to find larger audiences with 

subscription services. Ultimately, consumer behavior, more than corporate profit 

strategy, determines the economics of the VOD market. 
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3.2.2  Shifting Release Windows 

 

New consumer consumption habits call for media institutions to adapt their release 

patterns to better provide content on-demand; yet the industry has, overall, been 

slow to meet such demands, as executives have widely adhered to the belief that 

altering traditional release windows would adversely affect profitability. 

‘Windowing’ is a system that the film industry utilises to maximise its profits, 

releasing the same content at different times on different platforms. In the 

Hollywood system, a film will typically begin with a theatrical release in cinemas. 

Then, approximately every three to four months, the film will enter another market. 

The main markets, or windows, for studio films are: theatrical, home video (both 

rental and retail), pay-per-view, pay television, and free television (see Table 3.1). 

These ‘release windows’ support a tiered pricing model in which the film cost 

essentially decreases inversely with the length of time the film has been made 

available to the public. Although the duration of the windows has shifted some over 

time, the order of the windows has remained largely intact (Park 2003: 3; Kerrigan 

2010: 98). Hence, when the Internet demonstrated its capacity to deliver long-form 

video content, the studios, in their efforts to utilise the new delivery platform, 

favoured an economic model that protected the existing window structure, in 

particular, the lucrative home video (DVD) window. Instead of offering digital 

downloads in the home video window, at the same time as DVDs, the studios 

delayed digital releases by several months, placing them in the same market as pay-

per-view. 

 
Table 3.1 The Windows System for Studio Films 

 
Adapted from Currah (2006: 451) and Kerrigan (2010: 159). 
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As an additional measure, designed to protect revenue generated from 

windows, studios ensured that when films were delivered to personal computers, 

they only existed for a finite rental period, which ended when the attached digital 

rights management (DRM) software would self-destruct the delivered files. DRM 

technology was designed to enable rights holders to manage the intellectual 

property aspects of digital distribution and ensure the exchange of payment for 

receiving digital goods. Another way to see the issue is, as Shirky (2001: 27) 

articulates, ‘In the analog world, it costs money to make a copy of something. In the 

digital world, it costs money to prevent copies from being made.’ However, one 

limitation of DRM is that it prevents people from using content in the ways they 

could when films were distributed in a physical format (by stripping consumers of 

their freedom to loan films to friends or watch them on multiple players). Because of 

such drawbacks, many people oppose the use of DRM (Sander 2002: 67). In an article 

for the Guardian, digital activist and author Cory Doctorow (2007) explains DRM’s 

inherent dysfunction:  

DRMs are often designed by ambitious, well-funded consortia, with 
top-notch engineers from every corner of the industry. They spend 
millions. They take years. They are defeated in days, for pennies, by 
hobbyists. It’s inevitable because every time you give someone a 
locked item, you have to give them the key to unlock it too.  

Although Doctorow believes that ‘DRM products make buying media less 

attractive’, the studios and distributors that employ DRM value the (albeit weak) 

barrier it throws up to thwart piracy (Ibid.). From the perspective of the rights 

holders, it is possible to imagine how just one file, transferred from user to user, will 

translate into a collective chain of lost revenues. However, by restricting consumer 

access to digital film commodities, the studios have incentivised audiences to find 

DRM-free digital copies through other means, most notably via peer-to-peer file 

sharing (Waterman 2001: 13). The problem is, as Currah (2006: 452) articulates, that 

‘the studio model does not make it easier or even more attractive for consumers to 

acquire films over the Internet in a legal format’. In part because of the studios’ 

failure to develop a consumer-friendly model for releasing films on the Internet, the 

VOD market has been slow to achieve its revenue generating potential. 
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 Media corporations have shown a pattern of resisting change, which is 

evident in the studios’ initial aversion towards the ‘day-and-date’ distribution 

paradigm. The first publicised instance of this strategy of simultaneous cross-

platform releasing occurred when Todd Wagner and Mark Cuban released Steven 

Soderbergh’s feature film Bubble (2005) in cinemas at the same time that it debuted 

on DVDs and online. The industry’s reaction to this radical model, witnessed by 

journalist Anne Thompson (2006) at the ShoWest exhibitors convention in Las 

Vegas, created a ‘clearly a hostile environment’. Thompson observed that Wagner 

and Cuban ‘represent what exhibitors fear most: the collapsing of the theatrical 

release window’. By challenging the long-established windows framework, Wagner 

and Cuban suggested that the online market could overlap with key ancillary 

markets — home video in particular. The studios refused such an overlap, 

systematically withholding films from the VOD market until after they released 

them on DVD, with the fear that VOD might cannibalise this market and lead to less 

control over content and further loss of revenues. Currah (2006: 459-460) suggests 

that the success of the DVD format blinded studios to the possibility of Internet-

based video distribution. Fear of losing this lucrative revenue stream has made it 

difficult for the studios to determine where to position VOD with respect to the 

home video window. Declining DVD sales have given the industry a reason to 

consider adapting its model. Although the theatrical market still rarely overlaps 

with others, many studios have begun releasing films on DVD and VOD at the same 

time. For example, in August 2009, Sony tested its first simultaneous DVD and VOD 

release and has subsequently shifted the model to offer certain films on Internet-

enabled televisions and Blu-ray players before they are released on DVDs (Arango 

2009, Garrett 2009). Additionally, there has been an apparent trend in the shortening 

of the release window between theatrical and DVD, which has likely been part of 

studios’ efforts to combat the decline of DVD sales (Corcoran 2011). As these release 

windows shift, they necessarily need to be redefined. This kind of market 

convergence suggests that the traditional windows structure cannot easily 

accommodate online distribution and prompts the industry to develop new 
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strategies that generate profit through simultaneous cross-platform releasing. 

 The industry’s reluctance towards online distribution has stemmed, in part, 

from a fear that releasing in this market will reduce other revenue streams. Yet 

evidence has shown that the more platforms a film is available on, the more its 

publicity increases, and the greater revenue potential it has. Tiffany Shlain’s short 

film The Tribe (2006), which is described on its website as ‘an unorthodox, 

unauthorized history of the Jewish people and the Barbie doll’, was released for free 

on the Sundance shorts website after its premiere at the festival. When The Tribe 

screened at the Tribeca Film Festival a few months later, Sundance briefly removed 

the film from its website. Shlain observed that ‘sales really dropped’ and claimed 

that ‘showing it for free actually helped sales’. Her assumptions appear to hold some 

truth because, when the film reappeared on the Sundance website, sales increased 

again (Kirsner 2007b). Matt Dentler, head of programming and marketing for 

Cinetic, a rights management agency, argued a similar point at the Sundance Film 

Festival in 2009. Dentler suggested that there is money to be found in digital 

distribution and ‘it doesn’t cannibalise’. He used the Academy Award-winning 

documentary The Times of Harvey Milk (1984) as an example. When Cinetic put the 

film on iTunes and Amazon VOD, it became the most popular documentary rental 

on iTunes and the most popular independent film rental on Amazon VOD for a 

‘good month or two’. When Cinetic put the film on Hulu, an advertising-based 

online video platform that enabled free viewing, the feature documentary held 

number one status on all three sites. Dentler argued that ‘consumer taste’ allowed 

the film to achieve success in multiple outlets at the same time and that people are 

willing to pay the premium to not be bothered by advertisements (CinemaTech 

2009). In an interview for Home Media Magazine, Ted Sarandos, chief content officer 

of Netflix, observed that every time consumers are offered a new technology (such 

as streaming), ‘the money they spend on entertainment keeps rising’. Sarandos 

asserted that, even if online distribution does cannibalise some distribution 

windows, the added benefit outweighs the losses and in total ‘it will grow the 

revenue an independent filmmaker can make on any given film’ (Gil 2010). The 
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threat of the Internet cannibalising ancillary markets appears to be somewhat of a 

myth and an illogical reason to block films from online distribution. 

 The Internet has created opportunities to experiment with release patterns 

and maximise returns across multiple platforms. For example, Magnolia Pictures, 

owned by Wagner and Cuban, experimented with the release of Freakonomics (2010), 

a documentary based on the similarly titled bestselling book. The film appeared as a 

digital rental (made available on Apple’s iTunes, Amazon Video On Demand, and 

major cable providers’ VOD offerings) before it appeared in US cinemas on 1 

October 2010. Rental rates were high ($9.99 for standard definition and $10.99 for 

iTunes HD — more than twice the typical price for most films rented through these 

outlets) and only granted consumers twenty-four hours to watch the film. This 

strategy aimed to reach audiences that might be interested in the film but were not 

in close proximity to one of the art house cinemas where it was screening (Lawler 

2010). The novelty of releasing the film on VOD before its cinema release helped to 

generate significant publicity for the film, which ultimately debuted on the Top 10 

iTunes film downloads. It maintained that position for several weeks, although, 

according to Rampell (2010), ‘Magnolia declined to give exact numbers.’ In the same 

article, Eamonn Bowles, president of Magnolia Pictures, explained that the company 

encountered resistance from cinemas, which have a bias against showing films that 

are, or shortly will be, available on VOD or DVD due to their fear of lost profits. 

Although the film only took in $117,678 at the worldwide box office in the span of 

nine weeks (with a widest release of twenty theatres), according to Bowles, 

Freakonomics did not suffer from the effects of cannibalisation.4 Bowles stated, 

‘Releasing online means more people are exposed to the film. We get more support 

from cable advertising: it enhances DVD awareness and the buy rate.’ The validity 

of Bowles observations is limited by the inability to measure what impact this 

strategy had on the overall expected income for Freakonomics. Ultimately, such an 

                                                        

4 See Box Office Mojo for revenue and production figures. Available at: 
http://boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=freakonomics.htm [accessed 4 December 2011]. 
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expensive ($2.9 million production budget) and highly publicised documentary 

(based on a widely recognised book) proved to be a financial disappointment at the 

box office; therefore, it is conceivable that the early online release may have actually 

deterred ticket sales. Regardless, Magnolia has continued to organise ‘pre-theatrical’ 

releases for some of its titles — releasing films on VOD up to one month prior to 

their theatrical release — challenging the studios’ theatrically-led model of 

distribution (Gruenwedel 2011b). The novelty of these new release patterns has 

brought substantial attention to those films that employ them; yet this attention has 

not necessarily translated into greater profits for the films or suggested that instant 

online access to new releases is the best approach. 

 Simultaneous cross-platform releasing can benefit documentaries by allowing 

them to extend their audience reach during the time when their press coverage and 

public interest are at their peak. The Sundance Channel employs this strategy with 

its VOD service, Sundance Selects, which makes films available on cable TV systems 

while they screen in movie theatres (Kay 2009). This kind of simultaneous releasing 

allows films to maximise the benefits from marketing expenditures while generating 

revenues across multiple platforms at the same time. Such new strategies are 

founded on the hope that, although the masses may not be willing to pay to see a 

documentary in the theater, some interested individuals might be willing to pay to 

watch documentaries in their homes if given easy, instant access to them. Certainly 

the public push for on-demand content means that films are appearing more quickly 

in the online market. In some ways this threatens the vitality of the theatrical market 

and gives some merit to Andrew Keen’s question: ‘When a movie is available on the 

Internet as soon as it has been released, why go to the extra inconvenience and cost 

of seeing it in a local theater?’ (2007: 121). There are many obvious answers to this 

question; however, these arguments are most compelling for big budget studio films 

that offer a high level of spectacle and entertainment, tending to evoke a sense of a 

shared experience. For smaller films, the draw is potentially weaker and it seems 

quite possible that, when given the choice, many people would prefer to stay at 

home and watch independent films and documentaries on the Internet instead of 
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making the effort and paying a premium to see them in the cinema. Many 

independent filmmakers and distributors recognise this challenge and have worked 

to make the theatrical experience a special event, helping to foster discussions about 

the film and justify the effort audiences must make to go to the cinema. Despite all 

of the apparent challenges, the theatrical market is the least threatened by the digital 

revolution simply because, as all other markets converge onto the Web, an evening 

at the movies still retains its inherent value as a social experience. 

 

3.2.3  Digital Projection  

 

The most significant changes in the theatrical market have come from digital 

screening. Digital projection emerged as a ‘revolutionary’ technology in 1999, when 

its widespread adoption seemed imminent (Belton 2002: 103). Acland (2008: 97) 

refers to this date as ‘year zero’. This was the year George Lucas’s Star Wars: Episode 

I - The Phantom Menace (1999) screened digitally, inspiring the press and industry to 

embrace the idea that the entire film process, from production to post-production to 

exhibition, could be done digitally. According to Belton (2002: 103), the dominant 

perception at the time was: ‘film was dead; digital was It’. However, in the years 

that followed, digital conversion of cinemas remained a complex and slow process. 

Industry battles over technology standards (in particular, compression rates and 

delivery formats) and who should pay for projectors delayed the adoption process, 

despite digital projection’s obvious long-term cost-saving advantages (Lieberman 

2005, Pariser 2006: 43). According to Swartz (2005: 1), the process of distributing 

films, by shipping film prints to cinemas, has cost the global film industry as much 

as one billion dollars annually. With film prints typically costing over one thousand 

dollars each to produce, digital conversion would literally save the studios millions 

of dollars for every wide release (Taub 2003a). Hardie (2002b: 31) writes, ‘When a 

35mm print is involved, a rule of thumb is that a feature will not go into profit for 

the producer until ten thousand seats have been sold.’ Digital lowers the break-even 

point dramatically, affording a better chance for niche content to return a profit in 

the cinemas. For cinema owners, switching to digital requires spending around 
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$60,000 on each new projector. Given the unfair cost-saving advantage for the 

studios and the fact that most screens already had perfectly functional 35mm 

projectors, cinemas have been slow to invest in digital (Grossman 2009). However, 

key advantages such as better quality images and greater scheduling flexibility have 

given cinema owners reasons to seek agreeable compromises. In the US, three major 

cinema chains have come together to form the Digital Cinema Implementation 

Partners (DCIP), which has helped facilitate digital conversion by organising a 

scheme that has asked studios to pay cinemas a ‘virtual’ print fee to help defray the 

costs of new equipment (McClintock 2008). The UK Film Council’s Digital Screen 

Network (DSN) allocated twelve million pounds to equip around 210 cinemas (240 

screens) with digital projection equipment (DCMS/DBIS 2009). According to a count 

by IHS Screen Digest, the number of digital screens worldwide is now more than 

thirty-six thousand, a total that grew by more than one hundred twenty percent 

from the previous year (Fuchs 2011). As a growing number of screens go digital, the 

theatrical market has expanded in new ways, allowing for greater flexibility in film 

programming and the implementation of innovative release strategies. 

The benefits of digital screening go beyond simple economics. Digital 

cinemas have become arenas for watching sporting events, concerts, or moments in 

history, such as election results or the Academy Awards. Films can be linked to live 

events, as projectionists can easily switch over from a live feed to a digital file. 

Additionally, digital has enhanced the potential for different versions of the same 

film to be released in quick succession. For documentaries, which now no longer 

need to be finished to a 35mm print, this means they can be revised, updated, or 

expanded quickly. For example, Justin Bieber: Never Say Never (2011) was re-released 

just weeks after its 11 February 2011 opening, embellished with forty minutes of 

new footage. A second version, which was apparently re-edited ‘based on fan 

suggestions’, encouraged fans to return to the cinema for a second viewing and 

helped the film become the number one grossing concert documentary of all time, 

beating out Michael Jackson’s This Is It (2009) (Ditzian 2011). Ultimately, there was 

even a third version of the film, which debuted with the Justin Bieber DVD release 
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(Vena 2011). Although the desire for additional revenue was likely the main motive 

for releasing multiple versions of the film, there are other reasons why 

documentaries benefit from digital screenings. Unlike fiction films, which often 

closely adhere to a script, documentary films have more fluidity in narrative, 

allowing them to be amended to reflect different aspects of the same story, while 

still remaining true to reality. Documentary stories naturally expand beyond the 

confines of their finished products and merit different perspectives. Digital also 

affords the opportunity to experiment with releases and quickly adjust the number 

of screens to match audience demand. In the case of Justin Bieber, digital screens 

made it economical for Paramount to give the film the widest-ever weekend release 

for a documentary, opening it on 3118 screens. Such a daring wide release strategy, 

which used multiple versions of the film, would have been risky, costly, and 

impractical to execute in the days of film projection.  

Digital projection has provided the flexibility necessary for experimentation, 

without the worry of significant financial loss, thus giving documentaries a better 

chance to attain financial success in the theatrical market. Digital projection is still 

far from being universally adopted; however, this transformation in cinema appears 

inevitable because of the clear advantages it offers. Digital has enabled ‘shorter run 

times, wider or more selective openings, and flexible release calendars’ (Acland 

2008: 101). The main benefit for audiences has been the ability to watch better 

quality projections, but as Belton (2002: 103) argues, digital cinema is hardly 

revolutionary as it fails to offer interactivity or a substantially different cinema-

going experience. Although other platforms (particularly television) have embraced 

interactivity as a new means for reception, cinemas have done little to exploit the 

possibilities digital provides. One example that suggests the untapped potential of 

digital screens is the Brazilian company MovieMobz, which offers a cinema-on-

demand service that allows people to schedule movie screenings in their local 

cinema through voting online for films and programmes they would like to see 

(Lima 2008). This democratic approach to cinema booking does not ensure that more 

documentaries get into cinemas, but it does enhance the opportunity for niche films 
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to reach audiences and suggests that, in the future, producers of low-budget films 

may be able to, somewhat effortlessly, directly deliver their films to cinemas without 

the aid (or incurred cost) of a distributor. Audiences, in turn, may be granted greater 

power to influence the selection of films playing in their local cinemas. All of this is 

not to suggest that the theatrical market will become less competitive. The finite 

number of screens naturally places a limit on the number of films that can be 

scheduled in any given week and marketing power certainly remains a key factor in 

determining the success of each film. Nevertheless, digital has the potential to 

influence the selection of films projected, giving a greater number of films the 

chance to screen in cinemas and enabling more diverse kinds of screenings to take 

place. It is too early to predict how digital cinema will change film culture, but 

digital’s capacity for interactivity suggests that participatory culture may eventually 

extend onto the big screen.  

 

3.2.4  Everything Online and On-Demand 

 

Although the industry quickly embraced the idea of digital projection in cinemas, it 

cautiously approached the idea of digital distribution on the Internet. Content 

owners feared piracy and saw video sharing portals as potential havens for the 

illegal copying of valuable intellectual property. Video-on-demand proved to be a 

disruptive technology that revolutionised standard industry practices by 

challenging the business models of traditional delivery channels, thus jeopardising 

the profitability and vitality of established industry sectors. Not since the 

introduction of the videocassette recorder has a new technology posed so much 

threat to the financial security of the entertainment industry (Zhu 2001: 273). The 

ubiquity of video streaming makes it easy to forget that online viewing is a 

relatively new phenomenon. Even as late as 2006, the movie industry experienced 

serious problems developing the technology of movie download services such as 

CinemaNow and Movielink (Pegoraro 2006). As a result of these failures, and the 

industry’s inability to create a common online delivery platform, iTunes has gained 

headway and established itself as the dominant digital retail outlet for movies in the 
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US (Amel 2011). The trend towards on-demand content has driven more media 

corporations onto the Web, leading them to search for ways to generate revenues 

while they adapt their business practices in radical ways. For video rental 

companies, such as Blockbuster, developing online services has become necessary to 

compete in the market. For broadcasters, putting their content online, and 

developing strategies to share content across various platforms on the Web, has 

helped counteract declining viewership numbers.5 Although studios have not 

entirely embraced digital delivery as a means of delivering films, audiences have 

eagerly adopted digital delivery as a means of consuming films and other content. 

The migration of media onto the Web has created a wider market, giving people 

instant access to a broad range of content choices. This saturation of the marketplace 

has, in some ways, devalued ‘professional’ media by fostering the default 

expectation that, on the Web, content should be free. This expectation has also 

encouraged a cultural shift, in which amateur content is allowed to compete with 

professional content for mass audience attention, as is evident on YouTube. 

 The user-generated video phenomenon, which YouTube has largely 

facilitated, has broadened the scope of popular entertainment. With its slogan 

‘Broadcast Yourself’, YouTube has helped cultivate a user-generated Web, while 

making online video consumption part of mainstream culture. In 2005, when 

YouTube launched, video streaming had been present on the Web for years but no 

single, popular platform existed that supported user-generated video contributions. 

YouTube had mass appeal because of its simple, integrated interface that enabled 

users to upload, manage, share, and view videos without advanced technical skills 

or high bandwidth levels (Burgess and Green 2009: 1). The site quickly set the 

standard for the kind of features online viewers came to expect from a video 

platform: free distribution, online community interaction, and user-generated 

content all contributed to the immediate popularity of the site. Initially, what set 

                                                        

5 For example, YouTube has developed content partnerships with the BBC, Disney, Turner, Warner 
Bros., Channel 4, and Channel 5, among many others (Ariño 2007: 119). 
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YouTube apart was the community it created, which it built by allowing users to 

connect with each other as friends and embed videos in other websites or share 

them via dedicated URLs. The site also created ensembles of videos based on search 

terms that inspired users to explore more deeply and watch sequences of videos, 

instead of just one. By providing a rating system and view count, YouTube helped 

users understand what others in the community valued (Cheng et al. 2008: 229-230). 

The success YouTube experienced in its first year of operation was so remarkable 

that it prompted Google to purchase the site in ‘a stock-for-stock transaction’ that 

was worth $1.65 billion. Since it acquired YouTube in October 2006, Google has 

steadily built strategic partnerships with professional content suppliers. Although 

professional content, such as music videos, often takes the lead in the ‘most popular’ 

and ‘most viewed’ categories on YouTube, Snickars and Vonderau (2009: 11) 

observe that ‘the long tail of content generated by amateurs seems almost infinite, 

and that sort of material often appears to be the “most discussed”’. YouTube’s 

highly engaged community is what gives the platform its value and makes it an 

essential online space for the promotion, distribution, and sometimes even creation 

of documentary films (see Section 6.4).  

 As new digital devices and the Internet have enabled media to move online, 

they have also made content highly portable and interactive. Smartphones allow 

media to fit inside a pocket and grant users the freedom to watch films and 

programmes virtually anywhere. Still in its infancy, the mobile Web promises to fill 

everyone’s free hours with entertainment and connect them more deeply to the 

content they consume. This constant access, through devices such as Apple’s iPhone, 

has increased the demand for content designed for mobile platforms. Responding to 

this need, the National Film Board of Canada (NFB) created an application for the 

iPhone that enables users who download the software to tap into ‘the NFB's 

mammoth library of documentaries’ and stream them on their phones (Broida 2009). 

This service, which anyone can use for free, helps people discover documentaries 

that they might not otherwise have come across, while helping the NFB expand the 

value of its archive. Filmmakers have also used mobile applications as a way to 
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independently deliver their films to audiences. Finnish filmmaker Kimmo 

Kuusniemi distributed his documentary Promise Land of Heavy Metal (2008) as a 

stand-alone iPad app, which bundled the 52-minute documentary, photo galleries, 

and a digital booklet together as a downloadable mini-software package that sold 

for two dollars (Kung 2010). Mobile media can also be used in cross-media 

extensions, which work to engage audiences more deeply with a film and its 

associated issues. For example, the documentary Waiting for ‘Superman’ (2010) 

launched an iPad application, called ‘Super School’, that worked as a social gaming 

companion to the film, helping audiences learn about problems in the US public 

school system and take action to resolve them.6 Whether aiding distribution or 

promotion, mobile applications have become an increasingly important way to 

extend audience reach and add value to films.  

 Digital formats have created an abundance of media and the Internet has 

made it possible for worldwide audiences to uncover items of interest in this 

massive catalogue of content and then watch them on-demand. As a consequence, 

the industry now must cater to consumer demand. This transformation from push to 

pull media has been gradual, as each delivery device — from VCRs to DVDs to 

online platforms — gave users more control over the content they consumed. As all 

content has moved online, distribution has become increasingly democratised, 

allowing audiences to choose from a seemingly infinite selection of new and old 

films. Anderson (2006: 24) characterises this long tail phenomenon stating, ‘For the 

first time in history, hits and niches are on equal economic footing, both just entries 

in a database called up on demand, both equally worthy of being carried. Suddenly, 

popularity no longer has a monopoly on profitability.’ Digital delivery offers niche 

content, like documentaries, the opportunity to compete in a global online market 

that can literally encompass all the media in the world. As the Internet is not 

governed by the same rules that limit traditional retail and exhibition (and the films 

that are designed for these markets), it can accommodate the full spectrum of the 

                                                        

6 See 16 March 2011 press release. Available at: http://www.prweb.com/releases/2011/03/ 
prweb5167414.htm [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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documentary genre. Because reproduction costs are close to zero and there is 

unlimited shelf space, digital delivery has granted documentaries the same access to 

online audiences that mainstream Hollywood films have. However, this opportunity 

does not guarantee them equal attention. For example, Amazon’s Instant Video 

service, which offers more than one hundred thousand titles to rent or purchase, 

only lists one hundred of them as bestsellers; not coincidentally, these tend to be the 

titles users first see when they visit the Instant Video homepage (Rowinski 2011). 

Unpopular content has little chance of rising up in the ranks without some 

promotion to increase consumer awareness and sales. Ultimately, the challenge in 

online distribution is no longer how to make films available, but rather, how to 

make them visible. New methods of marketing, including the use of mobile 

applications to extend the value of films, are helping to solve this problem. 

However, as the long tail of content infinitely expands, the amount of time 

consumers have to spend watching content remains limited, ensuring that as the 

market becomes progressively more competitive, popularity becomes increasingly 

more critical to financial success. 

 

 

3.3 Conclusion 
 

While this chapter has explored how the digital revolution has reshaped the film 

industry, it has also demonstrated that the change, which has taken place over the 

past few decades, has unfolded more as an ‘evolution’ rather than a ‘revolution’. As 

Jenkins (2006: 13-14) suggests, when new media emerge, they do not displace old 

media but instead merely shift their status and functions by introducing new 

technologies. In establishing this understanding, Jenkins does not define media as 

‘delivery technologies’ (i.e. celluloid film, VHS tape, DVDs), which are tools used to 

access media, but instead considers each ‘medium’ as a means of communication 

(i.e. cinema, television, the Internet). Because media continue to co-exist, Jenkins 

argues, ‘convergence seems more plausible as a way of understanding the past 

several decades of media change than the old digital revolution paradigm’ (Ibid.). 
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Through highlighting key events and effects of ‘the digital revolution’, this chapter 

has shown how the process of convergence has changed the culture of film 

consumption. As digital technologies have made filmmaking far more accessible 

and affordable, the industry has experienced a rise in the number of filmmakers and 

witnessed a greater diversity in their approaches. This expansion has contributed to 

the rise of the Pro-Am (Leadbeater and Miller 2004) and participatory culture, which 

has, in turn, produced a marketplace that is saturated with non-professional content. 

In this competitive media environment, attracting (and maintaining) audience 

attention online demands some amount of interactivity and targeted promotion. 

Social networks have facilitated promotion and deeper audience engagement by 

enabling conversations to develop around content. Despite the argument that the 

new economy is built on conversations (Kelly 1999) and evidence that suggests that 

filmmakers can financially benefit from social media engagement (ITVS 2011), 

successful film profit models that generate revenues through social networks have 

not yet materialised. Although digital helped the home video market become 

immensely profitable in the early 2000s (with the popularisation of the DVD format), 

it has also subsequently challenged the industry’s profit viability by threatening to 

collapse its structured windows system into a boundless online space. In the 

cinemas, digital projection promises to save the industry money and allow for more 

creative alternatives to traditional theatrical releasing. However, digital technology 

has affected very little cultural change within the theatrical experience, failing to 

inspire interactivity to spread to the big screen. As the Internet develops as the main 

channel for media distribution, media consumption increasingly becomes on-

demand. Ultimately, these developments in the digital revolution have given 

consumers more control, both over media and the marketplace. 

 Although the digital revolution has provoked a great deal of excitement 

among evangelists, who see enormous potential in the open platform of the Web, it 

has created just as many challenges as it has opportunities. Despite digital 

technology’s capacity to enable more people make films and get them seen, it has 

not, by any stretch of the imagination, created a democratic system of distribution. 
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Nor has it systematically rewarded talent or become the sole inspiration for greater 

creativity, innovation, or self-expression. However, the Internet has helped 

documentary by opening up new spaces for exhibition and means of engagement. It 

has enabled content to spread effortlessly across platforms, allowing people to 

distribute films almost as easily as they consume them. This expansion of the online 

market has also given access to different kinds of audiences with different tastes. 

These online ‘noisy and public’ consumers, as Jenkins (Ibid: 18-19) characterises 

them, are active, migratory, and socially connected. Such qualities suggest that 

audiences have far more to offer films than just payment or their attention. Business 

models that enroll audiences as participants, rather than passive consumers, 

recognise that the boundaries that separate distribution from the other stages of 

filmmaking (financing, development, production, marketing, etc.) are no longer in 

play. In a networked environment, distribution becomes increasingly interconnected 

and social. This suggests that the earlier audiences become engaged in the 

filmmaking process, the more they can help facilitate distribution. However, despite 

the possibilities social media offers, how to bring together and engage fragmented 

audiences on the Web remains a significant challenge that both independents and 

media corporations must overcome. 

 The segmented market, which allows distributors to charge different prices 

for essentially the same product packaged in different forms, is virtually impossible 

to maintain in the context of the Internet, where all content is presented on-demand 

in the same digital form. As the literature review in Chapter 1 suggested, a debate 

exists around the idea that society is transitioning from the manufacturing of goods 

to the providing of services (see Bell 1976, Hill 1998: 95-96, Rifkin 2000). The Internet 

has helped to create this post-modern reality, and digital media have emerged as 

emblems of it. This is not to say that demand for tangible goods no longer exists, but 

rather that, in the media industries, such items (in particular, DVDs) have lost much 

of their intrinsic and commercial value over the past decade. Anderson (2006: 147) 

suggests that consumers still rely on traditional retail for the majority of their 

purchasing. However, the circumstances have changed for the media industries as 
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people’s desire to own content in physical containers has since declined and, in the 

process, so has the tangible value of media. Therefore, in order to better cater to 

consumers’ urge to buy ‘things’, the meaning of ‘things’, in the context of new 

media, must encompass far more than just than just tangible objects. Downloadable 

applications, such as those that can be purchased through Apple’s App Store, have 

given a new shape to digital goods, and consequently a greater potential value. 

Although DVDs have provided a critical revenue stream, the disc delivery format is 

certain to one day disappear. The difficulty of assigning value to digital goods is one 

of the film industry’s biggest challenges and a great hindrance to the development 

of the online film market. The film industry has been slow to establish new sources 

of revenue in the online market primarily due to focusing on the problems rather 

than the opportunities. The lack of progress in this area suggests a need to think 

creatively about potential solutions and move beyond traditional approaches to 

monetising media. As Kevin Kelly (1999) discusses, since digital content can be 

freely shared, its price point is set at zero; consequently, value must be generated 

through other means, such as providing services. Enhancing content’s findability or 

allowing for greater personalisation are two ways the industry might create better 

business models. Enhancing the experience of a product, by allowing deeper levels 

of interactivity, can also create value for consumers. As Monica Ariño (2007: 116) 

articulates, the development of active consumer behaviours ‘illustrates the central 

role that the user — rather than the provider or the device — is meant to play in a 

convergent environment’. Ultimately, audience demand, more than technology or 

tradition, is dictating the shape of the new media industry. 

 Debates about the digital revolution have shifted focus over time. In the 

1990s, the emphasis was on convergence and how media corporations should adapt 

to a multi-platform media environment. Terry Flew (2009: 3) argues that media 

organisations, and the professionals that are affiliated with them (i.e. producers, 

advertisers, journalists, etc.), assumed that they would continue to function, even if 

the tools they used and the work they did changed. Two decades later, much bigger 

issues have emerged, with potential outcomes that greatly endanger established 
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media corporations and those who work for them. Flew (Ibid.: 13) states, ‘The issue 

that faces all traditional 20th century mass media is whether a basic paradigm shift 

has occurred in how people are expecting media content to be accessed, distributed 

and consumed.’ However, I would argue that the debate is no longer whether a 

paradigm shift has occurred, but rather, how this paradigm shift can be managed to 

the greatest benefit of everyone involved. The Internet has abolished the absolute 

control of those who once governed distribution. As digital has threatened the 

hierarchical structure of the industry, it has also created confusion about how the 

distribution landscape will transform if the traditional institutions that once 

managed the marketplace could no longer financially sustain themselves. This 

research has considered how everyone, from filmmakers to distributors to 

audiences, has had to adapt to changing distribution patterns and what benefits and 

drawbacks this culture shift has created for documentary. As Shirky (2008: 107) 

explains, ‘Many institutions we rely on today will not survive this change without 

significant alteration, and the more an institution or industry relies on information 

as its core product, the greater and more complete the change will be.’ The digital 

revolution has proven to be both empowering and destructive. Although the 

rhetoric tends to suggest that the Internet will solve all challenges associated with 

distribution, the reality is that circumventing roadblocks is, in many ways, as hard 

as ever, while competition within the commercial marketplace has reached a new 

peak. Understanding the effects of the digital revolution upon the film industry has 

established a necessary foundation for my targeted investigation into what impact 

these changes have had upon the documentary industry, which unfolds in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

The Documentary Market 
 

 

4.1 Documentary’s Situation in the Marketplace  
 

4.1.1  Niche Appeal 
 

Documentaries are niche by nature. They appeal to audiences with specific interests 

and tastes. This niche appeal is why virtually every Hollywood film, even those 

panned by critics, will outperform almost any highly acclaimed documentary at the 

box office. However, over the past decade, documentaries have become, at least in 

certain instances, part of mainstream entertainment and have demonstrated 

exceptional financial success at the box office. According to Austin (2007: 18), 

‘advertising and publicity campaigns have certainly played a significant part in 

bringing documentaries to the attention of audiences. And there are signs that both 

exhibitors and distributors are increasingly demanding “fast burn” ticket sales from 

documentaries, much as from fiction films.’ Documentary’s triumph in cinemas has 

been unprecedented, which suggests that a shift has taken place within the industry 

that has made documentaries more marketable. No simple answer can explain what 

inspired this growth, but Michael Moore and the Internet certainly had some 

involvement. With the back-to-back successes of Bowling for Columbine (2002) and 

Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), Moore proved that documentaries could entertain mass 

audiences and generate massive profits in cinemas. His engagement with fans 

through the Internet has helped him gain success at the box office and a certain 

celebrity status. The Internet has opened up new means of publicity for 

documentaries, as blogs and social networking sites have allowed people to 

recommend films to hundreds, if not thousands, of others simply by clicking a 

button. Yet even with all the growth and increased hype surrounding documentary, 

it still has maintained a niche status, which has limited its success in the mainstream 

market. This niche status is exhibited by the fact only a small subset of movie-going 
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audiences is willing to pay to see documentaries in cinemas. This population is 

comprised mostly of highly educated individuals who have a special interest in a 

film’s topic or a desire to be informed (Hardie 2008). For that reason, no matter how 

‘big’ documentary films become, their audiences remain inherently niche. 

 To understand documentary’s rise in popularity, it is important to examine 

not only how nonfiction films arrived on the big screen and what might have 

influenced their latest comeback, but also to consider why documentaries have 

historically been challenged to succeed in the mainstream film market. Most 

academic research in this field examines documentary in the context of television, 

likely because TV broadcast has been, by far, documentary’s largest venue and 

source of income. However, commercial pressures have challenged documentary’s 

sustainability in the broadcast market, which has encouraged documentary’s 

expansion into alternative markets, including festivals, educational, non-theatrical, 

home video, and online. In order to understand how these outlets serve 

documentary, it is important to consider them in a historical context. Understanding 

how the documentary industry evolved helps to answer many questions, including 

why theatrical distribution is still largely unattainable for the vast majority of 

documentary films. History also explains why British documentary filmmakers, 

who receive substantial support from broadcasters, rarely organise theatrical or non-

theatrical releases and rely upon television as the primary vehicle for their films. 

Additionally, history suggests why in the US, where documentaries rarely gain 

government sponsorship, filmmakers appear to have a stronger drive to ensure their 

films exploit all markets and are more inclined to take on the burden of distribution 

themselves. The different UK and US cultural contexts, which have evolved 

separately over the past century, have determined how documentaries are 

distributed in these two territories today. In both cultures, a greater variety of 

documentaries are reaching audiences than ever before, through a greater variety of 

means. Ultimately, positioning this research in a historical context helps ensure that 

its conclusions are better able to endure the ephemeral challenges inherent in such a 

contemporary topic of investigation.  
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4.1.2  The Origins of the Industry 

 

Documentary’s presence in the early days of cinema was somewhat incidental; 

however, its marginal position in the development of the international film industry 

was largely determined by the studios. When nonfiction films first took to the screen 

with the Lumières in 1895, they were little more than recorded action. In fact, the 

first films of the Lumières were not documentaries but ‘actualities’ — brief 

recordings of daily life. In an article for The New Yorker, Louis Menand (2004) 

explains that ‘early documentarians were not journalists. They were, by cinematic 

standards, scarcely even filmmakers. They were businessmen.’ Menand suggests 

that Louis Lumière, the first person ever to charge admission to screenings, thought 

cinema was a mere novelty that had no future. As cinema became increasingly 

‘spectacular’, audience demand for this new form of entertainment grew. The film 

industry developed rapidly in the US over the next decade and subsequently 

coalesced, in December 1908, into the Motion Picture Patents Company (MPPC), a 

conglomeration of ten international production companies that would, in essence, 

determine the shape of the film industry. Within a few years, the MPPC established 

a standardised distribution system, which offered exhibitors a regular series of 

releases and the potential to screen longer films, along with their standard series of 

shorts (Quinn 2001: 38-39). Around this time, the MPPC worked to industrialise the 

production and distribution processes of cinema in an effort to both regulate and 

control the industry, responding to ‘the needs of the small-theater exhibition market, 

whose increasing demand for films could not be met by the haphazard production 

and distribution approaches common at the time’ (Ibid.: 41). This restructuring of 

the early industry established a set of business practices that both the studios and 

cinemas adhered to for almost a century, which essentially eliminated any flexibility 

within the exhibition systems that might allow independent films and feature 

documentaries to receive widespread theatrical releases in cinemas, in both the 

United States and worldwide. 

 Around the same time, the newsreel emerged as a fixture in cinemas and 

offered the public a regular serving of nonfiction content. Released twice a week to 
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US motion picture houses, these ten-minute ensembles of news footage, introduced 

in 1911, remained largely intact and unchanged for more than half a century 

(Fielding 2006: 3). As the earliest form of filmic journalism, newsreels were an 

important step in the development of the documentary feature and demonstrated 

some of the distribution challenges inherent in factual films. Raymond Fielding 

suggests that exhibitors ‘seldom failed to express their reluctance to run 

controversial news material as part of what they considered an exclusively 

entertainment enterprise and to edit out such material at will’ (Ibid.: 148). Such 

censorship degraded newsreels, but the format gained an elevated position when 

governments began using these films to spread propaganda during World War I. 

The British, who had used films in their recruitment efforts prior to entering the war 

in 1914, subsequently set up the War Propaganda Bureau, aiming to spread a pro-

war message to wider audiences. The films created during this time were either 

intended for historical record or for immediate public exhibition. Often, trucks 

carrying projectors facilitated screenings when commercial cinema owners, who saw 

little value in such content, would refuse to release the films in their venues (Barsam 

1992: 29-33). Similarly, when the United States entered the war in 1917, the US 

government set up specialised media departments and employed the film industry 

to disperse propaganda and information about the war, helping to fuel public 

interest. US theatres exhibited short instructional films along with their main 

spectacles, enabling the government to gain the support of the American public as 

well as additional resources for the war, such as new recruits and money (DeBauche 

1997: xvi). Despite the government’s support for newsreels, cinemas only screened 

them as sidebar attractions to fiction films, which widely dominated the market 

during this time. Because the war had hindered production in Europe, the US film 

industry, in particular Paramount, took advantage of the opportunity to increase the 

number of fiction films produced and supply them to worldwide screens. Under the 

assumption that propaganda films were not as universally appealing as escapist 

entertainment, the studios largely abandoned the production of nonfiction films as 

they expanded their global dominance (Barnouw 1993: 41). Although government 
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support for newsreels kept the ‘documentary’ format in production, propagandist 

aims created challenges for the distribution of these films in commercial venues and 

inhibited the potential for the nonfiction film to emerge as a popular form of 

entertainment. 

 Prior to the 1920s, most films exhibited in cinemas were shorts and it was not 

until 1922 that the first feature documentary appeared on the big screen. As 

historical accounts reveal, Nanook of the North (1922) almost failed to get distribution 

after being systematically rejected by every distributor that previewed Robert 

Flaherty’s intimate portrait of the life of the Inuit people. Only the French company 

Pathé agreed to take on the film and subsequently opened it at the Capitol theatre in 

New York on 11 June 1922. According to Erik Barnouw’s account, the film 

experienced ‘immediate success’ and most critics ‘found it a revelation’ (1993: 42). 

With the help of a significant amount of positive press, Nanook of the North sold an 

impressive number of tickets, both at the US box office and abroad, giving 

documentary ‘a financial legitimacy it had not had for years’ (Ibid.). Flaherty’s 

success earned him international recognition and a blank cheque offer from 

Paramount to cover the production of his next film. As a consequence, Flaherty went 

to the remote islands of Samoa and produced Moana (1926). Unlike Nanook of the 

North, this film about traditional life on a Polynesian island was void of blizzards 

and conflict. Unimpressed with Flaherty’s sophomore work, Paramount offered to 

test the film in six ‘tough’ cities. Flaherty knew his specialised film would not likely 

appeal to mainstream cinema audiences, so with the help of supporters at the 

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures and the Hays Organization, he 

gathered mailing lists from magazines and lecture societies and sent out thousands 

of leaflets to target ‘latent’ audiences, in an effort to mobilise non-habitual 

moviegoers to see his film. As a result, the film surpassed Paramount’s expectations 

and generated a reasonable return at the box office; however, Paramount still found 

Moana unworthy of a general release (Rotha and Ruby 1983: 72-74). Moana’s inability 

to generate significant box office returns ‘virtually ended Flaherty's association with 

big-studio Hollywood’ and dampened studios enthusiasm for documentary features 
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(Barnouw 1993: 48). In an attempt to establish support for specialised distribution, 

Flaherty later made a proposal to the Rockefeller Foundation to create a permanent 

organisation that could do for any ‘worthwhile “offbeat” film from any part of the 

world what had been done for Moana in the six tough towns’. Although the board 

saw value in this plan to exploit latent audiences, Flaherty’s vision ultimately never 

materialised (Rotha and Ruby 1983: 81). In those days, the studios simply did not 

have the means for, or the interest in, providing documentaries with the specialised 

support they needed to succeed at the box office. The studios’ demand for all films 

to generate profits in cinemas created a barrier for documentaries to enter the 

market and made it difficult for Flaherty to continue making his films within the 

studio system. 

 While Robert Flaherty worked to persuade the studios in the United States to 

fund and distribute his documentaries, in the United Kingdom, a Scotsman named 

John Grierson persuaded the government to support his films. For his first film, 

Drifters (1929), Grierson and Stephen Tallents, the Secretary of the Empire Marketing 

Board (EMB), persuaded the Treasury department to provide the EMB with the 

funding to make a film about a small fishing village. The EMB, which was founded 

in 1926 to ‘promote the marketing of the products of the British Empire’, used the 

film as a means to fulfil its mission (Ellis and McLane 2006: 59-60). The film, which 

premiered alongside Eisenstein’s Battleship Potemkin (1925) at the London Film 

Society on 10 November 1929, was, according to Ian Aitken (1998: 10), ‘very different 

from the straightforward publicity film which EMB officials had expected. It was a 

poetic montage documentary, which drew heavily on the filmmaking styles of 

Sergei Eisenstein and Robert Flaherty, and on Grierson's understanding of avant-

garde aesthetics.’ Although Grierson recognised the value in publicly funded 

documentaries, he also experienced the drawbacks of working within a sponsorship 

system. In his final interview, Grierson pointed to these challenges when he spoke 

about documentary stating, ‘It’s always been related to government sponsorship, 

and to those sponsors who saw the value in using it to illustrate their interests or 

create loyalties of one kind or another’ (Sussex and Grierson 1972: 26). Grierson’s 
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perception of documentary’s function is dated and narrow, yet his position reflects a 

still relevant understanding of its strong ties to public service, which Grierson 

himself helped establish in the UK. 

 After the success of Drifters, Grierson, motivated by a more expansive 

political agenda, bypassed the opportunity to direct another film and instead 

became the ‘creative organiser’ at the EMB, thus gaining greater influence in the 

industry and building his reputation as the ‘father of documentary’. Just one year 

after Drifters’ release, Grierson assembled a crew of untrained recruits and shaped 

them into the productive EMB Film Unit, which effectively launched what came to 

be known as Britain’s documentary film movement. Cunning in his operation, 

Grierson found the funds necessary to enable his team to make the kind of films he 

valued, while shielding them from the bureaucratic control of the government 

(Barnouw 1993: 89). In order to circumvent any restrictions the EMB imposed, 

Grierson primarily secured commissions from external organisations (Aitken 1998: 

11). However, a shift took place when, in 1933, after the EMB’s demise, the GPO film 

unit took over and launched ‘an almost unprecedented program of state support for 

filmmaking’. According to Barsam (1992: 81, 95), Grierson’s ‘leadership was 

undoubtedly the single most important influence on the development of the British 

documentary film’ and the GPO film unit became ‘the founding organizational 

source of ”documentary film” as we know it today’. Grierson not only helped secure 

the resources necessary for the production of short documentary films, but he also 

helped make sure the films had necessary means to reach their target audiences 

throughout the whole of Great Britain. In fact, to the disappointment of some of his 

film directors, Grierson ’resisted‘ theatrical distribution and did nothing to convince 

reluctant exhibitors to programme documentaries. Recognising that the individuals 

who would most appreciate the kind of films he produced existed largely outside 

mainstream cinema-going audiences, Grierson led efforts to develop ’an elaborate 

system of nontheatrical distribution, including travelling cinema vans that brought 

films to audiences everywhere’ (Ibid.: 96-97). With access to relatively reliable and 

inexpensive 16mm sound projection equipment, Grierson was able to secure the 
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resources necessary to manage the distribution process and ensure that the films he 

produced reached, what he saw to be, the large and important audiences that 

existed beyond commercial cinema (Swann 1989: 16). The work Grierson did to 

promote documentaries in rural communities helped solidify documentary’s public 

service tradition, while also contributing to the marginalisation of the genre, 

positioning documentaries firmly outside mainstream theatrical spaces in the UK. 

 Because of Grierson’s non-theatrical efforts, documentary films produced in 

the UK remained, albeit somewhat peripherally, in the public eye; however, in the 

US, with lack of community and public support, nonfiction film in the early 1930s 

virtually vanished from the market. Alan Rosenthal (1972: 4) argues that the climate 

for early documentary filmmaking in the US was ‘the complete antithesis’ of the UK, 

which evoked a ‘sense of group purpose working towards a common aim and a long 

period of sustained sponsorship by the government and its agencies.’ Rosenthal 

illuminates the key difference: ‘In place of the group purpose and long-term 

sponsorship, one sees the individual film maker struggling with his solitary concept 

as best he could’ (Ibid.). Flaherty’s great effort to promote Moana demonstrates the 

general lack of support at the time. Because documentaries in the US rarely received 

government funding (a circumstance that persists today), filmmakers had to depend 

upon the support of a few philanthropic foundations and contributions from 

individuals, frequently affiliated with the arts. Studios continued to reject the 

potential commercial value of nonfiction films and focused almost entirely on fiction 

filmmaking, causing documentary production during this time to be ‘limited and 

sporadic’, with producers making little effort to overcome the challenge of 

distribution (Ellis and McLane 2006: 99). During this time, the non-theatrical system 

in the United States was not adequately equipped to promote releases and the few 

documentaries that managed to enter the mainstream market only showed ‘in art-

type theaters in a few big cities’ (Ibid.). It was not until the late 1930s (when the 

United States Film Service emerged) that the non-theatrical market in the US 

‘became a recognizable entity’ (Ibid.: 179). This progress began when, under 

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, movie critic Pare Lorentz convinced Rexford 
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Guy Tugwell, head of Roosevelt’s Resettlement Administration, to allow him to 

produce ‘Films of Merit’ (a phrase he used instead of the d-word) to help move 

forward government agendas. As a consequence, he directed his first documentary, 

The Plow that Broke the Plains in 1936; however, unlike Grierson, Lorentz naively did 

not consider how the film would be distributed. So, although the film received 

glowing reviews, it was not widely seen at the time. For his next film, The River 

(1938), Lorentz developed a distribution strategy that put the film in more than five 

thousand theatres and positioned it in the nontheatrical market, helping the film get 

screened regularly in schools and on public television. These two successes allowed 

Lorentz to persuade the Roosevelt administration to establish the United States Film 

Service in 1938, in order to make films that promoted government agendas (Ibid.: 80-

86). However, as Lorentz was more of an individual filmmaker than a ‘creative 

organiser’, the industry he helped to establish remained largely competitive and 

never achieved the ‘sense of collective endeavor’ that existed at that time in the UK 

(Ibid.: 98). Ultimately, these early contrasting histories of documentary in the US and 

UK have influenced the practices towards documentary funding, production, and 

distribution that exist in both of these territories today. 

 Largely due to government propaganda agendas, both the UK and US 

experienced a sharp growth in documentary production during the period of World 

War II. In the United Kingdom, the government centralised documentary 

production under the Films Division of the Ministry of Information and ‘a massive 

expansion of the opportunities and activities’ for documentary filmmaking took 

place as a result of the war (Swann 1989: viii). Elizabeth Sussex, in her book The Rise 

and Fall of British Documentary (1975), cites World War II as the peak of British 

documentary achievement and speculates that, although it is difficult to assess the 

impact that propaganda films had, some short documentaries may have reached 

audiences of more than twenty million people (159-160). Emphasising the 

importance of documentary during this time, Sussex cites evidence of growth in the 

commercial market, which had several ‘very successful’ documentary releases and 

enormous expansion within the ‘nontheatrical scene’ during the war (Ibid.). In the 
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United States, documentaries experienced similar success as the government formed 

a temporary alliance with documentarists and provided substantial funding for 

factual and propaganda films, which provided information about happenings in the 

war zones to the general public, as well as to those in the service. Through the War 

Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, Hollywood became involved, 

helping to facilitate the production and distribution of legendary war programmes, 

such as Frank Capra’s Why We Fight (1943-45) newsreel series. The films of this era 

helped educate the population and typically drew high attendance at the cinema, 

where money was sometimes collected from the audience for war relief. However, 

this successful partnership between the government and the film industry ended 

abruptly after the war, when most of the governmental agencies that had brought 

these films to the public were abolished or limited to producing highly specialised 

instructional films (Rosenthal 1972: 5, Barsam 1992: 216-17). When the war ended in 

1945, so did government sponsorship, and documentary entered a challenging 

period of decline in both the UK and US. Of the few exceptional documentaries of 

this time, including Robert Flaherty’s Louisiana Story (1948) and Sidney Meyer’s The 

Quiet One (1948), most were only made possible by industrial or private sponsorship 

(Rosenthal 1972: 5). History suggests that documentary thrives in a political context, 

particularly during times of war, when curiosity about world affairs is high and 

people are more easily inspired to take action.  

 

4.1.3  Market Expansion 
 

New technology has often aided the development of documentary, and in the period 

after World War II, it was technology, in the form of television, that helped save 

documentary from its apparent demise. Barsam (1992: 311) refers to the period 

between 1947 and 1951 as a ‘critical juncture in the history of mass communications’ 

because it was during this time that ‘television began to replace the motion picture 

as the major communications force of the second half of the twentieth century’. 

Although television technology was invented two decades prior, TV sets only 

became valuable when they could exhibit a regular stream of varied content, which 
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broadcasters ultimately came to supply. Hence, the public’s immersion in television 

did not begin to take shape until 1946 in England, with the re-launching of the 

British Broadcasting Corporation’s (BBC) television service, which had been tested 

before the war, and until 1948 in the United States with the emergence of network 

television. The transition from newsreels, which were the primary way the public 

viewed motion picture accounts of current events, to broadcast news stories 

happened ‘quite radically’ as television ‘quickly established itself as the major 

provider of news and current affairs coverage’ (Kilborn and Izod 1997: 172). 

Audiences’ need for news created a demand for more documentary films. 

Consequently, documentary’s form shifted in this new market, losing much of its 

cinematic design as it necessarily became more cost-effective and quick to produce. 

As Rosenthal (1972: 4-5) argues, ‘In retrospect it is easy to see that the early 1950s 

mark a watershed in the development of documentary in England and the United 

States.’ It was during this time, that the BBC established its Documentary 

Department, with Paul Rotha as the head of it from 1953 until 1955. Meanwhile, in 

the US, the National Educational Television (NET) began in 1953 — later succeeded 

by Public Service Broadcasting (PBS) in 1970. The NET, which received funds from 

the federal government, became a key channel for documentary, often showing 

programs from the UK and acquiring independently produced documentaries (Ellis 

and McLane 2006: 181). During this period of expansion, documentary largely 

abandoned the big screen as it filled the space of television.  

 As broadcast channels developed, they created a steady demand for new 

content and spurred what some consider to be ‘a golden age’ for nonfiction film. 

According to Barnouw, ‘As the television screen began to rivet the attention of men 

everywhere, its potentialities as windows on the world seemed limitless’ (1993: 212). 

Documentary scholars frequently romanticise the opportunities provided by the 

advent of television. Kilborn and Izod (1997: 20) write, ‘Few would question the 

significant, some would say life-saving, role that television has played in the 

continuing development of documentary.’ They carry on to define television as ‘the 

single most important formative influence in determining the types of documentary 
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that are produced and the forms in which they appear’. Barsam (1992: 242) attributes 

television’s rejuvenation of the nonfiction film to its ability to offer ‘sustained 

sponsorship’ and encourage a creative group atmosphere of people dedicated to a 

common journalistic purpose. These qualities are characteristic of the UK industry, 

and, as Barsam notes, also feature in the success of the early British documentary 

movement. Yet television offered filmmakers far larger audiences than Grierson’s 

non-theatrical exhibition efforts ever did, by allowing direct access into the homes of 

millions of viewers who could, once the initial investment in a television set was 

made, essentially watch films and programmes for free (Ibid.: 281, 311). In the UK, 

the need for documentary programmes prompted broadcasters to develop 

commissioning systems that both created competition for funding and also made it 

easier for filmmakers to gain access to production resources. Public service 

broadcasters maintained remits that valued educational and cultural programming, 

ensuring documentaries were given primetime slots in their schedules. However, in 

the US, no such remits or sponsorship systems existed to support documentaries. On 

commercial channels, when television time went unsold, networks used business-

subsidised films to fill the spots and the channels became saturated with this kind of 

content. According to Barnouw (1993: 221), when competing against commercial 

programming, it was rare that nonfiction films sponsored by non-profit entities 

achieved ‘comparable distribution’. However, the mainstream markets were not 

entirely closed off to documentary films, as David L. Wolper demonstrated during 

this time. Wolper worked as an independent, outside the networks, and notably self-

financed a documentary about space missions, called The Race for Space (1958), which 

became the first made-for-television documentary to be nominated for an Academy 

Award. At the time, networks rarely broadcasted documentaries that were made 

outside of their own in-house production units; however, Wolper was able to 

persuade individual stations, including both independent and network affiliates, to 

pay for the right to air his film. Its one-week run in April 1960 was a huge financial 

success and helped establish ‘a substantial American television syndication 

business’ (Ellis and McLane 2006: 187-88). Ultimately, Wolper and his team made 
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fifty-eight documentary specials and twenty documentary series (with a total of 347 

episodes) for television, making Wolper ‘more successful than any other 

documentarian in history’ at making money in the business (Ibid.). However, 

Wolper remained a rarity as most independent documentary producers in the US 

barely made enough money to cover production funds, let alone turn a profit.  

 Unlike in the UK, where there was a rich tradition for documentaries on 

television, in the US, the lack of funding stunted the industry’s growth and created 

the need for filmmakers to develop alternative solutions to support their vocation. 

Competition and financial woes are well rooted in the American documentary 

tradition, which has been established primarily by enterprising filmmakers, who 

have secured production funds through whatever means they could. Estimating 

that, at the time, the cost of filming a documentary feature, such as D.A. 

Pennebaker’s Monterey Pop (1968) or Frederick Wiseman’s Hospital (1970), was in the 

region of $50,000 to $200,000, Rosenthal argues that ‘even if a network showing can 

be arranged, the return is miniscule’ (1972: 16). As a result of the need for greater 

financial returns, several film cooperatives were established exclusively to distribute 

nonfiction films but, according to Rosenthal, ‘They have not, however, been very 

successful in making the distribution of the feature length documentary a paying 

position’ (Ibid.). Films may gain exposure from university screenings, but it is 

unlikely they will generate a significant financial return from exhibition in this 

market. For those directors, such as Pennebaker and the Maysles brothers, who have 

taken on the task of distributing their films through art houses and independent 

cinemas, Rosenthal claims, ‘This is haphazard but has possibilities. But even with 

the growth of art houses, it is still an uphill fight’ (Ibid.). Rosenthal suggests that the 

path towards production was more clearly delineated in the UK than in the US, 

where highly competitive grants have been the primary source of documentary 

funding. These circumstances have favoured filmmakers with established track 

records and, according to Rosenthal, ‘The odds aren't great, but occasionally a 

newcomer slips in’ (2005: 168). In the UK, as Rosenthal explains, ‘One cannot really 

exist outside the BBC and independent television system, and it is extremely 
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difficult for even the most highly talented individual to break in’ (Ibid.: 13). Many of 

the same obstacles confront filmmakers in these two industries today; although the 

number of opportunities to screen documentaries has substantially increased, the 

funding to make them generally has not. 

 Outside of broadcast, the market for documentary films has historically been 

very limited. However, in the 1960s and 1970s, a number of US distributors built 

small but lucrative businesses based on renting or selling 16mm prints to 

educational institutions. These prints typically rented for one hundred dollars or 

sold for eight hundred dollars in 1976. One decade later, the mass adoption of the 

VCR shifted this model and these expensive prints were replaced by videotapes that 

retailed for around twenty-nine dollars. This economic loss disrupted a formerly 

stable industry that had sustained a group of distribution companies, which in turn 

had sustained a group of filmmakers (Ellis and McLane 2006: 259). Remedying this 

situation, these distributors established a system of educational pricing, which 

essentially sold the same consumer cassettes to institutions at much higher rates. 

Because these institutions had trusted relationships with their suppliers, and were 

used to paying high prices for 16mm film prints, very often they continued 

purchasing their cassettes from catalogues rather than trying to locate them in retail 

outlets. In many cases they did not have the option to buy videotapes in retail as 

educational distributors typically demanded that the films they acquired not be 

released in the home video market during their period of licence. This not only 

ensured that distributors had exclusive control over their acquisitions but it also 

ensured that those films did not sell any copies to individual consumers. 

Nevertheless, documentary filmmakers often signed contracts with educational 

distributors with the belief that these distributors could best support their films’ 

specialty needs and exploit their niche market. As a consequence, many 

documentaries were only made publicly available on VHS to institutions that paid 
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the educational licence.7 However, as the new format of DVD gained popularity, 

home video distributors broadened their supply of content and some began carrying 

documentaries as part of their roster of films. Yet it was not until 1999, when Steve 

Savage and Susan Margolin formed Docurama, that the industry gained a home 

video label exclusively dedicated to documentaries (Dawn 2004). Although the VHS 

and DVD formats created greater access into the home video market, the challenge 

of reaching audiences kept many filmmakers from releasing their documentaries 

into this market or using home video formats as a means for alternative distribution.  

 While the opportunities for releasing documentaries in the educational and 

home video markets remained somewhat limited during the 1980s and 1990s, 

growth in the broadcast sector, particularly in the US, expanded the overall market 

for documentaries at this time. The increasing number of television outlets gave a 

new generation of videomakers, who had the capacity to instantly and cost-

effectively produce images without the need for special lighting or a production 

crew, the hope that their work might be seen (Barnouw 1993: 286-87). As more 

people began to engage with the documentary form, the industry grew, albeit on the 

periphery of the larger global film industries. Video enabled guerilla documentarists 

to reach into people’s homes, through public access channels, and bypass network 

and cable gatekeepers (Ibid.: 340). For professional filmmakers, the development of 

cable and satellite technology expanded the market by inspiring both the growth of 

privately owned commercial television networks and new thematic specialty 

channels. Although during this time, ‘[d]ocumentaries and other varieties of 

nonfiction programming became more widely distributed than ever before’, the 

budgets allocated for this kind of content remained limited (Ellis and McLane 2006: 

260). Subsequently, with more space on television and less available funds, the 

broadcast market became increasingly commercialised. Largely driven by ratings-

obsessed scheduling, television often relegated documentaries to the late hours of 

                                                        

7 Even as late as the mid-2000s, documentaries were seldom released in the home video market. This 
is reflected in Michael Chanan’s (2007b: 13) observation that video stores are ‘beginning to stock a 
few independent documentaries’. 
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the night or the off-peak summer season (Chapman 2009: 10). Ellis and McLane 

(2006: 294) observe that as a result of the remarkable growth within the television 

market for documentary, ‘[p]oint of view, investigative, and artful filmmaking often 

went by the wayside as cable channels scurried to fill endless hours’. The 

conservative and commercial choices of the commissioning editors or programmers, 

who tended to shy away from films that took an unpopular political stance, led 

them to favour factual programs with mass audience appeal rather than ‘serious’ 

documentaries. The unfortunate reality remains, as Barsam (1992: 377) points out, 

that ‘overall, nonfiction programming on television is largely determined by 

commercial, rather than aesthetic, considerations’. 

 In the UK, the commercialisation of documentary in the broadcast market has 

been evident in the case of Channel 4, which in 1993 gained the duty of selling its 

own advertising, prompting Channel 4’s Independent Film and Video department 

to abandon its workshop sector, which had until that point provided training and 

resources to support regional independent filmmaking (Hill 1996: 108). This change 

also likely factored into the full closure of this department, which happened in 2000. 

According to the department’s first commissioning editor, Alan Fountain (2007: 30), 

Independent Film and Video had the ‘explicit role’ of working with ‘alternative 

makers’, and, as a result, Channel 4 ‘enabled many radical voices to find space’ 

(Ibid.: 37). During this time, Channel 4 emerged as a cross-platform pioneer, 

launching the UK’s first live Web documentary, Victoria Mapplebeck’s Smart Hearts 

(1999), which enabled audiences to interact online with a couple whose marriage 

was falling apart, while their lives were being streamed via webcams on the 

Internet. However, as Raban (1998: 44) observes, this radical time in Channel 4’s 

development was nearing its end as Channel 4’s ‘long standing commitment’ to 

promoting ‘diversity of aesthetic form’ was largely called into doubt when it 

switched to a twenty-four hour broadcasting schedule and ‘displayed an increasing 

tendency to ghettoise expanded work into the dark zones of post-midnight 

transmission’. Chanan (2007b: 6) claims that television’s concern with remaining 

neutral and not upsetting the ‘assumed consensus’ has placed limits on the 
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documentary genre. In some respects, television has broadened the scope of the 

genre by changing public perception of what qualifies as documentary; yet, overall, 

the growing pressure for commercial appeal has hindered the diversity of 

documentary within the broadcast space. These commercial limitations have 

redefined the economics of the industry and negatively impacted distributors who 

license documentaries. A notable example is Jane Balfour Films, a highly regarded 

UK distributor that represented about fifteen hundred documentary programmes, of 

which around seventy were feature films. After seventeen years in the business, Jane 

Balfour shut down her operations in 2000. Recognised as ‘a sign of the times’, the 

closure of the company was a direct result of the changing distribution landscape. 

Jane Balfour summarised the change, stating, ‘Instead of selling programs for 

$40,000 or even $4,000, you’re selling for $400 and you’re doing all the same work’ 

(Brown 2000). This decline in payments for quality documentary programmes was 

largely a product of rising competition in the marketplace. The outcome was, as 

Balfour explained, ‘The market for quality, independent programs — not made for 

ratings — totally decreased. The fact is, our sales plummeted’ (Ibid.). The collapse of 

both Channel 4’s Independent Film and Video department and Jane Balfour Films 

illustrates a larger shift within the industry — the move to distribute more 

commercial content with popular appeal, in an effort to remain economically 

sustainable. 

 Documentary has rarely been thought of in the context of how to make 

money, but as the industry has evolved, the political economy of documentary has 

become an area that demands critical investigation. From early on, documentary 

established its position on the fringes of mainstream entertainment, seldom 

regarded as valuable or as enjoyable as Hollywood productions. Documentary’s 

marginal status is clearly evidenced by the newsreel, which, according to Fielding 

(2006: 197), ‘was doomed economically by its own system of exhibition, which 

guaranteed that it would never be placed in a position where it could compete with 

feature productions as a separate and distinct motion picture attraction’. This was 

the status quo for documentary up until the arrival of television, which enhanced 
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the genre’s public visibility and esteem. Over the past decade, as digital technology 

and the Internet have reshaped all major means of distribution, documentary has 

gained status in the mainstream market. Although not entirely aligned, the studio 

release model (discussed in Chapter 3) provides a relevant framework for examining 

the documentary market. As Lobato (2007: 117) suggests, art cinema (which includes 

documentary) follows a relatively similar pattern of distribution. The main 

differences with art cinema are the increased importance of festival releasing and the 

prominence of non-theatrical/semi-theatrical releasing, which often replace 

theatrical releasing. Also, television broadcast — which can be public (BBC, PBS) or 

pay (HBO, Sundance) — is prioritised over the home video market, which is 

sometimes preceded or eclipsed by educational releasing (see Figure 4.1). Moving 

forward, this chapter explores issues associated with distributing documentaries in 

each of these release windows. The brief historical overview that opened this 

chapter has highlighted important pre-digital developments in the documentary 

industry so as to establish a contrast for the rest of this chapter, which focuses on the 

current context of documentary distribution and exhibition, primarily from year 

2000 onwards. The commercial growth of documentary has become most apparent 

during this time, as evidenced by the rising number of documentaries that have 

earned substantial profits in the most competitive market of all — theatrical. 
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Figure 4.1 The Windows System for Documentary Films 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Zimmerman, D. (2008) The Marketplace: From MG to DIY. IDFAcademy. 23 November 
[presentation]. International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam. Amsterdam: IDFA. 

 
 

4.2 Documentary in Public Spaces 
 

4.2.1  A Golden Age on the Silver Screen 

 

Although documentary’s growth has occurred within all distribution windows, it is 

the theatrical market that most distinctively reflects the ‘documentary boom’ of the 

past decade (see Arthur 2005, Horton 2005, Mintz 2005, Rich 2006, Lal 2007, Macnab 

2008). The years between 2000 and 2010 have seen more than three times the number 

of documentaries distributed in US cinemas than in the decade prior (Figure 4.2 

illustrates this upward trend). The manifestation of a string of box office success 

stories in the 2000s arose out of the expansion in the broadcast market for 

documentaries, which began in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Barsam (1992: 358-59) 

acknowledges ‘the enormous growth in the quantity and quality of international 

nonfiction production’, stating that ‘the total numbers are extraordinary’ and that 
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the quality of the ‘production standards are outstanding’. Barsam also mentions that 

‘there has been an increasing success of nonfiction films in the nation’s commercial 

theatres’, hinting at the beginnings of what would manifest, one decade later, as an 

influx in public attendance at theatrical documentary screenings in the United 

States. Prior to the turn of the millennium, television served as the main outlet for 

documentaries and theatrical documentary releases remained rarities and seldom 

received widespread acknowledgement in the press. Then in 2002, United Artists 

broke records and made over $20 million at the box office with Bowling for Columbine 

(2002), and just two years later Lionsgate released the first-ever blockbuster 

documentary, Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), which made well over $100 million in the US 

theatrical market alone. Around this time, Winged Migration (2003) and Super Size Me 

(2004) also brought in more than $10 million each in ticket sales, helping to raise 

expectations about documentary’s profit potential in the theatrical market. Such 

breakthroughs at the box office are a post-2000s phenomenon. Of the top ten 

grossing documentaries released in US cinemas in the past two decades, nine of 

them occurred between 2000 and the start of 2010 (see Table 4.1). This new potential 

for documentaries to generate high profits at the box office seems to correspond to 

an overall increase in public interest in nonfiction films. Recent scholarship has 

acknowledged radical growth in the theatrical market for documentaries. Michael 

Chanan (2007b: 3) calls documentary’s comeback ‘the most unexpected turn in 

cinema over the last ten to fifteen years’. Kevin Kelly (2007: 1) refers to this period as 

‘the golden age of documentaries’, a sentiment that has been echoed repeatedly in 

the press (Ventre 2004, Howker 2008). Ultimately, the change that has taken place in 

the market since circa 2000 is not just one of more documentaries in cinemas and 

higher box office figures, but it is a cultural shift that reflects the increased 

willingness of distributors to acquire, cinema owners to programme, and audiences 

to view documentaries on the big screen. Understanding the effects of this evolution 

in the theatrical market is critical to understanding the changing landscape of 

documentary distribution. 
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Figure 4.2 Number of Documentary Films Released in US Theatres, 1990 to 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Variety box office reports from 1990 to 2009 (end). See Appendix B for source data. 
 

 
Table 4.1 Top Grossing Documentary Films Released in US Theatres, 1990 to 

2010  

 
Source: Variety box office reports from 1990 to 2009 (end). See Appendix B for source data. 
(*) Adjusted against 2009 end inflation. 
 

 The rise in popularity of documentaries in the theatrical market has helped to 

legitimise them as mainstream entertainment and increased their visibility, and 

viability, as commercial properties. Chanan (2007b: 3-7) observes, ‘the re-emergence 

of documentary can be traced in the press’ and claims journalists’ main explanations 

are that this phenomenon is ‘either a reaction to the inadequacies of mainstream 

cinema, or to the inanities of television, and either way it has something to do with 

the cost of documentary production decreasing because of digital video, which is 
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also a much more accessible medium of dissemination’. Although digital technology 

is certainly at the core of the change, there are other likely influences, such as: the 

new cinematic styles of documentaries, the massive popularity of reality television, 

the inclusion of behind-the-scenes footage on DVDs, and the mainstream media’s 

failure to sufficiently inform the public of important news stories. Ultimately, there 

is no simple explanation for the rise of documentary in the theatrical market. 

However, one thing is clear — despite the apparent increase in profitability, 

documentary remains, arguably, the most challenging genre to market to mass 

audiences and distribute in wide release. A long history of mainstream audiences 

shunning documentaries in cinemas has rendered the genre largely unappealing, 

and unprofitable, for most fiction film distributors. Yet, within the last decade, 

industry sentiment towards documentaries has shifted. According to an article by 

Geoffrey Macnab (2008) in Screen International, in 2003 when John Sloss of Cinetic 

Media approached Wouter Barendrecht, co-founder of Fortissimo Films, to see if 

Fortissimo was interested in distributing a true story about child abuse called 

Capturing the Friedmans (2003), Barendrecht responded, ‘We don’t do 

documentaries.’ Circumstances changed and by 2008, Fortissimo, like many other 

fiction film distributors, had expanded to carry a full slate of documentaries, with 

about ninety percent of them aimed at theatrical distribution. In the same article, 

Hengameh Panahi, president of the distribution company Celluloid Dreams, offered 

the opinion that ‘a very strong documentary that is well-made, with a great 

universal subject, is even easier to market than another romantic comedy’. Although 

traditionally documentaries have required the aid of specialised distributors to 

facilitate their releases in art house cinemas, as the genre has demonstrated greater 

public appeal, a greater number of mainstream distributors have begun acquiring 

documentaries and releasing them in multiplexes (Horton 2005). With more 

exploitable resources and connections, these studio subsidiaries have largely 

surpassed independent and specialty distributors with respect to the revenues they 

have generated from releasing documentaries in the theatrical market (Table 4.2).  
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Table 4.2 Top 20 Theatrical Distributors of Documentary Films in US Theatres, 
2000 to 2010  

 
 
Note: an engagement is a screen booked on a weekly basis. 
(*) Adjusted against 2009 end inflation. 
(**) No longer operates. 
 

 
For those documentaries that are not acquired by a theatrical distributor, 

festivals have traditionally offered the best chance for a big screen appearance; 

however, in recent years, a growing number of filmmakers have found audiences for 

their documentaries through ‘semi-theatrical’ releasing. In semi-theatrical releasing, 

filmmakers typically organise screenings independently by ‘four-walling’ cinemas. 

In this type of arrangement, the filmmaker usually pays a rental fee, as an advance 

on thirty-five to fifty percent of ticket sales, in exchange for the space to show his or 

her film. Multi-city semi-theatrical releases require significant personal effort and 

typically involve a cinema booker or experienced distributor (who works based on a 

service deal arrangement rather than an acquisition contract) to schedule and 

promote the semi-theatrical run (Broderick 2008). Hardie (2002a: 32) refers to these 

kind of screenings as ‘specialist screenings’ and notes that, because programmers 

‘know their audience’, such screenings often have the capacity to sell out. For 

example, Ben Niles partnered with Argot Pictures to organise screenings for Note by 

Note: The Making of Steinway L1037 (2007), his documentary about the making of a 

Steinway piano. Argot Pictures booked the cinemas while Niles personally reached 

 Studio Subsidiaries 
 Independent 
 Specialty 
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out to music teachers, piano dealers, and relevant technicians in each city where the 

film was scheduled to screen. He often attended screenings, sometimes 

accompanied by a piano, which, according to him, was a big draw. The targeted 

outreach strategy let those potentially interested in such a niche film know that it 

existed; consequently, attendance was generally very high at the screenings and the 

film even sold out a 536-seat theater in Rochester, New York (Tozzi 2008). In another 

instance, the documentary Spirit of the Marathon (2007), which followed six runners 

from five countries as they took on the 26.2-mile running event, sold out five 

hundred cinemas in the United States for a one-night-only event on 24 January 2008. 

After selling out an encore event, which the filmmakers put on one month later, the 

film reached over one million dollars gross in ticket sales. The filmmakers, Jon 

Dunham and Mark Jonathan Harris, who initially received rejections from 

traditional distributors, ultimately gained a DVD distribution deal with Image 

Entertainment in the US, which also afforded them the right to sell DVDs directly 

from their own website (Paster 2009: 46). Prior to the Internet and digital technology, 

semi-theatrical releasing was costly and complicated. However, digital cinema and 

online marketing have allowed filmmakers to explore semi-theatrical as a way to 

concentrate their efforts on a few key events, or a one-day wide release, and sell out 

theatres. 

 Many films that have screened in cinemas have sustained long-lasting limited 

releases by positive word of mouth and targeted outreach to core audiences. Austin 

(2007: 18) notes, ‘Good reviews and positive word of mouth tend to be more 

important for documentaries than for heavily advertised and ”front-loaded” big-

budget fiction films.’ The documentary Valentino: The Last Emperor (2009) serves as a 

good example of how strong core audience support can enable small documentaries 

make big box office returns. The film, directed by Matt Tyrnauer, follows the fashion 

icon Valentino during the final part of his career. When it opened at New York’s 

Film Forum, it was a huge success and broke records to become ‘one of the theater’s 

top-grossing premieres in over three decade’. Tyrnauer claims the film’s success was 

‘powered by word of mouth and community’ (Knegt 2009). Tyrnauer’s decision to 
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form an alliance with the service deal company Truly Indie came after serious 

consideration, and the ultimate rejection, of the several offers that distributors made 

at festivals. Rather than four-walling cinemas for a semi-theatrical release, Truly 

Indie negotiated agreements with independent movie theatres to release the film via 

a platform strategy, whereby the film started on a few screens and then was more 

widely released as word of mouth spread. Tyrnauer explains that by organising a 

platform release, instead of accepting a traditional theatrical deal, he and his team 

were able to be ‘deeply involved in marketing strategies and patterns of release and 

press strategies’. This hands-on distribution approach was critical to the film’s 

success as it gave filmmakers the opportunity, and incentive, to conduct their own 

targeted marketing and publicity campaign. Important in this process was 

Tyrnauer’s presence at screenings, for question and answer (Q&A) sessions, which 

Tyrnauer describes as ‘viral marketing at its most basic’. Positive word of mouth 

even spread to talk show host Oprah Winfrey, who ‘got a hold of the film, and 

without being pitched anything, decided to do a show on the film and its “stars”’ 

(Ibid.). Vitagraph came on board to help distribute the film after its demonstrated 

success at the Film Forum. Ultimately, over a twenty-three week release, without 

ever going wider than thirty-eight cinemas, the film grossed $1,755,134 at the US box 

office.8 Although the film had a dedicated website and employed social media tools 

(i.e. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) to conduct outreach, the film’s fans generated 

most of the publicity by recommending the film through their own social networks. 

Examples of successful semi-theatrical and platform releasing are more 

commonly found in the US than in the UK, which has demonstrated a weaker 

theatrical market for documentaries. In writing about the rise in the number of 

documentaries playing in US cinemas during the 1990s, Brian Winston (2000: 53) 

notes, ‘There was no similar sudden spurt of big-screen documentary in Britain.’ 

Hardie (2002a: 43) cites the UK’s ‘tradition of screening documentaries on television’ 

                                                        

8 See Box Office Mojo. Available at: http://boxofficemojo.com/movies/ 
?id=valentinolastemperor.htm [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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as a barrier to the growth of documentaries in the theatrical market. Hardie (2002b: 

31) also suggests that, in the UK, ‘distributors take on documentaries with 

reluctance’. The main issue, as Hardie explains, is the expense. A 35mm print can 

cost in the region of one thousand pounds. The additional advertising expenses 

hardly justify the amount of effort a distributor must put in to gain just thirty 

percent of the box office returns. Digital screens and online marketing have reduced 

the financial risk; however, profits in this market remain limited, and as broadcast 

rights are often sold to fund production, distributors have little to gain in terms of 

ancillary rewards. Hardie also observes that pressures from broadcasters for shorter 

windows between release and transmission make it logistically difficult for art 

house cinemas to book documentaries within such short timeframes (Ibid.). 

Although these barriers hinder documentaries’ financial success in the UK theatrical 

market, a growing number of films have appeared in cinemas in part due to lottery 

funding initiatives that help to cover the cost of prints and advertising, providing 

some films with wider distribution than they otherwise could afford. Despite such 

efforts, documentaries continually take in only a very small share of the box office 

ticket revenues. In 2009, although documentaries accounted for around eleven 

percent of theatrical releases in the UK, they only represented around one percent of 

the box office share (see Table 4.3). Even this one percent is heavily inflated by the 

inclusion of Michael Jackson’s This Is It (2009), which earned £9.8 million that year, 

making it the highest grossing documentary ever theatrically released in the UK at 

that time. Likely correlated, documentaries, when compared with other genres, were 

also released in the least number of cinemas per film (UK Film Council 2009: 23). 

Ultimately, it is difficult to make a fair economic comparison between the UK and 

US markets because of their vast difference in population size. Yet it remains evident 

that, despite the upward trend, documentary’s theatrical market growth in both 

territories has been largely overstated. 
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Table 4.3 Number of Documentary Films Released in UK Theatres, 2005 to 2010 

 
Source: UK Film Council (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010) Statistical Yearbook 

 
 
4.2.2  The Appeal of Non-Theatrical for Nonfiction Films 

 

Despite the apparent growing trend in the number of documentary screenings in 

cinemas, most documentaries will not achieve theatrical exhibition. For those that do 

enter this market, the chances that any one generates enough revenue to cover 

release costs remain slim. The genre’s success in cinemas has been widely 

overstated, particularly in the press, which has helped create the illusion that 

documentaries are often profitable in this market. As Austin (2007: 13-14) suggests, 

‘the boom was in part a discursive phenomenon, constructed in the output of film 

magazines, websites and newspapers’. Austin explains, ‘the commercial 

achievements of documentaries at the cinema have to be kept in proportion. While 

some have crossed over to the multiplex sector, the majority remain very much a 

niche taste, and deliver a fraction of the revenues earned by successful fiction films.’ 

Despite documentaries being far more popular during the 2000s than in any decade 

prior, when comparing the genre to others, documentary has never obtained more 

than 2.5 percent of the annual box office share in the US during this time (see Table 

4.4). It can be estimated that at least ten thousand feature documentaries were 

produced worldwide during the last decade (see Table 4.5). Since 2004, more than 

one thousand feature documentaries have been produced worldwide each year. 

Cinemas, as they currently operate in the US and UK, simply cannot support the 

release of more than a few documentaries each week. Variety reported US box office 

returns for, on average, less than one hundred documentaries a year (see Figure 4.2). 

For those documentaries that manage to gain theatrical distribution, the high 

marketing and distribution costs required to release a film in cinemas guarantees 
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that distributors who ‘pick up’ documentaries for theatrical release also want to 

acquire rights to all other available markets, in all relevant territories. Although this 

‘overall deal’ helps lessen risks for the distributor (because the theatrical market is 

almost always a loss leader), it is unlikely that filmmakers will see any money 

beyond whatever advance they initially receive (see Broderick 2004, De Vany 2004, 

Finney 2010). As other markets typically have greater potential to create revenue for 

documentaries, securing an overall deal for theatrical distribution, which is unlikely 

to recoup the expenses it incurs, is rarely beneficial for the filmmaker. 

 

Table 4.4 Box Office Market Share for Documentaries Released in US Theatres, 
2000 to 2010 

 
Note: This table includes IMAX movies. 
(*) Inflation adjusted against 2009 end. 
 
 
Table 4.5 Estimated Number of Documentaries Released Worldwide,  

2000 to 2010 

 
Source: IMDb. Available at: http://www.imdb.com/genre/documentary [accessed 20 January 2010]. 
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 Nevertheless, many filmmakers still seek these deals in hope of seeing their 

films reach wider audiences. Low acquisition fees and marketing and publicity costs 

have enticed many distributors to take risks and release documentaries theatrically 

(Austin 2007: 19). As a consequence, distributors have oversaturated the 

marketplace with documentaries that failed to pull in a profit at the box office. In a 

Newsweek article, David Ansen (2008) suggested that distributors who were fooled 

by the ‘gold rush’ of documentaries ‘got burned’ after acquiring documentaries ‘at 

prices no one was used to paying’. During these golden times, distributors gambled 

against all odds. As data estimates reveal, one-fifth of the 653 documentaries 

distributed theatrically in the United States in the decade between 2000 and 2010 

made less than $10,000, less than half made more than $50,000, and just one in eight 

broke the $1 million mark at the box office (see Figure 4.3). These results are related 

to the fact that documentaries typically have limited theatrical runs. During the 

same period, documentary films released in US cinemas achieved, on average, less 

than eleven engagements per week at their widest point of release (see Figure 4.4). 

As evidence suggests, documentaries are not well suited for Hollywood’s 

theatrically-led distribution model, which targets mass audiences, is segmented into 

territories, and is prohibitively expensive to execute. Even for studio films, theatrical 

releasing is rarely profitable and typically serves as a way to generate more revenues 

in the ancillary markets (see De Vany 2004). Thus, the tendency for documentaries to 

have no or low-profile releases can hinder their economic performance in 

subsequent release windows. To offset these losses and potentially generate 

publicity and profit from documentary screenings, many filmmakers choose to 

release their films non-theatrically.  
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Figure 4.3 Revenue for Documentary Films Released in US Theatres, 2000 to 2010 
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Source: Variety box office reports. See Appendix B. 
Note: Total number of documentaries is 653. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Average Maximum Number of Weekly Engagements for Documentary 

Films Released in US Theatres, 2000 to 2010 
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Source: Variety box office reports. See Appendix B. 
Note: Total number of documentaries is 653. 
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Although still requiring significant effort, non-theatrical distribution is often 

better suited to documentary films than theatrical releasing. Non-theatrical 

distribution typically replaces, or sometimes follows closely behind, a film’s 

cinematic release and offers the opportunity for films to play before audiences in 

alternative venues such as universities, town centres, churches, or any non-cinema 

projection space. These alternative cinema spaces (which distinguish non-theatrical 

from semi-theatrical) typically serve organised groups, are well-suited venues for 

discussions, and allow for special events to accompany screenings. One common 

benefit in non-theatrical releasing is that filmmakers may receive a speaker’s fee in 

the region of $750 plus expenses when they tour with the film.9 Touring also 

generates the possibility of collecting audience members’ email addresses, which can 

later be used in targeted marketing campaigns, for instance, to promote the DVD 

release (Broderick 2008). Because success requires a tailor-made approach for each 

film, there are very few distributors who handle non-theatrical exhibition. Therefore, 

many documentary filmmakers are left to manage their films’ non-theatrical releases 

themselves. Filmmaker Gini Reticker (2009) orchestrated a non-theatrical release 

strategy for her film, Pray the Devil Back to Hell (2008). After screening at more than 

forty film festivals and having a limited theatrical release, Reticker still hoped her 

film would reach larger audiences. She hired the company Film Sprout to work with 

her team to build a ‘Global Peace Tour’ campaign that coincided with the UN’s 

International Day of Peace. Reticker travelled around the world with her film, from 

San Francisco to London, as it screened at more than two hundred events in sixteen 

countries. The publicity generated from this ‘tour’ built further demand for her film, 

as hundreds of requests for screenings came in from community organisations 

across five continents. Non-profits and NGOs served as valuable partners, offering 

free promotion for Reticker’s film during its non-theatrical release. For 

documentaries, particularly those that focus on a cause or issue, such release 

                                                        

9 Paul Devlin reports making $10,000 in speaker’s fees for one screening of his 2008 documentary 
BLAST! (Macaulay 2010). 
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campaigns not only help generate greater revenues but also help extend the value of 

a film, by inspiring discussions and potentially even creating change. With so many 

films and so little space, non-theatrical releasing has become increasingly important, 

helping to position documentaries in communities that are eager to support both the 

films and filmmakers. 

 

4.2.3  Festivals as Platforms for Distribution 

 

Over the past two decades, film festivals have become an important platform for 

documentaries, giving them access to big screen venues and supportive audiences. 

Festivals are a key component of a documentary’s release strategy and offer 

important advantages over ordinary theatrical screenings. The main difference, as 

Peranson (2009: 24) notes, is that festivals are ‘events’. These special events have 

substantial funds allocated within their budgets to attract audiences (often even 

special-interest audiences) and can serve as focal events in the cities that host them, 

attracting significant attention from locals as well as tourists. Festivals’ capacity to 

generate publicity makes them an essential first entry point into the marketplace. As 

the number and power of festivals has increased, so has their influence in matters of 

distribution. Film festivals and markets bring the industry together and facilitate the 

signing of distribution deals, but opportunities at these events have grown beyond 

the potential for acquisitions. Much like musicians who sell merchandise and CDs at 

concerts, filmmakers who sell merchandise and copies of their films at festival 

screenings can generate significant income from their work. According to Broderick 

(2008), the filmmakers behind the documentary Lumo (2007) sold eighty DVDs of the 

film at one festival screening. If filmmakers want to wait to release their films on 

DVD until after their festival runs, they can do as Ondi Timoner did by selling 

copies of her previous film instead. After a screening of We Live in Public (2009), 

which I attended at Hot Docs on 6 May 2009, Timoner signed and sold dozens of 

copies of her documentary, Join Us (2007) for twenty Canadian dollars each. Even 

films that do not make it into prestigious festivals can find ways to gain exposure 

and profit from these important industry meccas. For example, Adele Schmidt took 
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advantage of the industry and press gathering at the Sundance Film Festival in Park 

City, Utah and organised a concurrent non-theatrical release for the film Bonhoeffer 

(2003), a documentary she associate produced about an important Christian figure of 

the same name. The story was heavily covered in the press, which resulted in sold 

out screenings in the four different churches where the film played. News of the 

film’s success even reached as far as Washington, DC, where the filmmakers’ 

production company, Journey Films, was based. When they returned back home, 

according to Schmidt, ‘The phones didn't stop ringing. Churches from around the 

country called Journey Films asking if we could do the same thing in their churches’ 

(Jacobsen 2003b: 13). Besides the obvious novelty of screening a film in churches, the 

venue enabled the filmmakers to efficiently reach the film’s core audience of church-

goers because the churches promoted Bonhoeffer within their circles (Ibid.). The film 

was ultimately acquired by the distributor First Run Features and had a limited 

theatrical run, which brought in almost $300,000.10 Festivals naturally attract 

intellectually curious and supportive audiences, thus making them ideal venues for 

promoting and distributing documentaries. 

Documentary films are now regularly included in the line-ups of major 

international festivals and there are numerous festivals dedicated exclusively to 

nonfiction cinema. A category search for ‘documentary’ on the British Council’s 

Directory of International Film and Video Festivals, an online database of over fourteen 

thousand festivals, shows that almost half of all film festivals listed have dedicated 

categories for documentary. There are currently more than fifty festivals worldwide 

that are largely, if not exclusively, devoted to screening documentaries. Before 1988, 

when the International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) was 

founded, no major festival dedicated to documentary existed. Now, several 

international documentary festivals have gained prestige and have established 

themselves as highly selective and desirable venues for premieres. Top festivals, 

                                                        

10 See Box Office Mojo. Available at: http://boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=bonhoeffer.htm 
[accessed 7 September 2011]. 
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such as IDFA and Hot Docs, have catered to the niche needs of documentary films 

by attracting new audiences and, as a result of these efforts, they have grown 

substantially in recent years. For example, in 1998 Hot Docs had an annual screening 

attendance of around 4000. By 2007 that number had reached 68,000, which 

represented a growth of thirty-six percent on the previous year (DOC/NGL 2007: 

58). By 2011, attendance at Hot Docs had reached a record 151,000 admissions 

(Knegt 2011). Showing similar expansion, by 2010, IDFA’s audience attendance had 

grown to 180,000 admissions (Anderson 2011). Such remarkable figures suggest, as 

Hogarth (2006: 33) observes, ‘The world's largest documentary festivals […] are 

frankly corporate in intent.’ These festivals support the industry, attracting 

commissioners and buyers from around the world and host markets for buying and 

selling documentaries, along with pitching forums for funding them. Festivals, 

therefore, have standard agendas they must follow and special interests to satisfy. 

They create a critical entry point for launching documentaries into the broader 

commercial markets. However, for films that specifically aim to attain a theatrical 

release, it is more advantageous to premiere them at top mainstream international 

festivals, which are heavily attended by the wider film industry and press. 

Sundance, Berlin, and Toronto are key festivals that are not exclusively dedicated to 

documentary but strongly support it. The Cannes Film Festival, which has typically 

overlooked documentary, has recently created initiatives to support documentary 

filmmakers and their films (Pham 2008). As these festivals have grown over the 

years, so has their support for documentary films; this enthusiasm has translated 

into more buzz about documentaries at these events and more opportunities for the 

filmmakers who attend them. 

The Sundance Film Festival has established itself as a critical outlet and 

support network for theatrical documentaries. Founded in 1985, Sundance has 

premiered some of the most financially successful and critically acclaimed 

documentaries in history, including: Roger and Me (1989), Hoop Dreams (1994), Super 

Size Me (2004), March of the Penguins (2005), and An Inconvenient Truth (2006). Over 

the years, Sundance has developed its reputation as the US’s ‘top nonfiction 
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showcase’ (Turan 2002: 37). According to Peranson (2009: 34), ‘Sundance's first, and 

most successful historical move, was to nurture the documentary through its 

Documentary Film Fund.’ This investment in documentary film has offered 

filmmakers essential support and made the festival one of the most sought-after 

places to debut a documentary film. Over the last decade, Sundance has given 

documentary a more elevated status and helped position it in the theatrical market. 

In 2004, the first year that Sundance opened the festival with a documentary, 

Patricia Aufderheide (2004: 18) observed, ‘Theatrical distributors showed great 

interest in documentaries this year. Perhaps half of the documentaries with US 

public television co-producers had theatrical distribution nibbles by the end of the 

festival.’ This growth snowballed and one year later, Aufderheide (2005: 16) 

observed, ‘Docs have become a full-fledged part of the marketing and deal-making 

madness. Many directors showed up this year with big-name agents.’ According to 

Aufderheide, that year a few documentaries came to Sundance already having 

theatrical deals. Three years later, Steven Zeitchik and Gregg Goldstein (2008) wrote 

in The Hollywood Reporter, ‘Documentaries stole the show at the Sundance Film 

Festival’. Sundance’s spotlight on documentaries has illuminated the commercial 

viability of nonfiction films and led to some of the biggest documentary acquisition 

deals in history. For example, American Teen (2008) reportedly sold in the region of 

$2-3 million (Ibid.). In the Shadow of the Moon (2007) went for what was thought to be 

$1.5 million and My Kid Could Paint That (2007) was taken for around $2 million (Kay 

2007). According to Zeitchik and Goldstein (2008), at the 2008 Sundance Film 

Festival, documentaries were bringing in more bids than narrative features. 

Sundance’s reputation as a ‘valuable launching forum’ (Hegedus 2001) makes it an 

important venue for theatrical documentaries. The attention the festival generates 

for documentaries appears to be linked to their success at the box office as more than 

one in five of the top fifty grossing documentaries at the US box office had a 

premiere at Sundance (see Table 4.6). Sundance’s spotlight on documentaries has 

played a central role in the ‘documentary boom’ and helped to extend the genre’s 

commercial appeal. 
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Table 4.6 Sundance Films Listed in Top 50 Grossing Documentary Films 
Released in US Theatres 

 
Source: Variety Box Office reports and IMBd. 
Note: Sundance films were identified from top 50 documentaries in Appendix B. 
 

 Although Sundance is able to boast many theatrical success stories, 

documentaries are rarely acquired for theatrical release at festivals. More commonly, 

festivals offer a surrogate theatrical run experience and opportunities for promotion 

that might benefit a film’s release in other markets. Dina Iordanova (2010: 23) has 

noticed a ‘growing consensus’ around the idea of festivals serving as an ‘alternative 

distribution network’. As noted by Quíntin (2009: 43), there is a rising trend for 

festivals to offer screening fees to the films they programme. Because these fees are 

paid in advance, and can be in the region of hundreds or even thousands of dollars 

per festival, a well organised theatrical run may have more appeal than semi-

theatrical releasing, which requires more effort and runs the risk of producing a loss. 

Nevertheless, there are limitations to this idea because, as Iordanova (2010: 26) 

suggests, ‘The global film festival phenomenon is not inherently networked.’ There 

is no supply chain to carry films from one festival to another, so each film follows a 

different path. The possibility of creating a distribution network among festivals is 
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limited because ‘festivals lack in permanence’ and therefore have ‘difficulties 

maintaining steady relations with suppliers and cannot commit to working with 

distributors the way distributors would like’ (Ibid.). However, as festivals have 

developed their online presence, they have also increased their permanence. In an 

effort to extend their importance and value, festivals have begun to play a role in 

film distribution that extends beyond their immediate communities. Although the 

‘festival-circuit-as-distribution’ model is not yet in place, it could eventually fit 

within the scope of festival functions. Many festivals now offer video-on-demand 

services, often in conjunction with films’ festival screenings (Graser 2010). Tribeca 

has experimented with digital release strategies, partnering with American Express 

in 2010 to launch the Tribeca Film Festival Virtual, which offered online 

‘passholders’ access to certain events, features, and shorts. Hot Docs offers a variety 

of films for free through its Doc Library and asks viewers to ‘please support the 

films and filmmakers by visiting their websites and buying their DVDs to share with 

others’. IDFA TV, the online platform for the International Documentary Festival 

Amsterdam, streams select films to worldwide audiences using an ad-supported 

revenue model. IDFA pays rights holders a non-recurrent fee for permission to show 

their films online and promises to share advertising revenue when the service 

becomes profitable. In addition, rights holders have the option of offering their films 

through paid video-on-demand (Anderson 2011). As festivals work to extend the 

value of films beyond their local screenings, they strengthen their function as 

distribution platforms. Their positive alliances and ongoing support of filmmakers 

suggest that festivals could, essentially, fill the role of independent distributors, 

helping documentaries be seen in cinemas around the world and successfully enter 

other markets. As festivals consider ways to extend their value, it seems that, rather 

than helping films find distribution, they might better serve their communities by 

providing distribution services themselves. 
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4.3  Developing Industry Trends 
 

4.3.1  Exploiting the Educational Market 

 

Educational distribution has traditionally been a valuable market for documentary 

films. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the educational market (which caters to 

libraries, universities, hospitals, government agencies, and other institutions) is most 

fully developed in the United States, where it remains separate from home video 

primarily because of its higher price point. ‘Educational’ DVDs are generally sold at 

ten times the cost of a standard retail DVD, which is why educational distributors 

typically oppose the simultaneous releasing of films in both the educational and 

home video markets. For example, a film that sells in the home video market for 

$19.95 may sell to a university somewhere between $195 and $295. This inflated 

price is based on an understanding that institutions should pay more than 

individuals because the copies of the films they purchase can be shared among 

many individuals and screened in group settings. Some established distributors that 

specialise in this market include: California Newsreel, Documentary Educational 

Resources, and Women Make Movies. Historically, educational distributors have 

kept seventy percent of the gross revenues and returned only thirty percent to 

filmmakers. This uneven split is a large part of why these small distributors have 

been able to remain in business for decades (Jacobsen 2003a: 9). In an article in DOX 

magazine, Debra Zimmerman, executive director of Women Make Movies, argues 

that ‘for almost all filmmakers in the US, it is possible to make more money through 

educational distribution than through broadcast sales’. She uses the example of 

Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter (1994), which was, at the time, Women Make 

Movies’ best-selling title. The film had been in distribution for many years and 

earned more than $350,000. According to Zimmerman, in this instance, the 

filmmaker made more money from educational distribution than from television 

sales (Ibid.). However, examples like this one have become increasingly rare as the 

Internet has challenged the educational distribution business model by making films 

that were once hard to find widely available. Because non-profit institutions are not 
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required to pay ‘institutional use’ licensing fees when films are screened for teaching 

purposes in classroom settings or loaned out to individuals, and because many 

‘educational’ DVDs are dually available for standard consumer use, the traditional 

structure of the educational market, along with the sustainability it has offered, has 

become greatly endangered.  

 It has become increasingly common for filmmakers to attempt to exploit the 

educational market directly, by selling DVDs from their own websites, rather than 

working with an educational distributor. In order to heighten the perceived value of 

their films, many filmmakers have developed the practice of creating specific 

versions of their films to service this market. These extended ‘institutional version’ 

copies are often segmented into lessons and accompanied by supplementary 

materials that facilitate classroom instruction. These added features help to justify 

selling educational DVDs at a higher price point. Tiffany Shlain incorporated this 

strategy for the release of The Tribe (2006). DVD copies of the film were offered for 

sale on Shlain’s website for $25 for the standard home version or $299 for the 

‘educational guide package’. The educational version included a fifty-page teaching 

guide, ‘conversation cards’, and other instructional materials. Shlain also created a 

‘discussion kit’, which she sold with the standard DVD for $40. The website offered 

additional resources, including a link to ‘The Tribe Curriculum’, which was a wiki 

page where users could find and add lesson plans and supplemental material 

(Kirsner 2007b). By packaging documentaries with supplementary materials, 

filmmakers can increase the perceived value of their films and give buyers the sense 

that their purchase is an educational investment. 

 The Web and digital technologies have offered new direct alternatives that 

challenge the economic sustainability of traditional educational distributors. One of 

these alternatives is the Tribeca Film Institute’s Reframe Project. This service offers 

free digitisation of older films and videos (a typically costly service for those 

independent filmmakers who only have master prints of their films in non-digital 

formats) and enables filmmakers to digitally distribute their films into the 

educational market with a revenue share that is far more favourable than the 
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standard thirty percent. The arrangement, which facilitates the distribution of films 

on the Reframe website and Amazon.com, is nonexclusive and enables filmmakers 

to determine their own price point. Reframe targets educational institutions and has 

a tiered pricing structure that rewards filmmakers more substantially for purchases 

made by such institutions. Reframe’s partnership with Amazon ensures that films 

can be made available both for purchase on DVDs (manufactured by Amazon) or for 

rent or download-to-own via Amazon’s video-on-demand service. Rights holders 

can determine their pricing structure as they want, charging different amounts for 

consumer use, academic use, or public performance. The revenue share for 

downloads returns a full fifty percent to the rights holder and for DVDs the revenue 

share is tiered — giving forty percent to rights holders for products that sell for less 

than $50 and eighty-five percent for those that sell for $51 or more. Anything that 

sells for $201 and above rewards rights holders with ninety percent return.11 

Reframe’s limitation is that it works more like a platform service than a distributor, 

placing much of the marketing burden upon the filmmakers. The platform has more 

than 1200 documentary films listed in its database, many of which have never had 

distribution, or at least have been out of distribution for a long time. Although no 

data has been released that indicates how successful Reframe’s model has been, its 

transparent accounting system, non-exclusive contract, and favourable revenue 

share have established it as a worthwhile alternative to traditional educational 

distribution.  

 Although documentary filmmakers have the potential to make a significant 

amount of money from the educational market, few do. Overall, there is a feeling 

that the sales model for this sector ‘needs to change’ (Kaufman and Mohan 2008: 6). 

One key challenge with educational distributors is that they have been very slow to 

make their catalogues available in digital formats. It was not until 2007 that leading 

                                                        

11 Information based on a 21 November 2008 interview via email with Brian Newman, then CEO of 
the Tribeca Film Institute. The interview was then published on the Power to the Pixel website. 
Available at: http://www.powertothepixel.com/news/online-distribution/interview-with-brian-
newman-president-and-ceo-of-the-tribeca-film-institute [accessed 28 June 2011].  
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special-interest video distributors in the US seriously addressed the issue of online 

distribution, by creating a consortium to explore how they could establish ‘a 

common Internet portal for digital delivery of independent documentaries’ 

(Jacobsen 2007: 4). The companies involved in this group included Bullfrog Films, 

California Newsreel, First Run/Icarus Films, and Women Make Movies. According 

to Jacobsen, these companies decided to take this step ‘based on the 

acknowledgement that DVD is only a transitional technology, and (because) they 

think that now is the time for independent video distributors to enter the digital 

world of video-on-demand and Internet streaming’ (Ibid.). This coalition, named the 

Independent Film Distributors’ Licensing Consortium (IFDLC), produced a report in 

2007 that outlined a master plan to reach the educational market digitally (IFDLC 

2007). Four years later, they had not yet developed their ‘common Internet portal’ 

and had individually made little progress in their efforts to digitally sell their films 

to a wider market. Additionally, it seems that many well-established documentary 

distributors, including those previously mentioned, have failed to take advantage of 

the viral power of the Web and adapt their websites to cater to the new dynamics of 

audience engagement. Most websites for ‘traditional’ distributors of documentary 

content emphasise the film as a product to sell. By making film catalogues the main 

feature of their websites, distributors describe films, with text and sometimes a 

trailer, but rarely allow audiences to add value to their websites, through such 

simple means as posting comments or rating films. It is possible that these 

distributors have not had the means to enable these features, but their failure to 

adapt to the Social Web also likely stems from a fear that they would not be able to 

control their brand and the sentiment consumers shared. Ultimately, such a lack of 

user-engagement renders these sites unuseful to anyone other than those visitors 

who already have a particularly strong interest in licensing or purchasing a specific 

film. By failing to offer dynamic websites that foster audience engagement, 

distributors miss an opportunity to attract greater consumer interest and extend the 

value of their services beyond the content of the films themselves.  
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4.3.2  Hope for Home Video Online 

 

Traditionally, documentary has not easily penetrated the home video market and 

has had to follow ‘alternative’ avenues to find audiences. Julia Knight (2007: 21) uses 

the word ‘alternative’ to describe niche content (including documentary) that is 

limited in its capacity to reach audiences through mainstream methods. Knight 

suggests that ‘alternative/DIY distribution models’ gained momentum with the 

advent of VHS (Ibid.: 23-24).12 When the DVD format came along, its widespread 

popularity prompted growth in this market, including a rise in the number of 

specialty home video distributors that catered to documentaries. Regardless of this 

growth, documentaries still remained niche and research has shown that, when 

compared to other common genres, documentaries typically generate the least 

number of DVD sales in both the US and UK markets (Elberse and Oberholzer-Gee 

2008: 19, UK Film Council 2010: 83). Because documentaries are niche, home video 

distributors rarely are able to sell a significant number of discs and filmmakers 

seldom get much of a return, unless they can also sell directly to consumers. 

Journalist John Tozzi (2008) details the financial benefits of independent DVD 

distribution stating, ‘When filmmakers get a distributor to put a DVD in stores, they 

might see $2.50 for a DVD that retails at $25. The same DVD sold through the film's 

Web site returns over $20—all but the cost of pressing the disc.’ Tozzi’s evidence 

derives from an interview with industry strategist Peter Broderick, who reports, 

‘There are a number of filmmakers who made more than $1 million selling one DVD 

from one Web site’ (Ibid.). Although impressive, these few success stories should not 

be overstated because, in reality, direct distribution is challenging, requiring 

marketing skills and good fortune to achieve success. Nevertheless, direct sales 

remain a worthwhile pursuit. The benefits of selling direct, as Broderick and others 

have iterated, is that it involves a personal transaction, enabling filmmakers to have 

                                                        

12 Knight (Ibid.) discusses the grassroots distribution example of The Miners’ Campaign Tapes (1984). 
This package of three tapes, which aimed to educate the public about the UK miners strike and boost 
morale, were widely distributed through a collaboration between the National Union of Miners 
(NUM) and film/video workshops around the UK. 
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direct contact with consumers, or what some (i.e. Kelly 2008a) might call ‘fans’, 

accruing a valuable list of customer email addresses. This list can be an enormous 

asset when trying to raise funds or promote other films or projects. The prospect of 

having to sell only 10,000 DVDs to make a profit of $200,000 has prompted many to 

invest the funds and effort in replicating and selling DVDs from their own websites. 

However, the number of genuine success stories remains small and with the 

declining appeal of the DVD format, direct sales are not an easy path towards 

sustainability for documentary filmmakers. 

 The home video rental market for documentaries has developed in recent 

years due in part to Netflix, which created an online subscription model that not 

only made renting DVDs convenient and affordable but also helped create greater 

consumer demand for niche content. In Anderson’s (2006: 109-10) discussion with 

Reed Hastings, the founder of Netflix, Hastings quantified the difference between 

Netflix and Blockbuster, observing, ‘Historically Blockbuster has reported that about 

90% of the movies they rent are new theatrical releases. Online they’re more niche: 

about 70% of what they rent from their website is new releases and about 30% is 

back catalog.’ Hastings explained that Netflix is the opposite, with about thirty 

percent new release and seventy percent back catalogue rentals. According to 

Hastings, ‘It’s not because we have a different subscriber. It’s because we create 

demand for content’ (Ibid.). Netflix creates demand ‘algorithmically’ by using data 

mining techniques to process user ratings and rental history to determine what 

people watch and then recommend similar content to them. Netflix has used these 

analytics to negotiate acquisitions deals. With this information, Netflix can assess the 

value of hard-to-market films and take risks on films that traditional video 

distributors may not believe could be profitable. For example, when Netflix bought 

DVD rights to Favela Rising (2005), a documentary about Rio de Janeiro musicians, at 

that time one million customers had rented the Brazilian film City of God (2002) and 

500,000 had rented the documentary Born Into Brothels (2004), and 250,000 had 

rented both. Netflix determined that Favela Rising would likely interest this 

overlapping subset of its subscribers. So, based on these figures, Netflix paid a 
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licensing fee to the producers according to a predicted 250,000 rentals, agreeing to 

split the upside if the film achieved more (Mullaney 2006). Helping to reduce the 

investment risk even further, Netflix’s recommendation system is able to promote 

this acquisition and make these subscribers aware of Favela Rising as soon as it is 

available for them to rent. According to Anderson (2006: 130), ‘Netflix changed the 

economics of offering niches and, in doing so, reshaped our understanding about 

what people actually want to watch.’ By going beyond the boundaries of established 

practices, Netflix created a new business model that not only offered greater 

opportunities for niche content, but it also enabled Netflix to dominate the US rental 

market. 

 In the retail market, digital downloads have been slowly replacing DVD sales; 

however, increasing competition in this market and the economic challenge of 

establishing consumer-friendly solutions have meant that only a few companies (i.e. 

iTunes and Amazon) have generated substantial profits from digital delivery. Most 

VOD release experiments involving documentary films have only succeeded in 

delivering minimal or modest revenue returns. In the case of the film 10 MPH (2007), 

which chronicles a journey across America on a two-wheeled Segue vehicle, the 

filmmakers hosted the film in the .m4v format on their own website and ended up 

selling more than one thousand digital downloads at an average of approximately 

six dollars each, using a ‘pick-your-own-price-model’ that ranged from one penny to 

one hundred dollars (Weiler 2008). Following on the digital download efforts, the 

filmmakers, Hunter Weeks and Josh Caldwell, made the entire film available on 

YouTube for free. It premiered online in January 2008, with a pre-roll message from 

Weeks that encouraged people to sign up to the entertainment website 

OurStage.com. Everyone who joined benefited from a free iPod download of the 

film, while the filmmakers gained one dollar per person from OurStage. Through 

this effort, they raised a little more than $10,000 (Kirsner 2007a). This early ‘success 

story’ reflects how limited the direct revenues have been for documentaries in the 

online market. However, opportunities in this market are still emerging. Download 

platforms like iTunes and video-streaming services like Netflix have established 
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brand credibility that rivals that of the studios and allows them to reach far wider 

audiences than specialty distributors ever could. As more devices become connected 

to the Web, and more platforms make digital content easily accessible to consumers, 

filmmakers can expect to see more meaningful financial returns from digital 

downloads.13 Despite slow progress, evidence suggests consumers have started to 

develop the habit of paying for digital content. 

  Although revenue in the download market remains limited, there have been 

examples that suggest there is an opportunity for documentaries to profit from 

digital delivery. Filmmaker Gary Hustwit reported that his documentary, Helvetica 

(2007), about the font style of the same name, made approximately ten percent of its 

overall revenue from digital distribution methods. He estimates the film made about 

$60,000 on iTunes and Netflix combined and attributes this success to the film’s 

ability to get and stay on the iTunes ‘Top Films’ list. In order to achieve this, Hustwit 

sent out an email blast to his fans as soon as Helvetica was available on iTunes, which 

helped the film generate enough sales to make it onto the Top Films list. According 

to Hustwit, once a film gets on the list, it usually sparks enough interest to stay there 

for a few weeks. Despite his success, Hustwit does not believe that digital 

distribution is a ‘magic bullet’. He explains, ‘The exposure the filmmaker puts in, the 

groundwork, is what makes a film successful. Digital is just one option, money 

stream’ (Erpelding 2009). Audiences who pay-per-view or download films on sites 

like iTunes generate the biggest per-transaction return; however, documentaries 

cannot always inspire audiences to make such discretionary purchases, which is one 

reason why subscription services, such as Netflix, have proven to be popular 

distribution outlets for documentaries. 

                                                        

13 Arash Amel, an analyst at Screen Digest, observes that ‘the trend in movie downloads is that people 
are willing to pay if the service is connected to a device that they have paid for, for instance an iPod 
or an Xbox’ (Richards 2008). 
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 Video-on-demand has the potential to become the long-awaited solution to 

financial sustainability for independent content creators. Because of the low-cost of 

delivery, the revenue return is typically high and because the Web has no limit on 

shelf space, the market is wide. Anderson emphasises the value of digital delivery, 

stating, ‘The marginal cost of manufacturing, shelving, and distribution is close to 

zero, and royalties are paid only when the goods are sold. It’s the ultimate on-

demand market’ (2006: 96). Public adoption of digital delivery has grown, in part, 

due to the user-friendly design of Apple’s iTunes, which has become a leading 

digital media outlet. By April 2007, iTunes had sold over two million movie 

downloads, making it the ‘world’s most popular’ movie store.14 Four years later, and 

with many more competitors in the marketplace, iTunes still controlled about two-

thirds of the online movie market in the US (Gruenwedel 2011a). Although there are 

plenty of online video portals that are equipped to host and sell content, iTunes’ 

history of paying content producers meaningful revenues for downloads has made 

it a highly desirable distribution platform. Because of its popularity, iTunes strongly 

favours working with aggregators over individual filmmakers, as this approach 

helps ensure quality control and reduces the amount of contractual paperwork.  

Consequently, most filmmakers who want to sell their films through iTunes must 

hire a middleman to facilitate the agreement with Apple. The main drawback is that 

digital sales agents, such as Cinetic Media, can take up to fifty percent of the revenue 

profit share and require that filmmakers license their digital rights exclusively to 

them, for a term of ten years. Such business practices can make it challenging for 

independent filmmakers to position their work successfully in the online market 

without surrendering a substantial share of the profits. Selling digital downloads 

directly to consumers could prove to be a sustainable model, but few filmmakers 

have developed the capacity to successfully manage this process on their own. 

 
 

                                                        

14 See 9 January 2007 press release. Available at: http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2007/01/09iTunes-Store-

Tops-Two-Billion-Songs.html [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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4.3.3  Broadcast in a Cross-Platform Context 

 

Broadcast is an important market for documentary, especially in the UK, as 

broadcast licences can offer substantial means of funding, typically paid in advance 

of a project’s completion. To secure these funds, filmmakers generally pitch their 

ideas to commissioners, who offer money in exchange for the rights to screen 

completed films on their channels. According to Kilborn and Izod (1997: 169), ‘The 

vast majority (over ninety per cent) of documentaries are nowadays produced 

directly by, or at the behest of, television organisations or channels.’ It is, therefore, 

quite common that broadcasters have a ‘determining impact’ on the kind of 

documentaries produced for this market (Ibid.). Curran and Seaton (2010: 5-6) 

suggest, ‘The pressure on commercial television to maximize audiences naturally 

leads to a preference for “entertainment” as opposed to “serious” programmes’, 

which has resulted in an emphasis on the ‘personal and human interest aspects of 

documentary stories’. This ‘case study’ approach to storytelling tends to have 

greater mass audience appeal than other styles of documentary. To cater to these 

demands, production companies have necessarily become larger and more 

formulaic in their offerings, causing them to function as ‘key suppliers’ of 

mainstream fodder rather than producers of original one-off documentaries. 

Consequently, although the overall space for documentaries on television has 

expanded substantially, the room for thoughtful feature documentaries on broadcast 

channels remains largely limited. One-off documentaries have become increasingly 

less common on prime time television as light ‘factual entertainment’ has come to 

monopolise airtime, even on the publicly funded BBC television channels. In her 

book, Uncertain Vision: Birt, Dyke and the Reinvention of the BBC (2004), Georgina Born 

investigates the changes that took place in the BBC from the late 1990s and argues 

that its greater focus on audience needs has led to a decline in creative culture 

within the BBC and has hampered the BBC’s ability to deliver on its public service 

remit. As a consequence of yielding to commercial pressures, UK broadcasters have 

lost some of their stature as outlets for quality documentary films. 
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 In the US, where ‘public service remit’ is not part of the industry lexicon, the 

market for documentaries on television has always been commercially oriented. In 

the 1960s, independents like Robert Drew and his team at Drew Associates relied on 

brands like Xerox and Bell Telephone Company to sponsor the production of 

documentaries. These companies would fund production and pay for the network 

airtime. But, according to Drew (2005: 290-01), ‘As the costs of network hours 

increased, fewer sponsors could afford to buy whole programs.’ Consequently, 

multiple sponsors became necessary for each program and networks gained more 

power to determine what to air. Drew argues, ‘As network competition for 

audiences increased, culture disappeared as a regular commodity in prime time’ and 

networks began funding the kind of programs ‘that appeared to be a documentary 

but entailed none of the risk of dealing with the current real world’ (Ibid.). Even 

those like Drew, who assert their status as independents, still feel pressure to cater 

to the needs and desires of those who fund and distribute their films. Such 

sponsorship by government, academic, or private sector bodies has been a key factor 

of influence on the development of documentary since the early days. As Keith 

Beattie observes, ‘The prominence of sponsorship within the documentary tradition 

is exemplified in the fact that “sponsored documentary” is a category which 

includes the majority of documentary output’ (2004: 41). It is difficult for 

independent filmmakers to find sustainability within a system that continually 

requires that they meet corporate demands and seek commissioner approval. 

Regardless of the few who are fortunate enough to be awarded with ‘easy’ money, 

this universal dependency on institutional financing has hindered market expansion 

and limited the overall diversity of documentary. 

 The hurdles involved in the broadcast sponsored path towards documentary 

production have become even more insurmountable due to the growing popularity 

of the craft of documentary filmmaking and the declining revenue and funds 

available to the industry. As difficult as it is for filmmakers simply to gain the 

opportunity to pitch their ideas, it is nearly impossible for them to persuade 

commissioners to agree to fund projects through pre-sales and co-financing. 
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Dorothy Viljoen, in her book Art of the Deal (1997), explains that producers 

frequently find themselves in a ‘classic “chicken and egg” situation’ because a film 

typically needs to have a commitment from a broadcaster, or ‘end-user’, in order to 

get a co-financier to consider funding it. However, the broadcaster or distributor is 

rarely interested until someone, namely a co-financier, has agreed to put some 

money into the project (Ibid.: 137-39). Due to cuts in commissioning budgets, such 

‘pre-sale’ funding scenarios have become increasingly less obtainable, and when 

they do manifest, they are typically far less rewarding than expected. Alan 

Rosenthal attributes the decline to ‘competition among filmmakers for cable slots’, 

which has in turn created a buyers’ market in which ‘fees in the first market have 

been considerably reduced’. According to Rosenthal, ‘Whereas a few years ago a 

filmmaker could get a deal for $50,000 of financing, allowing the station four runs in 

five years for that amount, the current deal is more likely $20,000 for two runs in 

two years’ (2005: 172). The situation has deteriorated even further and is now 

described as the ‘commissioning crisis’ within the documentary community. The 

commissioning crisis has been a topic addressed repeatedly at many of the industry 

sessions I have attended at documentary festivals (including Hot Docs, Sheffield 

Doc/Fest, and IDFA) and has been raised as a point of concern in the Digital Britain 

Final Report (DCMS/DCBI 2009: 4). Major broadcasters in the UK, including Channel 

4 and the BBC, have experienced significant budget cuts in recent years (Sweney 

2009, Tryhorn 2009). Sentiment in the press seems to suggest that, as a result of these 

cutbacks, pre-sales have essentially ‘all dried up’ (Kaufman 2009), which has created 

a ‘funding crisis for high-end docs’ (McMahon 2009). These financial strains have 

had a negative effect on the documentary market as broadcasters have become 

increasingly focused on the bottom line and, therefore, have become more inclined 

to fund programmes that embody mass appeal and are relatively inexpensive to 

produce. As television documentaries lose their power to attract mass audience 

attention, broadcasters lose their justification to fund these programmes. With less 

support from broadcasters, ‘serious’ documentaries now must find alternative 

sources of funding and outlets for exhibition. Broadcast funding alone is simply not 
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enough to support the documentary industry.  

 

4.3.4  Cross-Platform Challenges 

 

In the midst of budget cuts, UK broadcasters have endeavoured to develop solutions 

that extend the value of their content and work to retain their audiences, who are 

spending increasingly more time on the Web. To better fulfil their public service 

mandates, broadcasters have offered viewers on-demand access to their 

programmes through ‘catch-up TV’ services (i.e. BBC iPlayer, 4oD, Demand 5). 

Catch-up TV not only gives audiences a second chance to watch television 

programmes but it also gives public service broadcasters a way to extend the reach 

and value of their programming. These services have become accessible through a 

variety of means, via broadcaster’s dedicated portals, affiliate platforms, cable 

service providers, game consoles, portable media devices, etc. Channel 4 became the 

first broadcaster worldwide to allow YouTube to stream its full-length television 

shows when it signed a non-exclusive, three-year deal that made its catch-up 

schedule available free of charge to global audiences. This deal suggested a shift 

from broadcaster’s branded players, hosted on their own sites, to syndicating 

content through online aggregators. Jon Grisby, Channel 4’s director of future media 

and technology, has stated that Channel 4 aimed to get its ‘content onto as many 

branded platforms as possible’ (Barnett 2009). However, by offering content to 

aggregators, broadcasters risk losing control of their audiences. For instance, if 

YouTube managed to aggregate the majority of broadcast content, then it would 

have a monopoly in the market and could determine the terms of any 

contract. Broadcasters would be dependent upon YouTube to provide access to its 

massive audience and would have nowhere else to go (Ibid.). Partially because of 

this danger, many broadcasters, particularly those in the US, have been reluctant to 

syndicate their content through online aggregators. Instead, several content 

suppliers have banded together to establish an aggregate platform, which they 

control, that offers content from major studios and networks on both an ad-

supported and subscription basis. Hulu — a joint venture between NBCUniversal, 
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Fox Entertainment, and Disney-ABC Television — has become the US’s most 

popular catch-up TV service. Within three years of its launch, Hulu demonstrated 

free online distribution could be profitable (Stelter and Stone 2010); yet rights 

clearance issues have kept it from growing its profits by expanding its service into 

other regions (except for Japan, which is currently the only foreign region with 

access to Hulu). Despite being part of the World Wide Web, on-demand platforms 

still suffer from territorial limitations. Consequently, programmes on Hulu cannot 

be watched in the UK, just as programmes on the BBC’s iPlayer cannot be watched 

in the US. As on-demand platforms benefit from having access to the widest 

possible audience, these boundaries must be overcome in order to return maximum 

revenues for both the platforms and the rights owners.  

 The BBC has made some progress to expand the iPlayer beyond the UK, 

launching a subscription service in more than ten other countries (Dredge 2011). The 

radical growth of the iPlayer demonstrates the growing popularity of on-demand 

access to content. Four years after it soft-launched in July 2007, the iPlayer had a 

monthly stream of over 130 million programme and radio downloads.15 Allowing 

viewers to catch-up on what they missed on television, the iPlayer offers free on-

demand access to BBC programmes for up to seven days after they air. Users can 

also download programmes to their desktop and mobile devices (via an iPlayer 

application), where they can store them for up to thirty days for later viewing. 

Virgin TV, which carries the iPlayer as part of its subscription package, accounts for 

approximately twenty percent of the iPlayer’s television programme streams. As the 

BBC reaches across a growing number of platforms — the iPlayer now spans more 

than twenty devices, such as mobile phones, broadband TV, and game consoles — it 

gains access to wider and more diverse audiences (Sweney 2010). Although the 

iPlayer does not exclusively feature documentary content, the device does promote a 

substantial amount of what the BBC calls ‘factual’ programming and has seemingly 

                                                        

15 See BBC July 2011 Monthly Performance Pack. Available at http://www.bbc.co 
uk/blogs/bbcinternet/2011/08/18/BBC-iPlayer-performance-monthly-1107-final.pdf [accessed 15 
September 2011]. 
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helped to increase the appeal, or at least dissemination, of this content to a wider 

public. Because the BBC owns the rights to most of its factual programmes, many of 

which are produced in-house, it can more freely distribute this content on the Web 

than it could, for instance, Hollywood feature films. The BBC also ensures that it 

requests Internet rights for all independently produced acquisitions, including 

documentaries, that it airs on its channels. In this way, the iPlayer favours these 

independent productions, allowing them to reach larger audiences than other more 

commercial kinds of content (i.e. studio films and network television programmes), 

which typically must be filtered out of the BBC’s acquisitions pool due to rights 

clearance issues (Murray-Watson 2007). Although the iPlayer has the potential to 

increase the popularity of documentaries simply by making them more readily 

available to watch than other kinds of content, it is unlikely to increase their 

revenues, unless the BBC develops a scheme to share its profits as it expands the 

reach of its content. 

Employing social media has become an important strategy for broadcasters, 

who hope to attract and engage larger audiences by enhancing live programmes and 

catch-up TV services. The BBC has effectively incorporated social media into the 

development of the iPlayer. Since its launch, the iPlayer has steadily improved its 

design and offering, releasing programmes in high definition and developing 

interactive features. The iPlayer aims to create a ‘complete social ecosystem’, which 

serves users by recommending programming based on personalised preferences and 

user viewing history. For example, the iPlayer is capable of identifying those who 

watch documentaries and then recommending more documentary content to those 

individuals in the personalised ‘For You’ section of the iPlayer homepage. 

Additionally, the iPlayer has been integrated with Twitter and Facebook, so users 

(who log-in with their BBC ID) can see what programmes their friends are watching 

and can recommend shows to them (BBC News 2010). These new features can help 

the iPlayer to inspire greater awareness of documentaries and increase their 

exposure by ensuring that viewers are quickly informed of newly available films. 

Ultimately, such enhanced interactivity could pave the way for a more democratic 
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broadcasting system. For instance, it is possible to imagine that the BBC iPlayer 

could one day profile projects in development, which users could click on or 

evaluate to show their interest and ultimately dictate how their TV licence fees are 

spent. Such an approach would also establish a deeper connection with these 

individuals, which could translate them into viewers once the documentary is 

released. Additionally, by building a greater level of interactivity, all documentaries 

that are hosted on the platform could, in a relatively simple manner, integrate cross-

media components into their narratives. It is easy to imagine how cross-platform 

programmes, like Britain From Above (2008), could benefit from migrating their 

individual websites onto the iPlayer platform and engage wider audiences as a 

result. Ultimately, such developments will serve to enhance both the immediate and 

long-term value of documentary programmes. 

 The disintegration of the mass audience has decreased the value of television 

advertisements and pushed the broadcast market into an ‘apparently inexorable’ 

period of decline. John Naughton (2006: 44) claims that broadcast television is 

‘haemorrhaging viewers, or at least the viewers who are the most commercially 

lucrative’. Audiences have shifted away from watching scheduled programmes on 

major networks and begun spending more time consuming content through other 

outlets, such as specialised subscription-based channels or free online video 

platforms. As audiences fragment, the potential for broadcast advertising revenues 

declines and the commercial logic changes (Ibid.). The obvious solution of making 

content available through video-on-demand is less than ideal for broadcasters 

because doing so invariably leads to a loss in advertising revenues. Advertising 

around VOD is challenging because viewers expect immediacy, which places a limit 

on the amount of advertising they are willing to cope with before choosing to watch 

something else. Certainly, the traditional ten minutes per every hour on regular 

television is an unthinkable goal for VOD (Keens 2010). Another challenge facing 

broadcasters that enter the vast online domain of the Web is that they are limited to 

‘relatively small audience shares’. According to Andra Leurdijk (2007: 86-87), the 

Internet poses a threat for broadcasters because it positions them in a massive 
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‘multichannel environment’, which forces them compete for audience attention — 

both with other content platforms and with content creators themselves, who can 

bypass broadcasters and reach audiences directly. 

 Competition in the online market has pushed broadcasters to develop 

innovative solutions that more deeply engage audiences in their programming. 

Developing ‘long-form interactive documentaries’ helps to counteract online 

viewers’ short attention spans by requiring ‘repeated visits that enable a gradual 

unfolding of the narrative’ (Proctor 2011). Consequently, cross-media storytelling, 

which extends beyond just cross-platform delivery, is a growing trend that can help 

public service broadcasters better fulfil their remits through the creation of highly 

personal, interactive educational experiences. Because cross-media (also known as 

360° or transmedia) documentaries can be expensive and their online extensions 

typically offer low return on investment, they frequently appear in countries that 

have substantial public funds dedicated to such initiatives. France and Canada are 

two leaders in cross-media documentary, having supported numerous award-

winning projects, including Arte’s Gaza/Sderot (2008) and Prison Valley (2009) and the 

NFB’s Waterlife (2009) and Highrise (2010). In the UK, there has been some effort 

from the BBC to create documentary programmes with interactive elements, 

including Britain from Above (2008) and The Virtual Revolution (2010). In addition, 

Channel 4 has created a fund specifically for cross-platform commissioning, which 

has produced projects such as Battlefront (2008) and Routes (2009). Support for this 

trend is also evidenced through the number of cross-media pitching competitions 

and industry sessions that have appeared at key documentary events, such as IDFA, 

Sheffield Doc/Fest, and Sunny Side of the Doc. In addition, educational 

programmes, such as DigiDocs 360 and the Crossover Labs, demonstrate the UK 

industry’s investment in cross-media production skills training for documentary 

filmmakers. 

 Although the Internet has created the opportunity for broadcasters to more 

deeply engage audiences in their programmes, it has also stripped away some of the 

influence broadcasters have over audiences’ viewing choices. As Grant et al. (2009: 
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64) explain, ‘The Internet represents a major shift in how programming content is 

disseminated. Producer and consumer are dis-intermediated in the Internet delivery 

model. In an IPTV world, anyone can be an aggregator. Everyone is their own 

programmer.’ In today’s on-demand culture, the role of the broadcaster is shifting 

from an elite curator of content to a common supplier of content, existing in the 

midst of infinite other platforms on the Web. As broadcasters lose the capacity to 

draw attention to content, they also lose their ability to generate a common 

appreciation for programmes that have cultural value. Caldwell (2008: 161) 

considers this potential loss in relation to the iPlayer:  

If public service broadcasting’s role is to create informed citizens, then 
in allowing users to become self-schedulers, the BBC passes a great 
deal of responsibility to the user, potentially trading the broad vistas of 
television’s window-on-the-world for a narrow, personalized portal of 
the user’s individual taste preferences.  

As people are now able to search an infinite selection of choices and decide what 

they want to watch, they most likely will only spend time viewing programmes that 

are widely popular or of a particular interest to them, overlooking more diverse 

content that exists outside these domains. Although Anderson (2006) suggests 

audiences will not just watch mainstream content but also consume niche content in 

the long tail, it seems more likely that releasing via an on-demand platform could 

earn an individual niche program far less views than it would garner through a 

traditional broadcast, which limits choice and focuses public attention. Broadcasters 

have historically had the capacity to bring attention to programmes that otherwise 

could be overlooked. Public service broadcasters in the UK have adhered to remits 

that require them to schedule a certain amount of educational content during prime 

time hours. However, on-demand viewing strips them of this power; consequently, 

documentaries are in danger of becoming invisible to the public, and buried beneath 

more commercial content, unless some effort is made to elevate them on these 

platforms. Platforms like iPlayer can help remedy this problem by recommending 

documentary content. Yet inspiring viewers to press play is likely a bigger challenge 

than inspiring them to stop surfing when they encounter a documentary playing on 

television. It seems clear that documentaries are unlikely to reach mass audiences in 
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an on-demand context unless broadcasters and distributors help focus public 

attention on them. 

 

 

4.4 Emerging Distribution Models 
 

4.4.1  Direct and Hybrid Approaches 

 

As suggested earlier in this chapter, documentary filmmakers seldom experience the 

satisfaction of having their films widely seen. With the noteworthy exception of 

Michael Moore, documentary directors are typically challenged to get their films in 

front of mass audiences and generate enough revenue to sustain their craft. Even 

acclaimed directors, such as Frederick Wiseman and D.A. Pennebaker, who have 

made numerous award-winning documentaries over the course of decades, have 

difficulty getting projects funded and distributed beyond public television (Macnab 

2010). Historically, the problem has been that a few main distributors controlled 

what films would be released to the public. This monopoly has allowed distributors 

to filter content according to their own agendas, not necessarily to suit the tastes of 

the audiences they aim to serve. Additionally, because distributors are risk-averse, 

they commonly avoid any content that might result in a lawsuit or require 

additional rights clearances, which can be expensive and time consuming. 

Particularly with broadcasters, any film missing appropriate paperwork (and failing 

to show that all rights have been cleared) is unlikely to be licensed for screening. 

This is because distributors and broadcasters commonly focus on the bottom line 

(the financials) over the need to innovate or the desire to please audiences. Such 

commercial restrictions conflict with the primary aim of most independent 

filmmakers — to build their careers by getting their work seen as widely as possible. 

Hardie (2002b: 31) observes, ‘documentary-makers have, historically, focused on 

creativity, and ignored economics’. For a while, the broadcast commissioning system 

in the UK was affluent enough to afford many filmmakers this luxury and created a 

system of dependency in which filmmakers relied upon broadcasters ‘for all funding 
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and a living’ (Hardie 2002a: 43). Yet the recent commissioning crisis has demanded 

that filmmakers, in both the UK and US, explore alternative funding and 

distribution solutions, in order to continue their careers. In the US, a study that Peter 

B. Kaufman and Jen Mohan (2008) conducted for the Tribeca Film Institute revealed 

that many documentary filmmakers felt frustration and dissatisfaction with the 

limited distribution options and opportunities for financial return, which have 

emerged from the fact that ‘[n]o studio exists for educational film and video makers 

in the United States, and the system of production and distribution and funding has 

arisen without much central planning’ (Ibid.: 4). The spirit of self-distribution, which 

is apparent in the US documentary culture, developed out of a lack of institutional 

support and the need to generate revenues and make a sustainable living, by any 

means possible. 

 Although its origins go back many decades prior, self-distribution gained 

momentum in the 1960s, when Direct Cinema filmmakers explored the options of 

circumventing distributors to find audiences for their work. Yet this movement was 

not part of the social revolution of the time, but rather was the result of having no 

alternatives. According to D.A. Pennebaker, one of the pioneers of Direct Cinema, 

self-distribution is not a ‘brave’ solution: 

It’s hard work because we don't do it very well, we are not very 
efficient at it — how can we be? We don't have the access to theatres, 
we don't have the sales, we don't have the muscle that a big major has, 
we can't put out a half a million dollars in advertising (quoted in 
Rosenthal 1972: 197-98). 

Direct Cinema, with its ‘fly on the wall’ approach, evoked an unconventionally 

personal feeling that, along with its shaky camera movements, did not immediately 

appeal to distributors. In discussing Don’t Look Back (1967), Pennebaker claims, ‘The 

distributors thought it was much too ratty for the theater.’ Consequently, his 

production company, Leacock-Pennebaker (which he ran with Richard Leacock) 

acted as the distributor for the film (Miranda 2007). After failing to reach an 

agreement with any conventional theatres, the filmmakers found a porn cinema that 

agreed to screen the film. Once Don’t Look Back opened in this venue, it gained the 

attention of the public and reviews from critics and, ultimately, more theatres 
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requested screenings (Ibid.). One year later, Pennebaker faced a similar roadblock 

with his film Monterey Pop (1968), which he self-distributed in cinemas after it was 

denied a television release. Although the film was produced as a television 

programme, the film’s sponsor, the American Broadcasting Company (ABC), 

decided it was too controversial to air (Marlow 2007). Establishing a pattern with 

Pennebaker’s previous release, the only screen willing to show Monterey Pop was 

also a ‘porn house’ on Manhattan’s Lower East Side. Ultimately, the film had a 

profitable run there, where it attracted an audience of regulars for over a year 

(Miranda 2007). Although Pennebaker and his team faced many challenges in 

distributing these films, they had the good fortune of being able to do so in a time of 

rare opportunity. As Pennebaker describes, shortly after the 1960s, the potential to 

self-distribute documentaries disappeared as, ‘the organized people out in 

Hollywood closed in and made it so that would be hard to do. They wanted to make 

that money and they didn't want any insurgents taking it away from them’ (Marlow 

2007). Although the Internet has created new opportunities to circumvent 

gatekeepers, self-distribution remains a challenge for documentary filmmakers, even 

in the network society.  

 Nevertheless, there seems to be a growing impatience and determination in 

documentary filmmakers (most evident in the US), which has driven a significant 

number of them to adopt do-it-yourself (DIY) approaches. Because of the low cost of 

digital tools, filmmakers no longer need a major investment or commission to fund 

the production of a film. And because of the Internet, filmmakers no longer need the 

services of a distributor to access audiences and generate income from their work. 

This paradigm shift in the industry started to gain momentum at the beginning of 

the twenty-first century, when, according to David Bollier (2001: 12), the masses 

began to understand that ‘you don’t necessarily need the “Big Content” industries 

[…] to find an audience’. Despite the fact that filmmakers (including Grierson and 

Flaherty) have been independently distributing documentaries since the early days 

of cinema, self-distribution is still largely regarded as a novelty, particularly when 

characterised by the press. Michael Cieply’s (2009) article in The New York Times 
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announced a ‘new way’ of distribution, which involved ‘filmmakers doing it 

themselves’. Cieply falsely declared the beginning of a movement that dates back 

decades before — in 1977, Julia Reichert, co-founder of New Day Films, even 

published a book on it called Doing it Yourself: A Handbook on Independent Film 

Distribution.16 Despite its decades of history, DIY distribution is commonly regarded 

as a new phenomenon because of the Internet, which has disintermediated 

traditional sales and distribution channels and allowed filmmakers to widely release 

their work in efficient and economical ways. The recently enhanced possibilities of 

DIY distribution are novel, not the concept itself. As Anderson (2006) suggests in his 

Long Tail theory, direct sales allow businesses to operate with maximum cost-

efficiency and create greater opportunities for small businesses or individuals to 

carve a niche in the online market. Do-it-yourself, direct, independent, alternative, 

self-distribution — whatever words are used to define it — is only new in the sense 

that everyone now has easy access to the networks and tools needed to exploit the 

markets, which media institutions once almost exclusively controlled. 

 As strategies for DIY distribution are constantly changing and unique to each 

film, each filmmaker must invent his or her own approach to finding audiences. 

Filmmaker Paul Devlin designs his strategies around understanding who his core 

audiences are. For Devlin’s film BLAST! (2008), which follows Devlin’s brother Mark 

as he and a team of astrophysicists attempt to launch a new telescope into space, 

Devlin knew his best chance to profit from the film was through connecting with 

those who already had an established interest in astronomy or science (Sells 2010: 

90). To facilitate the distribution of his film, Devlin hired a small team, which 

succeeded in generating enough revenue to sustain the film’s outreach operations. 

In Devlin’s words, ‘If I don’t have to dip into savings to keep the business running, I 

consider it HUGELY successful’ (Macaulay 2010). It is telling that Devlin, one of the 

                                                        

16 Founded in 1971, New Day Films is a filmmaker collective that established a database of resources 
to help filmmakers target the educational market. It offers filmmakers sixty to seventy percent of 
their sales, versus the standard twenty to thirty percent share from traditional distributors. See New 
Day Films website. Available at: http://www.newday.com/benefits.html [accessed 8 February 2012]. 
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better known DIY filmmakers, has had to hire a team to implement his ‘DIY’ 

strategies and has been challenged to find the means to make a living from his work. 

Independent filmmakers like Devlin typically use other jobs (such as shooting 

weddings, editing commercials, producing corporate videos, etc.) to fund their 

documentaries. As the example of BLAST! suggests, successful self-distribution 

often requires a team effort and a complex strategy to release the film through many 

different avenues. 

 Because self-distribution is too limited and labour intensive to work as a 

stand-alone solution, filmmakers still need the support of distributors and 

broadcasters to help them efficiently fund and distribute their work. However, the 

traditional overall (or all-rights) deal of the past has little value to filmmakers in the 

present industry context. Filmmakers, and even key figureheads in the industry, 

have recognised that the common business practice of licensing all film rights to a 

single distributor within a territory, often for as long as ten to twenty years, no 

longer makes sense in the digital era. Widely discussed in forums at festivals around 

the world, the idea that filmmakers should exploit their licensing rights by sharing 

them among multiple distribution partners has gained significant momentum in 

recent years. Journalist Etan Vlessing (2009) documented industry sentiment 

towards this trend in an article published in The Hollywood Reporter that summarised 

a panel session held at the Hot Docs Film Festival.17 At this event, Annie Roney, 

president of the sales agency ro*co films international, discussed a ‘new paradigm’ 

in distribution that involved producers and sales agents dividing up all the rights 

for a film in order to find the best partner to exploit each window. According to 

Vlessing, filmmakers ‘were told it might be time to sell rights piecemeal rather than 

pursuing the holy grail of all-rights distribution deals’. In truth, the ‘holy grail’ deal 

has seldom rewarded filmmakers (see Broderick 2004). Quite often the only revenue 

a filmmaker gains from an overall deal is the advance (if there even is one) offered 

                                                        

17 I attended this event, 'Distribution Now - What's Working?' on 4 May 2009 at the Hot Docs Film 
Festival in Toronto. 
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for signing the contract. The new ‘piecemeal’ model is more commonly referred to as 

‘hybrid distribution’, which is a term industry consultant Peter Broderick (2007) 

coined to describe a system of splitting up rights that enables filmmakers to 

‘maximize sales and limit cross-collateralization by retaining the right to sell directly 

from their websites and splitting other rights among capable distribution partners’.  

 Hybrid distribution offers filmmakers more freedom than they have had in 

the past, which, naturally, brings greater responsibility. Unlike standard overall 

deals that require minimal effort from filmmakers, hybrid distribution insists that 

filmmakers involve themselves in elements of distribution, managing activities such 

as selling DVDs from their own websites and negotiating partnerships with 

companies that can help effectively exploit the different markets, including 

broadcast, home video, VOD, and educational sales. As Broderick (2009) explains, ‘A 

hybrid approach enables filmmakers to choose partners with the resources and 

expertise to maximize distribution in different channels while allowing filmmakers 

themselves to do what they do best—reach core audiences directly’. Not all 

filmmakers have the skill and determination to reach core audiences directly; 

however, many filmmakers have started using social media (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube) to explore the possibilities. The freedom to self-distribute is a core 

principle of hybrid distribution and has increasingly become a right that filmmakers 

demand when they sign distribution contracts. A decade ago, such a clause was 

unthinkable and five years ago it was uncommon. However, today, as filmmakers 

have seen how others have supplemented their incomes through direct sales, many 

are requesting this right and protesting when distributors deny it to them. As more 

films profit from direct sales, this revenue stream will become an important element 

to consider when evaluating the overall financial success of a film. The complexity of 

hybrid distribution makes it hard to gather data to illustrate its success, as each film 

employs different partners and records of sales are generally kept confidential. The 

entire documentary industry could benefit from aggregating and analysing such 

information (see Appendix A). Understanding the capacity for documentaries to 

generate revenues requires considering every potential distribution method, 
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including filmmaker to audience direct sales.  

 

4.4.2  Reaching and Engaging Communities 

 

As discussed earlier in this thesis, documentaries attract audiences primarily on the 

basis of subject matter, without the need for star power or even critical acclaim. 

Audiences are much more willing to pay to see a documentary when they are 

innately curious about the topic and want to learn more. Although a famous director 

like Michael Moore can certainly offer a film credibility, recognisable names are not 

the main selling point of documentaries. Supporting Hardie’s (2002a) research 

conclusions (see Section 1.1.3), a study Kees Ryninks (2006: 5) commissioned in the 

Netherlands found that sixty-one percent of audiences chose documentaries purely 

on subject matter and only nine percent named the director as an important factor. 

These findings suggest that filmmakers can benefit from choosing to document 

subjects that already have strong existing communities of interest. For example, the 

documentary FASTER (2003), about Grand Prix motorcycle racing, generated 

international buzz through a publicity stunt at the Cannes Film Festival. According 

to the director, Mark Neale, when the film’s narrator, Ewan McGregor, rode down 

the Croisette with ‘a gang of MotoGP riders on race bikes’, the noise they made 

caught public and media attention and was hailed in the movie press as ‘one of the 

best publicity stunts the festival has ever seen’.18 In part, because of this exposure, 

motorcycle fans around the world got news of the film and went to the website, 

watched the trailer, then signed up for the newsletter. Ultimately, many bought the 

DVD directly from the film’s website as soon as it was available (Screenrights 2008: 

3). Since then, Neale has made several other motorcycle documentaries, continuing 

to supply his growing MotoGP fan base with new films to consume. The more 

deeply connected these communities are to the topic, the easier it is for a 

documentary to reach and appeal to them. For this reason, documentaries do not 

                                                        

18 See FASTER website. Available at: http://www.fastermovie.com/media_kit/ Director.html 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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have to depend upon charismatic characters, beautiful cinematography, or well-

crafted stories to gain the appreciation of audiences. Instead, documentaries can 

succeed on subject alone, as long as they are made known and available to their core 

audiences. As Ryninks (2006: 6) argues, ‘Reaching a general audience can be very 

expensive and inefficient, whereas connecting with a core audience can be done 

inexpensively and effectively.’ The more identifiable a documentary’s niche 

audiences are, the easier the film is to market and sell. Ultimately, the tendency to 

appeal to core audiences gives documentaries an advantage over other ‘generic’ 

independent fiction films. 

 One way documentaries are able to enhance their visibility and community 

appeal is through special event releasing, which turns a one night only screening 

into a social experience. As explained earlier in this chapter, the number of 

documentaries released in cinemas has grown significantly over the past two 

decades. This growth has not necessarily made it easier for documentaries to profit 

at the box office as they must compete with each other and bigger Hollywood films 

for ticket sales. By incorporating unique events into their theatrical release strategy 

(see Section 6.3.2), documentaries can generate substantially more attention than 

they could through standard limited releasing. Enhancing the appeal of watching 

documentaries in the cinema, special event screenings typically offer audiences 

rewards and the means for deeper engagement. For example, Martin Scorsese’s 

Rolling Stones documentary, Shine a Light (2008), held a special event for its 

premiere on 2 April 2008. Audience members who bought tickets to the ‘show’ 

could watch the film at one of the hundred participating cinemas across the UK. As 

a bonus, they were given a free limited edition tour T-shirt, which helped enhance 

the concert feel of the film. Audiences were also privileged to twenty minutes of 

live, exclusive footage of the red carpet premiere, which the Rolling Stones attended 

in London’s Leicester Square. As 20th Century Fox did not officially launch the 

film’s theatrical run until 11 April, this highly publicised preview gave fans an 

incentive to make the effort to go the cinema to be the first to see the film and take 
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part in this unique experience (Appleyard 2008).19 Special event screenings are 

particularly suited to concert documentaries, offering fans of a particular musical 

artist or group a chance to come together and show their support. These events 

create what Kelly (2008b) refers to as ‘embodiment’, which offers audiences 

enhanced experiences in an effort to generate greater revenues. In addition, through 

the use of special event screenings, documentaries can foster discussions around the 

issues they present and help build communities to support certain causes. 

Consequently, special event releasing not only can help create greater revenues for 

the film but it can also help the film create a greater impact in the community.  

 Documentaries thrive in communities and communities thrive online. 

Consequently, the Internet is an ideal environment for documentary films because it 

enables global communities to form around specific interests. The potential to 

connect directly with existing communities through the Web gives documentaries 

the ability to reach widespread global audiences no matter how niche their subject 

matter is. As one of the first to explore ‘computer-mediated social groups’, Howard 

Rheingold (1993: 5) developed the concept of ‘virtual communities’, defining them 

as ‘social aggregations that emerge from the [Internet] when enough people carry on 

those public discussions long enough, with sufficient human feeling, to form webs 

of personal relationships in cyberspace’. As the Web has grown as a communication 

platform, so have the strength, size, and number of its online communities. 

Participants are drawn to online communities for a variety of reasons, which 

include: the ability to find and bond with others regardless of location, the ability to 

have twenty-four hour access to the group, and the ability to gain support from the 

group (Baym 2010: 72). The Internet enables people to participate in far more groups 

online than they ever could manage within their own real world communities (see 

Benkler 2006, Shirky 2008, Shirky 2010). This is because ‘new technology enables 

new kinds of group-forming’ (Shirky 2008: 17). Online social tools facilitate group 

                                                        

19 Although I have been unable to find data showing how successful this marketing strategy was, the 
screening I attended at the Vue Cinema Islington in London appeared to be sold out. 
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formation by offering users the capacity to generate content and interact with each 

other, thereby engaging in activities that can allow those who monitor the group to 

measure interest, generate new ideas, solicit feedback, and rally support. The 

popularity of online communities is evidenced by the success of Facebook, which 

has more than 750 million active users.20 Facebook’s users are grouped by shared 

connections, which may be common friends or interests. These members 

communicate constantly and help one another solve problems. Through online 

networks, consumers gain a stronger voice and are elevated to a more powerful 

position in the distribution channel (Kucuk and Krishnamurthy 2007: 48). This 

capacity to share information widely and offer support is why active online users 

are far more valuable than passive television viewers. It is also why distribution is 

becoming more socially driven and important to comprehend, for those who study 

documentaries and for those who make them. Ultimately, filmmakers who have the 

ability to engage online communities in activities that provide feedback and 

facilitate promotion benefit from increased visibility and revenue generating 

potential (see Chapter 6).  

 Because artists and audiences can more easily communicate with each other 

online, the number of films that have been funded at least in part by supporters (or 

fans) has grown significantly in recent years. However, as Kelly (2008b) suggests, 

fans ‘will only pay if it is very easy to do, a reasonable amount, and they feel certain 

the money will directly benefit the creators’. Online crowdfunding services 

developed on this premise of ‘patronage’, which anticipates that people will freely 

donate money to help creative projects get made. In the past few years a growing 

body of evidence has supported this idea. Platforms such as IndieGoGo and 

Kickstarter demonstrate that filmmakers can supplement their budgets through 

soliciting small amounts of money from hundreds of individuals. For example, the 

early success story Tapestries of Hope (2009) — a short documentary on the 

                                                        

20 See Facebook ‘Press’ page. Available at: http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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Zimbabwean sex crisis — raised $22,500 through IndieGoGo (Isler 2009). This 

amount is paltry compared to more recent crowdfunded documentary projects. 

Some notable Kickstarter examples include: Ranko Tutulugdzija and Nick Lewis’s 

Rise and Shine: The Jay DeMerit Story ($223,422), Steve Taylor’s Minecraft: The Story of 

Mojang ($210,297), Jennifer Fox’s My Reincarnation ($150,456), Ricki Lake and Abby 

Epstein’s More Business of Being Born ($121,679), Gary Hustwit’s Urbanized ($118,505), 

and John Maloof and Anthony Rydzon’s Finding Vivian Maier ($105,042).21 Before 

crowdfunding became mainstream, the feature documentary Made in L.A. (2007) 

raised more than ten percent of its budget from small individual donations (Bahar 

and Carracedo 2009: 49). Although The Age of Stupid (2009) may be the biggest 

success story, having raised more than £880,000, it employed an investor model that 

required complex accounting and payment to its shareholders. In contrast, 

IndieGoGo and Kickstarter work on a rewards model, which promises donors small 

gifts (such as credit in the film, a DVD copy, merchandise, etc.) in exchange for 

payment. Although still a new phenomenon, crowdfunding has demonstrated the 

potential to work as a financing model for documentary. The subject appeal of 

documentaries give them an advantage; however, the likelihood of crowdfunding 

success depends both on the quality of the project and the capacity of the filmmaker 

to inspire audience support.  

 Failing to build their own online community of supporters, filmmakers may 

‘piggyback’ on someone else’s online community through the use of celebrity 

endorsements. Using social media tools (in particular, the microblogging service 

Twitter), many celebrities have built followings of millions of people with whom 

they communicate to on a regular basis. Although it may seem out of reach, and 

perhaps absurd, inspiring a celebrity with a massive Twitter following to mention a 

documentary can deliver some of the benefits of a personal following, without 

requiring all the effort. For example, the marketing team for The End of the Line 

                                                        

21 See Kickstarter website. Available at: http://www.kickstarter.com/discover/categories/ 
documentary/most-funded?ref=more#p1 [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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(2009) approached English actor Stephen Fry, who had at the time around one 

million Twitter followers, to send out a ‘tweet’ about the film. Fry agreed and 

immediately after he tweeted a brief message to his fans, the film’s website saw 

more than seventeen thousand unique visits (Shooting People 2009). Fry also has 

used his tweeting power to promote artists, such as sixteen-year-old singer-

songwriter Nia Roberts, who saw plays for her songs on MySpace quickly jump 

from nine hundred to eighteen thousand after Fry’s tweet (BBC News 2009). In 

another instance, Fry’s post for David Eagleman’s novel, Sum: Forty Tales from the 

Afterlives (2009), created a six thousand percent sales spike (Telegraph 2009). 

Although celebrity endorsements can generate significant interest, any kind of 

positive online discourse about documentaries helps to enhance their public appeal. 

According to Christian Crumlish, ‘In the gift economy of the Internet, a new form of 

advertising is unsolicited endorsements’ (2004: 181). Services such as Facebook have 

enabled endorsements to happen effortlessly, through clicking embedded ‘Like’ 

buttons, which keep count of these gestures and link to individuals’ profile pages, 

and through posting comments on fan pages, which stand as emblems of 

community support. Twitter functions as a powerful endorsement platform as 

messages not only spread from one to many but they are often ‘retweeted’, creating 

a chain reaction that potentially influences the behavior of thousands of individuals. 

Such social networking tools have given the public more power to influence 

distribution by enabling them to carry out actions that support it and effectively 

become part of a film’s marketing campaign.  

 The more filmmakers extend their social networks and enhance their online 

visibility, the more effectively they can build support for their work. In her book 

Sociology in the Age of the Internet (2007), Allison Cavanagh explores how developing 

an online identity can enable one to ‘gain and keep an audience’. According to 

Cavanagh (Ibid.: 122):  

In order to attract an audience, or to act as a seed of community, the self 
we present online must be intelligible to this audience, and this requires a 
certain coherence. In essence, in order to achieve online visibility we must 
produce ourselves as an easily recognizable ‘brand’ of a person.  
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Like documentaries themselves, documentary filmmakers are rarely commercially 

driven. Although the word ‘brand’ seldom applies to documentary filmmakers, a 

few of the most successful ones have achieved some kind of brand status. Jonathan 

E. Schroeder (2010: 20-30) uses the phrase ‘artist as brand’ to characterise creatives 

who both exhibit a theme in their work and consistency in their public image. 

Schroeder applies this term in the context of visual artists, exploring how some 

manage their own brands by developing and promoting themselves as recognisable 

products, enhancing their ability to stand out in the competitive cultural 

marketplace. Schroeder develops his argument using the prime example of Andy 

Warhol, who even branded his art through the repeated use of brand images. 

Although not on par with Warhol, filmmakers like Michael Moore and, to a lesser 

extent, Robert Greenwald (see Section 6.2) have, through consistency in subject 

matter and communication with their fans, developed branded personas. Both 

Moore and Greenwald have established their identities as activist filmmakers and 

successfully enrolled supporters via their respective websites, using social media to 

engage their audiences and create discussion around their films. Their recognisable 

identities contribute to their success and their cooperative efforts help expand their 

personal followings and the appeal of their products. These two filmmakers have 

occasionally united their personal followings (which invariably share a significant 

overlap) to support one another’s work. For example, in an event held on 16 March 

2010, Greenwald hosted a thirty-minute live video stream discussion with Moore in 

order to promote the DVD release of Moore’s documentary Capitalism: A Love Story 

(2009). The stream showed on both Greenwald’s and Moore’s homepages and 

anyone who submitted an email and zip code on Greenwald’s website received a 

five dollar discount on the DVD or Blu-ray of Moore’s film. The live feed chat on the 

bottom of the video screen was updated during the interview with comments and 

questions from viewers.22 Establishing consistent themes and personas creates an 

                                                        

22 I watched this event streamed live from the Brave New Films website, which no longer hosts it. An 
archive of this video is available at: http://www.corliss-lamont.org/hsmny/ Michael_Moore/ 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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opportunity for filmmakers to partner with and support other similar filmmakers, 

films, or causes. For instance, The Age of Stupid (2009) filmmakers encouraged their 

environmental followers to subscribe to the related 10:10 project, which campaigned 

to cut carbon emissions in the UK. In the case of Moore and Greenwald, having 

similar themes enabled them to employ cooperative promotion strategies and pool 

their personal audiences. Although developing a branded identity can restrict the 

kinds of films a filmmaker makes, it can also help a filmmaker gain greater 

recognition. By avoiding generic filmmaking and establishing their reputations as 

experts or auteurs, documentary filmmakers enhance their capacity to develop 

communities to support their work. 

 There appears to be two main approaches to leveraging communities to 

support documentaries. The first is to build a community from the ground up, as 

Michael Moore has done by developing his ‘artist as brand’ identity and engaging 

with his fans through his personal website. The second is to tap into existing 

communities, as the FASTER (2003) team did by ensuring news of the documentary 

spread to MotoGP fans. Although both require effort, by far, the easier of the two 

approaches is to target existing communities and to rely upon communication 

between members of the group to raise awareness of the film and build support for 

it. This approach offers the greatest benefit when documentary filmmakers 

repeatedly serve the same community with new, relevant films. Bloggers regularly 

brand their work in this way, as Cavanagh (2007: 123) argues, establishing their 

identities as providers of certain kinds of content in order to be recognised by 

potential audiences. Cavanagh asserts that bloggers must adhere to a ‘consistent 

theme’, which encourages repeat visits from those looking for relevant updates 

(Ibid.). Similarly, documentary filmmakers, who offer consistent content and who 

have direct access to consumers (via their own websites, electronic mailing lists, and 

social media extensions), can carry their audiences from one film to the next. For 

example, Gary Hustwit has successfully developed a brand that centres on the 

element of design, which has been embodied in all three of the feature documentary 

he directed: Helvetica (2007), Objectified (2009), and Urbanized (2011). As previously 
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mentioned, Mark Neale has kept his focus on motorcycle racing, making FASTER 

(2003); The Doctor, the Tornado, and the Kentucky Kid (2006); and FASTEST (2011). 

Unlike Moore and Greenwald, these two filmmakers have not depended upon 

political issues or their own celebrity to attract and engage audiences. Instead, they 

have adhered specifically to a theme, effectively branding their work. It should be 

acknowledged that these two approaches are not mutually exclusive, as quite often 

filmmakers who target an existing community manage to carve out a personal 

following from the broader interest group. Gary Hustwit has succeeded in this 

regard, as is evidenced by his personal Twitter account, which has over 150,000 

followers.23 Hustwit has strengthened the community that exists around his work by 

calling upon his fans for suggestions of what to include in his films and asking them 

to record and upload footage when he is unable to film those subjects himself 

(Colman 2011). Although building a personal following is challenging and requires 

that documentary filmmakers elevate themselves to the status of small celebrities, 

the rewards can be long-lasting and, as Kelly (2008a) suggests, can potentially enable 

them to independently sustain their careers. 

 The cases presented in this section suggest that there is a need to explore how 

communities may be leveraged to support documentary distribution. Although the 

theoretical debates of this thesis have not been positioned in the field of marketing 

studies, literature on brand communities can help inform discussions about 

audience engagement. Jenkins (2006: 79) notices a shift in industry discourse, which 

has moved from concentrating ‘either on mass undifferentiated audiences (of the 

kinds that get measured by ratings system) or individual consumers’ to discussions 

of ‘brand communities’. Muñiz and O’Guinn (2001: 412) define ‘brand community’ 

as ‘a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a structured set of 

social relations among admirers of a brand’. Networks have given strength to brand 

communities by facilitating communication between those who admire a particular 

                                                        

23 See Gary Hustwit’s Twitter page. Available at: http://twitter.com/#!/gary_hustwit [accessed 8 
March 2012]. 
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brand and enabling those admirers to engage in activities that support the brand. 

O’Guinn and Muñiz (2005: 254) describe brands as ‘particularly marked things’ 

whose power derives from being marked. Essentially, brands differentiate similar 

products from one another. As suggested earlier, neither documentaries nor 

documentary filmmakers are commonly thought of as brands; however, when 

filmmakers are able to successfully distinguish themselves and their films from 

others, they sometimes can appeal to communities (much like some brands have) in 

ways that inspire loyalty, feedback, and participation. McAlexander et al. (2002: 38) 

suggest that communities (which are comprised of individual members and the 

relationships among them) are typically identified ‘on the basis of commonality’ and 

instrumentally ‘share essential resources’. As one of the main functions of 

communities is to provide support, documentaries can benefit greatly from making 

use of them. Observing that ‘community and consumption are no strangers’, 

O’Guinn and Muñiz (2005: 253) state, ‘the very idea of community is historically and 

fundamentally connected to the marketplace’. Using the term ‘community’ to 

discuss audience (or consumer) behaviour better reflects how distribution has 

changed, as it has developed from a mechanism by which companies deliver content 

to mass audiences into a social process that is driven and underpinned by 

communities. 

 In an online community context, consumers become part of the distribution 

channel. Instead of passively receiving content, consumers actively influence, and to 

some extent control, the distribution process. Although there has been an overall 

rising trend in participation, individuals’ levels of involvement online varies from 

person to person. Charlene Li and Josh Bernoff (2008) came up with the concept of 

the ‘groundswell’ as a way to describe an apparent cultural trend, defined by the 

collision of three forces: ‘people’s desires to connect, new interactive technologies, 

and online economics’ (Ibid.: 11). To better understand the groundswell, Li and 

Bernoff identified consumer involvement in online groups on a ladder scale, which 

put ‘Inactives’ at the bottom and ‘Creators’ at the top, and ‘Spectators’, ‘Joiners’, 

‘Collectors’, and ‘Critics’ ascending in between. Li and Bernoff (Ibid.: 43-44) use the 
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online survey Forrester’s carried out in 2007 as an illustration. This study revealed 

that forty-four percent of US adults online were inactive, completely not involved 

with social media, and only eighteen percent created content, producing their own 

social media artifacts. As social media have become more pervasive and easier to 

use, more people have taken steps up the ‘Social Technographics’ ladder. Although 

Creators — who by definition need to publish an original video, song, or blog post 

once a month — likely still remain in the minority, virtually everyone online now at 

least qualifies as a Spectator, consuming the products of social media without 

engaging in them. As a growing number of people have moved away from being 

inactive, social media technologies have become increasingly important tools for 

facilitating audience engagement. When social media activities develop around a 

documentary, and people join a Facebook group and send out tweets, support for 

that film grows and its distribution extends to a wider community. 

 Evidence suggests that the value of a community should not be determined 

by its size but rather by the level of engagement of its members. Russell et al. (2004) 

discuss the value of ‘connectedness’ in consumer consumption of television 

programming (using the example of the NBC series Friends) and build an argument 

for why audiences should be measured in terms of ‘connectedness level instead of 

audience size or viewing frequency’ (Ibid.: 160). The findings of this study suggest 

that the ‘level of intensity of the relationship(s)’ between documentaries (or 

filmmakers) and their communities varies in relation to the amount of social 

interactions that happen between members (Ibid.: 152, 156). The theory of ‘1000 True 

Fans’ relates to this idea as it suggests that deep engagement, more than wide 

exposure, is how independent artists will generate value from their audiences (Kelly 

2008a). By employing active fan (or brand) communities, filmmakers are able to not 

only gain financial support, via crowdfunding, but they can also benefit from 

creative support, via user contributions and feedback (see Chapter 6). In a brand 

community setting, the activities, or ‘practices’, that consumers participate in create 

value (Schau et al. 2009: 39-40). Often this value manifests as some form of 

promotion. Early audience engagement in a documentary project can support the 
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financing, production, distribution, and marketing of the film. Consequently, 

strategies for audience engagement have become part of the creative process and the 

boundaries that separate the various steps of the filmmaking process have become 

less defined. Ultimately, distribution no longer works as a one-way channel, which 

delivers a finished product to mass audiences. Instead, distribution takes shape 

through a series of many-to-many exchanges between individuals, who influence a 

developing project.  

 
 

4.5 Conclusion 
 

New technologies have generally worked to the advantage of documentary 

filmmakers, simplifying the production process and creating the means for wider 

distribution. With the advent of high-quality online video streaming, the potential 

distribution avenues for documentary films expanded in unprecedented ways, 

offering independent filmmakers ways around traditional gatekeepers by providing 

the means to cheaply and directly distribute content to global audiences. The Web’s 

networks and platforms allow audiences to instantly discover, consume, and engage 

with documentary content anywhere they are, through the use of mobile 

devices. This on-demand, interactive exchange that audiences now experience with 

documentaries sharply contrasts with the static display methods that existed in the 

early years, when big screen exhibition was the only method of dissemination. In the 

first part of the 1900s, documentaries were rarely the main feature in cinemas. Most 

documentaries made pre-1950s only reached audiences through non-theatrical 

release, which often involved touring film prints around to churches, town halls, 

libraries, and other public exhibition spaces. In the 1950s, when the technology of 

broadcast television alleviated the manual burden of distribution, documentary 

gained access into people’s homes via a new, and arguably more suitable, screening 

platform. In the decades following, a number of documentaries achieved successful 

limited theatrical releases, but documentary remained largely on the fringes of 

mainstream entertainment until the 1990s. Although video enhanced the possibility 
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that documentaries could be made and screened outside of the industry system, the 

complexity of the expanding market ensured that there remained little chance that 

documentaries could reach mass audiences without a broadcaster or distributor’s 

support. However, in recent decades, advancements in technology have removed 

many barriers and documentaries have demonstrated their capacity to be widely 

popular and capable of being distributed outside the traditional industry structure. 

Alan Rosenthal (2005: 171) observed that the past decade ‘marked a clear revolution 

in the marketing of documentaries’. During this time, ‘Documentaries became hot. 

Film festivals started paying attention to them. New specialised documentary 

channels were created. And new terms like “factual programming” and “factual 

entertainment” started hitting the headlines.’ Digital technology and the Internet 

have played an important role in this expansion, providing new formats and 

platforms for exhibition. Online film distribution has not only given documentaries 

a fair chance to compete in the marketplace, but, unlike television, it has placed no 

limit on the kind of content that might be exhibited or who may release that content, 

giving documentaries of all shapes, styles, and subject matters a free space in which 

to connect with global audiences. Ultimately, wider access to digital technologies 

has greatly enabled the expansion of documentary over the last decade, allowing it 

to fill new forms and spaces.  

 Because documentaries are niche, they are distributed differently than 

mainstream fiction films. With a few rare exceptions, documentary films have never 

been able to compete, neither in terms of revenue nor exposure, with Hollywood 

films in the theatrical or ancillary markets. Ana Vicente (2008: 273) argues that ‘[…] 

documentaries have a far more limited reach when using traditional distribution 

methods. First, despite the critical acclaim a documentary may enjoy, its sale or 

licensing to all main territories is rare. Second, even when a film is sold for 

widespread theatrical distribution, profits and revenues are not guaranteed.’ 

Evidence in this chapter has supported Vicente’s (Ibid.) observation that 

‘[t]raditional distribution systems simply do not work for the main bulk of feature 

film documentaries produced’. Vicente’s (Ibid.) claim that ‘[d]ocumentary audiences 
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are growing around the world and there is little doubt of the existence of many 

untapped audiences that occur due to a lack of exposure or access to the product’ 

suggests that there is a need to explore how documentary films can reach new 

audiences and generate revenues via the Web. The Internet has worked to create 

access to ‘untapped audiences’ by making documentaries more widely available and 

marketing documentaries far more affordable. Because of limitations in the 

theatrical market and the ever-increasing number of independent films produced 

each year, documentary’s best chance to reach mass audiences is through the 

exploitation of all avenues, including the festival, non-theatrical, educational, home 

video, broadcast, and online markets. Understanding how documentaries are 

released and marketed in each of the windows creates a better sense of what might 

limit their overall profit potential. Frequently funded by broadcasters, 

documentaries, particularly in the UK, often have their first release window on 

television, foregoing a theatrical run and only briefly appearing in cinemas while 

playing at festivals. Thus, documentaries that follow this release pattern seldom gain 

substantial attention in the press, which can limit their success in other markets. 

Festivals and non-theatrical screenings can help fill this gap and bring attention to 

documentaries on the big screen, but these opportunities are limited by location and 

time. The educational market, which primarily exists in the United States, has been 

largely consumed by the home video market, which is now challenged by the 

declining value of the DVD. DVDs have been important to fiction films, but their 

value for documentaries is primarily situated in the rental market -- although direct 

sales have demonstrated the potential to enhance profit in the home video market. 

Broadcast has largely sustained the documentary industry, but as this market 

becomes increasingly commercialised, it also becomes increasingly burdened by 

advertisers’ programming demands and the need to cater to mainstream interests. 

Ultimately, as the ancillary markets converge onto the Web, VOD appears to be how 

documentaries will find sustainability. VOD creates the opportunity to directly 

connect with interested audiences, immediately enticing them to watch (and 

sometimes pay for) films, and potentially inspiring them to spread the news about 
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those films to their wider networks.  

 The Internet has made it so that distribution no longer stands as the main 

hurdle for documentaries to overcome; instead, the critical challenge is how to target 

audiences and engage them early in the filmmaking process. One way to hook 

audiences is by building interactive viewing experiences. Many films today have 

cross-media elements that appear as additional content on the film’s dedicated 

website. As those websites become more interactive and engaging, they can generate 

new content, which can take the shape of user-generated material, short videos, and 

even games. Broadcasters have also explored the potential to engage audiences 

through the Internet. These new modes of engagement have become increasingly 

popular and, as the next chapter explores, broadcasters and distributors have 

adopted such interactive features as a means to overcome audience fragmentation. 

Although the expansion of cross-media appears to foreshadow documentary’s 

online future, as David Hogarth (2006: 126) maintains, ‘documentary’s days on 

television are not necessarily numbered’. Despite the current turmoil the broadcast 

market has experienced, television still remains the most viable distribution option 

for documentaries (Albiniak 2011). However, for the many documentaries that are 

not screened on television (and for those that are but aim for wider audiences), 

online distribution is an important alternative to explore. Documentaries have an 

apparent advantage in this market because they are commonly topic oriented, and 

the Web hosts a multitude of communities, which are similarly topic oriented. 

Therefore, rather than having to build a community from the ground up (as most 

brands and fiction films must do), documentaries can benefit from reaching out to 

existing online communities. Participatory culture, which develops through user-to-

user communication tools, has created the opportunity to anchor fans or engage 

communities through enrolling their early support in activities that generate 

funding, ideas, content, and promotion. The shift from audience to community 

involves more than just correspondence from filmmakers to fans but also some 

amount of communication between the fans themselves. Films that target existing 

communities are advantaged over films that aim to establish new communities, 
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which take more time and effort to grow. Ultimately, the more in tune people are 

with a topic, the easier it is to inspire the kind of deep social engagement that 

strengthens the bonds within a community and supports distribution. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

Distribution Platforms 
 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

The Web has opened new spaces for documentaries and has made them more 

accessible to consumers via on-demand and interactive media. Cross-platform 

strategies have grown organically both out of broadcasters’ efforts to provide their 

audiences with a variety of additional materials that compliment the programmes 

they air and viewers’ growing appetite for expanded online services, including 

dedicated programme websites (Kilborn 2003: 17). Media institutions have 

responded to this new demand by creating online platforms and services that cater 

to active audiences and develop their reputations as leaders in innovation. 

Sometimes these endeavours become widely popular (i.e. the BBC iPlayer), but more 

often they emerge with pomp and circumstance, quickly struggle to gain audiences, 

and then fade into oblivion, becoming simply one of thousands of online 

destinations for watching videos. With so many platforms competing in the online 

space, it becomes increasingly important that each one preserves and cultivates the 

elements that set it apart from the rest and works to deeply engage audiences. The 

case studies in this chapter illuminate some of the changes that have developed in 

the new media landscape. To understand how the trends in cross-platform 

distribution relate to documentary, it is essential to more broadly consider 

nonfiction content and include user-generated content in the discussion. Through 

exploring the examples of a public service broadcaster, cross-platform network, 

start-up online distribution company, and peer-to-peer distribution service, this set 

of case studies demonstrates how the push for innovation and audience attention 

has led the industry to increasingly involve consumers in the distribution process. 
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Each of the case studies demonstrates the ever-growing importance of 

audience engagement and the challenges of innovation. In general, broadcasters 

have had a difficult time adjusting to the increasingly competitive online media 

marketplace. However, public service broadcasters in the UK have taken the 

initiative to overcome these challenges by following audiences onto the Web. 

Through their online channels, they have endeavoured to support the growth of 

cross-platform documentary content. This shift has not been as evident in the US, 

where innovation must promise financial return in order to get financial investment. 

This commercial focus has hindered the development of the Web as a platform for 

documentary storytelling in this region. With the notable exception of Current TV, 

broadcasters in the US have largely adhered to a traditional ‘cross-platform’ 

approach rather than innovating to create interactive ‘cross-media’ engagement. As 

Murdock (2004: 16) observes, when commercial stations entered the Web domain, 

they primarily used their online destinations for program listings, news, promotion, 

and commercial activity, aiming to incorporate audiences ‘more fully into the 

channel's imagined community’. This approach is still widespread in the US, while 

in the UK, public service broadcasters have some freedom to innovate without 

focusing exclusively on profits and have become ‘very active in exploring the 

possibilities’ of using the Web in more creative ways (Ibid.). Not driven entirely by 

commercial aims, public service broadcasters have used the Web as a means to 

increase the diversity of their offerings to the community, rather than just as a tool to 

extract value from the community, which is something commercial entities 

commonly have in mind. Consequently, public service broadcasters have been 

leaders in developing cross-platform strategies and programmes, often putting 

documentary content at the forefront of these experiments, as Channel 4 did in the 

case of FourDocs. 
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5.2 FourDocs: Channel 4’s Forgotten Failure 
 

5.2.1  Channel 4’s Documentary Tradition 

 

Channel 4, perhaps more than any other UK broadcaster, has built a reputation for 

delivering quality, innovative documentary programming. Founded in 1982, 

Channel 4 has established its reputation over the past three decades as ‘the home of 

documentaries’, as Nick Broomfield has described it (quoted in Austin 2007: 15). In 

recent years, Channel 4 has strengthened this reputation through its ongoing 

support of the BRITDOC Foundation, established in 2005, which exists to ‘empower 

documentary filmmaking’ and help ‘build new business models for filmmakers to 

deploy’.24 In addition, Channel 4 has dedicated millions of pounds to fund 

innovation through its cross-platform commissioning department, which has 

produced many successful interactive documentary projects, including Battlefront 

(2008) and Routes (2009). John Corner (2002: 149) regards Channel 4’s Big Brother 

programme as the mark of a ‘huge decisive stage in actuality-based entertainment’. 

This reality series, which Corner describes as a ‘pre-planned group surveillance 

within a “game frame” that has an element of viewer voting’, was one of the first, 

and most successful, examples of interactive factual entertainment. Channel 4 also 

pioneered catch-up TV in the UK when it launched 4oD in 2006, more than a year 

before the BBC iPlayer debuted. Through 4oD, Channel 4 provides free access to a 

significant number of documentaries, which make up more than one-third of the 

offering.25 Channel 4’s dedication to documentary is also evident in its creation of 

FourDocs, which it launched in the summer of 2005 with the intent to both train 

novice filmmakers and discover new talent. With a start-up investment of £700,000 

and an annual maintenance budget of about £150,000, Channel 4 commissioned 

                                                        

24 See BRITDOC website. Available at: http://britdoc.org/britdoc/mission/ [accessed 12 September 
2011]. 

25 Channel 4’s 4oD platform lists 319 of a total 867 programmes as ‘documentary’. Available at: 
http://www.channel4.com/programmes/tags/documentaries/4od [accessed 12 September 2011]. 
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Magic Lantern Productions, a London-based interactive media company, to build 

and operate the FourDocs website (Jensen 2007). Magic Lantern was brought on 

board to design a cross-platform arena that would exhibit short format user-

generated content, which could then eventually air on broadcast television as part of 

Channel 4’s 3 Minute Wonder strand. At the time, FourDocs was a niche novelty and 

recognised as a potential point of entry into the UK documentary industry. 

 FourDocs was designed to be a platform for new talent, allowing anyone to 

submit a documentary as long as it met the length requirements of no more than 

four minutes. Anthony Lilley, head of Magic Lantern, explained that, ‘While it could 

function as a first step for budding filmmakers, that’s not its main purpose […] It’s 

an environment in which stories about the real world (which can’t be told on TV for 

all kinds of reasons) can find an audience’ (Lilley 2005). Despite its ‘radical’ design, 

FourDocs was always intended to be a controlled platform. According to Leurdijk 

(2007: 89), ‘Channel4 [sic] and the editors of the site want to bring their ideas on high 

quality documentary, decency and public values to the users, therefore the site is 

moderated.’ Besides ensuring the quality, moderators also needed to check that each 

film had all of its rights cleared. Those films selected to be exhibited on the site (by 

October 2006 the site hosted two hundred films) received feedback from the 

community and the FourDocs editorial team, who published their opinions on the 

site. The website also made resources available to filmmakers, including a free 

footage archive of copyright cleared material, information on the history of 

documentary, interviews with filmmakers, and training guides. Channel 4 had the 

clear intention of using the website to discover new talent, who it could then 

commission to work on other projects (Ibid.: 90). When executives at Channel 4 

conceived of FourDocs, the concept of user-generated content with user feedback 

was largely unknown. Perhaps as a consequence, the website got off to a slow start 

and only received around one film submission a week. To provoke user-

participation, Channel 4 invested in an innovative marketing campaign (Jensen 

2007). Providing a budget of £100,000, FourDocs commissioned the media agency 

OMD to create a campaign that would raise public awareness of FourDocs and 
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clarify its status as an online site, separate from Channel 4. OMD created a plan that 

gave people throughout London access to eight short documentaries via Bluetooth 

technology. Interactive posters (set up in train stations, cinemas, and on the subway 

system) exhibited instructions and enabled the transmission of the FourDocs 

documentaries to people’s mobile devices (BrandRepublic 2006). As this technology 

had never before been used in a major cross-media marketing campaign, it not only 

brought attention to FourDocs but it further established Channel 4’s reputation as an 

innovator in cross-platform media. 

 FourDocs was never designed to reach mass audiences, but rather it was 

tailored to connect with individuals specifically interested in learning the craft of 

documentary or supporting new documentary talent. The platform uniquely 

worked to create a direct path from new talent to top commissioners in a time when 

few avenues of access were available. Initially, executive editor Patrick Uden 

watched every film (which seldom amounted to more than fifteen per week) and 

offered one bit of feedback to those films he deemed good enough to exhibit on the 

FourDocs website. The most successful filmmakers were then linked to Kate Vogel, 

who was the commissioning editor of Channel 4’s short documentary strand 3 

Minute Wonder. In this way, FourDocs helped filmmakers by making sure, as Uden 

phrased it, ‘their films get seen by people who really matter’ (Dams 2007: 24). With 

films kept to a maximum of four minutes, the FourDocs editors could easily afford 

to watch every film submitted in its entirety, yet that is likely not the only reason 

FourDocs focused on short format video. In 2005, online video still had many 

technological hurdles to overcome, which often tested the patience of Web users. 

Uploading a few minutes of video could take several hours and downloading videos 

was often interrupted with delays. With upgrades to the FourDocs website and 

increased broadband usage, these drawbacks became less of an issue and people 

experienced less disruption while watching video online (Poel et al. 2007: 16). 

However, despite these improvements, FourDocs still struggled to attract viewers to 

its platform. 
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5.2.2  Commercial Changes and Challenges 

 

FourDocs’ initial plan to create a dynamic, user-generated platform and discussion 

forum for short-format documentary was highly novel at the time. However, as the 

site was not gaining many submissions or online viewers, Channel 4 saw the need to 

make changes (see Figure 5.1 for original site design). Consequently, Channel 4 

abandoned its community-building features when it launched a new version of the 

FourDocs website in July 2008 (Figure 5.2). This design, which provided no room for 

comments on the videos, entirely eliminated the space for user feedback and 

discussion. Overall, users reacted negatively to the change in design and expressed 

their opinions by adding their comments in the only space they could — in the 

comment area of the FourDocs blog. On 28 July 2008, Paul wrote:  

I’m missing the old site. It had more of a ‘power to the people’ feel. 
This new one seems cold and corporate. With the redesign, it seems 
that the aim of FourDocs is to harvest filmmakers for broadcast, 
whereas the old site was a place to show films, regardless if they were 
suited to broadcast or not. 

In a 2 August 2008 post, Greg Browning expressed his disappointment that the 

Brightcove player, which Channel 4 had adopted on the site, offered ‘no way to 

leave comments’. On 8 October 2008, Blake Berry asked, ‘Does anyone know of a site 

that does what FourDocs used to?’ Finally, Zeroinfluencer added on 26 December 

2008, ‘The whole purpose of Channel 4 is to invigorate and support the creative 

communities of the UK; FourDocs has turned its back on all this in favour for a 

corporate sponsor and top down editorial with carrot shaking to acquire more 3 

Minute Wonders for TV.’ By redesigning the platform to limit user-engagement, 

FourDocs disassociated itself from its original ‘community’ purpose and 

consequently alienated some of its core users, who were likely contributing the most 

to its platform. 
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Figure 5.1 FourDocs Website from 2005 to 2007 

 
Image of the original FourDocs website. Available at: 
http://renedelabre.com/2005/08/06/fourdocs/ [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 
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Figure 5.2 FourDocs Website from 2008 to 2009 

 
Image of the redesigned FourDocs website. Available at: http://web.archive.org/web/ 
20090125203613/http://channel4.com/culture/microsites/F/fourdocs/index.html [accessed 12 
September 2011]. 
 

 Saturated with advertising and poorly organised, the second generation 

FourDocs platform lacked aesthetic appeal and user-friendly functionality, 

challenging it to attract and engage new users. Two conspicuous banner 

advertisements, which trailed along the top and right side of the page, directed 

visitors away from the core features of FourDocs. These dominant distractions, 

along with a hyperlinked ‘Sponsored by Passat’ emblem that branded the homepage 
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and the Google Ads that spread throughout the site, made it appear as though 

FourDocs was not its own entity but rather an extension of a bigger commercial 

website. While other platforms such as YouTube and Current TV have worked to 

integrate advertising into their design and content, the new FourDocs website drew 

more attention to its sponsors than its features. This scarred aesthetic created an 

unwelcoming point of entry, which likely deterred visitors from further exploring 

the site. Another problem with the site was its confusing navigation system, which 

had redundant hyperlinks and vague categories such as ‘How To’ (which only 

contained one article entitled ‘Where to upload’) and ‘Archive’ (which surprisingly 

contained thirty-five feature length documentaries for online viewing). In general, 

the website suffered from outdated and unclear text. A key section (featured in the 

left navigation bar), entitled ‘Bursaries’ encouraged visitors to submit to a contest 

that had already ended. Site users were also confused by a 2 September 2008 entry 

on the FourDocs blog that announced a pitching contest. Although most FourDocs 

blog entries were without comments, this entry prompted so many users to post 

questions that, in addition to responding to them individually on the blog, Rebecca 

Frankel, the editor of FourDocs, issued a follow-up post on 5 November 2008 to 

clarify the terms of the contest. Just two months later, Frankel posted a ‘Farewell’ 

blog entry on 6 January 2009, marking the end of FourDocs. The website issued the 

promise: ‘Look out for the new refreshed 4Docs coming soon!’ However, it was not 

until eight months later, on 11 August 2009, that the new 4Docs made its debut. 

 The blog, which Frankel updated from 11 July 2008 to 6 January 2009, was the 

one part of the website that remained somewhat dynamic. Frankel introduced the 

FourDocs blog with the promise that, ‘Here we’re going to discuss all things 

documentary related, whether it be films watched on the web, television, cinema or 

at festivals, inspirational directors, new talent opportunities, gossip, current affairs 

or philosophy.’ Updated by Frankel approximately once or twice a week, the posts 

seldom provoked comments, and therefore the blog never earned its status as a 

discussion forum. The blog also failed to deliver on other promises. For example, 

Frankel posted on 11 July 2008 that ‘commissioner Kate Vogel will be writing on this 
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blog regularly about what rocks her boat and works for television TX’s’, and that 

former FourDocs editor, Charlie Phillips, who left Channel 4 to take a position at 

Sheffield Doc/Fest, would ‘pass on his wealth of knowledge about life, and pitching 

and getting longer documentaries films funded too, here in the blog.’ Neither of 

those individuals contributed to the blog and there was no reconciliation as to why 

they never delivered the articles as promised. In fact, only one other person besides 

Frankel posted on the FourDocs blog. Guest editor Lee Kern (who is a filmmaker 

and comedian) reviewed twelve of the short films entered into the My Home Town 

competition. Kern’s contribution seemingly contradicted FourDocs’ aim to nurture 

new talent as he criticised most of the films he reviewed and only offered 

encouragement to four of them. In one review, on 21 October 2008, Kern wrote, ‘This 

film did my head in. I hated the voiceover and couldn’t really understand a lot of 

what was being said.’ His negative remarks contrasted with the sentiment of most 

FourDocs users, who expressed their support and appreciation to the filmmakers 

whose work made it onto the website. When users posted responses to Kern’s 

reviews on the blog (sometimes defending films and prompting him with 

questions), he never responded.26 This phase in FourDoc’s development marked the 

beginning of the end. 

 As FourDocs had a commitment to supporting new talent, having an editorial 

voice that criticised submissions conflicted with FourDocs’ aims and Channel 4’s 

public service remit. The contradictions in what FourDocs promised and what it 

delivered are hard to overlook and comprehend. How could Channel 4, the home of 

documentaries, so badly neglect an initiative that began with such good intentions? 

The answer most likely comes down to financial considerations and the fact that 

developing FourDocs was a far more complex and taxing process than anyone 

imagined. Clearly, regardless of all its good intentions, FourDocs never became, as it 

has described itself, ‘the democratisation of documentary filmmaking’ (Patterson 

                                                        

26 Kern’s reviews are archived on the 4Docs blog. Available at: http://www.4docs.org.uk/ 
blog/page/10/ [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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2007: 4). Nor did it do much to establish, as Uden described, ‘a high-profile platform 

for people to make and display their own personal documentaries’ (Ibid.). 

Ultimately, very few people used FourDocs for this intended purpose — as the 

website received less than nine hundred submissions during the three years it 

accepted user uploads (Frankel 2009). It seems possible that the public criticism of 

some of the submissions could have deterred some filmmakers from sharing content 

on the site. Having such a low submission average — less than one film per day — 

called into question FourDocs’ capacity to help Channel 4 deliver on its remit. 

However, FourDocs did offer some public value as it established a resource archive 

that provided valuable guidance on the filmmaking process. The videos, featured 

under the website heading ‘Guides’ instructed filmmakers on how to hone 

production skills and helped them understand how the documentary business 

works. Clear and engaging, these tutorials explained the entire filmmaking process, 

including everything from camera functions and shot composition to rights 

clearance and video compression. Some written information also existed on topics 

such as documentary history and theory, but these artifacts only offered a superficial 

introduction. The written ‘Legal Checklist’, with its own link on the left navigation 

bar of the homepage, offered detailed information and advice on how to make a film 

‘responsibly’. These resources were at the core of FourDocs and many have been 

adapted and integrated into the new 4Docs wiki resource site. 

 

5.2.3  The Critical Masses 

 

Although FourDocs created a platform for short documentaries, it failed to inspire 

enough user-contributions to grow the site and engage an audience. At its peak, 

FourDocs received around fourteen films per week. Most submissions appeared on 

the site as editors only eliminated a few each month, most commonly due to 

copyright clearance issues. Both amateurs and professionals contributed to the site, 

but the vast majority of users were teachers, professors, students, and film schools 

seeking to stimulate pupils to showcase their work and receive feedback (Poel et al. 

2007: 16). Although schools and training programmes provided FourDocs with a 
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certain amount of content, the site failed to grow because of its inability to engage 

wider audiences and compete with other more advanced and user-friendly venues 

for documentary (i.e. YouTube). One of the key problems with FourDocs was that it 

failed to create a meaningful value proposition for its users. Since user-generated 

content is contributed charitably, usually with no expectation for remuneration or 

profit, those who contribute need to gain some sense of satisfaction from the process 

(see Jenkins et al. 2009). Although Channel 4 championed FourDocs’ value, it did not 

offer users much beyond the opportunity to receive ‘feedback’ from the editors, and 

the small hope that payment or exposure might come out of that. In addition, 

because FourDocs became burdened by advertising, users may have felt their ‘free’ 

films were being exploited commercially, without them being offered any share in 

the revenues. The focus on advertising was removed from the new ‘4docs’ site, 

which not only gained a different name but also a different aim, to provide resources 

rather than a platform for exposure (see Figure 5.3). An archive of short films has 

remained on the site, but users have not been given the opportunity to post 

comments or evaluate the films. Although the website was designed as a ‘wiki’, 

which anyone could contribute to, there has been little evidence of user engagement 

as its information has remained largely out of date. However, the blog posts (which 

have been transferred from the old website) have been regularly commented on — 

by spambots, who have posted hundreds of advertisements pointing users to other 

commercial websites. Clearly, no one has been monitoring the site as many of these 

spam entries were posted long ago. Ultimately, Channel 4’s redesign of 4Docs 

abandoned its initial user-generated content aims and created a primarily static site, 

which functioned to provide information rather than attempt to engage a 

community in documentary.  
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Figure 5.3 4Docs Website in 2010 

 
Image of the new 4Docs wiki website. Available at: http://web.archive.org/web/20090125203613/ 
http://channel4.com/culture/microsites/F/fourdocs/index.html [accessed 12 September 2011]. 
 

 As with many pioneering pursuits in the digital domain, FourDocs failed to 

meet the high expectations it initially set and subsequently abandoned its original 

key function — to provide a platform for the exposure and discussion of short 

documentary. The hype that once surrounded FourDocs points to what was lost 

through its failure. Patrick Uden remarked that he believed FourDocs had tapped 

into a 'wild enthusiasm for the self-made documentary’ (Dams 2007). Anthony Lilley 

declared, ‘By helping this kind of grassroots filmmaking to be seen, C4 is stepping 

into the world of new media in a way it hasn’t done before. With a bit of patience, 

the gamble will pay off’ (Lilley 2005). Although the executives heading the initiative 

championed FourDocs as a pioneer of the user-generated phenomenon, they 

ultimately took very few steps to enhance the growth of user-generated content on 

the FourDocs website and ensure that it satisfied Channel 4’s core aim for the 

project. FourDocs never created a strong enough community to grow its platform or 

justify its cost. The £150,000 annual maintenance budget was simply not enough to 

employ the number of people required to successfully deliver all the platform 
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promised and ensure that the website remained dynamic and engaging. Although 

user-generated content is free, creating an online space that successfully inspires it 

commonly requires a substantial amount of money and effort. Inevitably, Channel 4 

recognised this shortcoming and cut funding for FourDocs, eventually closing the 

submission door — relegating the site to its status as an archive and resource and 

eliminating its function as a platform for new talent. As Channel 4 has been a leader 

in cross-platform innovation and has developed other successful participatory 

websites, it is surprising that FourDocs failed to such an extent. Because FourDocs 

launched in 2005, when user-generated content was just starting to take off, it was 

largely ahead of its time. Yet FourDocs did not keep up with the times; thus, 

technology (and other competing platforms) rendered it obsolete. Ultimately, the 

failure of FourDocs demonstrates one of the key pitfalls involved in developing 

participatory online platforms — the tendency to underestimate the cost and labour 

required to inspire user-generated content and grow a community. 

 Many opportunities exist for broadcasters who develop cross-platform 

extensions, but these old institutions do not always easily adapt to the challenges of 

new media. Audiences have fragmented and dispersed into an infinite number of 

places, making it unlikely for a haphazard, ‘build it and they will come’ approach to 

work on the Internet, even when the project is funded by a major broadcaster. Users 

must be individually lured or driven to a website, and then, once they arrive, their 

interest must be sufficiently stimulated so that they will want to return, again and 

again. Channel 4 failed to succeed with its FourDocs platform because it neither 

offered enough ways for users to engage on the site nor provided enough content to 

captivate an audience. Consequently, whatever users FourDocs initially attracted 

quickly went elsewhere in search of a site that could better served their needs. Even 

with ongoing innovation (which FourDocs did not have) it would be difficult to 

develop a website for niche content (i.e. short documentaries) that can compete with 

the thousands of other online video platforms that offer similar content and 

more. Clearly, Channel 4 had the capacity to nurture new talent and create an online 

space for filmmakers to exhibit their documentaries; however, the broadcaster was 
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torn between its ambition to create cultural value through innovation and its need 

for commercial sustainability. Like Channel 4’s Independent Film and Video 

department, which temporarily helped ‘radical voices’ be heard (Fountain 2007: 37), 

FourDocs temporarily gave new talent an access point into the industry. Although 

both initiatives were innovative and highly regarded by the public, both failed 

because they could not attract a large enough audience to be financially sustainable 

for Channel 4, which primarily supports its operations through selling its own 

advertising. In many ways, the BBC, which does not have the same commercial 

burden, has been more successful in its efforts to support user-generated content. In 

1993, the BBC launched Video Nation, a participatory project that lasted six years on 

television and resulted in the creation of 1300 ‘mini-portraits’ of people’s lives. Video 

Nation now exists on the Web as an online archive, which continues to grow as more 

people submit user-generated videos (Carpentier 2003: 427-28, Murdock 2004: 16-

17).27 More recently, the BBC’s Film Network has done what FourDocs aspired to do 

by giving filmmakers a place to get their work seen.28 Not exclusively dedicated to 

documentary, the Film Networks offers more ways for users to engage — through 

rating, commenting, networking, etc. — in a sleek, BBC branded environment that 

gives credibility to the films it showcases. Ultimately, FourDocs’ failure does not 

suggest that a user-generated documentary platform that supports new talent could 

not succeed but merely indicates that success in a commercial context is difficult to 

achieve. 

 

 

                                                        

27 See BBC’s Video Nation archive. Available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/videonation [accessed 12 
September 2011]. 

28 See BBC’s Film Network. Available at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/filmnetwork/ [accessed 12 
September 2011]. 
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5.3 Current TV: Democratised and Commercialised 
 

5.3.1  A Current Approach to Documentary and TV 

 

The move to enable audiences to become more than viewers and actively participate 

in media has grown in recent years, fostering what Jenkins (2006) refers to as 

‘participatory media culture’. Jenkins (Ibid.: 3) notes that media producers and 

consumers are increasingly ‘participants who interact with each other according to a 

new set of rules that none of us fully understands’. These rules govern a complex 

new media culture in which consumers have begun to play a far greater role in 

determining what information is important and worthy of being seen and shared on 

the Web. Some consumers are also choosing to create their own content and share 

these stories with the wider public, often in an effort to educate people about issues 

or angles that the mainstream media have overlooked. Compensating for the 

failures of the news media, documentaries have become critical sources of 

information and powerful means of expressing ideas, opinions, and stories. Now 

that media tools are widely accessible, more people have engaged in the process of 

creating documentaries, offering a greater spectrum of commentary and insight than 

has traditionally been available through broadcast channels. Taking advantage of 

this trend, the cable network Current TV has used the Web as a means to help gather 

potential stories for broadcast and has employed user-generated content and ratings 

to help determine which stories are worth programming on its network. This unique 

cross-platform approach to generating factual content has given documentary 

filmmakers an opportunity to gain broadcast commissions and have their voices 

heard; however the complexities of such a design, and the challenge of establishing a 

profitable business model that supports it, have required that Current reconsider its 

user-generated business model and alter its approach. 

 Started in August 2005 as a joint venture between former Vice President of 

the United States Al Gore and entrepreneur Joel Hyatt, Current TV transpired as a 

platform for young adults to report on and discuss current events. Gore and Hyatt 

designed Current to help remedy the ‘one-to-many’ structure of the American news 
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media, which they felt neither represented nor engaged young people. By 

establishing an online platform (at www.current.com) and enabling anyone to 

upload video news stories, Current established a new democratic outlet for young 

adults to explore media topics and express their viewpoints publicly. Branding itself 

as ‘the world’s leading peer-to-peer news and information network’, Current 

uniquely provided a 24/7 television network that relied upon viewer-generated 

content to fill approximately one-third of its on-air programming. Eighteen months 

after its inception, in March 2007, the channel launched in the UK, catering to 

regional audiences and functioning with the same user-generated model that it used 

in the United States. Current has reached more than sixty million households in the 

US and UK through its distribution partners, which have included: Comcast, Time 

Warner, DIRECTV, DISH Network, Sky, and Virgin Media Cable. Additionally, in 

May 2008, Current began broadcasting on Sky Italia and launched a dedicated 

Italian website, which, although not as developed as the US and UK websites, 

offered essentially the same features.29 While Current operated in some respects as a 

traditional broadcaster, filtering content for its television viewers, its unique 

participatory model offered the opportunity for a greater diversity of perspectives to 

be expressed through its network than any standard news outlet could provide. 

 When it launched in 2005, Current TV emerged as the first wholly cross-

platform cable channel, running both a cable network and an online television 

channel. In its initial design (Figure 5.4), the network sought to attract audiences by 

engaging them in viewer-created documentary content and allowing anyone to 

upload a video, which users could then watch and vote on to help determine which 

ones should air on the cable network. Six months after its launch, the Current cable 

channel reached twenty million television households. The web platform played an 

essential role in enabling the channel to increase its audience base while helping 

content that did not make it onto the cable channel find an audience online (Lotz 

                                                        

29 See ‘About’ on Current website. Available at: http://current.com/s/about.htm 
[accessed 10 May 2010]. 
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2007: 133). The website was a critical feature in Current’s design as it eliminated 

territorial boundaries and allowed Current’s content to go global. For this reason, 

cross-platform releasing can significantly aid broadcasters’ survival in the digital 

age — allowing them to counteract some of the losses incurred from audiences 

developing stronger online and mobile media consumption habits and spending less 

time watching traditional television channels. Since broadcasters can no longer 

guarantee that their content will reach a large captive audience, they also cannot 

expect that their advertising spots will have the same value as when only a few main 

public channels existed. The dilemma of audience fragmentation has made it 

difficult to monetise content through television advertising and has prompted many 

broadcasters to follow their audiences onto the Web, creating branded channels for 

their programming (Gardam 2008: 12). Ultimately, Current, in its efforts to employ 

user-generated content as a significant part of its network programming, pushed the 

boundaries of cross-platform design, and, consequently, encountered numerous 

problems in the process.  

 
Figure 5.4 Current Website in 2005 

 
Image of the original Current website. Source: Reiter’s Camera Phone Report. Available at: 
http://www.cameraphonereport.com/2005/04/al_gores_youth_.html [accessed 12 September 2011]. 
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5.3.2  Current Content Challenges 
 

Since its launch, Current has given its homepage and website several facelifts in an 

effort to broaden its brand. Initially the site targeted the video producer community 

for Current TV (Figure 5.5), but in late 2007, Current dropped the ‘TV after its name 

and launched a strikingly different website, which deemphasised its traditional 

television focus and increased online interactivity. The new site shifted references to 

the network to a side panel and relocated social news and videos to the center of the 

homepage (Figure 5.6).30 Making it easier interact with other users and submit 

videos and links, the website allowed users to post a link to a news story (or 

YouTube video) or record their own video submission from a webcam. Current also 

expanded its outreach to academic institutions by creating a program called College 

Current, which gave student media producers the opportunity to contribute stories 

to the network. To help young producers create quality content, Current developed 

an online producers training program and offered production resources, including a 

library of legal music, which could be used in videos shown on Current and in-

house editors who polished the final cut and managed the final sound mix for user-

generated videos (Figure 5.7).31 In 2009, Current began to strip away its user-

generated features and by 2010, Current had readopted the ‘TV’ part of its name and 

shifted the website back to a TV-centric design, removing the VC2 Leaderboard 

(which was a panel that displayed a ranking of the most popular user-generated 

videos) from the homepage and instead featured panels that highlighted the TV 

schedule and TV shows (Figure 5.8). Although the site offered more social features, 

including the ability to form groups, the interactive features were pushed to the 

bottom of the homepage and user-generated videos were lost within the secondary 

pages of the website. 

                                                        

30 See ‘FAQ’ on Current website. Available at: 
http://current.com/s/faq.htm#Why_so_many_changes [accessed 18 September 2010]. 

31 Information gathered from a presentation by Emily Renshaw-Smith held on 9 May 2008 in Bedford 
Square, London. 
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Figure 5.5 Current Website in 2006 

 
Image of the Current website circa 2006. Source: Developer’s portfolio. Available at: 
http://rodnaber.com/portfolio-2010/ [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 
 
 
Figure 5.6 Current Website in 2007 

 
Image of the Current website circa 2007. Source: Developer’s portfolio. Available at: 
http://rodnaber.com/portfolio-2010/ [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 
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Figure 5.7 Current Website in 2008 

 
Image of the Current website taken on 11 December 2008. Source: The Internet 
Archive’s Wayback Machine. Available at: http://web.archive.org/web/ 
20081211214236/http://current.com/ [accessed 12 September 2011]. 

 
 
Figure 5.8 Current Website in 2010 

 
Image of the Current website circa 2010. Source: Developer’s portfolio. Available at: 
http://rodnaber.com/portfolio-2010/ [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 
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 Although its name might imply otherwise, Current’s user-generated videos 

were rarely of the moment because of the time it took to produce and prepare the 

content for screening. Catering to its audience of eighteen to thirty-four year olds, 

Current loosely defined what subjects were suitable for its ‘news’ channel. Initially, 

the short videos, which Current called ‘pods’, were all factual, self-contained stories 

of no more than eight minutes in length on an array of topics including: fashion, 

culture, arts, politics, and current affairs. In general, the type of videos Current 

aimed to broadcast were those that told a story, profiled a character, or shared an 

idea. The pods uploaded onto Current’s website could be viewed and rated by the 

public and the best (determined in part by their popularity) were then licensed for 

use on its network channel. Current’s business model involved acquiring one-third 

of its content from user-generated submissions, for a maximum one-time payment 

of $2000 or £1000, along with all licensing and exhibition rights across all media and 

territories in perpetuity. Initially, Current also requested exclusivity, not allowing 

filmmakers to distribute their shorts to any other platform without significantly re-

editing the footage.32 In the UK, the model shifted in late 2008 to become highly 

competitive — offering, just once a month at a specified time (i.e. Thursday at 17:00 

GMT), the user-uploaded video which ranked the most popular at that time £1000 

for the exclusive rights to air it on Current’s network channel. Shortly after this shift, 

Current stopped paying for ‘viewer created content’ (VC2), although it still gave 

users the opportunity to get paid for creating an advertisement for a sponsor. These 

VCAMs, or ‘viewer-created ad messages’, were generated through contests and 

helped Current integrate brand advertising into its site in a non-intrusive way. Users 

submitted VCAMs for a designated brand, such as Toyota or Sony, and then viewers 

rated the ads to determine the best ones. If a VCAM was selected for the network (at 

one point up to thirty percent were), then the producer was paid a fee, which ranged 

from $1000 to $2500 (Hampp 2007). It seems likely that one of the reasons Current 

                                                        

32 In Emily Renshaw-Smith’s presentation (Ibid.), she stated that Current required exclusivity due to 
the network’s contracts with Virgin Media and Sky, which demanded that that ninety percent of 
Current’s content remains exclusive. 
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struggled with making its user-generated content model profitable is because it 

offered little incentive for users to contribute, other than the potential for exposure 

on television. Even short documentaries can require substantial work and the small 

fee of less than $2000 had to cover all production costs, including filmmakers’ 

salaries. This amount was likely not enough to entice skilled filmmakers to submit 

their work to Current, especially given that they had no chance of using their videos 

to generate further revenue or exposure via other platforms, due to Current’s 

demands for exclusivity. 

 As Current moved away from its original focus on user-generated videos and 

towards an emphasis on user-contributed links and comments, the website shifted 

from being a platform on which users could post their own personal news stories to 

a website that aggregated and filtered mass media news stories (Figure 5.9). By 

diminishing its user-generated features, Current’s website shifted its attention away 

from media creators and towards media consumers. More than a year after Current 

shifted its model, the FAQ page still suggested that the network was accepting user-

submitted uploads; however, there was no viewer access to such programmes on the 

site, nor was there any way to upload videos. Practically every year since it 

launched, Current radically redesigned its website and reshaped its business model. 

At one point, in 2009, Current’s website emphasised its functions as a social 

network, allowing regular users to form groups or add one another as ‘a 

connection’. Current incentivised these actions by rewarding the most active users 

with ‘badges’ based on the number of times a user voted or commented. The site 

then tracked user activity and displayed an ‘activity feed’ on each individual’s 

profile page. Current even offered a ‘Make Current’ (bookmarklet) button that 

people could embed in their browser, which would allow them to add content 

directly to the Current site as they came across it on the Web. These social elements 

did not effectively network or engage Current’s audience. Instead, they transitioned 

its once unique user-generated video platform into an ordinary aggregate news site, 

which also happened to screen network programming. 
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Figure 5.9 Current Website in 2011 

 
Image of the Current website on 13 September 2011. Taken from the homepage. 
Available at: http://current.com/news-and-politics/ [accessed on 13 September 2011]. 
 

 

5.3.3  The Current Reality 
 

Although it initially aimed to fill one-third of its broadcast slots with user-generated 

content, Current ultimately shifted to a relatively standard broadcast model, 

utilising professionals to create most of its programming in-house. Instead of novice 

reporters, Current employed seasoned journalists (including renowned ones, such as 

former MSNBC reporter Keith Olbermann) to voice both facts and opinions. The site 

still aimed to entertain and engage, but it adopted a more serious tone and a target 

audience ‘comprised of affluent, curious, social and connected adults’, rather than 
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the youthful group of eighteen to thirty-four year-olds that it initially sought to 

reach.33 Instead of screening programmes that have been described as ‘out-and-out 

moronic’, such as ‘Tips for When She's Too Drunk and She's Too High’ (Beam 2007), 

Current began exhibiting quality feature documentaries, such as Born into Brothels 

(2004) and emphasising its award-winning Vanguard (2008) series, which sends 

filmmakers around the world to report on global issues that have social 

significance. In an effort to increase the quality of its programming, Current has 

introduced programmes such as This American Life (2007), which visualises Ira 

Glass’s popular radio show of the same name, and a five-part series hosted by 

Morgan Spurlock, called 50 Documentaries to See Before You Die (2011). Ultimately, 

Current has steadily moved away from its user-generated design and become just 

another broadcaster with a website. 

 Current’s failure to maintain the user-generated element of its cross-platform 

design helps demonstrate broadcasters’ need to regulate participatory media in 

traditional markets. Even when Current accepted user-generated content, by 

commissioning and selecting stories, the network always controlled the scope of 

topics that aired and confined its democratic and open approach to its online 

platform. Drawing such a boundary was necessary because, ultimately, Current 

needed to exercise some form of quality control in order to earn respect as a proper 

news outlet and establish its brand. Early on, in the FAQs section of its website, 

Current admitted that its staff ‘tend to be quite active’ on its website and that 

‘Sometimes breaking news items and other timely and relevant content needs to be 

programmed on the homepage, so these items receive an extra push from our 

editorial staff’.34 If Current left the programming entirely up to young adult 

audiences, users might express a strong preference for pop culture stories and 

                                                        

33 Current has since redefined its audience on the ‘About’ page of its website. This description was 
originally available at: http://current.com/s/about.htm [accessed 18 May 2011]. It is now available 
from the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine at: http://web.archive.org/web/20110514034241/ 
http://current.com/s/about.htm [accessed 12 September 2011]. 

34 Although this information is no longer available, it was originally available at: 
http://current.com/s/faq.htm [accessed 12 September 2008]. 
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Current could lose credibility as a legitimate news outlet. Consequently, staff 

necessarily steered the discussions in the online community towards newsworthy 

topics, seeking to balance videos on fashion, music, and celebrity with more 

journalistic news stories. Current’s desire to offer quality content and build its brand 

meant that it had to abandon its user-generated business model, which had failed to 

engage audiences in the ways that Current had initially anticipated. Despite media 

culture’s growing ‘democratic’ tendencies and the benefits of public engagement, 

profit models in the online marketplace still work on the fundamental basis of 

giving consumers what they want. Ultimately, it appears that Current 

underestimated consumer demand for professional news content and overestimated 

consumer desire to create news stories.  

 Although Current has faced many challenges, its shifting business model has 

perhaps been the weakest part of its cross-platform strategy. Henry Jenkins (2006: 

241) stated that Current originally planned to ‘pay a large number of independent 

filmmakers to become roaming correspondents’ but this idea was replaced by the 

‘plan to allow amateurs to submit material for consideration and then get paid upon 

acceptance’. Certainly economic considerations were a key factor in the design of 

Current’s commissioning model, which allowed Current to pay a nominal fee to 

license distribution rights rather than risk investment in projects with uncertain 

outcomes. Crowdsourcing news stories may have seemed viable when Current 

launched in 2005, but as online video platforms have now shown, content produced 

by average citizens is, quite often, below average in quality — and subsequently not 

suitable material for commercial broadcasting. Although it is plausible that Pro-Ams 

(Leadbeater and Miller 2004) could have rescued Current from the amateur abyss, 

the site likely did not offer enough incentive or creative freedom to inspire talented 

individuals to want to take part in it. Instead, those who contributed to Current 

were more likely just amateurs (missing the ‘Pro’ element) who roughly assembled 

some footage that could pass as a news story, in the hopes of earning some money 

while gaining exposure on television. Current’s idealised vision for its network 

could never be achieved without a constant supply of quality programming, which 
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could never be achieved without offering fair payment to skilled producers. As 

Current moved away from its democratic design, it moved more in line with Keen’s 

observation that ‘[c]itizen journalists simply don’t have the resources to bring us 

reliable news. They lack not only expertise and training, but connections and access 

to information’ (Ibid.: 48). Current’s example shows that producing quality news 

programming is not easy, nor is inspiring talented filmmakers to build a commercial 

participatory network, essentially for free. As there will always be a demand for 

professional content, there will always be a need for broadcasters. Although 

broadcasters will necessarily move online, how these institutions will adapt their 

business models to work in the on-demand space of the Web is not yet clear.  

 From early on, Current has struggled to succeed in its niche market and has 

adapted its business model numerous times, in an effort to counteract losses. 

Current has an established history of facing difficulties with audience ratings on the 

network. In addition, the continual redesigning of its website and redefining of 

Current’s purpose have clouded its online identity and alienated its original 

intended audience. Overall, Current has simplified its online platform but, in doing 

so, it has sacrificed the most interesting element of its original design — the focus on 

user-generated documentaries. Although innovative at its start, Current no longer 

merits the acclaim it earned — including the Emmy it won just two years after its 

launch for outstanding achievement in interactive TV. In Current’s case, all the effort 

that was put into creating a fully integrated cross-platform network never translated 

into the fully engaged mass audience it needed to attract in order to generate profits. 

Although the network more than doubled its subscribers in the first year, Current’s 

website only averaged 151,000 unique visits per month in its second year, not even 

remotely comparable to the 26 million who regularly visited CNN.com at that time 

(Hampp 2007). Reports of cutbacks indicate that Current has been challenged to find 

an audience for its content. One report on CBS News revealed that Current had 

more than doubled its financial losses in 2007 as a result of declines in advertising 

revenues. The final balance sheet for that year showed that Current had just $6.1 

million in cash available with a debt of around $41 million dollars (Weisenthal 2008). 
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At the close of 2008, Current laid off sixty of its staff. Five years after its launch, 

Current only averaged 18,000 homes in prime time hours, the lowest of any network 

Neilsen measured (Guthrie 2011). Lack of quality content certainly deserves some 

credit for Current’s low audience numbers and profits. This deficit likely emerged 

not only from an overall poor quality of user-submitted ‘pods’, but also from an 

overall low volume of submissions. The failure of this user-generated design 

suggests that interactivity in news programming may not be as universally 

appealing as Current’s business model projected. Creating ‘pods’ requires far more 

work than posting comments and sharing links. Certainly some portion of Current’s 

audience did engage in content generation activities on Current’s website, but, as 

evidence of engagement was relatively limited, these users clearly formed the 

minority of Current’s audience. Most users remain observers, which suggests that 

participatory culture does not necessarily equate to mainstream culture.  

 

 

5.4 SnagFilms: User-Distributed Documentary 
 

5.4.1  Designed to Embed and Spread 

 

Documentaries are typically not the kind of films audiences go out of their way to 

see. More often, people stumble across documentaries and get hooked into watching 

them. For this reason, television has served documentary well — giving it the kind 

of visibility required to lure people into watching. Film festivals have also helped to 

generate attention for documentaries by spotlighting them in a special event 

screenings. However, both television and festivals are only able to exhibit a limited 

number of films over a limited number of screening times. Many potentially 

interested audiences invariably miss their chance to see some films of interest simply 

because they are unable to be in the right place at the right time. A solution to this 

problem exists in the space of the Internet. The Internet, with its endless ‘shelf space’ 

(Anderson 2006) and free promotional possibilities simultaneously offers 

documentaries the opportunity to find larger audiences and audiences the 
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opportunity to encounter more documentaries, either intentionally or inadvertently. 

Yet unless a user searches for a specific title, documentaries rarely appear at the top 

of a ‘Google’ search return on a particular subject. Therefore, in order for 

documentaries to be discovered and watched, they must also be aggregated and 

promoted. In an effort to fulfil these functions, SnagFilms, a US-based online 

platform, has collected a catalogue of documentaries and offered them to the public 

in such a way that also serves to promote them — by enabling and encouraging 

users to embed full-length films on any website and share them freely with others 

(MacIntyre 2008).  

 Founded in July 2008 by Ted Leonsis, vice chairman emeritus of AOL, and 

two other former AOL figureheads, Steve Case and Rick Allen, SnagFilms expanded 

its library from two hundred fifty to over two thousand documentary films, in the 

span of three years. A key feature of SnagFilm’s initial design was the ability to 

‘snag and embed’ movies via a SnagFilms widget. These widgets could be 

embedded on any website, blog, or social network page — enabling anyone who 

clicked on them to screen their contents via a pop-up player. The widget, which was 

essentially designed as a customised video player, also had a playlist feature, called 

‘My Virtual Movie Theater’. This feature allowed users to create a playlist of up to 

fifty films, which they could then share with others (Figure 5.10). However, the 

value of the feature was limited because even when people did go to the effort to 

share their ‘movie theaters’ with others, it did not guarantee that anyone watched 

the films. SnagFilms faced the challenge of encouraging people to share the films 

and argued that those who have posted films on their own blog have donated ‘pixels 

and helped support independent filmmakers’.35 In making such a statement, the 

company promoted the idea that audiences could contribute to a good cause by 

sharing documentaries. Since the films were free to view, those who watch had little 

at stake except their time. The idea that people should share documentary films was 

                                                        

35 See ‘About’ on SnagFilms website. Available at: http://www.snagfilms.com/films/about 
[accessed 16 July 2011]. 
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at the core of SnagFilms’ business model and because the advertisements, which 

were the primary source of revenue, were embedded in the films themselves, there 

was no drawback to users taking ownership of the films and promoting them on 

their own websites. 

 
Figure 5.10 SnagFilms Virtual Movie Theater 

 
Image of the SnagFilms website on 12 September 2011. Taken from the ‘Widget’ page. Available at: 
http://www.snagfilms.com/films/widgets [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 
  

 Unlike most traditional distributors of documentaries (see Section 4.3.1), 

SnagFilms hosted its films on a website that aspired to be social and engaging 

(Figure 5.11). The aesthetically pleasing homepage featured a slideshow of images in 

a window that showed a changing array of documentaries (Figure 5.12). The 

offerings varied from day to day, featuring links to popular documentaries, such as 

Morgan Spurlock’s Super Size Me (2004) and Wim Wender’s Buena Vista Social Club 

(1999), and lesser-known films, such as Kobi Shely’s MacHEADS (2009) and Hanson 

Hoesin’s Independent America: Rising From Ruins (2009). Helping to keep the site 

dynamic were the ‘Just Viewed’ and ‘Popular Today’ boxes, which recommended 

films to visitors of the site. Below those boxes, near the center of the homepage, was 
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the ‘Movie Matcher’ search engine, which allowed users to narrow down the films 

on the site by selecting keywords one at a time. More interactive than a traditional 

search box, the Movie Matcher counted down the number of relevant films 

remaining with each keyword selected. For example, choosing the words ‘inspiring’, 

‘music’, and ‘history’, in that order, yielded three recommended titles from the 

website’s database.36 Another way to filter content was via the ‘Channels’ link, 

which grouped the videos on the site by producer or distributors, located on the 

main horizontal navigation bar. The list of companies at one point included: Brave 

New Films, Lionsgate, National Geographic, the National Film Board of Canada, 

Palm Pictures, PBS, and the USC School of Cinematic Arts. Offering such a diverse 

list of esteemed partners helped to establish SnagFilms’ credibility as a worthwhile 

service. In addition, shortly after it launched, SnagFilms acquired the highly 

regarded US independent film news source, indieWIRE, which facilitated publicity 

and provided the site with news stories and resources that helped to enhance its 

value. With no barrier to entry, the SnagFilms website allowed anyone to watch 

films without registering. If users wanted to comment on films, they could log in via 

any one of seven methods, through accounts they already had on Facebook, Twitter, 

Google, Yahoo, AOL, MySpace, or LinkedIn. Users could then vote and comment on 

videos and share them via a range of social media applications. Through this design, 

SnagFilms helped to eliminate any barriers that stood between its users and the 

films they want to watch and share. 

 

                                                        

36 Search conducted at: http://www.snagfilms.com/films/ [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 
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Figure 5.11 SnagFilms Film Page (Sample)  

 
Image of the SnagFilms website on 13 September 2011. Taken from the ‘Lovecraft’ film page.  
Available at: http://www.snagfilms.com/films/title/lovecraft_fear_of_the_unknown/ 
[accessed on 13 September 2011]. 
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Figure 5.12 SnagFilms Homepage 

 
Image of the SnagFilms website on 13 September 2011. Taken from the homepage. Available at: 
http://www.snagfilms.com/films/ [accessed on 13 September 2011].  
 

 SnagFilms made an effort to acquire high-quality documentary films and help 

connect those films with wider online audiences. The company aimed, ‘to address 

the bottleneck in traditional distribution for quality documentaries that has left 

many great films unable to reach their potential audience or to provide a viable 

financial return’.37 What was striking about SnagFilms, besides the quality and array 

of documentary films it offered, was how efficiently it established its brand, at least 

                                                        

37 See ‘Press’ on SnagFilms website. Available at: 
http://www.snagfilms.com/films/blog/category/press [accessed 12 September 2011]. 
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within the documentary community. Because SnagFilms was interested in acquiring 

documentaries, it was able to carve a unique niche for itself within the industry and 

make deals with small distributors and even directly with filmmakers themselves. 

When SnagFilms launched its SummerFest programme, it raised its profile within 

the industry. SummerFest was intended to commemorate the anniversary of 

SnagFilms’ launch by offering a limited engagement preview of ‘documentaries that 

have not been released theatrically or on television’ (Kohn 2009). For three years 

running, SummerFest offered four to six ‘new’ documentaries, released every week 

or two. Although the SummerFest documentaries were not always as new as 

SnagFilms claimed them to be — such as the case of The Age of Stupid (2009), which 

had its US television premiere on Discovery months before SummerFest debuted it 

— they did generally meet the standards of award-winning and commercially 

appealing films. By hosting SummerFest each year, SnagFilms helped draw 

attention to its platform and enhanced its profile as a premiere outlet for feature 

documentaries on the Web. 

 

5.4.2  The Value of Filmanthropy 

 

SnagFilms was founded on the philosophy of ‘filmanthropy’, a term founder Leonsis 

coined ‘to describe the power of documentary films to inspire, enlighten, and serve 

as agents for change’.38 Although this attitude has been around since the days of 

John Grierson, the Web has made it easier for documentaries to fulfil such a 

mission. SnagFilms encouraged filmanthropy by including a box on each film’s 

dedicated page that stated ‘Support This Film’s Cause’ and linked each film to a 

related charity. This feature allowed users to either donate to the selected charity or 

help the cause by volunteering. A search field powered by VolunteerMatch, a 

company that does what its name suggests, enabled people to enter their location 

and find relevant organisations in their area that could use their help. Users were 

                                                        

38 See ‘Support’ on SnagFilms website. Available at: http://www.snagfilms.com/films/support 
[accessed 12 September 2011]. 
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able to help by sharing the film through Facebook, Twitter, or email. These features 

made it easier for people to get involved with a film’s cause, immediately after 

watching the film, and encouraged charities to promote related films as part of their 

outreach campaigns. The culture of filmanthropy gave esteem to SnagFilms and 

suggested that the company had charitable aims. However, SnagFilms overlooked a 

key way it could service the community — through facilitating direct donations to 

its films and the filmmakers who made them. Rather than donating to some broad 

non-profit organisation, audiences could feel more of a personal connection if their 

donation went directly to the filmmaker, either as support for their work or support 

for a related cause. For example, the film Up the Yangtze (2007) was able to raise 

almost Can$34,000 to pay for education and medical care for members of the 

Chinese family who were featured in the film. The filmmakers did this by including 

a link on their website to their specific campaign page on GiveMeaning.com.39 By 

keeping the campaigns generic and largely omitting information about filmmakers 

on the pages for each film, SnagFilms missed an opportunity for audiences to 

connect on a deeper level with both creators and their causes. 

 SnagFilms also missed the opportunity to provide more substantial profits by 

building its business around an advertising-based revenue model that required 

hundreds of views for every dollar of return, which it then split evenly with the 

rights holder. Ad-funded video streaming has become a popular mode of video 

consumption for consumers as it relieves viewers of the burdened of paying for 

content, as long as they are willing to tolerate commercial intrusions. However, the 

periodic advertisements that interrupt the watching experience can create barriers 

that prevent viewers from watching films in their entirety. Since SnagFilms has not 

posted the number of view counts on its website or release information about the 

advertising revenue each film earns, it has been difficult to assess what amount of 

money a film could earn from distribution via its platform. The revenue generated 

                                                        

39 See GiveMeaning website. Available at: http://www.givemeaning.com/project/yufam [Accessed 
28 November 2011]. 
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by advertisements, which occur every eight to ten minutes, is proportional to the 

number of people who watch a film. Site traffic analysis shows that the SnagFilm’s 

website maintained approximately 200,000 unique visits per month in 2011 (not 

counting months when it ran special events or contests, which generated between 

two to three times more visits).40 This is not enough traffic to promise a worthwhile 

revenue return to the more than two thousand films hosted on the platform. 

Although the service had ‘found widespread consumer adoption’ by 2009, evidence 

suggested that SnagFilms had yet to prove lucrative for even the most popular 

documentaries it featured (Waxman 2009). Morgan Spurlock, whose highly 

successful film, Super Size Me (2004), was made available on SnagFilms reportedly 

made only around two thousand dollars in the first three months of having it on the 

site (Erpelding 2009). Although it has been suggested, by chief executive Rick Allen, 

that a film like Super Size Me ‘might reach a million viewers through the system’ and 

return a low six figure advertising revenue, evidence indicates the financial return 

has been far less (Cieply 2010). Andrew Mer, vice president of content partnerships 

at SnagFilms, cited Okie Noodling (2001) as an example of a film that has done well, 

explaining that when AOL ran a story that featured the documentary in a ‘video 

break’, the film gained 30,000 views over just that one weekend. According to 

information provided by Mer in 2010, it took 70,000 to 100,000 streams to generate 

one thousand dollars in advertising revenues and payment to content owners (made 

on a quarterly basis) ranged from zero to two thousand dollars.41 Such low revenue 

figures suggest the limitations of SnagFilms ‘free’ distribution model and why the 

company has been motivated to expand its reach and offering. 

 In July 2010, SnagFilms made a move to extend the value and reach of its 

content by expanding its distribution strategy across multiple platforms. 

                                                        

40 Comparison done on Compete website. Available at: http://compete.com [accessed 12 September 
2011]. 

41 Information included in this section was gathered from two separate discussions with Andrew 
Mer, held on 22 November 2009 at IDFA in Amsterdam and on 6 November 2010 at Sheffield 
Doc/Fest in Sheffield. 
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Transitioning from an ‘ad-supported online aggregator of documentary films’ to ‘a 

significant distributor of documentaries’, SnagFilms formed partnerships with on-

demand services on fee-based channels (Cieply 2010). By making its catalogue 

available through VOD, SnagFilms increased its audience reach, allowing it to cater 

to older audiences, who might not be inclined to watch documentaries online, by 

enabling people to watch films on television. Increasing its reach to younger 

generations, SnagFilms made deals with mobile carriers via the content aggregator 

A3 Media Network. SnagFilms also expanded its business model to make content 

‘available for purchase on iTunes, for rental from YouTube, and in both free and pay 

forms on the iPad’ (Pond 2010). Over time, SnagFilms has steadily built partnerships 

with other online platforms, such as Hulu, which featured many SnagFilms 

documentaries in the launch of its documentary channel. The partnership with 

Hulu, a commercial content streaming platform that is currently only available in 

the US and Japan, demonstrated one of SnagFilms’ limitations — its inability to 

release films internationally. Because SnagFilms was not always able to acquire 

streaming rights for all territories, some of the content within its catalogue was not 

able to be viewed worldwide. The error message ‘The video you are trying to view is 

not currently available for streaming in your region’ encouraged many users to look 

elsewhere for content. This limitation hindered SnagFilms’ audience reach in many 

territories outside of the US (including the UK). Perhaps to compensate for this loss, 

SnagFilms focused its efforts on expanding domestically, with a particular interest in 

exploiting the educational market. 

 In August 2010, SnagFilms launched SnagLearning, an ‘online platform 

dedicated to presenting high-quality documentary films as educational tools to 

ignite meaningful classroom discussion’.42 This website, which targeted educational 

institutions, narrowed down SnagFilms’ catalogue to around 250 films suitable for 

students aged twelve and older. The SnagLearning website emphasised the 

                                                        

42 See 26 August 2010 press release. Available at: http://eon.businesswire.com/news/eon/ 
20100826005185/en/Documentary-films/education-community/ePals [accessed 12 September 2011]. 
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educational value of films, providing each with a description along with a list of 

‘Learning Questions’. The site also prompted teachers to submit their lesson plans 

and allows students to ‘Join The Discussion’ by posting a question or comment on 

the site. However, SnagLearning showed little evidence of user engagement with 

this feature. Like the other platforms discussed in this chapter, SnagFilms aimed 

higher than it could ultimately deliver. At the launch of SnagLearning, Stephanie 

Sharis, executive vice president of SnagFilms, said, ‘We will create daily blog posts 

on our films, as well as about other documentaries not currently highlighted as part 

of SnagLearning. We will also single out teachers within our community who are 

teaching their students in extraordinary ways’. Such developments did not appear 

on the SnagLearning website, which remained largely static (Figure 5.13, Figure 

5.14). This lack of user engagement indicated that SnagFilms did not successfully 

penetrate the educational market. 
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Figure 5.13 SnagLearning Film Page (Sample) 

 
Image of the SnagLearning website on 13 September 2011. Taken from ‘Sacred Angkor’ film page. 
Available at: http://learning.snagfilms.com/film/sacred-angkor [accessed on 13 September 2011].  
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Figure 5.14 SnagLearning Homepage  

 
Image of the SnagLearning website on 17 September 2011. Taken from SnagLearning homepage. 
Available at: http://learning.snagfilms.com/ [accessed on 17 September 2011].  
 

5.4.3  The Limits of Snag 

 

The evidence presented in this case study suggests that SnagFilms struggled to gain 

enough views to profit from its advertising-based business model. According to a 

press release: ‘SnagFilms’ library has been featured on over 2 billion web pageviews, 

via more than 100,000 affiliates, and is distributed throughout AOL channels, and 

the websites of the Miami Herald, the Chicago Reader, IMDb; portals like Hulu, 
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Fancast and Daily Motion’ (Thompson 2011). However, the platform’s market reach 

appears largely overstated as evidence suggests that this massive exposure has not 

translated into a massive number of viewers who watch documentaries in their 

entirety. Having many affiliates does not guarantee a substantially wider market. 

For example, the SnagFilms Channel on YouTube, which launched on 11 February 

2009, gained less than 150,000 upload views over the span of two and a half years.43 

This small view count could be attributed to SnagFilms using YouTube primarily as 

a rental platform (selling limited access to advertising-free titles for $3.99); yet, 

regardless of any justification, this data (which averages to less than seventy-five 

views per film) still stands as evidence that SnagFilms failed to become a 

mainstream means of consuming documentary films. 

 Although SnagFilms has gathered an impressive catalogue of quality 

documentaries, because so few people watched them, the platform failed to prove 

financially rewarding for content owners. The inability to appeal to widespread 

audiences led to insufficient advertising revenue, which likely led some filmmakers 

to remove their films from the platform after their standard three-year contract 

ended. For example, Super Size Me (2004) disappeared from SnagFilms. Even though 

SnagFilms’ offered non-exclusive contracts and a certain degree of publicity, 

filmmakers who made their films available to watch for free on its platform were 

unlikely to see an increase in value in other markets, especially given that SnagFilms 

made a direct effort to exploit the lucrative educational market and made little effort 

to promote direct DVD sales on its own website.44 From a consumer perspective, 

SnagFilms’ free distribution model could not, on a large scale, compete with popular 

subscription platforms, such as Netflix, that offered a wider selection of films with 

no intrusive advertisements. Evidence of this inequality can be seen comparing the 

                                                        

43 See SnagFilms YouTube channel. Available at: http://www.youtube.com/user/snagfilms 
[accessed on 12 September 2011]. 

44 Although the site does link out to filmmakers and distributors’ online stores (giving SnagFilms an 
8.5 percent commission from each sale), SnagFilms only indicates this option through a small ‘buy 
now’ button (Kasson 2009). 
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two sites’ Internet traffic statistics on Alexa.com, which revealed that SnagFilms has 

consistently ranked below twenty thousand on the list of top sites, while Netflix has 

maintained its position, somewhat regularly, in the top one hundred.45 Ultimately, 

despite its viral aims, ‘filmanthropic’ design, and corporate support, SnagFilms has 

not been able to successfully penetrate the mainstream market because it failed to 

engage online consumers in its niche offering. 

 Technology can enable deeper audience engagement, but only if audiences 

understand how to use the technology. SnagFilms clearly catered to young viewers 

with its ‘widget’ design, overlooking the older generation of individuals who may 

have been interested in watching SnagFilms’ documentaries but not comfortable 

using its platform and ‘snagging’ them. By extending across platforms and making 

films available through VOD partnerships, SnagFilms helped to resolve this issue 

and subsequently increased its chances for greater profits. However, in a VOD 

context, SnagFilms had little to differentiate it from other services, including its 

biggest competitor, Netflix. All digital streams are essentially the same, regardless of 

who provides them, so cost aside, people migrate to whatever platform offers the 

best service, which is usually the platform that offers the most choice. In the online 

market, the bigger the aggregator, the bigger the profits. SnagFilms understood this 

logic of the long tail (Anderson 2006) and made an effort to expand its catalogue. 

Helping to facilitate this growth, the cable company Comcast and the venture capital 

firm New Enterprise Associates offered SnagFilms a ten million dollar investment to 

enable it to expand its offering to include fiction features (Pond 2011). This move to 

broaden its catalogue suggests that niche distributors may not have a place in the 

online market, as consumers naturally prefer to have one source to go to that can 

serve all their content needs (rather than visiting a multitude of specialty platforms). 

Yet, at the same time, for a film to reach the widest possible audience, it needs to be 

available on as many platforms as possible. Although the logic of SnagFilms’ 

                                                        

45 In a search conducted on Alexa, SnagFilms ranked 31,193 and Netflix ranked 96 on its list of sites 
with the most web traffic. Available at: http://www.alexa.com [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 
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spreadable design catered to this understanding, its widgets, in effect, isolated films 

from a wider selection. As unlikely as it was that people felt inclined to create virtual 

movie theatres and post them on websites, it seems even more unlikely that those 

browsing the Web would stop what they are doing to watch an embedded 

documentary stream on a random web page. More likely, the widgets act as 

emblems of documentary, allowing people who embed them to show support and 

help advertise films to others, which may inspire later viewing through other 

outlets. In this way, SnagFilms appears to have created greater exposure for 

documentaries, even if this exposure has not directly translated into profits. 

 

 

5.5 VODO: Making Piracy Pay 
 

5.5.1  The Potential of Piracy 
 

Digital distribution provides both an opportunity and a challenge; the opportunity 

emerges from the low cost of dissemination while the challenge arises from finding 

ways to monetise online transactions. The industry lost control of the market for 

digital downloads with the advent of peer-to-peer networks. To understand the 

significance of peer-to-peer, it is beneficial to consider how file sharing entered 

mainstream culture, when the first major peer-to-peer media system appeared on 

the Web in 1999. Napster, developed by Shawn Fanning, facilitated the formation of 

an enormous, searchable library of user-provided MP3 music files. Within months of 

its launch, the music industry took legal measures to put an end to Napster and 

ultimately had the site shut down in 2001. Although the court case A&M Records et 

al. v. Napster (2001) firmly established the online intellectual property rights of the 

entertainment industry, it did little to suppress the rapidly growing number of file 

sharers on the Web (McCourt and Burkhart 2003: 334). Thus, when it became clear 

that suing the software makers would not prevent illegal file sharing, media 

corporations began litigation against individuals and ultimately pressured 

governments to force Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to monitor customer activity 
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and ban those suspected of file sharing from using the Internet.46 Although the 

industry has campaigned to stop illegal downloaders, advances in technology have 

made file sharing increasingly easier to accomplish. With BitTorrent technology, 

developed by Bram Cohen, people can easily download copies of feature films at 

fast speeds. BitTorrent software spreads bandwidth use by enabling links to the files, 

or torrents, to seed the media from many different users all at once, thereby 

reducing the cost and risk associated with downloading. Many websites exist that 

track these torrents, making it easy for people to search, while linking each user to 

everyone who is seeding that file. Unlike Napster, which relied upon a centralised 

database, BitTorrent clients spread files across the Web, to a seemingly infinite 

number of machines, so that once a file enters the network, it becomes almost 

impossible to remove it (Christin 2010). The ease of this technology, which Clive 

Thompson (2005) calls ‘for free video on demand’, has ensured its massive appeal. 

As it has become apparent that peer-to-peer file sharing cannot be stopped, it seems 

logical for the industry to re-examine piracy and see if there might be ways to 

monetise the action. 

 As digital formats have replaced analogue recordings, the media industries 

have lost control of their content. Because digital media are uncontrollable, they also 

have little inherent value. Assigning a price to a product that does not have a 

tangible package and can be accessed through peer-to-peer networks for free has 

been a challenge for the industry. Expecting consumers to value a digital download 

at the same price level as a DVD, when it is apparent that much less money has been 

invested into packaging and delivery, is illogical (Sander 2002: 65). In addition, 

while most people acknowledge that copyrighted content may be regulated in other 

(tangible) forms of media delivery, when that content is on the Web, people often 

expect to receive it for free (see Levine 2011). Millions of people have grown 

accustomed to getting whatever media they want at no cost, and, as a consequence, 

                                                        

46 The UK has supported this effort through its Digital Economy Act. Available at: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/24/contents [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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they have begun consuming far more media. This has created a cultural shift that 

requires rethinking traditional economic models. As Douglas Thomas (2002: 90) 

states:  

The ethos of new media has fostered a belief that, while content can be 
owned, controlled and regulated, distribution cannot and should not 
be. As a result, the value of the Internet is not found in the information 
it provides, but in the way in which it provides that information. 

The Internet has linked together the world and created a universal repository for all 

digital content. Because anyone can add to this virtual space, everything can be 

found on it for free. Peer-to-peer networks efficiently facilitate this free exchange 

and their existence ensures that digital media will always have a base price point of 

zero.  

 Traditional distributors are partly responsible for fueling peer-to-peer 

networks’ growth due to their failure to adapt their businesses to satisfy the growing 

demand for digital content. With no other reasonable alternatives, consumers turned 

to file sharing to get digital media that could neither be easily found nor 

economically purchased. Eli Noam (2008: 6) suggests that the reason media 

corporations have delayed investment in ‘critical mass’ technologies is because ‘they 

may already have an arrangement satisfactory to themselves in a related business 

activity, and which the firms do not want to destabilize’. He evidences Hollywood’s 

historical opposition to new distribution technologies, such as television, cable TV, 

and VCRs — all of which eventually proved to be lucrative. According to Noam, 

because Hollywood does not compete on price, it maintains ‘above-competitive 

price levels through an oligopolistic industry structure, by a vertical integration of 

content production with distribution, and by product differentiation’ (Ibid.). With 

the Internet, any potential benefits of online distribution are outweighed by the 

potential loss of established profitable means of distribution. Ultimately, this fear of 

lost revenues has kept the film industry from keeping pace with online technology 

and monetising digital delivery. Consumers’ perception that Hollywood makes 

huge profits regardless of whether or not a person downloads a ‘free’ film is likely 

one influencer in the decision to pirate films. As the most commonly downloaded 
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titles are typically studio productions, niche content likely experiences less financial 

loss from piracy. For documentary, the kinds of audiences interested in watching 

documentaries are typically the kinds of audiences who would want to support 

documentaries. Because of this different dynamic, it is possible to imagine how 

documentaries might use piracy as an opportunity to connect with downloaders and 

potentially inspire them to promote and pay for their films. 

 
5.5.2  A Free-For-All Film 

 

The practice of piracy has challenged the economics of film distribution. As a result, 

media corporations typically view piracy as criminal. Independents often accept 

piracy as an unfortunate, but tolerable, consequence of the Internet. Only a handful 

of progressives have been able to look beyond the apparent drawbacks to see the 

opportunity that piracy presents. An example that illustrates the potential value of 

piracy is the documentary Steal This Film (2006). The film argues the case that, 

because file sharing is the fundamental structure of the Internet, it is therefore a 

natural, rather than criminal, activity. It presents this argument primarily through 

talking head interviews that articulate key intellectual property debates. Keeping in 

the spirit of the film’s title, an anonymous group of friends, calling themselves ‘The 

League of Noble Peers’, came together to make Steal This Film and released the first 

version directly onto the Web in August 2006. Although the production was a 

collaborative effort, Jamie King, who directed the second broadcast edition, Steal 

This Film II (2007), is often attributed as the creator of both parts. Whereas the 

original focuses on the pirate culture in Sweden, and the United States’ attempt to 

control The Pirate Bay’s activity through the World Trade Organization, Steal this 

Film II examines much broader issues of intellectual property as they pertain to 

everyday Internet users. A third ‘Trial Edition’, which expands on footage taken 

from I and II and mixes in new interviews with The Pirate Bay’s Peter Sunde, was 

released around the time of the trials of The Pirate Bay in 2009.47 

                                                        

47 Kerrigan (2010: 207-08) also discusses King’s experience with Steal This Film. 
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 Although the film’s appeal likely derives from the argument it presents rather 

than the artistic value it projects, its notoriety in the film community comes from the 

unconventional way it was released. The film has played at many festivals, yet it is 

essentially, as King has described it, ‘propaganda’ packaged in the form of a ‘very 

scrappy documentary’ (King 2009). Despite this lack of sophistication, Steal This Film 

I and II have together received over six million downloads on the Internet. While 

this record of piracy would horrify many filmmakers, King sees it as evidence of 

success. Acknowledging that achieving such widespread distribution for Steal This 

Film was only possible through the mechanism of peer-to-peer, King recognises that 

pirate networks can provide opportunities for independents whose work might 

otherwise never be widely seen. Describing it as the ‘best distribution model’, King 

asserts that there are no hurdles left to overcome in terms of the technology of online 

film distribution. Instead, the challenge is how to find a business model that works 

within this framework (King 2008). In order to achieve this level of exposure, King 

approached the owners of The Pirate Bay and asked them to help distribute the first 

version of Steal This Film. King claims that the film could only ever have been 

distributed via peer-to-peer networks because distributors would never release a 

film that contained so much uncleared copyrighted content (King 2009). King 

speculates that, at the time, The Pirate Bay had eight to ten million unique users a 

day. To help the film reach this massive audience, The Pirate Bay owners agreed to 

replace their familiar logo on the front page and with a logo for Steal This Film over 

the course of about ten days. According to King, as a result, Steal This Film gained 

over two million downloads in the first week alone. Even after the logo was taken 

down, the film went on to amass a total of approximately four million downloads 

due to the enormous amount of people who shared the film and discussed it in 

online arenas (Ibid.). As there is no way to know for sure exactly how many 

downloads the film had, these round numbers are loose approximations (which 

vary depending on the source). Nevertheless, Steal This Film reached an 

exceptionally large audience considering how little it cost to make and that the 

filmmakers spent no money on marketing and distribution. Although the film had 
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not generated any revenue, the belief that, as Kelly (2008b: 9) suggests, money 

follows the path of attention led the filmmakers to explore how they might make 

piracy profitable.  

 King asserts that making money was never part of the plan for Steal This Film; 

however, once the filmmakers saw how popular the film had become, they decided 

to attempt to monetise some of the transactions. So, as King explains, they came up 

with the idea of asking people to donate one dollar if they enjoyed the film, hoping 

that a million downloads might equal a million dollars. However, the experiment, 

which they launched well after the film’s initial release, only secured donations from 

approximately one in every thousand who downloaded. As PayPal took 

approximately thirty percent of each dollar, the revenue did not amount to much. 

Nevertheless, King gained valuable insight from the experiment and a commission 

from Channel 4 to create a documentary for television, Steal This Film II. When that 

film was released on peer-to-peer networks in December 2007, King again asked for 

donations. This time he did not specify the amount except to say that if people 

donated fifteen dollars, they would get a free gift. The result was that ninety-eight 

percent of the donations received met the fifteen dollar target and the film quickly 

earned $30,000. King recalls the joy of seeing £600 to £700 per day entering his 

PayPal account and the satisfaction of knowing that these contributions were 

entirely voluntary. Although only a very small percentage of the viewers made 

donations, the experiment hinted at the prospect of creating a post-distribution 

revenue model that monetised content on peer-to-peer networks while offering 

audiences the right to freely share and promote films. King questioned how he could 

use this ‘unmediated relationship’ with audiences to build a system that would 

allow people to voluntarily pay for films, after they have watched and enjoyed them 

(King 2009). 

 

5.5.3  From Pirate to Patron? 

 

Attempting to monetise peer-to-peer networks, King developed an online 

distribution system called VODO (an abbreviation of ‘Voluntary Donation’), which 
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works on a free-to-share basis through a ‘coalition’ of file-sharing partners. VODO is 

powered by DISCO, the Distribution Coalition of file sharing sites, each of which has 

an estimated ten to twenty million unique visitors a day. These peer-to-peer 

networks have all agreed to promote at least one new independent film a month for 

a 24-hour period. Films chosen for promotion are given prominent front-page space 

on websites such as Mininova, The Pirate Bay, Isohunt, and Miro, as well as on the 

VODO homepage. VODO has the technology to track the exposure of each film. 

King estimates that seventy to eighty million people could see the promotions on 

these peer-to-peer websites and expects that five to ten percent of those people 

might download the film as a result. The key question then becomes, how many of 

the remaining few million will, when prompted to donate, actually chose to do so. 

Even if it is a very small number, the return for artists could be significant as all 

donations will be direct. The hope is that, as King phrases it, ‘attention can be 

transmuted into gold’ (King 2008). 

 One of the aims of VODO is to take films that were commissioned but never 

programmed on television and find audiences for them online. Due to the high 

number of eligible films and the limited promotion space on the file sharing 

networks, VODO operates selectively. The VODO team asks filmmakers to upload 

their films to the VODO website where ‘influencers’ (VODO members and visitors) 

can watch and promote the film. Based on community popularity and their own 

personal opinions, the VODO team selects at least one film a month to be promoted 

through its DISCO partners. By the end of 2011, the VODO website listed close to 

one hundred forty films, ranging from just a few minutes in length to full features, 

offering a fairly even mix of documentary and fiction films.48 VODO has been in 

development since 2008 and was produced through a partnership with the Channel 

4 British Documentary Film Foundation (BRITDOC) and with support from the Arts 

Council UK, Emerald Fund, and Goldsmith's College, London (Cooper 2009). 

                                                        

48 See VODO website for the list of films released. Available at: http://vodo.net/film/allfilms 
[accessed 10 March 2012]. 
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Although VODO does promise exposure, content creators must be willing to accept 

that their films’ distribution will be out of their control as VODO released films are 

intended to spread virally around the world. As each film is released, DISCO 

members offer promotion via a standard banner, which hosts a small Flash trailer. 

Once the film is downloaded, it can travel beyond the partner websites, without 

measure or control. The idea is that the wider the film spreads, the more attention it 

will generate. As peer-to-peer networks allow film distribution to happen naturally, 

King is primarily concerned with making it just as effortless for people to donate 

(King 2009). The process is not yet seamless as it requires that people read and 

follow the pre-/post-roll instructions, which direct them to the film’s VODO page 

where they can make a donation via PayPal.49 Making payment as simple as 

possible is critical; however, in order for VODO to succeed, the site and its users 

must work to persuade downloaders to support the notion that making voluntary 

donations is worthwhile. To establish this paradigm shift, users need to develop the 

currently unnatural habit of paying after they have watched a film. It appears that in 

order for this model to work, users must not only appreciate the films they watch 

but also care enough about the filmmakers’ ongoing careers to want to offer them 

money. 

 VODO’s patron model has shown limited revenue potential since the service 

launched in October 2009 with its debut release, Ivo Gormley’s Us Now (2009). The 

documentary achieved 100,000 downloads within its first five days (Cooper 2009). 

Nearly two years later, the film had reached 520,000 downloads.50 As VODO 

promotes its biggest success stories on its homepage (and currently only lists three 

titles, one of which has achieved less than $10,000), it can be inferred that Us Now 

did not make enough money to merit a mention. To incentivise donations, VODO 

suggests that filmmakers offer users items such as credits in a future production or 

                                                        

49 VODO has experimented with other forms of payment, such as using the ‘digital currency’ bitcoin. 
See bitcoin website. Available at: http://bitcoin.org [accessed 12 September 2011]. 

50 Download count taken from VODO website. Available at: http://vodo.net/usnow [accessed 19 
September 2011]. 
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downloadable soundtracks. Even with such incentives, the financial rewards remain 

small. VODO’s biggest documentary release, The Yes Men Fix the World: P2P Edition 

(2010), offered prize draws and paraphernalia and still only achieved around 

$30,000 over its first year.51 With VODO taking twenty-five percent of all donation 

revenues (and fifty percent of any merchandise sales facilitated by the VODO 

website), the expected return for a film released on VODO remains small. 

Nevertheless, King asserts that the service offers ‘material value’ to filmmakers via a 

‘raised profile, donations and marketing’ (Ibid.). King argues that VODO ‘can create 

opportunities for creators that rival or outperform those of copy-restricted media, 

without supporting the privations demanded by Big Entertainment’. Serving the 

company motto that ‘everyone is a distributor’, King aspires to shift the business 

from ‘download, support’ to a more ‘game-like economy that gets people really 

active around VODO works and releases’ (Miller 2010). One successful model of a 

similar design is the crowdfunding site Kickstarter, which enables people to fund 

projects that are in the process of being made (see Section 4.4.2). Funding a project in 

development potentially has greater public appeal than ‘voluntarily donating’ to a 

film that has already been completed because the audience benefits from being 

involved throughout the filmmaking process and seeing how their support makes a 

difference. 

 In the case of Steal This Film I and II, although these two films did not make a 

substantial amount of money, they demonstrated the value of finding a large 

audience. For King, the exposure created opportunities to speak at festivals around 

the world and get noticed by broadcasters, who ultimately commissioned him for 

more work. Yet because King had no personal connection with his audiences, who 

anonymously downloaded the film, he was limited in his capacity to grow a 

community to support his work. With other pre-pay models (i.e. crowdfunding), 

filmmakers can harvest substantially more data on who their audiences are and 

                                                        

51 Information gathered from VODO website. Available at: http://vodo.net/ [accessed 12 September 
2011]. 
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potentially engage with them in a dialogue, helping further commit them to projects. 

Audiences, even when they are not paying or individually identifiable, bring value 

by collectively demonstrating public interest and demand for a film. In some ways, 

piracy can be viewed as a form of flattery and, for the independent filmmaker, could 

offer the hope of financial return once the downloaders realise that the film belongs 

to an individual rather than an institution. Some work must be done to cultivate this 

understanding and turn pirates into patrons. King admits that generating revenue 

with this model may not be easy but claims that in his experience, ‘Having a film 

that known, even if it hasn't made a good deal of money for you, is valuable in itself’ 

(King 2009).  

 Attention is the currency of the online market. Yet attention does not 

automatically translate into monetary transactions. Steal This Film I and II were 

fortunate to gain substantial attention, but the overall value of this exposure came 

more from the indirect rewards rather than the direct donations. The attention King 

generated in this effort appears to be largely due to the novelty of his approach and 

the relevance of his subject matter to the audience he targeted. Although the service 

is currently in its third year of operating, VODO still has a long way to go to 

demonstrate that other independent documentaries distributed via peer-to-peer 

networks could achieve the same tangible or intangible level of success the Steal This 

Film series achieved. King suggests the marketing generated by peer-to-peer 

networks will ultimately lead people directly to the filmmaker’s own website where 

they can express their support. However, at the moment, the system is designed to 

route users back to VODO.net in order to make payment. As it stands, VODO 

depends on peer-to-peer network users to demonstrate a spirit of generosity that 

goes beyond simple gestures of media sharing and adopt a new conscious-driven 

habit of paying for media that they have already freely obtained. Should it be able to 

strengthen this bond between creators and consumers, VODO has the potential to 

financially succeed; however, people must not feel burdened by the donation 

process. One way to alleviate the payment effort is to establish a monthly 

subscription plan, which enrolls people to spread their support across the wider 
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community of VODO films. Such a service already exists in Flattr, created by Peter 

Sunde of The Pirate Bay, which debits money from people each month and then 

allows them to spread those funds across the Web simply by clicking Flattr buttons 

embedded on sites. Although VODO now enables the use of Flattr as an alternative 

to PayPal, the low figures revealed on the embedded counters show that this 

method has not yet become widely popular. Ultimately, an opportunity exists to use 

micropayments as a means of generating revenue for independent content, but, as 

VODO suggests, the challenge is far greater than just establishing a system that 

facilitates payment — it requires establishing a new social contract that encourages 

pirates to become patrons. 

 
 

5.6 Conclusion 
 

All the platforms discussed in this chapter have attempted to attract audiences with 

innovation and all of them have failed to be as successful as they intended (or 

claimed) to be. When I started these case studies, I intended to reveal how each one 

worked as an innovative solution to online distribution. Each one inspired me with 

the promises it made: FourDocs presented an opportunity for new talent to be 

discovered; Current did the same while democratising the news; SnagFilms 

promoted filmanthropy and the free sharing of documentaries; and VODO 

encouraged patronage through peer-to-peer distribution. However, as I looked 

deeper to understand how each one operated, the hype that surrounded them 

disappeared and their flaws became unavoidably apparent. Despite my desire to 

reveal the possibilities of online documentary distribution, what has happened is 

that I have illuminated the challenges. Although each platform did achieve a certain 

amount of success, it happened early on, when their novelty was high and public 

interest was at a peak. With time, each platform lost a degree of public esteem as it 

struggled to sustain its operations. Because aggregation has mass consumer appeal, 

the smaller the platform, the greater the challenge it faces to compete for attention in 

the marketplace. Ultimately, innovation requires renewed financial and creative 

investment and a concerted effort to attract new audiences and keep them engaged. 
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For these reasons, innovation is nearly impossible to sustain in a commercial market 

without a substantial budget to fund it. 

Systems that democratise distribution, without requiring any form of 

customer payment, rarely prove profitable unless they successfully attract and 

engage audiences. Even for FourDocs, with the financial backing and promotion of 

Channel 4, the inability to inspire user-generated submissions and appeal to a 

worthwhile number of viewers ensured the end of its existence as an outlet for short 

documentary. In order for broadcasters to survive and withstand the challenges of 

audience fragmentation, they must adapt their business models to better cater to 

audience demand and find ways to build communities around their content. 

Current’s efforts to enable conversations to unfold around its online news stories 

and network programming have signified a growing trend in cross-platform 

delivery. Yet the network’s abandonment of its initial user-generated approach to 

programming suggests that ‘common’ content has little commercial value and that 

active audiences are difficult to aggregate. Such low user engagement is likely why 

SnagFilms has chosen not to publicly log the views its films have gathered (in the 

way that YouTube has) and why it has decided to expand its catalogue of content to 

include fiction films. As SnagFilms generalises its offering, it moves further away 

from its original niche focus and risks experiencing the same loss of identity that 

FourDocs and Current experienced as they evolved. Yet SnagFilms has made this 

strategic move in an effort to survive, as it has shown that free distribution models 

do not generate significant revenue for niche content. In the case of VODO, even 

when films are elevated to the attention of mass audiences, there is no guarantee 

that free downloads will translate into dollars. VODO’s aim to inspire people who 

come across its films on peer-to-peer networks to donate money after watching them 

appears to be a largely unachievable goal for documentary — unless the film caters 

specifically to the ‘pirate’ demographic. Democratised distribution, which allows 

consumers to take part in the free sharing of content, has afforded documentaries 

the potential to reach wider audiences; however, it has not yet developed the 

capacity to offer greater financial rewards. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

Films and Filmmakers 
 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

Although digital technology has made the process of making films far easier, it has 

also made the marketplace more competitive and profitable distribution more 

difficult to manage. Filmmakers have had to work harder to bring their films to 

market and promote them; however, as a reward for their efforts, they have gained 

far greater control over the distribution process. Many filmmakers now play an 

active role in their films’ distribution and partner with distributors to devise 

innovative release strategies and promotion campaigns. These emerging business 

practices aim to build audience demand for niche content and increase attention for 

documentaries within the crowded marketplace. As discussed in Chapter 4, the 

theatrically-led distribution model rarely works for documentary and 

documentary’s expansion in the ancillary markets has been limited due to its lack of 

commercial appeal and its need for specialised support. Before the digital age, 

filmmakers did not have many options for distribution, as most distributors did not 

acquire documentaries and the few that did controlled the market and required that 

filmmakers sign over their distribution rights for little money, long licence periods, 

and generally unfavourable contract terms. It was standard practice for distributors 

to deduct losses before paying royalties and when a film proved to be too much 

work to distribute, they would shelve it, for a decade or more, until its contract 

expired. These common business practices meant that most filmmakers only saw 

their documentaries released on television and relied exclusively upon broadcast 

commissions as a means to fund their work. 

 The Internet has impacted the relationships between filmmakers and 

distributors by offering access to alternative distribution solutions and facilitating 
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direct-to-consumer sales. As more and more filmmakers have independently made 

money from self-distributing their films in the online market, they have challenged 

distributors and pushed them to adjust their business practices to better serve the 

filmmakers, whom distributors depend on to supply their businesses with products. 

Although some distributors have resisted this change, many are becoming 

‘filmmaker friendly’ and offering more flexibility in their licensing agreements. As a 

consequence of this change, the process of distribution has become a more 

cooperative endeavour, as filmmakers, distributors, and even audiences, have begun 

to work together to overcome challenges. As collaboration between these three 

groups grows, distribution becomes an increasingly social process, which develops 

through innovation and must be adapted to each project’s specific audience. 

However, in such uncertain times in documentary history, innovation is no 

guarantee of success; yet it has become increasingly necessary that filmmakers 

employ new methods to finance, create, and distribute their work. The films and 

filmmakers discussed in this chapter all serve to illuminate the possibilities and 

challenges that arise when documentaries seek to engage audiences through the 

Web. New media technologies have made the process of making, distributing, and 

marketing films a participatory practice that works most effectively when all parties, 

from distributors to filmmakers to audiences, work together to ensure that the films 

they value get the attention they deserve. 

 The three case studies in this chapter illuminate developing media trends and 

demonstrate how the desire, or need, for attention has been a powerful driving force 

behind innovation in the film industry. Documentaries could easily be lost among 

the ever-expanding pool of content on the Web; however, new tools and websites 

have helped many documentaries and filmmakers get noticed. As broadcasters and 

online platforms have developed new means of engaging audiences in documentary 

content, filmmakers have adopted new approaches that involve audiences in the 

filmmaking process, and, as a consequence, have uncovered potentially sustainable 

models for financing, production, and distribution. These models rely upon 

innovation and social media, which can critically enable films to stand out in the 
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crowded marketplace. Ultimately, the long-established distribution models, 

although still in existence, have become largely ineffective. Niche films benefit from 

niche strategies that target core audiences and foster a sense of community (see 

Section 4.4.2). The Internet has made it easier to employ such strategies. This chapter 

explores the benefits that emerge from a highly personal, targeted approach to 

distributing documentaries. All three examples discussed reflect important changes 

that have taken place in the industry and suggest where documentary distribution is 

headed in the future.  

 

 

6.2 Robert Greenwald: Distribution Without 
Distributors 

 

6.2.1  Greenwald’s Brave New Idea 

 

Once a novelty, self-distribution is now a well-established practice within the film 

industry, streamlined and simplified by the growth of e-commerce and online video. 

Nevertheless, despite the accessibility of self-distribution, many filmmakers are 

willing to forego the option in favour of an overall deal, with the hopes that their 

films will reach wider audiences. However, for documentary films, specialty 

distributors rarely have the means or motive to tailor their outreach strategies to 

individual projects and effectively position them in the mainstream markets. 

Perhaps an even bigger challenge for filmmakers has been the selectivity of these 

institutions, which, for a long time, restricted what content reached audiences. Over 

the course of documentary history, there have been some attempts to circumvent 

these gatekeepers. Most notably, in 1962, an organisation of avant-garde filmmakers, 

called the New American Cinema Group, established a distribution centre called the 

Film-Makers’ Cooperative. According to filmmaker and Cooperative member Jonas 

Mekas, the organisation helped set ‘a new standard for film distribution on which 

filmmakers everywhere should insist’ and it aimed to remedy the problem that ‘It 

was always the distributor whose taste determined which films were “distributable” 
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and which were not’ (Mekas 2005: 36-37). The organisation aimed to support avant-

garde films, including documentaries, and helped to demonstrate how niche films 

could reach audiences through alternative means. The cooperative was unique at the 

time not only for its generous revenue share, offering filmmakers seventy-five 

percent of the profits, but also for its novel approach to rights. The Film-Makers’ 

Cooperative neither acquired rights nor created contracts that limited where 

filmmakers could distribute their work. As Mekas suggests, bypassing the 

commercial system helped create an ‘alternative dissemination system’ that was 

suited for ‘smaller, private, and community circuits of film presentation’, which 

included ‘film societies, universities and colleges, galleries, museums, clubs’ (Ibid.: 

38). The methods employed by the Film-Makers’ Cooperative inspired similar 

coalitions, most notably, the London Film-Makers’ Co-op, which formed several 

years later to facilitate grassroots filmmaking and distribution in the UK (James 

1996: 198-99). These early cooperatives have helped pave the way for independents, 

such as Robert Greenwald, to find ways to distribute their work outside standard 

industry operations. 

 Robert Greenwald is, perhaps, the most well-known example of a 

documentary filmmaker who has successfully distributed his films outside the 

traditional industry systems. A filmmaker and activist who began his career in 

Hollywood in the 1970s, Greenwald has produced and directed more than fifty 

television movies. Yet most recently, over the last decade, he has taken the radically 

different avenue of self-financing, producing, and distributing his own politically 

liberal documentary films. After directing his first documentary feature, Uncovered: 

The War on Iraq in 2003, Greenwald founded his company Brave New Films and 

established a do-it-yourself infrastructure that enabled him to subsequently make 

and distribute Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch’s War on Journalism (2004), Wal-Mart: The 

High Cost of Low Price (2005), and Iraq For Sale: The War Profiteers (2006) in quick 

succession. To overcome the limits of traditional distributors, Brave New Films 

developed distribution methods that relied upon the Internet to organise a coalition 

of supporters who work together, often for free, to expand each film’s outreach to 
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and impact upon the broader community. These alternative methods helped 

establish Greenwald as a figurehead in the alternative distribution (DIY) movement 

within the documentary industry. 

 Greenwald has used the term ‘alternative distribution’ to describe the unique 

combination of house parties and Internet outreach he has used to exhibit and 

promote his films. Relying upon the Internet has enabled Greenwald to ensure that 

‘gatekeepers’, or those people who award and refuse distribution for films, do not 

stop his films from being seen (BuzzFlash 2003). Greenwald has also extended his 

audience reach by removing financial barriers, enabling anyone to attend a free 

screening or buy a cheap DVD (for half the cost of standard retail DVDs). This 

strategy has helped facilitate audience gratitude and positive word of mouth; 

however, the economics of the model have demanded that Brave New Films operate 

on shoestring budgets and rely on supporters for supplementary funding. A large 

percentage of supporters have come via the Brave New Films website, which asks 

visitors to register in order to participate in online discussions. Some fans even have 

chosen to become paying supporters, pledging ten dollars a month to gain access to 

early cuts of Greenwald’s latest film and behind the scenes information. When Brave 

New Films ran a subscription campaign in 2008, the website measured the number 

of paid supporters with a graphic thermometer, showing how close the company 

was to reaching its financial goal. This visualisation helped demonstrate both the 

need for and effect of audience support, as it simultaneously set a clear target and 

encouraged fans to donate further to achieve it. Greenwald’s ability to support the 

operations of his production company through voluntary donations from his fans 

has set him apart from most other filmmakers who have experimented with 

alternative distribution. Though there have been other successful do-it-yourself 

documentary filmmakers — such as Sandi DuBowski, whose accrued list of 17,000 

emails enabled him to arrange over eight hundred grassroots screenings in sixteen 

countries for his film Trembling Before G-D (2001) — prior to Robert Greenwald, no 

one had managed to create a self-sustaining business that operated on the scale of 
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Brave New Films.52 Greenwald has attributed his success to the ‘critical treasure’ of 

his email list, which has enabled him to communicate regularly with those who 

appreciate his work and has allowed him to ask for their support whenever he needs 

it (Greenwald 2007a). 

 Greenwald’s campaigns for grassroots supporters and ongoing 

communication with his audience have been key to Brave New Films’ success. 

Greenwald has built a fan base that believes strongly in his ideals and champions his 

work in various public and online spheres, organically expanding the Brave New 

Films network with each new film released, while reducing Greenwald’s need for 

traditional distribution outlets. Greenwald has naturally facilitated this behaviour 

by creating films that target a particular group of individuals or corporations, rather 

than addressing broader cultural and societal issues. This ‘targeted’ approach has 

enabled Greenwald to partner with grassroots advocacy organisations, such as the 

democratic MoveOn.org, to incite reform. These partner organisations have used 

Greenwald’s films as educational tools and provided free marketing outreach via 

massive mailing lists, fueling Greenwald’s online distribution system with the 

publicity it needed to function effectively and affordably (Haynes 2007: 7-9). 

Greenwald’s established coalition of supporters guarantees that as long as he creates 

films that meet his liberal following’s needs, there will be audiences waiting to see 

them and, more importantly, willing to pay for them. The model that Brave New 

Films developed — of building a grassroots network, creating a brand, calling 

people to action, and facilitating direct distribution — is not easy to replicate; 

however, Brave New Films’ example suggests that alternative approaches can work 

for films that have strong (political) topics and filmmaker who have strong support 

networks.  

 

                                                        

52 Information provided by Sandi DuBowski during ‘Financing Docs That Cause Change’ panel 
session at Sheffield Doc/Fest on 8 November 2007. For more information, see Sandi DuBowski’s 
website. Available at: http://www.filmsthatchangetheworld.com [accessed 20 May 2011]. 
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6.2.2  Guerrilla Freedoms and Grassroots Distribution 

 

Well-known for his guerrilla method of documentary filmmaking, Greenwald has 

not only created timely political films on short schedules with virtually no budget, 

but he also has applied guerrilla tactics to distribute them. Greenwald often had no 

choice but to avert traditional distribution as his films vehemently criticised major 

corporations, such as Fox News and Wal-Mart, which had the power to block 

traditional avenues of distribution, including retail outlets and theatre chains, 

through boycott and legal threats. Timeliness was essential, as Greenwald needed 

his films to be up-to-date with current issues and therefore could not tolerate a lag in 

the distribution process. To ensure his films reached widespread audiences as 

quickly as possible, Greenwald relied upon the Internet for distribution (Boynton 

2004). Greenwald’s first accelerated feature documentary, Uncovered: The Whole 

Truth About the Iraq War, only took four and a half months from conception to 

completion (Ibid.). In speaking about his films, Greenwald commented, ‘The intent 

is to get them out while the country is still in the middle of the debate’ (Weiler 2006). 

To produce Iraq for Sale, which investigates the controversy surrounding the Bush 

administration during the launch of the war in Iraq, Greenwald and his team had to 

maintain a 24-hour work schedule, a sustained sense of urgency, and a deep level of 

commitment to the project. Greenwald’s films have served as centrepieces for larger 

campaigns and typically have addressed central issues of contemporary importance. 

In the case of Uncovered, which criticises the actions of the first-term Bush 

administration, Greenwald initially distributed the film exclusively on the Internet, 

using the support of strategic partnerships. For example, MoveOn.org, a liberal 

public policy advocacy group, encouraged its 2.2 million members to see the film 

and sponsored about 2,600 ‘house parties’ on the night that Uncovered was released. 

All around the United States, people gathered to watch and discuss the film in each 

other’s homes (Boynton 2004). This unusual exhibition construct, according to 

Charles Musser (2007: 16), created ‘a viewing situation that was at the interface of 

the public and private realms, engaging and reshaping the forms of media 

reception’. When asked why he chose to use the Internet to distribute the film, 
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Greenwald said, ‘This is a powerful, democratic and alternate way to get the film 

into peoples’ hands’ (BuzzFlash 2003). And for Greenwald, it has offered him the 

reward of every dollar earned from direct sales, with only the cost of manufacturing 

the DVD deducted. Uncovered had about 23,000 DVD orders in the first two days, all 

of which were mailed out from Greenwald’s office in Culver City, California. It was 

not until the number of orders hit 100,000 that Greenwald accepted help from a 

commercial distributor, Cinema Libre, which took the film to Cannes and 

subsequently sold it globally (Boynton 2004). 

 Following a similar accelerated production schedule, Greenwald’s second 

documentary, Outfoxed, assembled video clips from Fox News segments into a 

searing attack on the network. Made in secret so as to avoid the possibility of a 

lawsuit from Fox News that could thwart the film’s distribution, the film exposes, as 

Greenwald views it, the way Fox News distorts its coverage to serve the 

conservative political agenda of the network’s owner, Rupert Murdoch. Greenwald 

made the film, on a budget of only $300,000, from excerpts of Fox News 

programming, along with interviews with former Fox employees and numerous 

leaked memos. These internal memos originated from an anonymous source within 

the Fox News network and seemed to direct its journalists to promote a pro-war 

agenda. One of the memos presented in Outfoxed commented on the United States’ 

military siege on Falluja stating, ‘It won’t be long before some people start to decry 

the use of “excessive force”’. It then orders, ‘We won’t be among that group’. These 

memos, along with highlights from thousands of hours of news footage and first-

hand testimony, expose the contradictions and biases that have saturated the Fox 

news programmes. Greenwald’s fear that he might be issued a copyright-

infringement lawsuit never materialised as Fox did little more than publicly criticise 

the film. As a result, Outfoxed helped to strongly reinforce fair use — the unwritten 

practice that enables filmmakers to fairly use an unlimited amount of copyrighted 

material to launch a critical attack against the copyright owner (Boynton 2004). It 

was very unlikely that a traditional distributor would have wanted to take on such a 

high-risk film, which is why it was essential that Greenwald had established other 
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means for releasing his film to the public. 

 Similarly controversial, Greenwald’s monumental assault on the Wal-Mart 

corporation began with a highly publicised limited theatrical premiere in about two-

dozen theatres. However, the film, Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Price, reached its 

largest audiences in the weeks following, in venues outside traditional cinemas. In 

speaking about the distribution strategy, Greenwald said there were ‘six or seven 

thousand screenings of the film. Three or four of them were in theaters and all of the 

rest of them were in churches and schools and homes and bowling alleys and pizza 

parlors’ (Greenwald 2007b). Greenwald’s ‘house party’ distribution approach 

functions on the premise that wherever there is a television, audiences can view a 

film and it operates on the belief that people have a natural desire to come together, 

as a community, to view and discuss films. The system was not designed to 

maximise revenues, as only the person organising the screening had to pay anything 

(for Wal-Mart it was ten dollars per DVD). Anyone could order DVDs in bulk for 

five dollars and any website could earn five dollars per sale by posting a Wal-Mart 

affiliate link. For Wal-Mart, Greenwald began organising affiliates early on, having 

over 120 groups supporting the film before it had even been shot. The publicity 

these groups offered helped, in part, to instigate immediate sales as soon as the DVD 

was available for purchase (Haynes 2007). Greenwald provoked a response from 

Wal-Mart, which criticised both the film and filmmaker. Wal-Mart then produced a 

short video that claimed the Wal-Mart film had factual errors. The company even 

went to the effort to make a second film, called Why Wal-Mart Works and Why That 

Makes Some People C-r-a-z-y (2005), which addressed broader issues surrounding 

Wal-Mart’s reputation (Barbaro 2005). Wal-Mart did have some effect on 

Greenwald, as the corporation’s threat to ban all products distributed by any 

company that agreed to handle the film did effectively scare away potential 

distribution partners. Fortunately for Greenwald, he did not need distributors as his 

network of grassroots supporters helped generate direct sales of 100,000 DVD units 
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within the first month of release.53 

 As Greenwald built up his list of supporters, film by film, the value of his 

personal following was not fully evident until he began his fourth and final feature 

documentary, Iraq for Sale. Initially needing to raise $200,000 to start work on the 

film, in February 2006, Brave New Films asked people on its mailing list to give fifty 

dollars in exchange for special thanks in the film’s credits. They needed to raise the 

money quickly, as the film had to be completed at least a few months prior to the 

November 2006 election in order for it to have the potential political effects 

Greenwald hoped it would. Sceptical himself, Greenwald initially wondered, ‘Why 

would people give money for a movie they hadn’t even seen yet?’ Nevertheless, in a 

matter of ten days, the company raised all the money it needed to start (Weiler 

2006). Greenwald notes that the key ‘was to think at the start, from a political and 

from a strategic point of view, who was our audience and how do we reach them 

and what is the way that the film can be a tool for social change’. Before the film was 

even made, Brave New Films reached out to a wide variety of groups and linked to 

over one hundred of them on its website (Greenwald 2007a). In this experiment, 

Greenwald helped to establish the validity of crowdfunding, a financing model that 

was further popularised by the film The Age of Stupid (see Section 6.3). 

 

6.2.3  Challenges for Greenwald’s Model 

 

As a consequence of Greenwald’s time constraints and objectives, his films are 

stylistically simple, employing direct address and cause and effect logic to prompt 

audiences to take action and work to resolve contemporary problems in American 

society. Hardly cinematic, Greenwald’s films have been described as ‘humorless, 

modest-looking documentaries’ (Musser 2007: 16). Scholars such as Haynes (2007: 1-

2) have classified Greenwald's films as ‘expository’, referring to Bill Nichols’ (2001) 

modes of documentary, while likening Greenwald to the most widely recognised of 

                                                        

53 See the Wal-Mart movie website. Available at: http://www.walmartmovie.com/wm_sales.php 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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propaganda filmmakers, Michael Moore. Although Greenwald does not appear in 

his films like Moore does, he shares with him an ‘overtly politicised’ approach to 

documentary (Haynes 2007: 2). However, while Moore tells stories in a comical and 

suspenseful manner that appeals to mainstream audiences, Greenwald directly 

targets ‘a core constituency of leftist activists’ through straightforward narrations 

built primarily from talking head interviews. What makes Greenwald interesting to 

study is not so much the films he has made but rather the ‘alternative’ approach he 

has taken to make those films, using grassroots support and low-cost operations to 

sustain Brave New Films, without needing to reach mainstream audiences. Even if 

Greenwald’s prolific style and outreach efforts garnered him the same level of name 

recognition as Moore, it is unlikely that Greenwald would ever earn the same critical 

acclaim, wining an Oscar and a Palme d’Or. Not purely a consequence of his simple 

style of filmmaking, Greenwald’s limited success at festivals has been a result of him 

necessarily avoiding them because they delay distribution and he feels they are not 

important for the kind of work he does. As Greenwald has explained, ‘Our mission 

is social change — it’s not to win an Oscar, it’s not to get into the most theaters 

possible, and it’s not to gross the largest amount of money known to mankind. It’s to 

change hearts, affect minds, and critically get people to take action’ (Greenwald 

2007b). Ultimately, it is precisely this kind of vision that has drawn thousands to 

support Greenwald’s films and causes. 

 Always concerned with delivering a message, Greenwald has expressed that 

‘the film, itself, while not offering solutions, must offer hope’ (Ibid.). Unlike many 

issue-oriented documentaries of recent years, Greenwald’s films raise awareness in a 

way that enables people to feel that ‘success is possible, that change is possible, that 

winning is possible’ (Ibid.). It is often this sense of hope that resonates most with 

Greenwald’s audiences and prompts them to encourage others to view his films. 

Greenwald has made an argument for the importance of finding the human stories 

associated with the issues at hand, rather than merely compiling press releases and 

other interesting data into a film. In expressing his desire to engage his audiences, he 

uses the phrase ‘it’s a conversation rather than a speech’ to characterise his 
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documentary filmmaking approach (Weiler 2006). Although this conversation may 

begin in Greenwald’s films, it does not end there. Haynes (2007: 6) has written that 

Greenwald's films ‘do tend towards a certain lack of critical rigour in favour of what 

might be described as a form of muted sensationalism, which aims to provoke lively 

post-screening debates’. However, due to the one-sided nature of Greenwald’s films, 

it is unlikely that many house party attendees would argue against each other, from 

polar positions. It is also difficult to know to what extent such alternative methods 

of distribution and exhibition have allowed Greenwald’s films to reach beyond his 

base constituency. Haynes (Ibid.: 8-10) has recognised ‘a surprisingly broad range of 

groups’ have hosted screenings, however, these groups have not necessarily 

gathered together audiences of diverse opinions. Certainly Greenwald has raised 

public awareness of certain issues and his grassroots fan base has helped to mobilise 

audiences to spread his films to the wider public. Yet, in truth, none of Greenwald’s 

films has truly crossed over into the mainstream and his distribution strategies have 

largely served to attract only those who already agreed with the liberal points of 

view expressed in his films. It has been Greenwald’s challenge to extend the debate 

beyond house parties, which he has been able to do to some extent through the use 

of online video. 

 Although Greenwald has demonstrated that alternative distribution can 

generate enough revenue to support documentary production, and even a small 

production company, his methods have evolved over time and needed a small team 

of full-time employees and hundreds of volunteers to execute them. Greenwald still 

sells DVDs from his websites, but he has, at least for the moment, given up making 

features and instead exclusively produces short web documentaries. According to 

Greenwald, he and his collaborators at Brave New Films had an ‘a-ha’ moment after 

releasing a comical, short video onto YouTube. He gained this insight when, in the 

autumn of 2006, Brave New Films posted a short video on YouTube about 

Halliburton, which garnered 12,000 views within its first two days. Reflecting upon 

this success, Greenwald rhetorically asked, ‘If you had that for a movie in two days 

in a theater you'd be beside yourself, right?’ According to Greenwald, the success of 
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the short started a conversation within the company about ‘whether there was an 

opportunity to reach more people and a diverse audience more quickly’ (Krinsky 

2008: 8). Greenwald has demonstrated an opportunity does exist as Brave New 

Films’ campaign videos have collectively received more than fifty million views on 

the Web.54 Only a few minutes in length, these videos spread virally through the 

Internet as people share them and other websites link to them; within a relatively 

short time frame, these ‘viral videos’ can reach millions of viewers. This approach 

not only enables Greenwald to raise audience awareness of issues but it also 

increases public awareness of the Brave New Films brand, as his videos often open 

with ‘A Robert Greenwald and Brave New Films Production’ and end with the 

slogan ‘psssst … Do Something’. It also generates financial returns through shared 

advertising revenues on video platforms like YouTube. With some of the films 

achieving more than ten million views, it seems possible that the payoff may even be 

enough to offset the cost of producing them. These videos can serve to supplement 

Brave New Films’ other revenue streams, which it generates through foundation 

grants, partner organisations, individual donations, subscriptions, and merchandise 

sales (Ibid.). 

 More than a production and distribution company, Brave New Films is a 

marketing organisation that employs new media and the latest web technologies to 

access audiences. With a designated channel on YouTube and pages on Facebook 

and MySpace, Brave New Films ensures that its content reaches audiences through 

multiple online outlets, all of which point back to the company’s homepage. 

Greenwald seeks to inspire discussion, enabling his followers to communicate with 

him and each other by posting comments on the Brave New Films website. 

Additionally, Brave New Films launched an initiative called Brave New Theaters, 

which offers free access to the software program that coordinated the house parties 

for Greenwald’s films. Brave New Theaters functions as a virtual distributor, 

                                                        

54 The total count of all Greenwald’s viral videos is more than 56 million views, according to the 
Brave New Films’ website. Available at: http://bravenewfilms.org/about/ 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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allowing filmmakers to list their films on the site and then direct people to their 

dedicated page to sign up for screenings. Individuals wanting to attend a screening 

then log their zip codes on the website, and if enough people in an area express 

interest, the filmmaker can secure a venue and sell tickets. Labeled as ‘the world’s 

first people-powered movie distributor’, Brave New Theaters takes away the 

‘tyranny of the middleman’ and allows filmmakers to reach audiences without 

having to spend money on advertisements or persuade a distributor to put their 

movies in cinemas (Weiler 2006). However, the problem with Brave New Theaters 

and the rest of Greenwald’s distribution devices is that, although they appear to be 

simple solutions, they rely on a massive fan following to work. From organising 

house parties to selling DVDs online to launching viral videos — the success of each 

of Greenwald’s methods depends upon substantial marketing know-how and effort 

on the part of hundreds, if not thousands of people. Greenwald has had the good 

fortune of being one of the first filmmakers to successfully use the Internet to self-

distribute his work and his status as a pioneer has certainly contributed to his 

success. But for those filmmakers just starting out, who do not have access to a 

personal mailing list of thousands and the backing of an organisation with more 

than two million members, distribution efforts are likely to be far less rewarding. 

Greenwald has proven that sustainability can be achieved through alternative 

distribution methods, but he has also demonstrated that success in self-distribution 

relies as much upon the contribution of a community as it does upon the 

filmmaker’s own personal drive. 

 Greenwald has successfully demonstrated how it is possible to build a self-

sustaining documentary enterprise by using the Internet to reach out to audiences. 

His activist fan base has been essential to his success, and it was Eli Pariser, of 

MoveOn.org, who first gave Greenwald the idea to distribute DVD copies of his 

movies online (Haynes 2007: 7). As Haynes (Ibid.: 8-10) has suggested, Greenwald’s 

‘strategies are articulated within more or less dense networks of interaction, the 

mobilisation of online communities and grassroots organisations without which 

they make little sense and are rendered ineffective’. Greenwald’s grassroots tactics 
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have only worked for issue-oriented films that could attract the support of 

grassroots organisations and NGOs. For those films that join up with a campaign, 

the challenge of gathering a coalition of passionate supporters still remains a 

substantial hurdle to overcome. Although likely unappealing to many filmmakers, 

who would rather be making films than running campaigns, the prospect of 

building a fan base to support documentary films can no longer be considered 

implausible. Most certainly, as Haynes (Ibid.) has argued, Greenwald’s work has 

been ‘informed by an ethos of participation’ and it is this calling to action that has 

made Greenwald’s methods work. Greenwald has called his audience to participate 

through his ‘Distribution Advocate’ programme, which employs a ‘Toolkit’ to help 

people use social media tools to effectively disseminate video clips and information 

about the work Brave New Films is doing. Greenwald has involved his audience in 

all aspects of his business, soliciting their solutions to challenges, such as coming up 

with a name for the once nameless Brave New Films or determining what politicians 

should receive free copies of Greenwald’s films. He also has relied upon his online 

network to provide valuable tips on stories and to film elements for his movies or 

special features for his DVDs, such as house party discussions. Greenwald has built 

a community around his company, which has enabled him to build a financially 

sound business model for documentary filmmaking. However, as Greenwald has 

noted, ‘It’s hard work selling on your own site because you have to reach each 

customer’ (Weiler 2006). Yet Greenwald has expressed his optimism stating, ‘Rather 

than put the energy into trying to convince a middleman, I put the same amount of 

energy into doing it myself’ (Ibid.). The example that Greenwald set by charting his 

own distribution course has shown how alternative distribution can work. It has 

also demonstrated the value of campaign filmmaking and distribution and the need 

for innovation and sustained outreach, which are ideas further evidenced by the 

next case study.  
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6.3 The Age of Stupid: Campaigning Through 
Crowdfunding 

 

6.3.1  Independent Origins 

 

New media and the Internet have enabled documentary films to launch global 

campaigns, sustaining an even greater degree of public awareness and engagement 

than some Hollywood releases have managed. The instant access of the Web has 

enabled producers to make direct appeals to core audiences. As a result of these new 

online connections, documentary filmmaking has expanded into more than just a 

mode of storytelling but also a complex enterprise, which demands high-level 

fundraising, marketing, and distribution skills to produce packaged products with 

global audience appeal. In some ways, filmmakers, such as Robert Greenwald, have 

managed the process of widely distributing documentary films better than many 

specialty distributors have. Greenwald’s example suggests that documentary 

distribution happens most naturally when the film’s topic is an issue of critical 

relevance to a society, or even the world. In recent years, there has been more 

organisational support for these types of documentaries, which aim to engage 

audiences around an issue and inspire them to act. Two examples of such initiatives 

are Working Films, which links ‘nonfiction film to cutting edge activism’, and 

Channel 4’s BRITDOC foundation, which offers funding support and helps ‘broker 

relationships between Foundations, Charities, NGOs and Filmmakers’.55 These 

organisations can relieve some of the burden for filmmakers who aspire to change 

the world with their films but do not know where to begin. As the documentary 

business has developed, strategic networks and outreach plans have become vital 

assets in determining a film’s success. In a market that has become increasingly 

guided by audience demand, filmmakers who develop their films without a clear 

understanding of who their audiences are and how they can best reach them are 
                                                        

55 See BRITDOC’S website. Available at: http://britdoc.org/real_good/ [accessed 15 September 
2011]. See Working Films website. Available at: http://www.workingfilms.org/ 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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seriously disadvantaged. Perhaps the best way to gain audience support is to make 

films that represent a cause of global significance. The filmmakers behind The Age of 

Stupid (2009) effectively built a campaign around climate change that, through 

mobilising the efforts of thousands, ultimately allowed their film reach the eyes of 

millions. 

 The Age of Stupid illustrates both the challenges and benefits that emerge from 

independently financing and distributing a documentary feature film. Although the 

film is largely composed of documentary footage, it is more accurately classified as a 

hybrid documentary due to its fictional framework. More than its style, what makes 

the film unique is that, unlike most theatrical documentaries that subsist on studio 

or broadcaster funding, The Age of Stupid's entire budget was gathered from private 

investors, who were given no editorial or administrative control over the film. 

Consequently, the freedom of not working under typical industry guidelines 

enabled the project to creatively expand, rather uncontrollably, and take more than 

four years to complete. Nevertheless, the time the filmmakers took to develop the 

film afforded them the luxury of finding its core audiences and planning grassroots 

distribution strategies well before the film was completed. As a result of the care the 

filmmakers took to establish an outreach campaign, the film has been seen by over 

sixty million people.56 Despite its achievements, The Age of Stupid raises some 

questions about the potential limitations of its business model. Could the film’s 

funding and distribution strategies work for documentaries that are not strongly 

issue oriented? How much was the novelty of the approach a factor in the film’s 

popularity? Is innovation, more than filmmaking talent, now what is required for 

independents to stand out in the marketplace? In examining the case of The Age of 

Stupid, and the process the filmmakers took to develop and release the film, it is 

clear that the campaign to stop climate change was a significant factor in the film’s 

success. 

                                                        

56 According to a rolling count on the Spanner Films website, the total number of people who have 
watched The Age of Stupid is 61,944,208. Available at: http://www.spannerfilms.net/ [accessed 15 
September 2011]. 
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 The innovative methods used to produce and release The Age of Stupid 

originated from director Franny Armstrong’s experience with McLibel (2005), a 

documentary about the legal actions McDonald’s took to silence two people who 

distributed fliers about the health deficits of the franchise’s fast food. When 

Armstrong first contacted Helene Steel and David Morris to see if she could make a 

film that followed them through their trials, they informed her that eight other 

production companies had beaten her to the story. However, after some time, 

Armstrong received a call from Morris who let her know that all of the other 

contenders had dropped out after failing to get the project commissioned, which is 

why Armstrong, as a first time filmmaker, was granted access and was able to cover 

this landmark legal trial (BBC Four 2005). Armstrong made her own attempt to get 

the story commissioned by broadcasters, but was turned down, like the rest, on the 

basis of the controversial subject matter and the fact that some broadcasters had 

been sued by McDonald’s in the past. According to Armstrong, she consequently 

was ‘forced to make it independently and realised the advantages of owning all the 

rights, controlling the distribution, having complete editorial freedom’ (Armstrong 

and Gillett 2009). McLibel was first released in 1997 as a 52-minute programme, 

which sold to broadcasters in about eight countries. The trial, however, continued so 

that once the case went to the European Court of Human Rights, Armstrong re-

edited the footage into an 85-minute feature, which was released on television, in 

cinemas, and on DVD in 2005. Armstrong has stated that by having taken an 

independent path, and by retaining ownership of all the rights, she has been able to 

distribute the film however she wanted, which has resulted in an estimated twenty-

five million people seeing it (Ibid.). 

 Informed by the lessons she learned from McLibel, Armstrong started making 

The Age of Stupid in 2004 under its original title, Crude. The story interwove six 

documentary portraits from six different parts of the world to illustrate the problem 

of runaway climate change. In 2007, the documentary was assembled into a final cut, 

but Armstrong felt that the story was not powerful enough to inspire the audience to 

take action, so the filmmakers came up with the idea of framing the documentary 
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segments in a fictional future. Armstrong inserted mock-up clips (featuring herself 

as one of the actors) of two teenagers from the future berating the audience for the 

legacy they have been given. In September 2007, the filmmakers ran a test screening 

at the Curzon cinema in London, showing the film to an audience of financiers and 

crew. After receiving negative feedback from the audience, the filmmakers decided 

to alter the narrative device so the story was told from the perspective of their 

generation, fifty years later (Ibid.). In the final version, an elderly archivist survivor, 

played by Pete Postlethwaite, speaks to the audience from the post-apocalyptic year 

of 2055, using as series of video clips to demonstrate the dooming events that have 

led to the end of civilisation. The archivist laments the disaster and pleas with the 

audience to work to reverse climate change, giving the film a strong call to action 

that greatly appeals to environmental organisations and activists. These core 

audiences, which supported the film from beginning to end, helped to ensure that 

The Age of Stupid had the resources it needed to reach its completion and get widely 

seen. The film ultimately garnered high-profile attention in the media, largely due to 

the buzz generated by fans and supporters. Having a strong loyal fan base offered 

hope to the filmmakers and gave them the sense that, rather than having to rely 

exclusively on luck and others’ approval to unlock opportunities, they could 

determine their own future in the film industry. In truth, luck and approval remain 

essential factors in filmmaking success; however, these qualities now are governed 

more democratically by thousands instead of only a few. 

 

6.3.2  A Collaborative Effort 

 

The Age of Stupid gained significant press, which often highlighted the 

unconventional approach the filmmakers used to fund the film. Rather than 

approaching commissioners for money, the filmmakers assembled a group of 

potential supporters in a room and made a direct appeal for financial support. In 

just one night, pitching nothing more than the broad concept, Armstrong and her 

producer Lizzie Gillett secured £37,000 of investment money. Ultimately, The Age of 

Stupid raised its entire £450,000 production budget through this method of 
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crowdfunding. Instead of securing a few large financiers, crowdfunding enables a 

larger population to invest smaller amounts of money in exchange for a tiny 

percentage of the profit. In the beginning stages of fundraising, one share of the film 

cost just £500 but four years later, shares sold for £5,000 each. Because of the 

growing reputation of the film, those pricey shares proved easier to sell than the 

early shares, despite representing a smaller percentage of the profits (Armstrong 

and Gillett 2009). Unlike the simple donations that Greenwald harvested, these 

investments were actually ‘limited recourse debentures’, or loans, that ultimately 

needed to be paid back should the film make enough profit to allow it. In order to 

pay back early investors, the film needed to earn £1 million, while those who came 

on board later would be paid back once the film brought in £10 million net profit. 

The Age of Stupid’s website described how the system worked and provided a 

download of the investor’s ‘Letter of Agreement’ for those who wanted to replicate 

the model. Crowdfunding made it easy for the filmmakers to continue to raise funds 

for the film even after it was completed, asking for donations through the website 

and selling some of their personal shares of the profit. Although people could form 

syndicates to buy shares, the amount required was still beyond the means of many 

supporters, so the filmmakers also accepted smaller donations — offering things 

such as ‘a warm fuzzy feeling’ and a credit on the website as rewards, rather than 

the prospect of financial return (Figure 6.1). During the final round of fundraising, 

individuals could purchase items to support The Age of Stupid’s ‘Stupid Show’ 

webcast from the United Nations Climate Change Summit in Copenhagen for as 

little as £2. These itemised purchases listed names, locations, and comments from 

those who contributed, creating a running log of supporters. The site also featured a 

‘cash-ometer’ that measured the amount of money the film had received from its 

fans (Figure 6.2). Ultimately, 620 plus ordinary individuals invested and donated 

more than £880,000 to support the film — £450,000 for the production, £180,000 for 

the UK release, £220,000 for the international release, and more than £30,000 for the 

‘Stupid Show’. Incidentally, having hundreds of investors, as opposed to only a few, 

also helped with the film’s outreach efforts. 
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Figure 6.1 The Age of Stupid Crowdfunding Reward Scheme  

 
Image taken from the Spanner Films website. Available at: 
http://www.spannerfilms.net/crowd_funding [accessed on 13 September 2011].  
 

 
Figure 6.2 The Age of Stupid Cash-Ometers 

 
Image taken from The Age of Stupid website. Available at: http://www.ageofstupid.net/money 
[accessed on 8 March 2009]. 
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 The Age of Stupid’s website explained that crowdfunding enabled the 

filmmakers to control three key elements: ‘what the film says, who sees it, and who 

gets the cash’. The website stated, ‘As we're making it completely independently, we 

don't have any Executive Producers or Money Men telling us what film we should 

be making, or to hurry up and finish to fit with their deadlines, or to tone it down 

because their advertisers won't like it.’57 The website announced the ultimate motive 

was ‘to help bring about the exponential change in global awareness needed to force 

governments to introduce legislation which cuts global carbon emissions by 60% 

and allows life to continue on this planet’. This lofty aim gave the filmmakers an 

incentive not to surrender control to a distributor who might potentially shelve the 

film and prohibit them from distributing it widely and freely. The freedom to 

determine where their film went was a key benefit that emerged from crowdfunding 

the film’s production and distribution. Crowdfunding also offered the reward of 

knowing that if the film achieved the kind of success Armstrong imagined it would, 

the revenue would flow directly back to the filmmakers and the people who 

supported them instead of getting lost in the accounts of the middlemen. The film 

allocated forty percent of its profits to be shared among the crew and one percent to 

each principal character. The remaining portion was for the funders, who Gillett 

describes as the vital ‘backbone’ of support for the production. Through weekly 

production updates and regular correspondence, the filmmakers cultivated a close 

relationship with these ‘Stupid Insiders’ that helped guarantee the film’s success and 

opened up the possibility, as Gillett explains, that they could be ‘ready to fund other 

films’ (Gillett 2009). By crowdfunding their film, The Age of Stupid filmmakers were 

able to have full control of the film’s destiny and maximise both the film’s 

distribution and their own financial return. 

 

                                                        

57 See ‘Money FAQ’ on Spanner Films website. Available at: http://spannerfilms.net/money_faq 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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 Aware that they could not handle the film’s distribution entirely on their 

own, the filmmakers adopted a hybrid distribution approach (see Section 4.4.1), 

forming a few strategic partnerships to help them manage the film’s release. In order 

to penetrate the international market, the filmmakers worked with the sales agent 

Celluloid Dreams. Although generally happy with the arrangement (which 

deliberately excluded the territories of Australia, New Zealand, and the United 

Kingdom and gave them a veto right for deals in the United States), Armstrong has 

suggested that their attempts to distribute the film as widely as possible created 

some problems for Celluloid Dreams and resulted in instances where they were 

‘treading on their toes’. According to Armstrong, ‘In hindsight, it might have been 

better for us not to have a sales agent […] so that we would be completely free’ 

(Armstrong and Gillett 2009). As an illustration, Gillett cited the example of 

Celluloid Dreams selling exclusive rights to Canada early on, which prohibited the 

filmmakers from including that territory in their global theatrical release plan. In 

order to help organise the film’s theatrical release, the filmmakers partnered with 

Dogwoof, a UK distributor of social issue films (Ibid.). Dogwoof used a ‘Hybrid 

Film’ distribution model for The Age of Stupid, designed to help filmmakers help 

themselves ‘by partnering with them to give them direct access to professional film 

distribution services, whilst letting them retain the rights to their film, controlling 

costs, and actually having the chance of seeing revenues and profits’.58 This 

statement, from a relatively new but well-regarded distributor, evidences the trend 

in the building of cooperative relationships between distributors and filmmakers. 

Many distributors have recognised that there is no longer the need to license all 

rights to the films they represent. A popular alternative to exclusive acquisition is to 

partner with filmmakers and use their involvement to encourage audience 

engagement and lead films to overall better financial returns. 

 

                                                        

58 See ‘About’ on Dogwoof website. Available at: http://dogwoof.com/about/dogwoof_indie/ 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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 In an effort to maximise profits and reduce costs, The Age of Stupid team 

smartly concentrated their efforts in the theatrical market on a few highly publicised 

limited engagements, rather than attempting a traditional, widespread theatrical 

run. Instead of launching a multi-week, multi-screen release, the filmmakers 

channeled all their efforts into special one-day event screenings. As a result, the 

film’s UK People’s Premiere set a new Guinness World Record as the largest 

simultaneous film screening, beaming the film to sixty-five screens. On 15 March 

2009, the film screened after a live broadcast from the ‘green carpet’ premiere with 

celebrities and political figures speaking live to audiences around the country from 

London’s Leicester Square. The film later launched its Global Premiere on 21 

September, with a live event in New York featuring musical artist Moby and a 

satellite performance from Radiohead’s Tom Yorke, among other notable guests. 

That US event, accompanied by European premieres the following day, streamed to 

seven hundred cinemas in over fifty countries and reached more than one million 

people.59 Volunteers helped translate the film into more than thirty languages, 

ensuring that citizens of less wealthy nations could watch the film subtitled in their 

own language. These versions were made available for free on the Internet via The 

Auteurs, an online video-on-demand service (later renamed MUBI). Organising 

such massive events helped create a sense of community around the film. These 

events were successful largely due to the outreach efforts of the film’s partners and 

fans; as Gillett describes, ‘It wasn’t just the film, people went along for the event’ 

(Ibid.). The hype built around these events helped to attract press coverage and 

ensure that resources were used efficiently, rather than spread out over the course of 

a long release schedule. 

 The filmmakers relied upon their network of supporters to help put on their 

premieres and ensure that these events were well publicised and well attended. The 

UK premiere involved support from over one thousand people, including the 228 

                                                        

59 See ‘The Global Premiere’ on Spanner Films website. Available at: 
http://www.spannerfilms.net/global_premiere [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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investors and 105 film crew members who, according to the producer, were all 

obsessive fans. Additionally, each screen had local speakers, one representing a 

national organisation and one representing a local organisation, from NGO partners 

like Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth. For the Global Premiere, the filmmakers 

relied on NGOs to assign local speakers to each cinema, promote the event in the 

community, and collect email addresses for The Age of Stupid’s mailing list. These 

highly publicised limited engagements made audiences aware of the film and gave 

them an incentive to catch its one appearance on the big screen. Once inside the 

cinema, audiences also were encouraged to take action to spread the word and 

support the climate change cause during the discussion forum that followed the 

screening. These one-day events were more cost-effective and environmentally 

friendly than traditional theatrical tours, which send filmmakers to different 

locations around the world to promote a release. Satellite releasing enabled the 

filmmakers to keep the film’s carbon emissions at one percent of that of a typical 

Hollywood premiere. It also served to maximise the revenue return in the shortest 

amount of time possible, which can be beneficial for films that address timely topics. 

Additionally, the satellite screenings were appealing because they did not require 

film copies to be shipped to the cinemas. In the US, most cinemas were equipped to 

capture the live feed and schedule an encore screening the following week (Ibid.). 

After the theatrical release, the film screened on broadcast channels in a dozen 

countries and was released on the Web as a download or pay-per-view stream.60  

 The film gained momentum in part because the filmmakers regularly 

provided updates via their website, releasing new publicity and details about their 

screenings as they happened. The environmental appeal of the premieres, coupled 

with the satellite release strategy, prompted a significant amount of press coverage 

for The Age of Stupid. The film’s website logged over 130 positive press articles from 

                                                        

60 See ‘Screenings’ on Spanner Films website. Available at: http://www.spannerfilms.net/screenings 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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respected news outlets such as The Guardian, The New York Times, and Wired.61 To 

help manage the substantial amount of requests to screen the film, the filmmakers 

developed an online tool, called Indie Screenings, which allows individuals or 

organisations to license The Age of Stupid for public screening. The licence fee is 

determined by factors such as the expected size of the audience, country of 

exhibition, purpose of the screening, and nature of the organisation. Once the licence 

is paid, a loaner copy of the film is sent out and the licencee is free to show the film 

for one week, keeping any revenue from ticket sales. This non-theatrical licensing 

program also enabled organisations such as the UK Ministry of Defence, the NHS, 

Transport for London, and the British Council to purchase blanket licences for 

longer periods of time that enable them to show the film in an unlimited capacity 

within their organisations. UK politician John Prescott even requested a twenty-

minute version of the film to show in schools (Ibid.). This distribution model has 

worked well for the film, resulting in more than fourteen hundred screenings and 

£110,000 in revenue paid directly to the filmmakers.62 No longer exclusive to The Age 

of Stupid, Indie Screenings enables every filmmaker to use the website to facilitate 

the licensing of a film. There has also been a spin-off site, affiliated with the Channel 

4 BRITDOC Foundation, called Good Screenings, which offers a selection of social 

justice documentaries for licensing.63 The development of this service reduces the 

need for educational distributors, allowing filmmakers to directly gain revenue from 

screenings in schools and other public places. 

 

                                                        

61 See ‘Press Reviews’ on Spanner Films website. Available at: 
http://www.spannerfilms.net/press_reviews [accessed 15 September 2011]. 

62 The total number of screenings of The Age of Stupid is 1491. See Indie Screenings website. Available 
at: http://indiescreenings.net/ [accessed 15 September 2011]. 

63 See Good Screenings website. Available at: http://www.goodscreenings.org/ [accessed 15 
September 2011]. 
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6.3.3  Carrying on the Campaign 

 

The Age of Stupid’s success hinged on a successful promotion campaign, which 

largely depended upon the support of its partners. Those partners, particularly 

NGOs, saw the film as a vehicle to spread an important message about climate 

change. Certainly not everyone who watched the film was an environmentalist; 

however, The Age of Stupid, perhaps somewhat naively, sought to inspire everyone 

to become one. When asked why she made the film, Armstrong stated, ‘Either we 

seriously tackle climate change or we wipe out most of life on Earth. So it's not a 

tricky decision, as a filmmaker, to decide which subject to work on. I find it hard to 

understand how anyone who grasps the problem can work on anything else’ (Evans 

2009: 44). This do-or-die attitude is captured in the film and works to inspire those 

already behind the cause to campaign more rigorously for it. One simple way people 

have been able to help is by using the film as an educational tool. Raymond L. 

Bryant (2009: 2-3) argues that, while the film ‘is explicitly designed to shock the 

human species out of its “suicidal” state of being’, The Age of Stupid ‘is most unlikely 

to achieve its highly ambitious aim: to effect urgent and dramatic change’. Bryant’s 

prediction appears true when considering how The Age of Stupid’s massive 

awareness campaign leading up the UN Climate Change Summit in Copenhagen 

had no positive effect on the legislative outcome. So, although the film was 

successful in terms of exposure and profits, it has yet to reach its campaign goals, 

which, ironically, helps extend the relevance and revenue potential of the film, 

allowing it to retain its educational value as long there are still organisations 

campaigning for its cause. On the other hand, the danger of strongly linking a film 

to an issue is that once that issue loses public interest, the film becomes largely 

irrelevant and dated. 

 Regardless of its outcome, the campaign was critical to the development of 

the film, establishing a common aim for the coalition of supporters and allowing the 

filmmakers to achieve some degree of sustainability in their craft. Having a 

campaign also created a significant advantage for fundraising, as the filmmakers 

were able to raise money even before they had found characters or developed the 
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story. The publicity of the film’s crowdfunding success likely inspired more 

documentary filmmakers to attempt to raise their money independently, through 

crowdfunding services (see Section 4.4.2). The number of filmmakers who have 

raised funds this way is rapidly growing, and success seems to be easiest to achieve 

for those who link their films to a particular cause or controversial topic. For 

example, Nick Broomfield raised over thirty thousand dollars through Kickstarter to 

help cover distribution costs for his film Sarah Palin: You Betcha! (2011) (Harris 2011). 

However, Paul Devlin, who attempted to raise funds for his documentary BLAST! 

(2008) through the online service ArtistShare, found little patronage for his well-

crafted film about a group of scientists who launch a telescope under a NASA high-

altitude balloon. After several months of effort, thirty people donated a total of three 

thousand dollars to the project. Half of that amount came from one individual, while 

the others gave an average of fifty dollars each. Considering the estimated ten to 

twelve thousand dollars of expenses incurred from Devlin’s effort, the failed 

crowdfunding attempt ended up costing Devlin more than seven thousand dollars. 

Devlin admits that he may have ruined his chances of gathering support by starting 

the process when the production was nearly complete (Isler 2009). However, it is 

possible that his film simply did not have a topic of strong enough appeal to inspire 

donations. Additionally, Devlin, an accomplished filmmaker who has experience in 

self-distribution and marketing, had to build the audience for BLAST! from the 

ground up since it shared little in common with his previous films, SlamNation 

(1998) and Power Trip (2003). Devlin acknowledged that the diversity of his films has 

likely challenged his potential crowdfunding success (Androich 2008: 18). 

 The success of The Age of Stupid indicates the potential validity of Kelly’s 

(2008a) theory of ‘1000 True Fans’. Although one thousand people may not sound 

like a lot, it is a goal few filmmakers have achieved. The filmmakers behind The Age 

of Stupid seemingly met that target; however, there is no assurance that they could 

retain the full support of their largely environmentalist fan base should the topic of 

their next film be different. Looking beyond The Age of Stupid to those filmmakers 

like Paul Devlin who have made films without built-in campaigns or controversial 
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topics, it seem unlikely that they could corral one thousand loyal supporters, unless 

they had an established reputation comparable to the likes of Werner Herzog, Nick 

Broomfield, or Michael Moore. The filmmakers behind The Age of Stupid built their 

fan base through the film’s website, which serves as a testimony to the substantial 

amount of work that was involved in raising funds for the film, making the film, and 

ensuring that it reached the widest possible audience.64 To expect the same kind of 

success, other filmmakers must be equally ambitious, skilled, and innovative. Luck 

aside, innovation is perhaps the most important quality needed to ensure a film will 

stand out and command attention in a saturated market. Much of the recognition 

The Age of Stupid received was because of the public’s perception that the filmmakers 

were charting a new course with their fundraising model. As much as the film’s 

topic, the sense of newness in the methods that the filmmakers employed drew 

people to the project. However, the kind of fans they attracted were probably not 

akin to Kelly’s ‘true fans’ as they most likely cared more about the concept of the 

film than the filmmakers themselves. Ultimately, the kind of supporters that The Age 

of Stupid attracted were most likely individuals who had a concern for climate 

change and who understood that by supporting the film, they could creatively aid 

the larger cause. 

 The Age of Stupid filmmakers seemed to have taken some lessons from 

Greenwald in terms of building their grassroots movement; however they 

channelled their efforts into producing one film in the same amount of time it took 

Greenwald to produce four. Like Greenwald did for his films, Armstrong and her 

team regularly contributed to their dedicated website with more than four hundred 

news updates and released various promotional media through The Age of Stupid’s 

YouTube channel, Vimeo channel, Facebook page, Twitter stream, and other outlets. 

The Spanner Films website contains information about the evolution of The Age of 

Stupid, including personal accounts of the process of distributing the film. Like 

                                                        

64 See ‘Timeline’ on Spanner Films website. Available at: http://www.spannerfilms.net/timeline 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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Greenwald, the filmmakers made an effort to reveal their personas online, helping to 

endear themselves to the public and enroll people in their cause, not just as 

supporters of the film but also as activists in the movement to stop climate change. 

Their success has been evidenced by the substantial amount of donations raised via 

the website, which subsequently allowed the filmmakers to expand their project and 

create The ‘Stupid’ Show (2009), an eight-episode webcast from the UN Summit in 

Copenhagen.65 Although the Summit has passed and the film’s theatrical release has 

ended, the filmmakers continue campaigning. They launched an initiative called 

10:10, which answers the question: ‘What can I do about climate change?’ The 

campaign aimed to get everyone in the UK ‘to commit to cut their emissions by 10% 

in 2010’. Although, more than 115,000 people have joined the cause, it failed to reach 

its goal of having ten percent of the UK population cut emissions by October 2010.66 

The effort to stop climate change has been unsuccessful but, by mobilising people to 

join the climate change cause, The Age of Stupid filmmakers have engaged a 

community that is ready to enthusiastically support any product they produce, at 

least within the scope of environmental topics. Ultimately, the most impressive 

accomplishment has not been the filmmakers’ environmental impact but rather their 

ability to harness a massive fan base, which allowed them to make and distribute 

their film without going into debt.  

 

 

                                                        

65 See ‘The “Stupid” Show’ on Spanner Films website. Available at: http://www.spannerfilms.net/ 
stupid-show [accessed 15 September 2011]. 

66 See 10:10 Global. Available at: http://www.1010global.org/uk [accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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6.4 Life in a Day: YouTube’s Audience Activity 
 

6.4.1  Big Players, Big Platform 

 

Documentary filmmakers have always shared images of humanity with the wider 

world; yet only recently have they had the capacity to communicate with the wider 

world, through the Internet, and assemble a portrait of the planet from thousands of 

individual perspectives. Traditionally, nonfiction stories have adopted an outsider’s 

perspective, maintained by the necessity of a film crew. However, digital 

technologies have inspired greater intimacy in documentaries, allowing recording to 

happen without the involvement of anyone other than the subject, who documents 

life from his or her own perspective. As cameras have become smaller, they have 

allowed filmmaking to be less intrusive, appearing almost invisible to the subjects 

they film. Now that video cameras have become standard features on mobile 

phones, people are readily equipped to document real life at a moment’s notice. No 

place on the Web better exhibits this democratic engagement with documentary 

than YouTube. YouTube has changed the culture of documentary, creating windows 

into ordinary people’s lives by offering everyone a global platform for personal 

expression. Although content on YouTube offers a mix of professional and amateur, 

it is clear that ‘regular users’ are the dominant force behind the video ranks and 

ratings. Burgess and Green (2009: 91-92) conducted a survey of YouTube videos and 

found that half of the content in their sample of 4320 videos was ‘traditional media 

content’, while the other half was ‘user-created content’, with approximately two-

thirds of uploads coming from individuals not associated with organisations of any 

kind. Within the vast pool of user-created content is something Lange (2009: 71) calls 

‘videos of affinity’. Similar to video blogs, videos of affinity often have a diary post 

structure and ‘attempt to maintain feelings of connection with potential others who 

identify or interpolate themselves as intended viewers of the video’. Although 

videos of affinity generally lack the creative approach that might characterise them 

as documentaries, they are important tools for documentary filmmakers to use to 

support their projects. Many filmmakers, including Robert Greenwald and Franny 
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Armstrong, have used this approach to directly communicate with their fans and 

motivate them to take action. For amateurs, it is a way, as Lange explains, for them 

‘to gain support and viewership for work that they would happily commercialize’ 

(Ibid.: 83-84). On another level, videos of affinity can be used to offer viewers a 

deeper sense of connection, not only to documentaries, but also to the people who 

create them. Ephemeral in nature, videos of affinity have become an important 

means of communication and a way to inspire audiences to fund projects, on 

websites like Kickstarter, and submit user-generated videos to participatory projects, 

such as YouTube’s Life in a Day.  

 In order to inspire audiences to participate in Life in a Day, the producers 

employed every means possible to promote the project and give it celebrity status. 

Loosely echoing the aims of the Mass Observation Archive, which documented 

everyday life in Britain during the 1930s to 1950s, Life in a Day claims to be ‘the first 

user-generated feature-length documentary feature shot in one day’ (McNary 2010). 

With Ridley Scott as a producer and Academy Award-winner Kevin Macdonald as 

the director, Life in a Day had instant credibility and gave novice filmmakers a 

genuine incentive to participate in the project — the chance for their work to be seen 

by important film industry figures and audiences around the world. These powerful 

partnerships helped increase the appeal of the project and ensure that the press gave 

it the attention it needed to succeed. When the project first launched, Macdonald 

went on a whirlwind global press tour, which included appearing on ‘26 US 

breakfast TV shows in one day via satellite’ (Macdonald 2011). This aggressive 

publicity campaign, along with the decision to premiere the film at the 2011 

Sundance Film Festival, raised esteem for the project and generated substantial press 

coverage. When the film screened at Sundance, YouTube simultaneously streamed it 

online for free, around the world, as a commemorative symbol of the platform’s fifth 

anniversary. The six-month project completion date was ambitious and the 

guidelines were simple: the shoot had to happen only on 24 July 2010, filmmakers 

had to be at least thirteen-years-old and have a YouTube account, and videos had to 

adhere to YouTube’s Community Guidelines (Ibid.). Although YouTube users 
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submitted the raw footage, Macdonald served as the director, and through releasing 

his own videos of affinity, he instructed his international film crew to document 

answers to the following four questions: ‘What do you love the most? What do you 

fear the most? What makes you laugh? What do you have in your pockets?’ The top 

twenty contributors whose footage was chosen for the final film were offered co-

director credit and a free trip to Park City for the film’s premiere (Ibid.). This high 

profile prize prompted many people to take time out of their day to film something 

and donate their footage to the project. 

 Although the final documentary did not go public until its festival premiere 

in Park City, YouTube hosted pieces of the raw footage on its Life in a Day channel. 

The website was regularly updated in the run up to the premiere at Sundance, with 

Macdonald and his editor Joe Walker posting videos that described how the film 

was coming together. Directly addressing the audience, their videos of affinity gave 

viewers a sense not only of what the film was about but also an understanding of 

who was assembling the film. Another way the film was promoted was through the 

release of viral videos on YouTube, many of which gained hundreds of thousands of 

views, and through advertisements that YouTube placed on its platform. Through 

these measures, the team generated a significant amount of interest in the project; 

however, the online audience for the documentary was limited by the fact that the 

film was streamed only once, at the same time it premiered on 27 January 2011 at the 

Sundance Film Festival. The six o’clock MDT evening screening time in Park City 

equated to the middle of the night in other parts of the world, including in the UK 

where the screening began at one o’clock in the morning. It seems likely that if 

YouTube had time shifted the screening in some areas of the world, it could have 

attracted a larger online audience. However, keeping the engagement limited in this 

way also ensured that many people who were interested in the film missed their one 

opportunity to see it. To satisfy this potential demand, the film received a limited 

theatrical release, through the film division of National Geographic, approximately 

one year to the date all the footage was recorded. In the US, the film had its 

theatrical release on 29 July 2011 and made just over $250,000 at the box office. To 
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facilitate this release, and gather demographics to help determine where the film 

should screen, the Life in a Day channel allowed visitors to request screenings in 

their hometowns. There was also an effort to promote these screenings by inviting 

viewers to participate in the marketing of the film by remixing footage from the film 

to create promotional trailers that could be shown at these screenings.67 

 

6.4.2  Inspiring the Masses 

 

It takes a massively popular platform like YouTube to mobilise thousands of people 

to participate in the development of a feature documentary. To expand the project’s 

reach, YouTube released promotional trailers in many different languages, including 

German, Spanish, Italian, and French. In order to gain a broader representation of 

humanity, the production team sent out five hundred cameras into the developing 

world, to cover areas where people did not have access to the Internet (Utichi 2010). 

They hired twenty-five multi-lingual assistants to comb through video clips, 

ensuring that no prime piece of footage got overlooked. The assistant editors graded 

each clip on a scale of one to five and sorted the clips by keywords. Ultimately, the 

project grew far beyond anyone’s expectations and Macdonald and Walker only had 

time to watch the best 250 hours of a total of 4500 hours of footage, from which they 

assembled their favorite material into segments (Jones 2011, Macdonald 2011, 

Silverman 2011). As Macdonald and Walker decided on the final cut, members of 

the editing team had to follow up with participants to obtain the master recordings, 

in an effort to ensure that the finished film was of the best quality possible. 

Although the production costs of the project were very low, the post-production 

expenses were substantially greater than what is typical for a standard feature 

documentary. Because logging and organising the footage required the services of 

many paid workers, the post-production expenses increased in proportion to the 

number of user-generated contributions the project received. Ultimately, the more 

                                                        

67 See 22 June 2011 press release. Available at: http://www.marketwatch.com/story/fans-invited-to-
participate-in-marketing-effort-for-life-in-a-day-2011-06-22 [accessed 12 September 2011]. 
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successful the submission campaign, the more expensive the film was to make. 

 Life in a Day stands as the most successful crowdsourced documentary feature 

to date primarily because of the massive investment YouTube made to fund and 

support the project. On a small scale, crowdsourcing can reduce the amount of 

resources required to make a film, but in the case of Life in a Day, the huge number 

of submissions made the project surprisingly expensive.68 Ultimately, the project 

received more than 80,000 submissions from 192 countries (Silverman 2011, 

Tourtellotte 2011). Prior to the Web, it would have been unthinkable to have so 

many people contribute video footage for a documentary. Yet video recording has 

become part of mainstream culture, as people, who would never consider 

themselves filmmakers, have gotten into the habit of filming events in their 

everyday lives. As digital technology is still a novelty for some and the process of 

recording and uploading videos is not yet ubiquitous, the full potential of these kind 

of collaborative filmmaking projects has not yet emerged. Clearly, Life in a Day, 

could never completely capture ‘the story of a single day on earth’ because it only 

reflects the lives of those who have access to digital technologies and who are 

comfortable using these tools to communicate with others. Although five hundred 

cameras were delivered to the developing world, the people who received these 

devices did not know how to use them and were not comfortable expressing 

themselves on video, so, as Macdonald admits, little of what was returned on the SD 

cards was good enough to include in the final film. In hindsight, Macdonald (2011) 

notes, ‘My biggest regret is that we didn't send out fewer cameras — maybe 50. With 

them, we could have sent along film-makers who could have taught people how to 

use the equipment and, more crucially, how to make what we wanted.’ From the 

start, Macdonald was never confident the project would receive enough interesting 

and usable footage to make a feature film. At the film premiere, he explained, ‘We 

called it an experiment because with an experiment you can fail.’ Yet, as the film 

                                                        

68 Macdonald, K. (2011) Kevin Macdonald: Life in a Day. 5 November [presentation]. Sheffield: 
Sheffield Doc/Fest. 
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started to come together, attitudes changed and it was no longer called an 

‘experiment’ (Tourtellotte 2011). Although Macdonald took a creative risk by getting 

involved with this project, the challenge of leading such a massive collaborative 

project rewarded him with the opportunity to explore the theme of universal 

connection in a way that had never before been done, and before the Web, was 

impossible to do. The ability to effortlessly reach out to people around the world to 

gather their stories is changing both the way documentaries are made and the 

diversity they embrace. 

 YouTube has helped to inspire greater diversity in documentary by giving 

people a space to share with the world personal videos of their lives. Without 

YouTube’s distribution technology, a participatory film on the scale of Life in a Day 

could never have been made. Each passing year brings a greater potential for these 

kind of global, collaborative projects, as more people learn to use new technologies 

and engage in participatory media. Ultimately, the final film, cobbled together from 

thousands of contributions, was far greater than the sum of its individual parts. Life 

in a Day merely hints at the potential path documentary might follow in the online 

space. The impressive quality of much of the content within the film suggests that 

the Web is rife with intriguing user-generated content and goes against Keen’s 

(2007) suggestion that there is no art within the cacophony of participatory culture. 

Yet, at the same time, the example of Life in a Day supports Keen’s argument for the 

value of curation as it was the editorial team that really ‘made’ the film and it was 

Macdonald’s vision that shaped it. The project demonstrates the value of hiring a 

talented director, as is evident when comparing the content on Life in a Day’s online 

matrix (Figure 6.3) with the clips featured in the completed version of the film. 

Unlike the poetic finished film, the fragmented footage on the website was largely 

unfiltered and incoherent. Clips of submitted videos were presented as thumbnails, 

which users could arrange in a variety of ways, including: as a sphere, matrix, geo-

tagged globe, and ‘heat map’ showing when and where the uploads occurred. 

Additionally, the site allowed users to watch two videos at the same time. Although 

intriguing to explore, these features did not offer any meaningful insight into the 
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project and the online platform existed primarily as a space to browse through the 

footage, but did not serve to extend the film’s narrative. Nevertheless, the Life in a 

Day channel has successfully appealed to viewers, who have visited over thirty-

eight million times and viewed the videos uploaded to the channel almost twenty 

million times collectively. With more than 45,000 channel comments, the project has 

demonstrated its ability to engage with users and stands as one of the most 

successful documentaries ever released on YouTube.69 

 
Figure 6.3 Life in a Day Video Explorer 

 
Image taken from Life in a Day YouTube Channel. Available at: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/lifeinaday [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 

 
 
6.4.3  A Global Distribution Solution 

 

Both Life in a Day’s sponsorship from YouTube and its inherent collaborative design 

facilitated the success of its marketing and distribution strategies. Every person who 

participated in the production phase had a vested interested in watching (and 

promoting) the finished film. Additionally, the novelty of the project significantly 

                                                        

69 See Life in a Day YouTube channel. Available at: http://www.youtube.com/user/lifeinaday 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 
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helped draw attention to it. Life in a Day had many attributes working to its 

advantage: a high profile creative team, promoted distribution on the world’s most 

popular video platform, fully funded sponsorship from YouTube and LG, and a 

launch at a top international film festival. However, the high post-production costs 

and reliance upon novelty and celebrity to generate interest make its model difficult 

to successfully replicate on a non-corporate (independent) scale. In fact, a very 

similar, yet lesser-known collaborative documentary project called One Day on Earth 

(2011) illustrates the challenge for participatory projects that lack the kinds of funds 

and resources that YouTube offered Life in a Day. One Day on Earth aimed to have 

thousands of participants ‘film over a 24 hour period’ on 10 October 2010 and create 

‘the first truly worldwide film’.70 Despite having partnerships with Oxfam, the 

American Red Cross, Human Rights Watch, and other large non-profit 

organisations, who encouraged their members to participate in the project, One Day 

on Earth failed to show the same level of audience engagement in its website that Life 

in a Day Channel captured on YouTube. As the producers built their own platform 

(which streams video from embedded Vimeo players) and invested substantial 

resources into developing and running it, they were limited in their capacity to 

market it (Figure 6.4). Although the project may have received thousands of video 

submissions, it was clearly far from the mark of 80,000 that Life in a Day set. The 

uploads were presented on the One Day on Earth website in an interactive map 

format, which, although reasonably functional, lacked the sophistication and 

aesthetic appeal apparent in Life in a Day’s design. In addition, more than one year 

after the filming date, the status of the final film remained unclear on the One Day on 

Earth website, which presented the project as if it was still yet to be shot.71 Had the 

                                                        

70 See One Day on Earth website. Available at: http://www.onedayonearth.org/page/history-1 
[accessed 15 September 2011]. 

71 While the One Day on Earth homepage clearly indicated an upcoming 11 November 2011 filming 
event, the outdated About/History page addressed the past project in the future tense with these 
words: ‘Stay tuned; we need your help to make 10.10.10 something that will change the way we see 
the world.’ Available at: http://www.onedayonearth.org/page/history-1 [accessed 19 September 
2011]. 
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project been featured on an already established platform, such as YouTube, it might 

have gained greater exposure and inspired greater participation. Because YouTube 

already had an active audience of millions, it merely had to internally redirect its 

traffic to promote Life in a Day rather than attempt to lure users away from other 

online destinations. For this reason, YouTube’s involvement with Life in a Day was 

key to the project’s success. 

 
Figure 6.4 One Day on Earth Video Archive 

 
Image taken from One Day on Earth website. Available at: 
http://archive.onedayonearth.org/index.php/videos [accessed on 12 September 2011]. 

 

 

 YouTube has demonstrated its capacity to draw attention to the films it 

promotes, yet YouTube’s failure as a platform for documentary rests in its inability 

to fully translate those viewers into sustainable revenues. Most feature 

documentaries on YouTube are available for free and only earn revenue from shared 

advertising. The first ‘widely released feature film to play in full on the site’ was 
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Charles Ferguson’s No End In Sight (2007), which was available to watch for free on 

YouTube for two months prior to the 2008 US presidential election (Kilday 2008). 

The documentary, originally distributed theatrically by Magnolia Pictures, gained 

exposure from the release but, except for a small amount of advertising revenue, the 

film did not gain substantial profits from its debut on YouTube. Although 

YouTube’s business model depends on advertising revenue to generate profits, it 

has explored ways to extend into the VOD market. In conjunction with the 2010 

Sundance Film Festival, YouTube launched an experiment that put five festival films 

available for rental on its platform at the price of $3.99 each. The total amount of 

money made, as The New York Times reported, was a paltry $10,709.16. However, it is 

interesting to note that the one documentary in the group, The Cove (2009), which 

was watched 1103 times, received more than twice as many views as any of the 

other four films (Helft 2010). Although it has immense popularity as a platform for 

music videos, movie clips, and user-generated content, YouTube has not yet widely 

inspired its users to watch (and pay for) documentary films.  

 As the case of Current TV suggested (Section 5.3), user-generated content 

rarely has commercial value. YouTube commissioned Life in a Day with no true 

intent to make money from it. As an online platform where all content has 

traditionally been available for free, YouTube has struggled to commercialise its 

massive content offering and inspire people to pay. As YouTube still relies 

predominantly on advertising to generate revenue, the value it offers independents 

is limited by the fact that its ad-revenue split with content partners has ‘privileged 

major media companies over individual users’ by putting more advertisements on 

professional content (Wasko and Erikson 2009: 380). Independents also must 

compete with content partners that can afford to pay to have their content listed in 

‘Promoted Videos’ and ‘Spotlight Videos’, which then helps drive traffic to those 

videos and the accompanying advertisements (Ibid.: 382). As Sørenssen (2009: 144) 

considers, YouTube’s main limitation as a distribution channel is its ‘signal-to-noise 

ratio’. Among the ‘avalanche of home brew video snippets of laughing babies, 

stupid dogs and an endless number of popular film and TV show emulations’, how 
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could a feature documentary stand out enough to compete? Innovation and 

audience engagement brought attention to Life in a Day and demonstrated that 

YouTube can inspire its users to add value to its platform and contribute to a 

promotional project. However, how might documentary films that are not 

sponsored by YouTube benefit from distribution on its platform is a question that 

remains to be answered. 

 

 

6.5 Conclusion 
 

Through examining three different case studies, which together extend across a 

period of approximately eight years, this chapter has revealed how direct 

connections between filmmakers and their audiences have fostered new funding, 

production, and distribution models for documentary. In the case of Robert 

Greenwald, building a massive mailing list of fans, and outreaching to them, 

allowed him to sustain the operations of his production company, Brave New Films, 

and produce four feature documentaries. The house party model that Greenwald 

employed to distribute his films illustrates how, by developing a personal audience 

and a community of grassroots supporters, filmmakers can reduce their dependence 

on distributors. For Brave New Films, house parties not only inspired debate and 

action but also fostered a sense of common appreciation for Greenwald’s work. 

When people gathered to watch a Greenwald documentary in someone’s home, it 

was very unlikely that anyone arrived intending to critique it. Rather, Greenwald’s 

films were designed to be shared and aimed to create a feeling of camaraderie and 

unity around a particular issue. Franny Armstrong used a similar approach to 

building support for her film, The Age of Stupid, as she focused it on the issue of 

climate change and gathered supporters from those who were leading this 

campaign. This ‘good cause’, along with Armstrong’s passion for it, inspired people 

to donate over £880,000 to The Age of Stupid. Although over half the money was from 

investors, who expected some return, no one expected Armstrong to give up any 

editorial control over the film. Armstrong developed her relationship with her 
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supporters by keeping them informed via updating the film’s website and sending 

out emails to her mailing list. The more Armstrong grew her following, the more 

help she had to distribute the film. For Kevin Macdonald, engaging with viewers 

through YouTube was the only way he could hope to achieve the high level of 

participation needed to ensure Life in a Day captured its global aim, with enough 

good quality video images to make a feature film. As a sponsor, YouTube was able 

to direct substantial attention towards this project, yet it was Macdonald’s ‘videos of 

affinity’ and outreach that likely made people want to participate. By involving 

thousands of people in the process of filming, Macdonald also guaranteed that 

thousands of people were invested in the project’s distribution. The word-of-mouth 

buzz that developed around the film cannot be accurately measured, but this hype 

certainly helped the film reach wider audiences. While each of these cases relied 

upon audience engagement for success, innovation was what distinguished them 

and garnered them public attention. 

 Although these are exceptional cases, noteworthy examples are occurring far 

more often now than they were just four years ago. When I started this research, few 

people had heard of house parties or crowdfunding or cross-platform documentary. 

And very few filmmakers were engaging with their audiences in the ways that 

Greenwald, Armstrong, and Macdonald have. Now, innovation has become a 

driving force in the documentary industry as filmmakers and media institutions are 

searching for ways to find sustainability through deeper audience involvement. 

These efforts have triggered the development of a new set of audience expectations 

and behaviours. On a basic level, audiences expect to be able to find out more about 

a film (and the people who created it) online. The more active viewers even hope to 

get in touch with those behind the story and become part of their following. 

Audience’s drive to connect naturally varies and therefore it is hard to generalise or 

anticipate audience behaviour. This study has reviewed many ways filmmakers can 

cultivate personal connections with their audiences (see Section 4.4.2). For instance, 

Michael Moore has made great efforts to reach out to his fans, calling upon them for 

support, listening to their political gripes, and offering them information and 
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resources. Using social media services, including Twitter and Facebook, to 

communicate with fans has become increasingly less ‘optional’ for filmmakers who 

hope to break into the business or advance their careers. Those filmmakers who 

manage to build a following, no matter how small, have a distinct advantage over 

passive filmmakers who merely hope audiences will watch their films. 

 With the ever-growing amount of content available and the continually 

diminishing capacity to reach mass audiences, the ability to target niche audiences 

has become a valuable skill to hone. Social media tools enable filmmakers to reach 

groups of people with similar interests and engage them in activities that can to help 

drive the distribution of their documentaries. The challenge, however, is that in 

order to gain success with these new strategies, filmmakers must have an 

entrepreneurial spirit and be willing to work just as hard to deliver their films to 

audiences as they did to make them in the first place. Undoubtedly, this is not a 

burden everyone is ready or willing to carry. However, the growing trend ‘active 

audiences’ suggests followers can become allies and carry some of the workload that 

traditionally has been managed by distributors, publicists, and sales agents. 

Although the case studies in this chapter demonstrate how active audiences have 

supported documentary and enabled distribution, none of these examples offers a 

scalable solution. There are valuable lessons to be learned, yet there are no default 

models as success inherently depends upon innovation and varies on a case-by-case 

basis. The unique process each filmmaker followed to engage with audiences, 

although highly rewarding, was also deeply taxing and required support from a 

wide-reaching network. It appears that many of the issues surrounding 

documentary distribution will be resolved by strengthening the connection between 

filmmakers and their audiences, yet how to successfully foster these relationships is 

another issue in itself. 
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CHAPTER 7  
 

Documentary Distribution 
in the Digital Age 

 

 

7.1 Distribution as a Social Phenomenon 
 

 Social media have revolutionised the distribution process. These communication 

tools, which facilitate collaboration and enable user-generated contributions on the 

Web, have given birth to participatory culture and encouraged deeper consumer 

engagement in all aspects of the filmmaking process. To some extent, distribution 

has always been social due to its affiliation with marketing, which aims to develop 

relationships with consumers. However, social media have brought distribution to 

the level of a social ‘phenomenon’ because they have opened it up to public 

participation, enabling consumers to add value to projects in unprecedented ways. 

Traditionally a one-way mechanism for delivering products to consumers, 

distribution has become an interactive (feedback) exchange, which is shaped by 

community action. Community-building is a core component of social media and it 

is the context in which this terminology first was used in the 1990s. Tina Sharkey, 

who claims to have coined the term while working at iVillage, explains, ‘It wasn’t 

media we were creating, it was media we were facilitating’ (Bercovici 2010). 

Although the term social media did not enter the mainstream lexicon until a decade 

later — when applications such as blogs, wikis, and social networking sites became 

popular — the notion of participatory media stretches further back in time, decades 

before the digital age began. As discussed in the literature review, McLuhan (1962, 

1964) and Enzensberger (1982) developed abstract debates that anticipated how 

breakthroughs in network technology would drive the media industries to become 

more socially oriented. McLuhan envisioned that electronic media, through 

facilitating the sharing of information, would bring people together in the shape of a 
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global village. Forecasting the rise of participatory culture, Enzensberger predicted 

that the distinction between producers and consumers would eventually disappear. 

Such general insights, although interesting to consider in the early context in which 

they developed, need to be refocused in order to understand how the process of 

documentary distribution has changed as a result of these technological trends. 

Although there is some truth to broad debates about the rise of networks and user-

participation, the case studies in the previous two chapters have shown that the 

applicability of these theories varies on a case-by-case basis. Despite digital 

evangelists’ affirmations that all films can profit from free distribution and that it is 

possible for any filmmaker to sustain his or her career by developing a following of 

a thousand true fans, the reality is only a few examples evidence these arguments. 

Similarly, the generalisation that distribution is becoming a social phenomenon has 

little meaning without probing deeper into theories about participatory culture, the 

long tail, free distribution, network society, etc., and identifying how they 

specifically work for documentary. However, the fact that there are some genuine 

success stories (such as those discussed in Chapter 6) indicates that the industry is 

moving towards solutions that could potentially generate sustainability for 

documentary films. This study’s exploration of emerging models has uncovered 

evidence of two rising themes: audience engagement and innovation. These two 

trends represent, to some extent, how distribution has developed as a social process 

and why it happens differently for each film.  

 Digital technology and the Internet have been the enabling forces behind the 

growing trends for audience engagement and innovation in the distribution process. 

The numeric principle of digital media follows, as Manovich (2001: 31) observes, a 

logic of ‘individual customization, rather than mass standardization’. Through 

networks, which Castells (1996: 470) characterises as ‘open structures, able to expand 

without limits’, the absorption of new nodes naturally leads to innovation and 

growth. These qualities inherent in digital and network technologies have facilitated 

a transformation in distribution, allowing it to grow from a generic operation to an 

individually tailored process. Through his exploration of ‘the network society’, 
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Castells (1996, 1997, 1998) credits networks (and the interpersonal communications 

they foster) with enabling cultural transformations. The ability for individuals to 

publicly share thoughts and form virtual communities online has given birth to 

participatory culture. As viewers adopt the role of users, they gain greater control. 

Consequently, people have begun to personalise their viewing experiences and 

adapt new media channels to suit their own consumption needs. This trend is a 

reflection of the process of convergence, which Jenkins (2006) recognises not only as 

a technological change but also as a sociological phenomenon. Jenkins argues, 

‘Convergence does not occur through media appliances, however sophisticated they 

may become. Convergence occurs within the brains of individual consumers and 

through their social interactions with others’ (Ibid.: 3). Within this ‘convergence 

culture’, distribution develops similarly — through the changing needs of 

consumers and person-to-person exchanges. As consumers have become more 

deeply engaged with media, they have become active enablers in the distribution 

channel, rather than merely passive receivers. The feedback and support consumers 

now supply means that distribution has become more than a one-way mechanism 

for delivering content and instead is a reciprocal activity. This idea that media 

consumption is a social process is not new. McLuhan (1964) suggested, in his 

interpretation of media as extensions of man, that all media are social. In his 

discussions of ‘hot’ and ‘cool’ media, McLuhan characterised the electronic age as 

immersive and thought about media in terms of the amount of participation they 

demand. The trend towards immersive media is apparent on the Web, where stories 

can unfold differently as a result of choices each user makes and users can build 

upon stories by recontextualising and potentially even expanding them (see Jenkins 

2006, Lessig 2008). In this Web 2.0 environment, successful distribution relies more 

upon participatory culture than institutional sponsorship. Ultimately, social media 

tools have allowed the distribution process to grow from a one-to-many operation 

into a many-to-many phenomenon, which produces a highly personal consumption 

experience along with the possibility for users to interact and collaborate with each 

other. The trend for personalised media has created the need to eliminate the one-
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size-fits-all approach and customise distribution methods to serve each consumer 

and each product.  

 In a networked environment such as the Web, the objective of distribution is 

not only to deliver a film but also to enroll audiences to participate in the process. 

Major online distribution platforms, like Netflix and YouTube, demonstrate this 

trend by offering their users a set of social features (i.e. rating, commenting, sharing, 

tagging, etc.), which help to more deeply engage their customers and support the 

needs of their communities. For filmmakers, engaging with audiences early on in the 

filmmaking process, even before the film is produced, can allow them to measure 

interest and help them understand how their films can best be released into the 

marketplace. Audience involvement in the early stages of a project also allows 

producers to gain feedback and new ideas that may, ultimately, impact the content 

in the final film. Furthermore, audiences can be called upon to aid in the launch and 

promotion of a film. By offering personal endorsements via social networking 

services, audiences can significantly enhance a film’s visibility on the Web. Deeper 

involvement of audiences has allowed distribution to become a site of innovation, as 

consumer participation has encouraged new approaches to content production and 

marketing (see Section 6.4). As distribution develops as a social phenomenon, it also 

becomes a cause that people campaign for and a hub of community action. 

However, despite the apparent rise of social distribution, it is not yet clear how 

universally beneficial it is or how big it will become. There has been a lot of hype 

(and hope) surrounding emerging models and innovative examples that work to 

harness participatory culture, yet only a few documentaries have succeeded in this 

space. Interpreting the findings of this research within the conceptual framework of 

distributors, filmmakers, and audiences, this chapter draws conclusions out of the 

case studies and links them to the wider theoretical debates so as to develop the idea 

that distribution functions as a social phenomenon and understand what this means 

in the specific case of documentary.  
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7.2 The Changing Role of Distributors 
 

As the Internet has expanded the media marketplace, traditional distributors have 

witnessed the fragmentation of their audiences and have encountered new 

competition from online innovators. The fall of Blockbuster and the rise of Netflix 

(discussed in Chapter 3) demonstrate how established industry business models 

have been challenged by new approaches to distribution and how all media 

corporations (including giants like Blockbuster) need to innovate in order to adapt 

to the changing economics and culture of distribution. Traditionally, distributors 

have responded slowly to new technologies and have, as evidence presented in 

Chapter 3 suggests, shown resistance to new content delivery methods that provide 

consumers with greater access and control (i.e. the VCR, digital downloads). This 

apparent reality contradicts McLuhan’s (1962, 1964) technological determinist ideas, 

which suggest that new media naturally transform the industries and society. 

Evidence of inertia and resistance within the film industry demonstrates that 

technology alone does not have the capacity to create change — instead, visionary 

entrepreneurs and demanding consumers have helped the industry evolve and 

pushed distributors to adjust their behaviours and offer new services. The online 

marketplace has challenged distributors’ status and profit potential not only because 

it provides consumers with infinite content alternatives but also because it gives 

consumers a platform to express their opinions. Users can now publicly rate and 

comment on distributors and their offerings, providing insight that, prior to the 

Internet, would have been transient or difficult to find. Consequently, reputation in 

the online environment is less a product of a distributor’s established brand and 

more dependent upon recent users’ feedback. As O’Guinn and Muñiz (2005: 269) 

suggest, ‘Brands are social creations’, which are influenced by the ‘empowered 

consumer’. Channel 4 experienced the endangerment of its brand through FourDocs 

(see Section 5.2), as negative user comments on its website for nonfiction shorts 

discredited the platform and emphasised how Channel 4, by failing to develop 

FourDocs into a supportive community for new talent, did not live up to its ‘world 
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class’ reputation in documentaries.72 Invariably, public discourse about distribution 

services can influence the choices audiences and filmmakers make.73 In order to 

retain customers, distributors have had to consider public feedback and work to 

increase audience engagement in their content and brand.  

One way distributors have deepened audience engagement is by involving 

consumers in the process of curation, by enabling them to efficiently rate and filter 

content. Historically, curation functioned almost as a form of censorship, with a 

small number of decision-makers determining what the public could see, not only 

filtering out ‘bad’ content but also eliminating some ‘good’ content that lacked 

commercial appeal. The Web has changed how curation happens by allowing 

audiences to use social media tools and their personal networks to find the content 

they want to consume through a variety of sources (Gibs 2009). As the need for 

‘expert’ content curation has diminished, distributors have had to rethink how to 

enhance the value of their content offerings. As discussed in Chapter 1, the Web 

operates on the basis of ‘publish, then filter’ (Shirky 2008), allowing consumers to 

access everything and enabling them to perform simple actions, such as tagging and 

rating content, to collaboratively filter and curate it. On the Web, having a platform 

with a limited selection of content serves neither distributors nor consumers. The 

case of SnagFilms (Section 5.4) evidences this point as the documentary-only 

platform eventually expanded its offering to include fiction films. The economics of 

the long tail (Anderson 2006) and the success of large media aggregators such as 

iTunes and Amazon suggests that the more content there is on offer, the more 

appealing the platform is for audiences, and the greater the chance for revenue. 

Although iTunes is selective, anyone can sell a film on Amazon or post a video on 

YouTube — evidencing that the online marketplace has become open to all. Keen 

(2007) argues that the loss of (gatekeeper) curation is a threat to culture. However, 

                                                        

72 See Channel 4 website. Available at: http://www.channel4.com/info/ 
commissioning/4producers/documentaries [accessed 8 March 2012]. 

73 This study made an effort to aggregate information and opinions about distributors in a 
collaboratively filtered, open database called the DocAgora WebPlex (see Appendix A). 
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his argument stands contrary to documentary, as curation has traditionally limited 

the availablity of documentary, keeping many films out of the mainstream markets 

since, with the exception of public service television programmes, content has 

typically been curated on the basis of expected profitability. Ultimately, the Web, 

with its unlimited free shelf space, has greatly benefitted documentary by allowing 

all films to be globally available. Anderson’s (2006: 5) observation that the Internet 

has eliminated the one-size-fits-all market and replaced it with a ‘market of 

multitudes’ suggests that in order for documentaries to succeed in this market, they 

must be easy to find, not only through the search engines of the Web but also on all 

(economically satisfying) platforms available. In order to enhance the value of their 

services, distributors have been developing better ways to enable consumers to find 

content. For example, Netflix has facilitated content discovery through its 

recommendation system, which suggests documentaries to those who appear to 

have an interest in them or related topics. Social tools on the Web function similarly 

and help documentaries (that are topic oriented) become easier to find and share 

among communities of interest. Content curation is one way distributors can 

differentiate their services and develop a brand (Cavanagh 2007: 122-23). Involving 

consumers in online curation (whether on open platforms like YouTube or selective 

digital retail sites like iTunes) can help distributors grow a brand community, 

engaging users in collaborative practices that build loyalty and co-create value 

(Schau et al. 2009). 

 Establishing business models that work in the free-for-all space of the Internet 

has not been an easy task and many traditional media institutions have had to 

reconfigure or abandon long-standing, successful distribution methods in exchange 

for less lucrative pursuits in a desperate attempt to capture audience attention on the 

Web. Traditionally, distributors’ work entailed acquiring films, shopping them 

around to various outlets, and advertising them to audiences, whom they hoped 

would want to see them. On the Web, distributors have had to fill a different role, 

which involves engaging with audiences. Literature on the long tail and free 

distribution suggests that online distribution does not operate under the economic 
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model of scarcity. However, monetising free distribution for documentary films, as 

the case studies of SnagFilms (Section 5.4) and VODO (Section 5.5) have indicated, 

remains challenging. Content only makes money when it attracts enough audience 

attention to push it closer to the head of the long tail. As Kelly (2008c) suggests, 

Anderson’s Long Tail (2006) theory only works for aggregators, who profit from 

selling a large number of niche items. Smaller distributors or documentaries that are 

self-distributed have little chance to compete with companies such as Amazon, 

iTunes, and Netflix (which offer significantly more choice), unless they engage 

audiences in their products. However, for large aggregators of content, the concern 

is not how to generate audience engagement for any particular film but rather how 

to grow user engagement in their databases. Essentially, it does not matter what 

films get watched as long as users stay active on the platforms. Offering the largest 

selection of content can attract consumers, while collaborative curation tools can 

give them ways to engage. Ultimately, aggregation is a bigger challenge for online 

distributors since customers can manage the burden of curation. 

 

 

7.3 The Challenge to the Filmmaker 
 

By removing the barriers between filmmakers and their audiences, the Web and 

digital technologies have morphed a once impersonal and unidirectional 

relationship into a two-way conversation that can be both highly authentic and 

mutually beneficial. Kerrigan (2010: 208-09) identifies a ‘new breed of 

filmmaker/marketers’ who have been able to use this authentic connection to create 

‘sustainable filmmaking’. Web 2.0 technologies empowered this ‘new breed’ by 

granting greater access to niche audiences, the ability to engage those audiences 

more deeply in projects, and the potential to turn consumers into fans who may 

support future projects – both financially and creatively. This idea, captured in 

Kelly’s (2008a) ‘1000 True Fans’, was mostly just a theory when Kelly first wrote 

about it in 2008. Kelly (2011) acknowledges that, at the time, he could only find three 

artists ‘who might have qualified’; yet a few years later, Kelly claims he can ‘point to 
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a whole pile of creative people who are making a good living independent of 

traditional media mediators, who are living directly off their fans’ (Ibid.). Robert 

Greenwald (Section 6.2) and Franny Armstrong (Section 6.3) are two examples 

discussed in this thesis who suggest Kelly’s theory can work for documentary 

filmmakers. However, in order to sufficiently reach core audiences, filmmakers must 

develop new skills and manage much of the distribution process themselves. As 

Greenwald and Armstrong have demonstrated, building personal audiences takes 

time and effort, requiring a fundamental understanding of how to use social media 

tools and a willingness to open up to strangers, critics, and the risk of failure. Many 

documentary filmmakers prefer to maintain anonymous identities and continue to 

work within traditional industry framework, pitching for commissions and not 

‘wasting time’ with social media and marketing. The broadcast industry is 

structured in a way that still allows such an approach, but this is changing as 

audience engagement has proven to help documentary films stand out within the 

ever-growing long tail of content. As filmmakers develop the capacity to gauge and 

grow audience contributions throughout the life of their projects — from inception 

to delivery — they reduce their dependency on distributors and increase their 

chances of financial sustainability.  

In the long tail of content, innovation is one way filmmakers can bring 

attention to their work. Over the past decade, many average films have been 

spotlighted due to their ability to showcase cutting-edge funding, distribution, or 

marketing techniques. As early as 1999, with the breakthrough success of The Blair 

Witch Project (1999), the Web demonstrated how creative online marketing strategies 

could draw widespread attention to low-budget content. As discussed in Chapter 3, 

the documentary Tarnation (2003), produced by first-time filmmaker Jonathan 

Caouette on his iMac, gained international recognition for being the first no-budget 

feature to have a high-profile festival and theatrical run. Chapter 6 revealed how, 

through creative outreach methods and alternative distribution strategies, Robert 

Greenwald was able to build interest in his work and gain esteem within the 

filmmaking community — albeit more for his skills as an innovator than an artist. 
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Greenwald’s strategy of developing campaigns around the issues featured in his 

documentaries helped him grow a loyal community of supporters. The situation is 

similar for Franny Armstrong and Lizzie Gillett, who relied upon public fascination 

with their successful crowdfunding technique and enthusiasm from 

environmentalists to help draw attention to The Age of Stupid (2009) — and their 

campaign to stop climate change. Certainly novelty and the promise of high-profile 

recognition helped Life in a Day (2011) achieve its 80,000 submissions (see Section 

6.4). Innovation has proven to be a pathway towards new solutions that can help 

documentary films overcome their long-established struggle in the commercial 

markets (see Chapter 4). Although the case studies presented in Chapter 6 have 

shown how innovation can advantage documentaries, they have also revealed that 

innovation requires a significant amount of effort, and some degree of good fortune, 

to garner success. For each of these success stories there have been dozens of failures 

— documentaries that have remained unknown despite serious efforts to creatively 

provoke audience support. As a greater number of people consider themselves to be 

‘filmmakers’ and produce no-budget films, the market has become oversaturated 

with content (Keen 2007), making it almost impossible for any ‘amateur’ 

documentary, no matter how original and compelling, to stand out from the rest. As 

the amount of content on the Web moves towards infinity, the challenge to tap into 

each person’s finite amount of attention to some degree counteracts the 

opportunities gained. Consequently, filmmakers have had to help their own projects 

through the distribution process and think creatively how to engage audiences in 

their work from the start. 

 In order to ensure that their films reach audiences and generate revenues, 

filmmakers are increasingly having to behave like entrepreneurs. As those who have 

their own independent production companies must often ‘invest in the development 

of film projects and pay their associated overhead costs at their own risk’, they also 

must have a strategy for getting a return on this investment (Finney 2010: 208). As 

Chapter 4 revealed, early documentary filmmakers worked within a closed 

distribution system, in which media corporations funded production and managed 
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all aspects of the release process. Most filmmakers had no involvement and those 

who did, such as Robert Flaherty, did so out of necessity. Now many filmmakers are 

self-funding and releasing their work without the aid of distributors, via the 

Internet; however, this requires that they carry the burden of finding an audience for 

their work. Blogging, tweeting, touring, etc., are new demands placed upon the 

filmmaker, which are all components of the bigger challenge of building a fan 

following that enables sustainability. When filmmakers work to develop 

relationships with their audiences, distribution shifts from being a mechanism for 

dissemination and becomes a process of engagement. This process works best when 

filmmakers first identify who their core audiences are and then outreach to the 

existing online communities that cater to those audiences. This new breed of artist-

entrepreneurs must think beyond their craft to understand how they can best deliver 

their work to audiences and turn audience interest into profits. Some, like Gary 

Hustwit (see Section 4.4.2), have done this by developing themes in their work, 

others, like Matt Tyrnauer (see Section 4.2.1), have wisely selected topics with 

preexisting fan communities. Many of these filmmakers also employ hybrid 

distribution models (see Section 4.4.1), which require that they split up their 

licensing rights and form multiple partnerships, while also facilitating self-

distribution by building their online presence and leveraging communities. 

Although the Web has made self-distribution a low-cost operation, the need to 

aggressively promote and widely distribute work online means that success with 

this approach demands a significant amount of time. In all my discussions with 

independent filmmakers, I have yet to come across any who feel that self-

distribution is easy to manage. In truth, most are overwhelmed by the demands of 

the process. Although each passing year provides more examples of profitable, 

independently distributed documentaries, each success is unique. There are now 

many services that can help to facilitate a filmmaker’s pursuit of direct distribution, 

but there is no established one-size-fits-all model that promises a filmmaker 

financial sustainability. Each documentary that has substantially profited from 

direct distribution has been supported by elaborate publicity and outreach 
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campaigns. Yet the core elements of self-distribution, setting up a website and social 

media extensions, have become much simpler to manage in recent years, which has 

made self-distribution a far more appealing and common pursuit. As more 

filmmakers use these tools to engage with their audiences, success in distribution 

becomes more reliant upon strong communities than strong content. 

 

 

7.4 The Influence of Active Audiences 
 

Because of the diversity and vast quantity of online content, the Internet does not 

support the notion of mass audiences. Instead, niche audiences have appeared on 

the Web, which has led marketing and release strategies to increasingly target 

specific interest groups. As content consumption has become on-demand, 

‘empowered consumers’ (Jenkins 2006: 19, 169) have gained control of the 

marketplace and, as a consequence, new strategies have been developed to attract 

and sustain consumer attention. The rise of participatory culture has inspired some 

media platforms (e.g. Current TV, FourDocs) to be situated around user-generated 

contributions. As the case studies in Chapter 5 demonstrated, the degree to which 

audiences participate largely determines the success or failure of these online 

platforms. Li and Bernoff (2008) suggest in their discussions of the ‘groundswell’ 

that people’s level of participation in social media is wide ranging and only a 

minority of people are willing to go so far as to share their original creations on the 

Web. Of those who do make the effort to post their films online, most choose 

platforms with high visibility, like YouTube, rather than specialised sites, like 

FourDocs. As the example of Life in a Day (see Section 6.4) suggests, a large number 

of individuals will contribute documentary content freely when enticed by 

meaningful rewards, such as the chance for a free trip to the Sundance Film Festival. 

However, smaller rewards, such as a thousand pound payment from Current TV in 

exchange for the exclusive rights to a user-created video ‘pod’, are unlikely to 

incentivise people to contribute. As brand community literature suggests (Scahu et 

al. 2009), consumers collectively create value when they are actively engaged in 
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community practices. However, how to best engage consumers is a question that 

cannot be uniformly answered. Jenkins (2006: 169) suggests, ‘Consumers […] are 

asserting a right to participate in culture on their own terms, when and where they 

wish’. Jenkin’s suggestion that online audiences cannot be controlled has been well-

established through the case studies in Chapter 5; however, his notion that 

consumers are eager to participate in culture seems somewhat overstated in light of 

this evidence. Documentary rarely inspires the kind of fandom that commercial 

properties, such as Harry Potter or Star Wars, incite. Nevertheless, as the case 

studies in Chapter 6 showed, audiences will engage in documentary and support it 

when they feel a strong connection with its concept and creators. 

 Social media tools have made it easier to effectively target and engage online 

communities (see Section 4.4.2). This has provided an opportunity for documentary 

films, which, as previously established (Hardie 2002a), attract audiences based on 

their topics. Documentaries that are able to reach relevant online communities can 

benefit from word-of-mouth publicity, which spreads naturally among people who 

share a personal bond or common interest. As Kelly (1999) suggests, significant 

value can come from this spread of information; consequently, these person-to-

person exchanges have become an essential part of the distribution process. As 

mentioned above, Web 2.0 technology’s democratic nature, and immense 

popularity, has made it easier to outreach to communities. As audiences have 

fragmented in the online space, it has become increasingly necessary to tailor release 

strategies to suit each film by working to engage those core audiences who have 

matching interests. As actively engaged communities ‘can be a valuable source of 

innovation’ (Füller et al. 2008), there is an incentive to develop new models that 

harness participatory culture. As Kelly (2008a) suggests, audiences do not need to be 

large to be meaningful. Because there is no singular documentary audience (Hardie 

2002a), successful distribution requires identifying a film’s core audiences and 

developing ways to reach and engage them. Although this thesis is not a study of 

documentary audiences, in terms of their demographics and opinions, it necessarily 

includes some discussion of audience behaviour, as the new activities audiences 
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participate in are primarily what has moved distribution to become a social 

phenomenon. Although the case studies in this thesis specifically address how the 

Internet and digital technologies have changed the ways in which distributors (see 

Chapter 5) and filmmakers (see Chapter 6) approach distribution, the reality is that 

audience engagement has been the driving force behind new models and 

determining what success they achieve. Audiences have become collaborators in the 

distribution process and have developed deeper, and often mutually beneficial, 

relationships with content creators. As the Web has afforded filmmakers greater 

access to resources, it has concurrently given audiences greater opportunity to have 

hands-on involvement in large-scale creative projects (i.e. The Age of Stupid, Life in a 

Day). This kind of participation, which has been valued by many theorists (Benkler 

2006, Jenkins 2006, Shirky 2008), can clearly work to the benefit of documentary 

films. Chapter 6’s exploration of how audience involvement has influenced the ways 

documentary films are funded, created, distributed, and marketed, has led to the 

recognition of what appears to be the development of a promising new social 

contract, which establishes a loyal bond between artists and their audiences. In the 

online domain, distribution has become less defined by the mechanical processes it 

involves and more shaped by the social contributions of those who support it.  

 

 

7.5 The Economics of Documentary  
 

Despite the recent renaissance of nonfiction filmmaking, feature documentaries still 

struggle to compete for revenues in the mainstream market. When an Academy 

Award-winning documentary, such as The Cove (2009), makes in its entire theatrical 

run less than one-tenth of what an easily forgettable Hollywood comedy, like Funny 

People (2009), makes on its opening day, the inequalities in the market become 

glaringly apparent. Furthermore, of the hundreds of critically acclaimed 

documentaries released theatrically over the past decade, only one director has 

managed to consistently deliver documentaries that produce box office returns that 

are anywhere near the financial figures generated by unsuccessful Hollywood films. 
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Although Michael Moore has achieved unparalleled success, his achievements more 

commonly reflect documentary’s new potential for financial success at the box office 

— at least in the US market, where documentaries have been recognised for their 

entertainment value. By contrast, the UK market has not experienced such a 

breakthrough, as documentary remains widely regarded as a television format and 

limited in terms of its potential revenue returns at the box office. Despite increased 

attention from the press, feature documentaries still retain a peripheral position in 

film culture and are unable to gain the kind of consumer support that mainstream 

fiction films possess in the retail markets. As Chapter 4 revealed, traditionally, the 

documentary industry has centred around the broadcast market, with broadcasters 

funding production costs in exchange for the right to co-produce films and show 

them on their channels. Commercial pressures have narrowed the market and 

outside of television, documentaries have had very limited opportunities to find 

mass audiences. As commissioning budgets have decreased, documentary 

filmmakers have become increasingly dependent upon revenue from other forms of 

distribution as a means to sustain their work. The failure of traditional distributors 

to adapt their business practices and successfully exploit the online market has 

incentivised some documentary filmmakers to explore alternative solutions, while 

the decentralised and nonhierarchical structure of the Web and increased public 

participation have changed the nature of the industry. The effects have been 

profound and far-reaching, resulting in documentary distribution no longer 

operating on a relatively simple and stable business model, funded largely by public 

money and heavily regulated by gatekeepers. Although it is challenged and 

changing, the traditional broadcast market remains, at the moment, the primary 

funding and distribution source for documentary films. However, the Internet 

appears to be where documentary distribution will happen in the future.  

Documentaries have an advantage over most independent fiction films 

because of their innate potential to attract audiences on subject matter alone. The 

Web has demonstrated that subject matter can compensate for mediocre 

filmmaking, enabling documentaries that otherwise would never have gained the 
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support of a distributor to achieve millions of downloads or views (see Section 5.5). 

The Steal This Film (2006, 2007, 2009) series stands as evidence of this phenomenon, 

along with Robert Greenwald’s productions. Generally, the more controversial or 

popular the issue, the greater potential for public interest in a documentary about it. 

Because issues are typically defined by keywords, people searching for information 

on the Web are able to discover films of relevance. Documentaries that are not 

linked to contemporary issues are disadvantaged from those that are. They still have 

a chance to find audiences on the Web, but they require more specialised handling 

and marketing to make sure their core audiences discover and appreciate them. For 

this reason, the theatrical market and festival screenings remain important outlets 

for documentaries helping to legitimise films by offering them publicity and the 

space to be seen. As the marketplace becomes more competitive, the kinds of 

documentaries that make it into these venues usually have compelling narratives 

and high entertainment value – often very different from the kind of public service 

documentaries that are shown on television. So, where will public service 

documentaries be seen in the digital age? Will more innovative documentaries 

crowd them out of the marketplace? On the Web, there is room for everything, so 

these kinds of films will likely see their value and visibility extended as they are 

made continually available through the platforms of the broadcasters who funded 

them in the first place. Yet broadcasters’ approach to ‘educational’ documentaries is 

likely to change as they will need to work to deepen public engagement in this 

content to justify spending public funds on it. 

Documentary on the Web exists in a variety forms; therefore, in order to 

investigate online distribution models, it has been essential to expand the discussion 

beyond just the classic feature format. The case studies in the previous two chapters 

have included nonfiction shorts, user-generated news programmes, campaign 

feature films, viral videos, a hybrid documentary, and a collaborative cross-platform 

project. All of these various forms are unlikely to fit together within a narrow 

academic understanding of documentary; yet they all qualify for this study’s fluid 

definition, which declared that anything commonly called documentary would be 
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considered as such. This diversification of documentary suggests that its economic 

models are changing. However, as the online market is still developing, it is too soon 

to identify how exactly these new models will be structured. So far it seems that 

every financially successful documentary film has employed different strategies, 

which implies that the case studies discussed in this thesis are one-offs. However, 

some general trends are apparent. More documentaries are being made, but for 

much smaller amounts of money. What this also indicates is a rise in the number of 

personal projects, which people are funding with their own resources (or through 

crowdfunding) rather than through pitching and securing broadcast commissions. 

As this kind of public engagement in documentary creation has grown, so has the 

diversity of the form. Documentary has expanded so much, both in terms of content 

and availability, that it seems inappropriate to continue describing it with the word 

‘niche’. However, documentary’s inability to generate revenues in the mainstream 

markets suggests it has not fully gained commercial status. Documentaries are still 

commonly distributed for free, which allows them to reach the widest possible 

audience, even though this approach may not return the greatest financial rewards. 

Nevertheless, ‘free’ models can enable sustainability, as long as the production costs 

are covered up front (via sponsorship, crowdfunding, etc.). One way to keep costs 

low is to produce short form content, which appears to be a trend in online 

distribution. Ultimately, the vast expansion of documentary suggests that there will 

never be a singular economic model that universally supports it. 

 

 

7.6 Conclusion 
 

The fundamental challenges for documentary in the digital age stem from the global 

shift towards democratised media. The once elite media distributors have lost 

control of the market while content producers have gained more bargaining power, 

no longer completely dependent upon institutions’ resources to fund production or 

their endorsements to facilitate distribution. As costs have declined, documentary 

producers have been able to independently finance, distribute, and market their 
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own projects. The benefit of more people being able to participate in the creation and 

dissemination of documentary is counterbalanced by the challenges of an 

oversaturated marketplace. Despite all the opportunities, it remains a perpetual 

challenge for independents to gain access to the resources needed to promote their 

work and sustain their careers. The failure of traditional distributors to adapt and 

cater to the changing demands of the market has prompted many content creators 

and startup companies to develop independent distribution solutions. For the most 

part, filmmakers have been working and innovating on their own, but social media 

tools have helped them develop community support. The growing number of 

successful self-distribution and crowdfunding examples suggests that eventually, 

more filmmakers will have the capacity to distribute their films directly to their 

audiences and generate revenues in the process. Whatever form the new online 

business models take, they will benefit from harnessing the social contract that is 

developing between filmmakers and their fans. Ultimately, success in documentary 

distribution appears to be linked to a film’s ability to connect early with its core 

audiences and gain online communities’ support. Through this process, distribution 

become far more than just a consumption mechanism. 

This thesis has shown how documentary distribution has developed in 

relation to participatory media trends. Simply screening documentaries on television 

no longer offers the promise that viewers will show up to watch them. As people 

have moved away from their television sets and into the online space, documentary 

has abandoned part of its ‘traditional’ audience, in particular, those people who 

choose to watch documentaries only when they come across them. Unlike 

documentary fans, willing to search for films online, these less passionate 

documentary audiences could disintegrate once immersed in the on-demand culture 

of the Web. Compared to television, which provides a relatively confined exhibition 

space, the infinite Web offers little chance that users will discover documentaries 

accidentally and choose to stop what they are doing to watch them. Therefore, 

distributors are increasingly having to find ways to put documentaries in front of 

audiences and engage users in their platforms. Although not all distributors employ 
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social media, using online tools to involve audiences in activities (such as curation) 

can create value not only for distributors but also for the films they offer and the 

online communities they serve. For filmmakers, the original prescription of securing 

a commission, making the documentary, playing it at festivals, then gaining a 

singular distribution deal, which culminates in a domestic television release, is no 

longer, and arguably never was, the ideal scenario. New approaches, which use 

social media tools to target online communities and build personal followings, have 

given filmmakers an opportunity to develop lasting and supportive relationships 

with their audiences. For audiences, social media tools have afforded greater 

opportunities to participate in the filmmaking process by enabling users to offer 

projects funding, feedback, promotion, and even content. As audiences engage more 

deeply with documentary, documentary becomes more of an experience to have 

than a product to consume. As distribution develops as a social phenomenon, it 

becomes embedded in the filmmaking process and has a much greater impact upon 

the ways in which documentaries develop, the forms they take, and how they are 

received. 
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CHAPTER 8  
 

Conclusion 
 
Our future business will be conducted in a world made more of verbs than nouns.  

— John Perry Barlow, The Economy of Ideas (1994) 
 

 

8.1 Research Review 
 

This thesis has explored how the economics and culture of documentary distribution 

have developed in the digital age by reviewing new approaches that utilise the Web 

and social media. To properly assess the research findings, it has been essential to 

consider the history of distribution so as to illustrate how quickly and profoundly 

the digital revolution has transformed the documentary market. To establish an 

appropriate theoretical framework, it has been necessary to look beyond the field of 

documentary studies, which has produced little knowledge on this topic, and 

consider how new media theory might inform academic understanding of 

documentary distribution. Subsequently, this has led to considering how knowledge 

of documentary distribution might contribute to new media debates. This research 

has shown how digital technologies and the Internet have created challenges for the 

traditional media industries, requiring that media institutions reinvent existing 

business models and reform their hierarchical structures in order to remain relevant 

in a democratised online marketplace. Nevertheless, my arguments have not gone so 

far as to suggest that traditional distributors can no longer provide value. Rather, 

this thesis has evidenced how the entire documentary industry, from distributors to 

filmmakers to audiences, can cooperatively drive distribution through social media. 

This final chapter summarises the ideas and arguments expressed throughout the 

narrative of this thesis, drawing some final conclusions about how documentary 

culture and consumption have developed in the context of ‘social’ distribution — 

and why advancing knowledge in this space is important.  
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Providing a foundation for this exploration, Chapter 1 introduced the topic of 

documentary by first establishing its definition and status as a genre. The discussion 

of relevant texts, in both the areas of documentary and new media, identified which 

writers most significantly informed this study. This literature review indicated that 

no substantial academic work had been published on the topic of distribution that 

examined the overlap between these two fields. It also established that in trying to 

develop knowledge in this space, it was necessary to consider literature that looks at 

the developing culture on the Web and how audiences are becoming more active. 

After posing the central research question — how have the economics and culture of 

documentary distribution developed in the digital age? — the scope of this thesis 

was narrowed to focus primarily on distribution over the past decade within the US 

and UK territories. It was then explained that this thesis would concentrate on 

feature documentaries (rather than television documentary programmes) and 

provide some discussion of new media documentary within the context of online 

distribution platforms. Before beginning the primary investigation, it was deemed 

necessary to explain and justify the methodology employed. 

Chapter 2 began discussions of the research methods by identifying the 

challenges inherent in this particular study and the need for an exploratory 

approach. The dynamic nature of distribution and the lack of transparency in the 

industry required that information be gathered from a variety of sources and cross-

checked to establish the reliability of the data. Quantitative methods were used to 

investigate the theatrical market for documentary, while qualitative methods were 

employed to develop the case studies and the research conclusions. Desk research, 

which utilised online tools and information, was complemented by field research, 

which involved participant observation and interviews. Some discussion of action 

research was also included in this chapter, so as to introduce and explain the work 

carried out on the DocAgora WebPlex (see Appendix A). The chapter concluded 

with a discussion of the case study approach, including: why each case study was 

selected, what sources of data were used, and how this information was critically 

interpreted. Ultimately, by establishing the level of care taken to identify reliable 
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sources and triangulate information, this methodology chapter offered reassurance 

that personal bias and industry ‘spin’ were vetted from this thesis. 

Addressing the origins and development of the digital revolution, Chapter 3 

offered a historical overview of the rise of digital and explored how key innovations 

have shaped the film industry. Using vignette and snapshot examples, this historical 

account illuminated how digital media and the Web have helped to create a wider 

space in the market for independent films. Conversely, Hollywood has suffered 

from the collapse of release windows as studios have lost some ability to exploit the 

lucrative DVD market due to the Internet’s development as a delivery platform and 

audiences’ growing desire for on-demand media. For independents, online 

platforms have offered the benefit of economical means of delivery along with the 

opportunity (and need) for filmmakers to more deeply engage with audiences. By 

exploring the development of the digital revolution within the context of the wider 

film industry, this chapter established the necessary background for considering 

how these changes have specifically affected the documentary market.  

Building upon the background of the digital revolution, Chapter 4 made 

sense of the apparent growth in the documentary market by first establishing the 

origins of the industry. This historical review focused on documentary’s modes of 

exhibition and delivery, exploring its traditional status as a niche genre and the 

unique challenges it faced in its efforts to reach audiences. This chronology charted 

the growth of documentary and created a framework for examining the recent 

‘documentary boom’ in the theatrical market. Further investigation showed those 

who have documented this ‘boom’ have also amplified it, as two decades of US box 

office data (which were independently gathered and analysed) showed that 

theatrical releasing has remained an unlikely and unprofitable distribution option 

for documentary. Although other avenues (such as non-theatrical releasing and 

festivals) can lead documentaries to the big screen, these approaches are similarly 

limited by competition between films for time and space. Arguably more 

opportunities exist for documentaries in both the educational and home video 

markets, but television still stands as documentary’s most reliable source of income. 
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Yet funding cuts and audience fragmentation have pushed the broadcast market 

towards a crisis point, which has diminished broadcasters’ financial support for 

documentary films and prompted the development of cross-platform distribution 

solutions that aim to capture audience attention and monetise online engagement. 

Filmmakers have looked for sustainability through developing direct connections 

with individuals (via self-distribution and crowdfunding) and by strategically 

working to target core communities. Although the documentary market has 

experienced much growth, it has not universally profited from the opportunities for 

expansion. 

Exploring how online business models operate, Chapter 5 considered four 

examples of broadcasters and distributors of documentary content that have 

incorporated the Web into their designs and aimed to sustain their operations 

through deeper audience engagement. Through these case studies, each platform 

was assessed in terms of its ability to engage users and succeed in its intended aims. 

The first case study, on Channel 4’s FourDocs, showed how the platform failed to 

cultivate enthusiasm and exposure for user-generated short documentaries by 

succumbing to commercial pressures and neglecting its online community. In the 

case of Current TV, its cross-platform model for user-generated documentary 

content made it difficult for the network to ensure high-quality content, large 

audiences, and profitability. Examining SnagFilms revealed how the financial limits 

of using an ad-funded model to generate revenue for documentary films demanded 

that the distributor expand both its partnerships and content offering. Finally, the 

case study of VODO suggested how a model that relied upon peer-to-peer networks 

to facilitate free distribution and users to submit voluntary payments was unlikely 

to work without the reinforcement of a new social contract, which compelled 

‘pirates’ to become patrons. All of these examples suggested that, despite 

developing innovative approaches, online platforms have struggled to 

commercialise documentary and inspire audience engagement in the free, on-

demand culture of the Web. 
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Also employing a case study structure, Chapter 6 explored three filmmaker 

examples to understand how fan communities could be used to support the 

financing, production, and distribution of documentaries. In the case of Robert 

Greenwald, who managed to successfully self-distribute four feature documentaries, 

it was argued that a coalition of loyal supporters could carry out many of the 

functions of a distributor. For The Age of Stupid (2009), Franny Armstrong and Lizzie 

Gillett demonstrated how they could raise £880,000 from supporters to fund their 

film about runaway climate change and spread its campaign to cinemas and 

audiences around the world. In the final example, Kevin Macdonald relied upon 

corporate support and his own star power to entice members of the YouTube 

community to help him ‘direct’ the feature documentary Life in a Day (2011), which 

was produced from over 80,000 clips of user-uploaded documentary footage — all 

shot on the same day. Although these examples provided insight into how 

filmmakers can benefit from developing relationships with their audiences, they 

have not offered scalable models. Nevertheless, they reinforce the idea that 

innovation and audience engagement may lead to greater opportunities for 

sustainability in the future. 

Drawing from the findings in the case studies, Chapter 7 considered how 

distributors, filmmakers, audiences, and documentary were responding to the 

apparent trend in ‘social’ distribution. The concept that distribution has become a 

social phenomenon was developed through examining these elements and 

suggesting that the industry is changing in ways that have led to a loss of control for 

distributors, a greater burden placed upon the filmmaker, and increased 

participation from audiences. As a consequence of the development of on-demand 

media and interactive possibilities offered by Web 2.0 technology, audience 

engagement has become a core part of the distribution process. In conjunction with 

these changes, public contribution to documentary creation has expanded and 

consumers have started to get involved from the onset of projects. Although 

profitable economic models have not fully materialised, evidence suggests that 

value can be gained when distribution becomes a cause that communities support. 
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Through the course of this study, I have carved out an understanding of 

documentary’s position in the developing online space, despite an absence of 

literature on this topic. By examining emerging distribution models within both the 

US and UK markets, and pulling together data from a wide range of sources 

(including information gathered from experts in the field), I have been able to 

consider what distribution mechanisms have worked in the past and then explore 

how digital technology and the Web have helped documentary grow and develop in 

the present marketplace. This thesis has offered insight into documentary’s marginal 

presence in the theatrical market and its increasingly pervasive position on the Web. 

By examining documentary outside of television, I have demonstrated the scope and 

significance of its expansion onto other platforms. This research has helped to fill a 

gap in documentary studies (which have traditionally viewed documentary as a 

television format) by building a more complete understanding of documentary’s 

political economy and its capacity to engage with wider audiences through other 

platforms. It is important to consider how documentary can appeal to audiences in 

networked environments as this is the path it must take to achieve economic 

sustainability in the future. Ultimately, understanding how documentary 

distribution can be community-driven provides insight into how its economic 

models are developing and how its culture is becoming more participatory.  

 

 

8.2 The Value of Distribution Knowledge 
 

As distribution has become more socially driven, it has gained greater theoretical 

significance and subsequently has become more important to understand. The more 

academics study distribution and discuss it in their work, the easier it is to recognise 

how relevant distribution is to traditional debates in film studies. Julia Knight (2007: 

25) observes, ‘The fact that this area of scholarship has been developing indicates 

that the influential role the distribution link plays in shaping our film culture — 

determining what we as audiences get to see — is now more widely acknowledged.’ 

Online distribution deserves to be studied as much as traditional modes, such as 
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television and cinema, not only because of its pervasiveness but also because of its 

process, which calls for new forms of audience engagement. Understanding 

distribution in this networked environment requires viewing it as more than a 

mechanical process. It demands studying the roles distributors, filmmakers, and 

audiences play as they interact with one another and collaborate in the social setting 

that now surrounds the process that commonly has been defined as ‘distribution’. 

These social activities that develop around films on the Web drive distribution and, 

in effect, shape film culture and industry economics. According to Janet Wasko 

(2004: 227), studying the political economy of film requires understanding ‘motion 

pictures as commodities produced and distributed within a capitalist industrial 

structure’. As this research has suggested, distributing documentaries is different 

from distributing Hollywood films and even other independent films. The 

distribution process is unique to each film; therefore, it is essential to study 

documentary (and its specific cases) in isolation in order to gain an accurate view of 

its political economy. The commissioning crisis and rising competition in the 

broadcast market have pushed documentaries away from their traditional 

sponsorship models, while the Internet has granted them instant entry into a 

worldwide, commercial arena. Digital technology and the Internet have taken films 

that were largely inaccessible to audiences (beyond a few scheduled screenings on 

television and in art house cinemas) and made them immediately watchable by 

anyone, anywhere in the wired world. Now that documentaries are widely available 

and consumed within a social context, they must be studied differently. Because 

very little has been written about the economics of documentary and its process of 

distribution, this thesis has contributed novel insights, which have suggested the 

need to look beyond film texts and consider how documentaries are produced and 

consumed. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, this research has examined current documentary 

distribution methods by comparing them to past models, while also looking for 

‘crude prototypes of what is to come’ (Jenkins 2004: 253). This approach made it 

likely to study attempts that failed. Consequently, although it was not an intended 
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aim, this thesis has shown how innovation does not always work. The failures 

discussed in this thesis suggest that testing new methods is how distributors remain 

competitive and filmmakers find sustainability for their work, and yet innovation is 

no guarantee for success. Innovation may bring attention, but it does not always 

bring an audience or profits. My own experience with the failure of innovation, 

through the work I put into developing the WebPlex (see Appendix A), taught me 

that, for any project or service, success in the online marketplace hinges on 

community support. Services like MovieLink and CinemaNow failed where 

YouTube succeeded because YouTube better served audiences’ needs, while 

MovieLink and CinemaNow catered to studio interests. History shows that many 

distributors have gone out of business because they failed to adapt and cater to 

consumer demand. When success is achieved through innovation, such as 

Greenwald and Armstrong’s experiments with crowdfunding, the industry 

commonly responds by creating services that help to streamline and replicate these 

approaches, for example, by building crowdfunding websites. The fact that some 

documentaries have achieved success through alternative models suggests that the 

industry as a whole is moving closer to finding workable solutions. 

This research has stressed that, in order to develop an accurate understanding 

of distribution, it is important to focus on the details and examine specific cases. The 

themes that this research has developed have been important, but the real value of 

this study comes from taking these themes and finding more specific applications 

for them. As Jenkins (2004: 248) suggests, ‘Digital theory is responding to the process 

of change, describing and analyzing a medium (or cluster of media) still being born.’ 

Because the process of distribution is continually evolving, it cannot be easily 

generalised. Consequently, it is more useful to have multiple theories of new media 

rather than overarching ones. So as academics begin to study distribution, the best 

approach is a focused one, which considers how distribution works for particular 

films and genres and contextualises those observations within the broader historical 

development. This has been the approach this study has taken to develop the idea 

that distribution has become a social phenomenon, which social media tools have 
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enabled and communities have driven. By examining the case of documentary, I 

have not suggested another grand theory of new media but rather given nuance to 

existing new media debates. Ultimately, the question of how have digital 

technologies influenced the economics and culture documentary distribution 

stretches far beyond consideration of how the industry mechanisms have changed 

or what new platforms have emerged. The growing participation of audiences, 

across the entire filmmaking process (through funding, creation, promotion, etc.), 

calls for a more developed understanding of documentary as a genre and its unique 

capacity to engage audiences. 

 

 

8.3 Documentary Changes and Challenges 
 

Throughout history, documentary has endured challenges and adapted to 

opportunities in the marketplace. In the early days, documentary’s only chance to be 

seen was on the big screen. Television created a new exhibition space for 

documentary and (more in the UK than in the US) provided a reliable source of 

funding to support its production. Although the emergence of the home video 

market in the 1980s and the addition of the DVD format in the 1990s offered 

documentary the possibility for wider and more commercial distribution, the major 

breakthrough in the documentary marketplace happened within the last decade, 

when the Internet developed as a film distribution platform. The distribution 

barriers Flaherty faced — when, despite his targeted outreach efforts, he failed to 

persuade Paramount to support Moana’s (1926) general release — no longer remain 

challenges to overcome in the digital age. Instead, in the online environment, 

documentary distribution does not depend upon studio approval but rather 

community engagement. As traditional distributors have been disintermediated and 

some of the creative process has been delocalised towards the public, documentaries 

have become increasingly supported by participatory culture. Rooted in the real 

world, documentaries have the potential to inspire powerful connections with and 

within the audiences they reach. Documentaries involve ordinary people (not actors) 
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in their stories, which naturally creates an opportunity for public engagement. As 

the Social Web has developed, there has been a surge in user-generated 

documentaries, as witnessed both in the assemblage of Life in a Day (2011) and the 

popularity of YouTube as a nonfiction viewing platform. Because those who 

produce documentaries now have the capacity to develop meaningful direct 

relationships with those who consume documentaries, the genre has taken steps 

beyond its nonfiction narratives to become, in many instances, a social 

experience. Through these new cooperative paradigms distribution has grown to be 

something far greater than an act of releasing content or an element of commerce — 

it has become as a site of innovation and public engagement.  

 As digital technology’s simplification of the filmmaking process has enabled 

documentary to grow into a more collaborative enterprise, it has also prompted a 

return to a more artisanal approach. Individuals now experiment with and manage 

the entire filmmaking process. As more people engage with documentary, and as 

technology enables new modes of engagement, experiencing the ‘creative treatment 

of actuality’ has become a process far more creative and lively than Grierson could 

ever have imagined. As the term has gone from being an adjective, like Grierson first 

used it, and developed past its commonly understood status as a noun, 

‘documentary’ in the digital age has become almost a verb, symbolising action. As 

more people become involved in the process of making documentary, through 

recording and sharing their own stories, new debates about documentary ideology 

emerge. As the documentary form becomes more fragmented and diverse, so does 

its definition. Expressions of reality from unconventional artists extend beyond form 

and platform, no longer confined to television screens, or rare theatrical runs, but, 

rather, surface subtly on the Web or come to life through organised campaigns and 

interactive extensions of story. As a consequence, the accompanying elements 

(whether web series, user-generated content sites, mobile application, etc.) have the 

potential to extend the appeal of documentaries to audiences they traditionally have 

not reached. Because anyone with access to basic equipment can make a 

documentary and exhibit it for the world to see, digital technology and the Web 
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have helped to enhance the cultural diversity of documentary.  

Although the absence of gatekeepers has allowed more documentaries to 

enter the marketplace, it has also made it harder to draw attention to any one film. 

One solution may be that documentary will embody new forms online. This trend is 

already apparent in the rise of short form content on the Web. Although there is not 

space in this thesis to fully debate how digital has impacted upon documentary 

form, it is worth briefly mentioning the remarkable development of cross-media. As 

media have evolved into multimedia, every element has become capable of having 

multiple extensions in the forms of blogs, wikis, social networking pages, video 

clips, etc. Non-professionals and enthusiasts, more than filmmakers or marketers, 

commonly are responsible for developing these elements. The multi-layered 

convergence culture that Jenkins (2006) describes is evident when films are linked to 

these other elements, deeply interconnecting online content and communities in 

such a way that reshapes and redefines them both. As Jenkins (2007) observes, ‘We 

now live in a world where every story, image, sound, idea, brand, and relationship 

will play itself out across all possible media platforms.’ Because the online delivery 

medium removes the narrative boundaries of content, consumers can selectively 

determine how stories unfold and more deeply engage with them. Ultimately, the 

shift towards immersive media suggests that audiences can be brought into the 

process at an earlier stage and can be enticed to stay with projects for a much longer 

time. Cross-media projects demonstrate how consumers have come to experience 

distribution differently — as it has evolved from a sales operation into a social 

exchange that adds value to and shapes the end product. 

 

 

8.4 Directions for Further Research 
 

While this thesis has developed knowledge of documentary distribution, it has 

necessarily bypassed some issues and concepts in an effort to streamline the 

narrative and build a cohesive argument. Consequently, there are a number of 

elements, which have been deliberately overlooked, that would be worthwhile to 
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explore. Although the topic of piracy has been touched upon in the case studies 

(Section 5.5), consideration of documentary’s intellectual property issues deserves a 

separate study. Research could be done to explore how copyright influences 

documentary’s capacity to reach and engage with wider audiences. As documentary 

films have begun to include media from a wider range of sources, the rights to fair 

use (US) and fair dealing (UK) need to be better understood. Although this thesis 

offers insight in the US and UK markets, a study that more specifically compares 

and contrasts these two industries and evaluates their significance on a global scale 

would further develop knowledge of documentary’s political economy. In addition, 

investigation into how documentaries are distributed in other territories could 

provide more insight into the developing international marketplace and the efforts 

needed to sustain each industry within it. Further research also is needed to 

understand how public service documentaries can remain relevant on the Web and 

the cultural effects that have developed as a result of broadcasters moving their 

content online. In general, there is a need for more case studies that examine 

profitable platforms for on-demand content and filmmakers who have generated 

revenues through self-distribution and crowdfunding. When I started my research, 

there were only a few examples of filmmakers who had explored alternative modes 

of funding and distribution and Robert Greenwald was always the first name 

mentioned. Many more filmmakers have entered this space; consequently, it would 

be useful to consider additional cases in order to develop the understanding of how 

alternative approaches are working to deepen audience engagement and expand 

documentary distribution. Such research could build upon the theoretical 

foundation established in this thesis by specifically exploring the developing social 

contract between filmmakers and their audiences and how this personal connection 

influences the ways in which films are brought to market. Without being overly 

speculative, it is reasonable to say that the future of documentary lies in online 

distribution. However, how to best generate revenue in this emerging market still 

remains an unknown. Ongoing analysis that examines how the business models and 

marketing strategies are developing in this space would be useful. The findings in 
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this thesis could serve to support such studies.  

 

 

8.5 Closing Thoughts 
 

Before the Internet, there was no public involvement in the filmmaking process, 

beyond such simple activities as tuning in to the television channel, buying a DVD, 

or purchasing a cinema ticket. Over the last decade, people have developed from 

being passive consumers and adopted more active roles in the consumption process, 

making distribution a more interactive process. Mainstream online distributors (e.g. 

YouTube, Netflix) now see users’ participation as a key component of their business 

strategies, effectively aiming to build online brand communities around their 

content. They therefore promote social interactions on their websites, including 

enabling user profiles, blog posts, feedback, ratings, and ad-hoc social activities. 

These activities create value, growing distributors’ websites with new content and 

helping to organise their content databases. Through leveraging online 

communities, filmmakers can help maximise their chances of success by measuring 

interest and gauging the potential audience for a given project. As more evidence 

suggests that it is possible to independently fund and distribute films, more 

filmmakers are testing these alternative models in their efforts to grow and sustain 

their careers. Despite the impending collapse of the broadcast commissioning 

model, which has historically stood as the primary method for funding and 

distributing nonfiction films, the number of documentaries produced year-on-year 

has grown. Resourceful filmmakers, like Robert Greenwald, have taken advantage 

of new digital technologies and made films on shoestring budgets. As Anderson 

(2006), Kelly (2008a), and others have suggested, lower production costs combined 

with free distribution means that filmmakers no longer need to generate a high 

volume of sales in order to cover their costs. Yet successful self-distribution is not 

only a product of having access to a database of thousands of contacts. To generate 

revenue via the Web, audiences must be deeply engaged. As the case studies in this 

thesis have shown, distribution strategies for documentary vary in relation to each 
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film’s core audiences and how deeply engaged those individuals are in the project. 

Ultimately, distribution in the digital age does not exist as a simple, replicable model 

but rather unfolds as a dynamic process that has to be constantly tried and 

innovated. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

The DocAgora WebPlex 
 

 

A.1 Introduction 
 

As web tools become more accessible and comprehensible, researchers are able to 

use online systems to experiment with innovative methods for data collection. These 

new methods, which allow the public to add data to repositories rather than 

requiring researchers to collect information from individual sources, have practical 

and theoretical implications that go beyond the scope of this thesis. Consequently, I 

only consider the use of such tools to gather information for my analysis and do not 

go as far as to explore how such methods might work in other circumstances. This 

appendix describes the experience and knowledge I gained from developing an 

online archive for information about distributors of documentary films.74 This 

database, referred to as the WebPlex, existed as an open resource that allowed 

anyone to contribute to and edit the information it contained. Since much of my 

research examined the Internet and how it has affected the process of distribution, it 

made sense for me to investigate how the sharing of information on the Web might 

have an impact upon distribution as well. However, to use the Web effectively as a 

research tool, I had to do more than just collect data from online spaces. To make the 

most out of this process and find out the most about distributors, I had to provide 

information and tools to the public and promote those resources to the point that 

users felt compelled to contribute. Through this process, I have discovered that 

facilitating user-engagement is an enormous hurdle for any online participatory 

project to overcome. 

                                                        

74 I initially intended this information to be presented as a chapter in my research, and I designed the 
WebPlex to provide the data for my core analysis. It has necessarily been abridged and adapted in 
into this appendix. 
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 Although there are a number of hurdles to overcome in order to set up an 

open research database, the actual process of collecting and analysing data often 

becomes far simpler and faster once everything can be mediated through an online 

environment, rather than an offline one. The flexibility of being able to adjust the 

design to suit user preferences and address user feedback adds value to the data 

collection process, creating potential benefits for both the researcher and user. 

Additionally, gathering data via the Web also enables a wider sample to be taken 

than could be gathered through traditional survey methods. In the case of my 

research, it created the possibility for information, which otherwise might not be 

accessible, to be entered directly by filmmakers. It also enables filmmakers to easily 

contribute information to the database, on their own initiative, without my 

solicitation. If a database is well designed, information can be arranged and 

quantified more easily than through traditional methods of research. Such 

techniques are still very novel and have yet to be widely implemented. In my 

research for this project, I was unable to find an example of a thesis in the area of 

media arts that attempted to use the Web to gather data in the manner that I 

intended to do with this experiment.  

 One reason why students have not commonly employed user-generated 

content sites to carry out their media studies research and practice is because of the 

enormous amount of effort this involves. Even though Web 2.0 technology has 

simplified the process of web publishing and collaboration, creating and managing a 

successful online portal is a complex process that involves far more than simply 

building a functional design. New social expectations make it essential that 

researchers promote themselves, along with their work, within the communities and 

systems they are researching, in order to build credibility and trust. Ultimately, 

reputation and connections play an important role not only in getting projects 

funded and made, but also in helping ensure projects get seen. As Section 4.4.2 

argued and Chapter 6 demonstrated, a filmmaker with a strong online presence and 

fan following can potentially eliminate his or her dependency on institutional 

support and increase long-term career sustainability. Those who are shy in social 
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networks and fear the Web’s ability to record and make discoverable anything that 

enters into it are at a significant disadvantage to those who are eager to participate 

in the ongoing debates on the Web. I knew that building my own personal network 

could significantly increase public knowledge of the WebPlex, but there was no way 

to guarantee an increase in user participation. It is misleading to think the Web 

works on the premise of, ‘If you build it, they will come’. Web users are generally 

looking for two ingredients: information and attention. While information is 

abundant, attention is scarce. Effectively filtering information is one way to attract 

attention. Developing a system with sophisticated filtering capabilities was a key 

aim and challenge of the WebPlex. 

 Information may be the currency of the future, yet without attention, 

information has little value. The Web measures attention and this attention can have 

significant social, economical, and cultural benefits. Although there is often a 

correlation between the two, the quality of the information posted on a website is 

often subservient to the website’s ability to command (and sustain) attention. The 

WebPlex was designed to facilitate the exchange of information within the 

documentary community by gathering individuals’ personal knowledge and 

experience of distributing documentary films and opening that information up to 

the public. The WebPlex was inspired by the belief that creating a website that 

enabled personal experiences to be collected and filtered would not only help 

documentary filmmakers decide which avenues of distribution are most relevant 

and fruitful for their particular films, but it would also help the industry grow by 

fostering greater transparency and accountability. It was my hope that the WebPlex 

would aggregate the latest information and debates related to documentary 

distribution, and subsequently help filmmakers make informed decisions about 

whom to partner with and where to distribute their films. My ultimate aim was to 

create a system that would provide distribution guidance to documentary 

filmmakers by allowing them to learn from other documentary filmmakers about 

what resources were most useful and how to best employ new models of 

distribution. Through such a system, I could gain information and insight into what 
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practices worked best for releasing documentaries in the new online market. 

 
 

A.2 Partnership Support 
 
At the 2008 Hot Docs International Documentary Festival in Toronto, I developed a 

partnership with DocAgora, an international non-profit organisation based in 

Canada. Founded by Canadian documentarian Peter Wintonick, the group included 

one other Canadian producer, Amit Breuer, and two Americans, Cameron Hickey 

and Neil Seiling. DocAgora served as a think tank, researching and promoting new 

forms, platforms, and ways of financing digital documentary. It also hosted events 

in partnership with documentary markets and festivals around the world, including: 

Hot Docs, IDFA, and Sunny Side of the Doc. At the time, DocAgora received 

funding from the Ontario Media Development Corporation (OMDC), which it 

shared with DOC Toronto and DOC National in the DocAgora Ontario 

Partnership. Through a designated grant from the OMDC, DocAgora had the 

necessary funds to cover the cost of creating and maintaining an open database 

website. In April 2008, the DocAgora team and I decided to collaborate on this 

project. We agreed that, in order to comply with the requirements of my PhD, I 

would be the sole manager of my research, which would be positioned in the 

distribution arm of the new DocAgora website. DocAgora would provide the 

technical support and funding necessary to produce the website and populate the 

other areas of it. I learned that DocAgora had approximately Can$100,000 from the 

funding grant to develop the site within a two-year completion period. It was agreed 

that I would have the creative freedom I needed to implement my research, the site 

development would be completed within two years, and the WebPlex would have 

the means to continue beyond the end of my research. These elements, along with 

DocAgora’s established reputation as an event producer and think tank, gave me 

confidence that the project would successfully come to fruition. 
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A.3 Goals for the WebPlex 
 

My approach to developing the WebPlex aimed to answer some key questions about 

how documentary distribution has changed since the advent of the digital age. In 

order to understand how technology has altered documentary distribution, I wanted 

to employ technology to help me fairly compare the distribution options that existed 

and to uncover how they functioned, particularly in terms of each one’s capacity to 

generate revenues for filmmakers. Since so little comparative information about 

distributors existed, it seemed like a worthwhile effort to design a space that could 

aggregate information that normally was shared by word of mouth. The WebPlex 

was designed so that anyone could enter information into distributor profiles, 

creating a clearer picture of the deals and services each one offered. Producers could 

then evaluate distributors and post comments about the experiences they had 

working with them. This key feature was aimed to help filmmakers relate to and 

understand the track record of unfamiliar distributors and enable them to make 

informed decisions about whether or not to partner with them, based on the 

experiences of others. Each time a member of the documentary community would 

add a bit of information to the WebPlex, the collective knowledge would grow. The 

WebPlex’s usefulness increased as people could filter distributors based on user 

evaluations and relevant criteria. It was my hope that by gathering information from 

the documentary community at large, this website could enable me to survey key 

aspects of the documentary economy. People’s participation in the site was critical to 

generate understanding of the kind of relationships filmmakers have with their 

distributors and the typical financial returns associated with various deals. The 

WebPlex was positioned to be a valuable tool for my investigation into how the Web 

facilitates the sharing of information and the impact it has had upon traditional 

media business models. 

 If this WebPlex could be developed and used to its greatest capacity, it could 

become a valuable research tool, not just for those wanting to understand the 
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political economy of documentary, but also for anyone looking to distribute 

documentary content across multiple platforms. Information that was once shared 

only via word of mouth or in private forum discussions could now exist in a 

publicly accessed, collaboratively filtered, and easily searchable online database. 

With each bit of information about distribution deals and services that was added to 

this resource, producers could gain greater insight and the ability to compare 

distribution offers and find partners that best suited their projects. Many 

distributors promise more than they can deliver and take more than they deserve. 

The WebPlex had the potential to debunk the hype surrounding various outlets and 

get to the truth of the matter to find out actual revenue returns from 

distributors. Ultimately, the aim of this experiment was to not only understand the 

impact technology has had on documentary distribution but to also witness its 

effect. By enabling information to be collaboratively filtered, the WebPlex had the 

potential to reveal how different distribution outlets measured against each other, 

causing the most favourable (both financially and otherwise) to rise to the top of the 

listing. The documented exchange of information through social media fosters the 

transparency needed to build a stronger documentary industry. As this was an 

experiment that depended on many user participants, the expected outcome was 

largely unknown. My initial predictions were that distributors would not take action 

to enter the descriptive information into their profiles; however, I believed that 

filmmakers would take an interest in the project and would contribute to this task. 

Nevertheless, even the worst-case scenario, in which no one contributed anything, 

could offer valuable insight into the challenges of collaborative systems on the Web.  
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A.4 Research Methods 
 

A.4.1  Initial Design and Development 

 

The WebPlex was developed offline during 2008 and went live, taking over the 

existing homepage of DocAgora.org in January 2009. It was organised into five main 

categories of information: Events, Funders, Distribution, Concepts, and Tools. The 

section entitled ‘Distribution’ was the area I developed, although I occasionally 

added to and edited content in other areas of the WebPlex. This section served as a 

data repository for information regarding media distributors (including sales 

agents) and distribution outlets. As the developer of the Distribution section, I 

determined the data fields and added information on over 380 entities into the 

database. The programming and graphic design elements, with which I had limited 

involvement, were implemented by outsourced developers, who were hired and 

managed by Cameron Hickey. Hickey served as the overall project manager, 

relaying my requests to the developers and overseeing the programming process. 

The site was built on Drupal, a content management system that, if implemented 

properly, allows for changes to easily be made to the text and data fields. The 

WebPlex had an open login system, which meant that users did not have to create a 

DocAgora account and instead could login using their Facebook, Google, or OpenID 

accounts (Figure A.1). Once people were logged in, they could add, rank, and filter 

information on the site. Administers reviewed activity on the WebPlex in order to 

make sure the user-contributed data was reasonably accurate and authentic. Because 

users needed to login, every single change was attributable. Administers could 

revert pages to remove fraudulent data and block users, if necessary. 
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Figure A.1 WebPlex Login Page 
 

 
  

 

My aim in designing the Distribution section was to gather data on individual 

distributors in order to assess how the Internet has altered the ways in which 

filmmakers work with distributors. To facilitate this task, I needed to identify 

categories of distributors that would allow for comparison and filtering functions to 

effectively work on the site. The classifications were as follows: 

 
  Exhibition 

 
• Independent Theater 
• Video On Demand (Internet) 
• Video On Demand (Cable/Satellite) 
• Broadcaster (Public) 
• Broadcaster (Commercial) 
• Broadcaster (Cable/Satellite) 
• Cultural Institution (Museums) 
• Other 
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Distribution 

• Theatrical 
• Non-Theatrical 
• Home Video Sales 
• Home Video Rentals 
• Educational 
• Mobile Devices 
• Airlines 
• Other 

 

Representation / Consulting 

• Producers Rep 
• Sales Agent 
• Strategist/Consultant 
• Attorney 
• Other 

 
 

My investigation was primarily interested in companies that fell into the main 

classifications of Exhibition and Distribution. Most companies could fit into more 

than one category, and once a box was ticked, that category would open a specific 

set of data fields. Whenever the ‘Other’ box was ticked, it opened a blank field 

where users could enter text. Figure A.2 illustrates how the data fields were laid out 

for the Distributor profiles. 
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Figure A.2 Distributor Data Fields (Sample) 
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Figure A.2  (Continued) 
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 Establishing the means for a positive user experience was critical for the 

success of the WebPlex. The homepage aimed to be aesthetically appealing and 

informative, providing users with links to blog posts, news, resource updates, and 

event listings (Figure A.3). The process of adding and editing content needed to be 

effortless in order to facilitate participation. The aim was to create a frictionless 

system and a website that users would want to revisit in order to explore the latest 

information and contribute new data. A bookmarklet tool was created to reduce the 

burden on users, allowing them to save web pages into the DocAgora database as 

they browsed online. Users could install the bookmarklet tool in their browser so 

that if they came across an interesting site, they just needed to click the ‘To 

DocAgora’ button to open a window in which the user (after logging in) could 

submit the link, along with a title and description, directly into the appropriate silo 

of the WebPlex. This feature was designed to allow users to make contributions 

effortlessly, without having to independently return to the DocAgora website to 

enter information. In order to ensure a positive user experience it was also important 

to make sure the categories of the WebPlex were clearly designed and enough 

information was provided on the site so that visitors understood how to use 

it. Entries in the database needed to be classified uniquely and capable of being 

defined, redefined, and organised by the community members. For this reason, the 

profiles had to be extensive and clear, with no overlapping fields or potential for 

confusion. With distributors, this was often a challenge as many broadcasters (e.g. 

the BBC, Channel 4, PBS) have strands (i.e. Storyville, 3 Minute Wonders, Frontline) 

that are separate and yet overlapping. This was satisfied by offering the ability to 

link two ‘related’ items in the database. 
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Figure A.3 DocAgora WebPlex Homepage 

 
Image of the WebPlex homepage on 3 August 2010. Available at: http://www.docagora.org 
[accessed 3 August 2010]. 
 

 

A.4.2  Key Features 

 

Collaborative filtering can be an efficient way to measure public opinion, which is 

why it was integral to the design of the WebPlex. Many websites (i.e. 

RottenTomatoes, IMDb, TripAdvisor, Amazon) poll or survey users to asses their 

sentiment towards a particular item or business. The WebPlex, at least for my 

research purposes, aimed to be a community maintained recommendation system 

that allowed people to fairly evaluate distributors. For that reason, the data could 

not be curated by any one individual in particular, but instead had to be an 

amalgamation of ratings from the masses. An image of the ratings system employed 

on the site can be seen in Figure A.4. 
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Figure A.4 WebPlex Rating Feature (Sample) 

 
 

Collaborative filtering can help users predict the kind of experience they will get if 

they employ a particular distributor, but only if there is a rich data pool. According 

to Schafer et al. (2007: 298-99), for collaborative filtering to work, there needs to be 

four conditions:  

 1) There are many items 
 2) There are many ratings per item 
 3) There are more users rating than items to be recommended 
 4) Users rate multiple times 

The first point is the only one I had direct control over — the other three relied 

entirely upon a high level of audience engagement. Users needed to view the 

WebPlex not as a static resource but rather as a dynamic space where contributions 

were made on a regular basis. Ultimately, it did not matter how much work I put 

into building the WebPlex, its value depended on how many people contributed 

ratings and opinions. 
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 User ratings and comments were the primary aim of the site and therefore 

they needed to feature prominently in the information architecture. Unfortunately, 

due to problems with the site development, these features never functioned as 

initially intended. Comments needed to be highly visible and quantified on every 

level of the website architecture, so that users could immediately see what 

distributors were most discussed and what kind of sentiment they provoked. 

Ratings also needed to be easily interpretable, with each one’s overall score clearly 

visible and featured when looking at a list of distributors (enabling them to be 

compared). Problematically, user ratings were only displayed on individual 

distributor profile pages. Another feature that failed to be developed was the search 

functionality. Advanced search features were planned to allow for users to enter 

specific criteria in order to determine the most relevant distribution partners for 

their unique projects and the kind of revenues they might expect to achieve. 

However, this feature never went beyond a simple search box, which only searched 

the name fields for matches instead of all text within the broader database. 

 

A.4.3  Outreach and Response 

 

The initial plan was to launch the WebPlex in November 2008 at IDFA, but the 

development fell behind schedule and the beta launch was pushed to April 2009. 

DocAgora hosted a dedicated event on 7 May 2009 at Hot Docs in Toronto, where 

the WebPlex was explained and demonstrated to a room of approximately fifty 

festival delegates. At that time, I had personally populated all the information in the 

distribution section, which contained more than three hundred distributor entries. I 

had gathered the majority of this information from the distributors’ own websites 

and through online searches. At that point, I had not done any specific outreach to 

solicit user input as the WebPlex was still a work-in-progress. The beta launch was 

intended to introduce the WebPlex to the documentary community for the first time, 

and all five members of DocAgora (myself included) were at this event. Overall, the 

event created interest in and support for the site, and the verbal sentiments 

expressed during and after the event were largely positive. The discussion that 
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unfolded in the room centered on how much the documentary community needed 

an ‘honest broker’ to help gather unbiased information about potential business 

partners and opportunities. Although the site was open to the public after its debut 

at Hot Docs, very few people used it. As the site’s functionality was still very 

limited, we decided to refrain from further promotion until more work had been 

done to improve the WebPlex. 

 Over the next year, some progress was made on the WebPlex, but major 

issues with the search functionality and the ratings system remained, hindering my 

plans to do targeted outreach. During this time, I continued to update the WebPlex 

with new information and I accrued an email list of over 250 filmmakers, who had 

worked with distributors listed in the database. My plan was to personally contact 

all of them and request each one’s input. I also started periodically ‘tweeting’ related 

news through the DocAgora Twitter account, and ultimately gathered a small 

following, which has since grown to more than a thousand followers. Furthermore, I 

created a Wikipedia entry for DocAgora in order to increase public awareness of the 

WebPlex. All of these activities were done in preparation for a DocAgora event, 

which took place in June 2010 at Sunny Side of the Doc in La Rochelle, France. As an 

introduction to this event, which centred on a cross-media pitching competition, the 

WebPlex was promoted to a room of approximately one hundred people. 

Additionally, while at the event, Cameron Hickey and I also planned further 

development of the WebPlex and possible partnerships with other organisations that 

might generate greater user contributions. 

 Ultimately the improvements that the WebPlex needed to function properly 

were never made, so in August 2010, after Hickey confirmed that no further 

development could happen on the WebPlex (due to both technical and funding 

limitations), I began my process of outreach. I first contacted approximately two 

hundred distributors (whose email addresses were listed in the database) using the 

‘email’ feature of the WebPlex, which sent correspondence via an online 

form. About a week later I began sending personal emails from my DocAgora email 

account to a group of about fifty filmmakers, tailoring the request to mention each 
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person’s film and at least one distributor that represented it. I decided to outreach to 

filmmakers in small groups so I could adjust my plan to improve the response rate. I 

also appealed to the D-Word community, posting a request for members to rate and 

comment on distributors with whom they had worked. Although I knew the 

WebPlex had not been developed to a level that made it fully user-friendly, I did not 

imagine that these efforts would result in none of the filmmakers I emailed, or 

anyone from the D-Word, taking the time to rate or comment on a distributor. 

However, I did get one response from one D-Word member on 15 September 2010 

which said: 

DocAgora looks like a wonderful idea. It would be extremely useful to 
have a resource to compare, rate and rank all the different funders and 
distributers of documentaries. 
 But I must say that when I took a brief look at the site, it was 
very confusing and difficult to understand. The entries seem to be in 
completely random order, and in most cases the only info is the tagline 
from the website. Unless there is some sort of logical order to the 
information and some sort of way to sort through it (e.g. deadline 
order, or total resources, or ranking) its [sic] not useful ... and therefore 
there is no incentive to add ratings. 

Sorry to be so negative but I think a rethink of the website will 
be crucial to turn this into something as useful as it potentially can be. 

This comment essentially summarised my own feelings about the WebPlex’s 

limitations and my concerns about prematurely conducting outreach, without 

having all the necessary improvements in place. It became clear that, without further 

development funding and a complete process of redesign, the WebPlex was unlikely 

to ever gain a significant number of user contributions. 

 In terms of distributors’ outreach responses, for the most part my requests, 

which asked distributors to update their profiles, were largely ignored. However, I 

could tell that the emails I sent were read by at least some because I observed an 

increase in site traffic during this time. Ultimately, from the estimated two hundred 

emails I sent, I received five responses. Here is a summary of them: 

One request for a spelling change in the name of the distributor 

  One comment of: ‘Thank you, your work looks excellent’ 

One comment of: ‘Thank you very much’ along with a suggested 
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additions to include in the distributor’s profile 

One request for help logging in to the site 

One request to be removed from the WebPlex, as expressed in these 

two separate exchanges: 

How can it be that everyone can edit every profile? The 
information displayed then doesn’t mean anything - please 
remove us until this is cleared, thank you. 

I just don’t agree to have a profile that anyone can 
change – Wikipedia doesn’t work like that either! And if you 
keep it as is, you should declare that very clearly as anyone can 
put anyone else out of business, easily –- so to say. 

This negative reaction came from a well-established, traditional distributor of 

documentary films who, after a few exchanges, accepted the promise that I would 

monitor her company’s profile and ensure that nobody put her company ‘out of 

business’ by abusing the WebPlex. The lack of users contributing to the site made it 

easy to police such behaviour. Abuse of the WebPlex has happened, but it has 

always originated from spammers and promoters rather than any direct attacks on 

legitimate businesses entered into the database. In general, as demonstrated by the 

lack of response to my outreach, distributors were largely apathetic towards the 

WebPlex. Of course, such sentiment is likely correlated with the apparent lack of 

user engagement with the site. 

 

 

A.5 Barriers to Success 
 

Several limitations have contributed to the WebPlex’s inability to inspire user 

contributions. To assess its shortcomings, it is helpful to consider Magnus Ramage’s 

(2010: 73-77) ‘simple method’ for evaluating collaborative technologies. Ramage 

creates a layered framework for evaluation, placing the measurement criteria in 

expanding concentric circles. At the centre, he positions ‘efficiency’, a quality that 

requires the technology works as planned without crashing. It is possible to argue 

that the WebPlex worked, since, for the most part, there were initially no major bugs 

in the system, despite its usability limitations. However, Ramage’s next layer, 
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‘effectiveness’, acutely captures a key failure in the WebPlex’s development, as 

viewed through this paradigm. Ramage elaborates on ‘effectiveness’ stating, ‘even if 

the technology works well technically, it may not be doing what the users and other 

key stakeholders actually need’ (Ibid.: 74). The WebPlex’s lack of filtering features 

thwarted its overall growth and relevance to the documentary community. The 

WebPlex never fully moved beyond effectiveness to accomplish Ramage’s next 

layer, ‘usability’, which measures ‘how easy the technology is to use’. And, 

consequently, the WebPlex never reached the subsequent layers of ‘standards’, 

‘individual effects’, ‘group effects’, ‘organisational effects’, and ‘societal effects’ 

(Ibid.). Ramage’s framework is useful for considering what qualities collaborative 

technologies must have in order to achieve the widest aim, ‘societal effects’. 

Although the WebPlex certainly aimed to achieve this goal, the technological 

hurdles and inert development largely eliminated that potential. 

 As the technical development of the WebPlex was largely beyond my control, 

it is unproductive to devote much time to analysing where it went wrong. However, 

there are measures I might have taken to increase the chance of user contributions. 

Rather than aim to collect a vast array of data on distribution, it could have been 

more effective to narrow the scope and reduce the number of data fields for each 

entry. It is possible that WebPlex users were overwhelmed by number of blank 

fields requesting information within distributor profiles. Early on, I put in a request 

to the developers to hide some of these fields, but this change was never 

implemented. Another thing I might have done differently is to focus on quality 

rather than quantity. I aimed to provide a broad overview of the industry and 

therefore attempted to include every distributor of documentaries that I could find, 

ranging from major Hollywood studios to minuscule distributors in foreign 

markets. As most documentaries are distributed by only a small number of 

dedicated distributors, it could have been more effective to concentrate on gathering 

information on these distributors and then constructing original, in-depth profiles, 

rather than copying text found on other websites for the more than 380 entries I 

ultimately created. 
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As the problems with the site’s functionality became more apparent, it 

affected my enthusiasm for the WebPlex and my ability to sell people on the idea of 

contributing to it. Although I often spoke about the WebPlex to the filmmakers I met 

at festivals, I felt I had to issue a disclaimer, saying it was a ‘work-in-progress’. 

These reservations, along with the very low site traffic, deterred me from doing 

some of the things I had initially intended to do — such as writing blog posts, 

posting video interviews, and generating other original content to enhance the 

site. It seemed unwise to spend time on these activities until I was confident that the 

WebPlex could inspire the kind of user engagement I hoped for and build enough of 

an audience to make it worth the effort. So, rather than focusing my efforts on 

promoting the WebPlex, I worked on building my own network, through my annual 

attendance at Sheffield Doc/Fest, IDFA, and other international events. Once the 

WebPlex was fully developed, I intended to outreach to these contacts and 

personally ask for their contributions, hoping to gain some level of critical mass that 

would allow the site to grow naturally. Ultimately, the unresolved design issues 

effectively prevented me from accomplishing this goal. 

 In hindsight, the goals I had for this project were clearly too ambitious to 

achieve. I genuinely imagined that the WebPlex would provoke a reasonable level of 

audience engagement and discourse around documentary distribution. At one 

point, I even developed a ‘Film’ feature for the site that would allow filmmakers to 

create distribution profiles for their own films and reveal details about their 

distribution strategies, including the methods and partners they employed and 

revenues they generated. I have come to understand that people have short attention 

spans and limited free time. If Channel 4 has difficulty getting people to contribute 

information to its 4Docs wiki, there is little hope for DocAgora to produce better 

results. Nevertheless, we designed strategies that aimed to inspire user 

engagement. For example, there was a plan to integrate with The D-Word, which 

would allow users to click a link and feed forum discussions directly into relevant 

areas of the WebPlex. However, building the technology to enable such aggregations 

could not happen until a properly designed database and working functionality 
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were in place on the WebPlex. Integration with The D-Word would likely produce 

greater user engagement with the WebPlex, as long as people understood how to 

use the aggregation features and why they should adopt the habit of doing so.  

 

 

A.6 Conclusion 
 

Certainly, the Web has the potential to alter the way filmmakers select distributors 

for their films by offering access to more information. If this information is accurate, 

up-to-date, and insightful, it could shift the power that traditionally belonged to 

distributors (who decided whether or not to take on a project) over to the 

filmmakers (who can decide whether or not to take on a distributor). Despite the 

growth of the Internet, there has yet to be a singular source for accurate information 

about distributors available online. Most of what is available exists as publicity on 

the distributors’ websites, rather than personal accounts of the experiences 

filmmakers have had working with these distributors. Such testimonies can be of 

great value to the documentary community. Without this knowledge, people are 

certain to repeat each others’ mistakes. And without resources that work to archive 

and share this information, the documentary community will experience significant 

challenges in its development. 

 In conclusion, building a useful website requires appropriate planning and 

solid funding for development activities. The fact that nothing existed like the 

WebPlex was perhaps not so much an indication that it was a truly innovative idea 

but more likely a reflection of the implementation challenges. I became involved in 

this project with the hope that the WebPlex would be used by the documentary 

community and would play a central role in my research. The fact that this did not 

materialise is disappointing. However, the data collection and design process 

allowed me to develop a deeper understanding of distributors and how they work. 

The development process and outreach efforts enabled me to experience the 

challenge of launching a new online project. Many valuable lessons have come out 

of this experience. Perhaps the most important was the understanding that, despite 
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the progress of Web 2.0, building a collaborative website still takes substantial 

funding and resources. As technology improves, costs decline, but we are not yet in 

an age where anyone can contribute to the Web in this way. I was fortunate to have 

DocAgora’s support in this endeavour as I would not have gotten so far if I had 

attempted to do this project on my own. Yet even DocAgora, a well-connected 

organization with significant funds to spend, still did not have the means to 

successfully carry out a participatory project of the scale of the WebPlex. It is 

possible that several years from now, circumstances will be different and technology 

will afford everyone the opportunity to build functional, collaborative sites. Perhaps 

then the WebPlex will re-launch. For now, creating a user-generated site that both 

works well and engages a community remains far too large a task for inexperienced 

independents to successfully manage. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Box Office Source Data 
 

Data gathered from Variety Box Office report available at www.variety.com 

Table B.1 Documentary Films Grossing at Least $1 Million at the US Box Office, 
1990 to 2010  
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Table B.1 (continued) 
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Table B.3 Documentary Films Released in US Theaters, 1990 to 2010 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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Table B.3 (continued) 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Field Research 
 

Table C.1 List of Field Research Events 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued)  
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Table C.1 (continued)  
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued)  
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
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Table C.2 Key Qualitative Interviews  

 

 
 


